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..,UMM.ARY 

The interpretation of behaviour 1n psychodyna.mic terms serves 

both as a mode of explanation and as en agency of therapeutic 

Although the~e is some discussion of the relation 

between these roles, the main purpose is to investigate the w93 

in which it car r ies ou1! i t8 explanatory :function. l'his is 

done with special reference to some of those rational and 

empirical prinoiples which are regularl3' said to characterise 

"scientific" proo"dures , and to be absent from psyohodynamio 
ones. But since human behaviour is oharacteristicalzy purposive 

'intentional' and expressive, end since interpretation is 

typically concerned with what such behaviour means or represents 

( and with the met hod of communicating such inferences), some 

affinities are e:xplored with artistic interpretation which also 

has elements of explanatory ana.13"sis and executive oommunioation 

( ohh. 2, 8). A second principal analogy is the understanding 

of language, where problems of' decipherment, translation and 

textual criticism are argued to have important parallels, in 

their rationale and use of evidence• with psyohodynamio 

interpretation ( esp. ch. 7). This leads to the suggestion 

that many psychodynamic concepts ref er to ( or are in some sense 

• models of') generative or transformative mechanisms relating 

underlying structures to particular behavioural episodes. 

This in turn reflects our main contention ( esp. oh. 5) about 

" scientific principl es•!, which is that the a.ppi,opriate paradigm 

for human behaviour is that of structure-modelling ( in the wide 

variety of w93s U3ed in real, rather than stereotypic, " science'' ), 

rather than that of bypothetioo-deductive experimente.liem. 

From these points of view, psyohod.ynamio interpretation is defended 

against some familiar but misdirected criticisms to do with its 

supposed lack of precision and objectivity, and its reliance on 

contaminated evidence ( esp. oh. 4). Suggestions are also made 

passim about ~eating vo.lid features of suoh criticism. 

l\\ 
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INTRODUCTION 

"Could he, whose rules the rapid comet bind, 
Describe or fix one movement of his mind?" 

POPE: Essay on- ~fan, II, 35. 

1. 

Few people would nowadays write t n Essay on Man; but 

that is not to say that the "proper study of mankind" is 

neglected. Rather,he is treated differently. His actions, 

capacities and functions, his perceptions, responses and 

attitudes, his motives, relationships and organisations, 

his thoughts, feelings and dreams, have all become the 

subject of that motley group of inquiries known as the 

Behavioural Sciences. This title is intended, no doub~, 

to signal to the impressionable the transfer of such topics 

from the real~. of educated literature to that, ,of_ the &abo_ratory, 

where numeracy has too often been substituted for both li'iteracy 

and education. In Britain, we even have a government institution 

to mark the contrast: the Department of Education and Science. 

Some voices, however, are still occasionally raised which 

venture to ask, with the poet, whether Man really is, after all, 

a suitable subject f or Science (Ayer 1964, Deese 1972). 

Some of those who raise this question do so, to be sure, 

for the wrong sort of reason. There , is, for example, the 

obscurantist vie~ that the mysteries of the human soul are 

not to be explained.rationally nor to be tweated in terms 

of law-like regularities; but this will not be our concern. 

Neither shall we give much space to the aetiological objection 

that to adopt an avowedly 'scientific' approach to emotional 
r}.-e . 

functioning is symptomatic of schizoid Hlpersonalisation and ~ 
p-b; . I'{~ { J !+,-'J. 'tq -z 'i}y. 

over-intellectul lism (Fairbairn 1952,f~ But it may 



2. 

also be doubted, on more sober and rational grounds, that actions 

which are a function, in an admittedly problematical sense, of 

the agent's preconceived intentions and purposes, can be studied 

and understood adequately by methods that have proved fruitful 

with planets, chemicals and steam-engines. 

Nevertheless, such is the prestige which the established 
---' 

physical sciencJ~s have derived from their spectacular achievements, 

that other studies, such as psychology, economics, archaeology, 

sociology and anthropology7which have been anxious to claim an 

intellectually respectable pedigree(in the belief that hope of 

progeny goes with pride of ancestry), have consequently devoted 

considerable energy to insisting that their methods are objective, 

to hammering their data into quantifiable form, and generally to 

sacrificing on the altar of Scientism. 
,<"'«')l,,b-

Even the ancient Muse of 

hist,o·ry has been seen to shuffle the dust of Helicon, cast an 

uneasy glance over her shoulder, and grasp ambivalently at the 

passing bandwaggon. So eager, however, were some psychologists to 

mount the vehicle, that ~he was brushed aside; and they, having clamb

ered aboard, began calling out to thf se students of Man who were 

less precipitate, "Either you have a Scie nce or you have nothing". 

Thus they revived the kind of sectarian exciusiveness which 

fortified theologians through the Dark Ages, for St. Augustine had 

similarly preached that there was no salvation outside t he Chur ch: 

salus extra ecclesiam non est. 

The rejection of this attitude, so far as it touches psycho

dynamics in general and interpretation in particular, will be a 

recurrent theme in our discussion. We shall have to take account of 
L 

the dispute which has divided psychologists and commf ntators into 



those who hold, on the one hand, that the stuiy of psychodynemios 

oan be significant and constructive,~ those, on tho obber, 

who see nothing in it but misguided and disreputable crystal-gazing. 

The former, it is true, are often none too convincing when pressed 

to give an account of their methodology, while the latter parade 

the banner of ' 3cience• and dress the wind.o,v with slogans about 

'objectivity', ' kzypothesis-testing', 'prediotions1 , 1 experieemtal 

method' and the rest of it. These guardians of the Popperian 

shrine attack t he plumbers of the soul, .tor being not onl3 wiscientitio 

in their empirical procedures ( a su:ftioient crime) , but also 
tti.c.i,.. 

illogical in~~ ax•gumentation. We try to identify end straighten 

out some of the mua.dles which confuse this controversy ( ohh. 5-7)• 

our general defence will be that not all approaches to the 

understanding of human behaviour ( or ~hing else, for that 

matter) need. to be • scienti£ic', in the sense required by these 

window-dressers, in order to be rational , useful and concerned with 

:factual truth. ~pecifico.lly, we investigate the nature of the 

logical end empirico.l work done by certain kinds of statement about 

why people do what they do. These statements, end the arguments 

in which they pley n port, are of the sort which typify • psyohodynamic' 

accowits of behaviour: that is to s~, those which deal with the 

interplay of such mental states and forces as regularly influence, 

and sometimes dominate, our actions and experience. I mean, of 

course, the statement5 which are lmown as • interpretations' because 

they are intended, in the first instance, to illuminate the 

meaning of some behuviour ( end only 
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tc, ;r\J(,~C.. "te. 
indirectly, perhaps,Lwhat has caused it). 

Our contention will be that, although the implied 

rationale which SUP.ports or generates such interpretive 

statements in a particular case is demonstrabley different 

in important respects from what is characteristic of procedure 

in many physical sciences, yet it is not necessarily any the 

worse for that. For it has features in common with the 

procedures and argumentation used by other learned men, 

such as historians, archaeologists, linguists or epigraphists, 

who also manage to arrive at true, factual, well-founded and 

sometimes spectacular conclusions about their subject-matter. 

This is not to deny that extremists in the psychodynamic 

camp have shown a culpable disregard for standards of evidence, 
e. 

objective observation and ph_ilosophical acu~n in their 
I • 

speculations about the emotional currents underlying people's 

behaviour. But i t is important to convict them on the right 

charge. To wave the slogans of scientism at them may be to 

misconstrue the logic of what they are up to (or could be up to), 

and to accuse them of not being something which they have no 
~ 

need to be. And yet, in their!~~ to appropriate to the 

study of Man the supposed tools and tactics of some physical 

sciences, many psychologists over-reach themselves and seem 

to assume that only physicists had previously been concerned with 
..e 

observation, facts, evid~ce, accuracy and sound reasoning; and, 

further that the implied rationale of "scienti:fic discovery" 

as spelled out by Popper in the 30's remains the alpha and omega 

of empirical truth. 

Thus Eysenck tells us that either "psychoanalysis is a 



:science, ol! it is nothing"; and again that "the answer to the 

question ' what i.J wrong with psychanalysis?' is simple: psychoanalysis 

is wiscientific" ( 1963, p. 68; 1953, p.241). The answer is complicated, 

however, by his telling us at the same time thnt you can Juige 

whether a discipline is "scientific" or not "without value implications" 

( 1953, p.226). For it follows from that that the value-free -
statement '_e is unscientific' c,umot be an answer ( simple or other,,, 
wise) to the value-loaded question 'what is !,_rgn"" 11th I:?' ; nof can 

it generate the in, erence that f is "nothing", for that is a denial 

of value. " Jciontific statement", he ~so tells us, "is based on 

:t'aot and rigonoua logical reasoning" ( P• 227) • Well, <bes he mean 

that~ scientific statement is so based? If so, then history 

and literary critioiom emerge as 'scientific'; if not, then it does 

not matter that psychoanalysis is unscientific, for it may d;ill 

rest on tact and sotmd reasoning, which is all that matters. But 

even these "scientific truths" are not all that you might think: 

they have the disappointing property of not olweys being "correct". 
C. 

According to eysenclc, these "truths" ( only) "~ to be corre1t", 

because of the method by which they have been reached ( ~, italics 

added). A flexible conception of truth, to eey the least. 

Psyohodymanic ideas in general, he nonoluies, rest on "loose and 

wishful thinking" • l:.'videntl.y not ~ psychodyne.mio ideas. 

The purgations of Positiviam and Behaviourism were, no 

doubt, a therapeutic antidote, in the stuiy of t•an, to the romantic 

imagination of some epeouoltors; but fortunately for the understanding 

of behaviour, and for the specific contribution of psychodynamic 
~ 

interpretation, thesekcan be based on rational principles other than 

those of the id~alised laboratory. 

from ibhree main angles. 

These principles are discussed 
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G~~.'V'U.a.aGne is to defend the business 

against traditional lines of attack, by asking from where, in 

terms of logical and evidential considerations,any account of 

behaviour draws its explanatory force. This leads to an 

inquiry into some uses of analogy in scientific theorising; 

and to the suggestion that psychodynamic interpretation can 

helpfully be seen, in its explanatory role, as a special case 

of analogical explanation. This way of seeing it carries 

implications for the grounds on which we assess 'evidence' as 
witt.. 

being supportive, refutatory or neutral ~hrespect to a 

particular interpretation. 

Elaboration of a principal analogy, and of the way it 

functions, represents another angle. That the understanding of 

behaviour should be regarded as more like understanding a 

language than understanding a thunderstorm, is not a new idea. 
~ 

In his Introductory Lectures Fretd aakes it clear that psycho-

dynamic understanding involves believing in "the sense of 

symptoms"; and Rycroft has argued this metapsychological stand

point explicitly, if r ather negatively, in more recent times 

(1966, pp. 7-21). But p~rhaps the most welcome philosophical 

support for this attitude comes indirectly from a non-psychodynamic 
/ 

study by Harre & Secord (1972), who argue for an "anthropomorphic 

model of man", characterised by attention to 'powers' rather 

than 'causes', in which some Freudian concepts might have the 

status of models for the unknown mechanisms which generate (by 

analogy with psycholinguistic concepts of 'generative grammar' 

and 'deep structure') the subjective significances with which 

people invest objects and events. We explore this approach by 

reference to certain linguistic activities including translation 

g 
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and decipherment, and to the way in whtch their practitioners 

meet questions of evidence, explanation and validation. 

The third angle is to make e,plicit, what we have so far 

assumed, that the explanatory role of intepretation can, for some 

purposes, be separated from its therapeutic one, and to ask . . 
, (:" 0~ ;nt~fp:-e,to.,tio~ r 

what light each throws on the other. Their job~is/4 therapy 

is to get something done; but presumably what they are intended 

to do is a function of what, if anything, they are supposed to be 

saying. Another analogy is pursued i n order to illuminate both 

the nature of the claim-content fun what is being said, and the 

relation between that and the job-content. The analogy is that of 

the interpretation of musical structure, which has also two aspects: 

on one hand, the analytical description, or depiction, of the 

alleged ' structure' of work; and on the other the communication 

of a sense of that structuee to an audience in performance. We 

s hall see that the validation of these analytical structure-claims, 

often in the face of rival claims, raises similar problams to 

those encountered by the explanatory claims of psychodynamic 

interpretation; and that the executive aspect of musical 

interpretation resembles, if only in its (partial) dependence 

on the analytic aspect and its need to make a systematic effect on 

an audience, the job-content of therapeutic interpretation. 

It will be apparent from this that the metaph-.nd of meaning 

and structure, as well as reflections on the characteristics of 

science and rationality, will run through our discussion. They 

will keep cropping up, like the themes in a multiple rondo. 

But if there is no strict sonatQ,form, there will at least 

be one continuous pedal note: namely, the insistence that the 
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~~ 
physical sciences and their methods are not the sole/...~ of 

rationality nor of fact; and that there is more to the stud)I 

of Man than slogans about objectivity, measurement, prediction and 
fl., 

controlled variabl, s. Science, we shall say, was made for 

man, and not man for science. 

"Trace Science then, with modesty th'tfy guide; 
First strip off all her equipage of pride ••• 11 

POPE: £1!.• cit., 43. 



Chapter 1 

Dramatis Personae 

(a) What are we talking about? 

(b) Some aspects identified. 

(c) A glance at representation and expression. 

(a) What are we talking about? Let us work outwards, by 

way of conceptual reconnaissance, from an example of a very 

general kind of psychodynamic interpretation, which does 

not presuppose any particular theory of personality or 

psychopathology, and which I take to be typical of many 

sorts of interview-transaction, such as may occur in social 

case-work, vocational guidance, marriage-counselling, 

commercial 'depth-interview', general medical practice, or 

outright psychotherapy. We shall then be able to see more 

vividly what kinds of question, comparison and distincti on 

suggest themselves (or ought to be suggested), and we shall 

have forged some pegs upon which to hang the controversial 

issues which I want to discuss. 

A patient who has been corning to see me regularly 

greets my habitual first phrase of our therapeutic session 0 A~ J~j 

with 0 Ah, your conventional opening;"; and I reply something 

like, "Perhaps you feel that what you have to say to me 

today is nClt so conventional ••• ". (The fact that some schools 
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of psychotherapy self-oonsoiously avoid nD.Y ouch first phrases is, 

of course, irrolevant.) With this single speech-act I am doing 

two, and perhaps threo, things. That it mey • mean' many more 

things to the particular hearer is again another matter; except 

izu,ofar as the contrast between what e. speaker intends to do, 

logically speaking, in t1 speech-act and what e1~fect he has on a 

hearer has proved important, as we shall see, in the analysis ot 

•meaning• . 

( i) By indicating what may be on his mind, and that the 

associated feelings can be recognised and accepted, I hope to make it 

easier for him to expreos those ideas and afi'ects. (ii) What I 

actually suggeet , by ~ey of identification, about just what is on -
his mind, namely t hat it is something 1.mconventional-seeming, looks 

like a tentative a.1sertion of' faot, of what-is-the-case. ( iii) 

.And I also imply, because 1hat I sa y derives from what he aeys, 

that there is a connection, between his cate6ori3ation of _sr 

behaviour as conventional and his hynothesised ( by me) peroeption of 

hie own, in respect of the same construct ( to use Kelly's ( 1955) 

language), - that of 'conventionality•. 

sign of, or pointer to , the latter. 

The former is taken as a 

The attempt, in ( i) to loosen up communication 18 part of 

a general effort to move the patient's behaviour in a suppos~ly 

benef'i.oial dirootion, end as such is hopefully there.peutio. Or at 

leost, lest we assume too much, insofar as it moves or che.nge8 him 
Sl•,-.~~ ( 11'13) ~ 

at al.l, it is who.tt ,{ycroft ( 1968, P• 76) haVtcalled 11 mutative" and Farrell 

"transformative" . ,ow there are many weys, of course, of transforming 

people's behaviou..~ by seying things to them: promises , advice, 

sugrestions, throats, bribes , flattery and abuse are some. 

lo 



The third. aspect ( iii) of' U\Y speech-act looks in itself like a 

relatively independent matter•of-faot claim that the patient aaid 

Y because ( in aome senee) he had X on hia mind. That ia to SAv, 
- - (~) -v 

it looks like 0.1.'i'ering some sort of.[WCElanation of why he said ,!; 

an explanation \1hich would stand or fall on merits independent of 

the motive for ,1hioh it was advanced ( that being to help get him 

better). And there is ore to it than this: because the traditional 

notion of interpretation implies that this relation betwoen ! and ! 

is something more apecifio than just a vagueJ,y generall,y causal 

one. 

It ho.a some causal-looking features, to be sure, but we 

have to look a bit closer. For if the patient comes in limping 

and with his trousers torn, I might infer that he had fallen and 

hurt his knee on the way to the clinic. This, however, would not 

constitute an interp1•etation of tbe limp; not at least, of the kind 

we are concex'l1ed with. But i:f he seemed to be drawing attention 

to the limp, by fussing about it unduJ,y or parading it• I might 

think that thia total behaviour ( the tuasing-about-the-limp) meant, 

or waa 'his •~ of BOiYing' ( as the phrase goes) "Look what risks of 

injury I take coming to see you; you cannot reject me now, can you?". 

This would be to interpret the situation. An interpretation proper, 

that is to s~, doea not mor~ assert, implicitzy, that! ia 

evidence for .X, or is an tslioation that! is the case: it asserts 

that! is an expreaaion of!, admittedly in a problematical para

linguistio sense, a n<1 with the notion of (unconscious) intention 

to express or co~.municate not far below the surface. And insofar 

as what is said to be so expressed, is -

If. 
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a feeling, thought, attitude, idef, anxiety, motive 

etc. (in other words, some 'mental' state, event, force, etc.), 

t o that extent it is a 'psychodynamic' interpretation. 

Further, it is the combination of this particular kind of 
a,S I I I 

explanationt claim, ~(iii), with the intention of 
ow((\ 

'transforming' the patient by giving it,h (i), that would 

seem essentially characteristic of a therapeutic 

interpretation. We shall have to keep returning to this idea. 

The distinction between these two aspects of clinical 

interpretation is brought out by~oticing that, as a 

therapeutic or transformative act, it invites such qaestions 

as ' Was it effective?' and 'Was it given at the appropriate 

time?' ort ! •.. in the appropriate way?'; whereas in its 

quasi-explanatory role it is presumably to be judged as true, 

false, more-or-less precise or more-or-less complete. But how, 

in the latter case, are we to asses, this particular sort of 

'explanation'? The varieties and principles of explanation have 

been much discussed, to say the least; and we shall have to 

r efer to some of the studies which impinge most closely on 

our topic (chh. 5,6). Let us just notice, for the moment, 

that it is eoe thing to explain how-something-is-done, and 

another to explain what-something-means. E•plaining what 

makes a refrigerator work is obvioully a very different . 
o1"Q.. ~ 

logical j ob from explaining what 'polytheistic', [~ 

Italian gesture, means. 

Suppose that the patient in our example does turn out to 

have the required sort of thing on his mind (that is, something 

''unconventional''); in fact he began to talk of wanting to 

be rid of his wife, and to marry someone else's. That does 
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not in itself substantiate the implied interpretive 

claim that his first remark ("Ah, your conventional opening;") 

was a function, in terms either of cause-effect¢ or of 

meaning, of what was on his mind. The two things,comment 

and preoccupation, might have been quite independent. But 

how could it ever be shown that there really was such a 

relationship as postulated: namely, that the comment was 

a sign, effect or expression of the preoccupation? (The 

objection that this is a pre-Rylean formulation can be 

waived for the moment.) That the patient should have such 

a thing on his mind is a necessayy condition of accepting my ex

planation-claim as true; but it is surely not a sufficient one 

because the preoccupation might have been theee without 

having generated the comment. I still need vindication for 

postulating the link, and it is a problem to know what form 

such vindication would take. For that depends on what sort of link 

I have postulated. 

Several questions, then, are already raised by our example , 
le 

and they give some idea of the kinds of probj11m we shall be 

concerned with. They are raised, moreover, by a somewhat 

mundane example, which is at once less complex than some florid 

dream-interpretation and more characteristic of everyday 

psychodynamic transactions. There seem to be a number of 

separable strands runiing through and making up even this 

rather prosaic sort of interpretation: meaning, commmnication , 

transf~rmation, causes, explanation, and individual 

'perspective'. Insofar as particular interpretations vary 

in type, and in the purpose for wiich they are made, they 

will vary as to which of these threads are present, and as 

to which of those present is or are the most conspicuous. 
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But should we not &peoit'y, in a more comprehensive wq, 

what defines the claas of proposition or activities, coiled 

'interpretations•, of which our example is an example? Perhaps 

we should try to say what particular subgroup of' what wider class of 

accounts of human behaviour is to count as that of interpretations. 

It may be a mistake to think this a necessary prelude to a coherent 

program of investigation, and there is oertainl3 a danger that in 

trying to squeeze the concept into a definitive mould you will distort 

it by including too much or by excluding something that is wanted; 

or that you will stultify it by producing ll formula which is ~ 

logioalzy circular. This was the fate of some veil-known early 

defini tiona of ' learning' by scien oe-oonsoious but philosophically 

naive psyohologist::s. "We m83' define 'leoniing' as a change 1n the 

probability ot response" wrote Skinner ( 1950, p.199) . Well, you 

m&iY do, at your peril. Because ~u will end up t al.king about 

something very dil'forent i'rom what everybody else understands by 

•learning'; and it will become appropriate, on your aocount , to 
designate as It lenrningtl certain behavioural ch.mges which have 

nothing to do with l earning. Thus, if I catch a cold, the probability 

of my ' sneezing-reaponse' changes, but I hnve not learned to sneeze 

more often. Skinner's definition includes too much. 

Hilgerd ht:;d foreseen this pitfall, and tried to avoid it 

by stipulating what such a change in response must be due to in 

order to count as learning. So he introduced. the proviso that 

1 t must be due to " training•l ( 1948, P• If ) • But he is now faced 

with the task of apeci1ying some independent criteria for what 

activities arc g oing to count as Ct training'); that is, criteria 
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that do not themselves refer back to the definiendum 

'learning'. His specification will have to exclude, for 

example, the effects of accident, surgery or medication 

without mentioning learning , Insofar as he fails to do this , 

perhaps because the task is logically impossible, the proviso 

about 'training' risks. making a circle of the definition 
'½ trt..,O ""-0 N.... 

and rendering it worthless; Mkif, it would seem also to reduce 

the animal experimenters' concept of 'latent learning', which 

r~s~ 
is characterised by the absence of training, to incoherence. 

It is only fair to add that» in a revised edition of his dis cussion 

(1956, pp. 1-6), Hilgard treats the problem more cautiously. 

(b) Some aspects identified. Let us see if some textbook 

definitions of 'interpretation' fare any better. There will be the 

difficulty that some will be concerned with particularities 

like dreams or symbols,rather than with behaviour in general; 

but it may be that there~ only particular interpretations 

of particular sorts of behaviour (such as dreams, slips of the 

tongue, gestures, psychosomatic symptoms), and that it is a mistake 

to expect them all to function in the same way and exhibit 

the same range of lmgical properties. Concentrating on the 
~ 

practical use of interpretation in therapy, tlvy gives an account 

which, like Skinner's of 'learning', is altogether too loose and 
at 

unselective.Lsome points. He writes (1963, p.5) that it 

consists typically in presenting "an alternate description of 

some behavioural datum" in order to "redefine" or "restructure" 

a situation for someone who is "in a bind". But only~ 
&\,I\ 

such proferred restructuringsof my view ofi action or habit of 

mine are interpretations of it; and we need to mark off which 
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they are. Christian preachers, incl\.ding the poet George Herbert, 

have often exhorted bored houaewives to 'restructure• or construe 

their household chores as a contribution to the will or God , to 

the Grand Design, to cosmic order or to the fight against entropy: 
11Who sweeps a. room as !'or Tey lawe/makes that and the action fine" 

( Herbert, The 'Cli.xir) . But this is not interpretation, in the 

sense that Levy WMts; it is preaching. 

What Levy is tryizls to get at, unsuooessfully, is the idea 

that people are often "in a bind" because they are realzy ( deep 

down, unooneciouszy) structuring some situation in a different wa:y 

than they (consciously) recognise; and that interpretation oonsists 

in bringing to light, and presenting them with, this hitherto 

hidden ( neurotic, infantile, anxiety-driven) mode 01· structuring. 

How far, and 1n ,,hat woy, a therapist goes on to encourage an 
.e 

alternative ( and hopefully more ~ietic, heo.ltlzy- or adaptive) 

structuring is a matter of therapeutic doctrine and technique. The 

material \fhioh is int.erpreted, however, is not necesseJ.~ily or entirely 
0 h1dden11 from the patient. Indeed, sometimes it ia all too apparent, 

and the purpose of the therapist identifying and verbalising it is 

held to be to rea..,sure tho patien..t that his feelings etc. are not 

too terrible to be faoed openJv,-. This is somotillles urged as one 

point of interprt.tinB to children, and we consequ ·ntly find Money

Kylie omitting f'rom his characterisation of Kleinian interpretation 

av.v :reference to how accessible to the child are the feelings referred 

to: 

•••• 

11 
••• she provided them with toys and encouraged them to 'play freely' 

She then 'interpreted' their pll\Y, that is, she described to 

them the feelings and phontasies which seemed to be expressed by it" 

( 1955, p. xii). 

Rycroft ( 1968, P• 76) off era a definition which is very much 

more to the point; but 1 t does not qui t.e avoid the diffioul ty of 

including too much, and it illuminatingly invites the charge of 

explaining obscurum per obsourius. After the comment that the general 
"' idea ia that of "eluoidoting and expo1,nding the meaning of somethina 

abstruse, obscure, e to. 11 , he writes that psJ choana.l3tic interpretations 

are statements in ,hich the anal.Jist "attributes to a dream, a symptom, 

or a chain 01' free us ociations some meaning over and above ( under and below) 
that given to it by the patient"• 
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But we need to specify more closely the kind of 'meaning' 

khich the analyst atributes, and/or the relation between the 

interpretive statement and the phenomenon interpreted 

(that is, the method of deriving the interpretation from the 

data) in order that not any sort of fuller understanding or greater 

knowledge of! shall count as a psychodynamic interpretation of 

X. If Rycroft attributes the meaning of 'chicken-pox' to a 

patient's spots, this may well be "over and above'' (not to 

say 1'under and below") that given it by the patient; but the 

diagnostic judgement is not of the same sort, ner is it arrived 

at by the same pattern ff inference, as when he interprets a 

glove-anaesthesia as a hysterical conversion of some repressed 
\,Qi\!l. of-

anxiety about bathing a baby. ~ Whatlthe differences are 
fl, 

we shall examine b~low (ch$ i:4v-). -I+!( What matters for the 

moment is to see that this sort of distinction would have 

to be built into Rycroft's definition in order to make it 

sufficiently clear-cut. 

£ 
The possible objection that the chilken-pox diagnosis 

does not go "over and above" the patient's own judgement 

that there was something wrong with him, but only elaboaates 

it on the same level by spelling out what is wrong, 

draws attention to this obscure metaphor of stratification which 

Rycroft uses. The interpreted meaning has to be at a different 

level from that apparent to the patieAt, but so loose is the figure 

of speech that it can be conceived as either 'above' or 'below', -

as a superior or more profound meaning. Does the interpreter trade 

in mysteries that are supernatural or infernal? The quotation 

from Virgil which Freud put at the head of his Interpretation 

of Dreams suggest that he at least was prepared to think that 
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it might be the latter: Flectere si ne~ueo superos, 

Acheronta movebo (1f I cannot prevail upon the gods above, 

I shall stir up the Underworld'). But what are these 

strata of meaning, and what is it for one to be above or 

below another? 

Freudian dream-theory has, of course, made familiar th.e... 

1;8.. concept of 'latent content'. There is a meaning or 

message, about repressed guilty wishes and feared phantasied 

punishments , as it were "lying hid" (latere) among the 

distorted and censored images which were 'manifest' to the 

dreamer. He who knows the code of symbolism (both general to 

humanity and idiosyncratic to the particular p•rson), and 

understands the characteristics of 'primary process' thinking 

which Freud referred to as the "language" of the Unconscious, 

can work back, with the patie~t•s help, from the manifest 

dream-image to the latent emotions, impulses, wishes and 

anxieties. These are thought of as "lying hid" partly because 
c... 

their identity has been actively concealed and ob(ured by various 

dream-agencies, and partly because they are in any case of a 

kind which belong to a lower level of mental functioning in the 

Freudian scheme. The level at which such forces function is 

"lower", with respect to those of the ego and the superego, 

not just by virtue of being represented as literally at the 

bottom of a diagram of the 'psychic apparatus' (1933, p. 542), 

but also because they are supposed to be typical of lower 

rungs in the ladder of psycho-biological development. They are primi1 

- bive in the sense of being characteristic of relatively infantile 

or immature stages of mental and emotional development; that is, 

stages of irrational, pre-loiical , fantasy-domina ted thinking 
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and of instinct-driven, crude and impulsive affects. 

The notions of obscurity, as to how you discover what is 
w;~ ,--e..c:;µc..+ +o 

really there, and of ontogenetic primacy,im te.m:s e.f what 

sort of thing is theee, have coalesced in t his image of psychic 

humility. And they both have a firm place in the concept of 

psychodynamic interpretation. But I shall a r gue that whereas 

it is the nature of the forces which it purports to describe 

that makes an interpretation ''psychodynamic '' , what makes it an 

" interpretation d is the met hod of penetrating the obscurity. 

(c) A glance at representation and expression. Let us not be 

too embarrassed, however, that we have not succeeded in 

concocting a form of words which includes all the sorts of state-

"" ments or stories that we are interested in, a/ d which marks off 

clearly all that do not count. It may be an error to expect them all 

to share the same properties, so that they can be captured by a 

schoolman's de£intti on per genus et differentiam. Perhaps, 

although they do a certain sort of job, and do it in a certain 

sort of way, what they all have in common is, like Wittgenstein' s 

overworked 11 games 11
, not a set of categorical properties but on l y 

a sort of 'family-resemblance' which shows up here in the line 

of the nose, and there in the colour of the hair. 

When seeking how to pin down what would count as a work of 
I:) 

art and what would not, or rather, how to distinguish formally th,se 

things that we do regard as works of art from those that we do not, 

Wollheim found himself ; orced into a similar corner (1968, ppi~1❖q). 

"' Since aesthetic analogy is a kind to which we shall return now a,d 

again, it will be well to notice how he dealt with the problem. 
'- f) 

It might seem that all you have to do, as a first move, is draw up 
' 
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a list of all the different sorts of art-work and then look to 

see what properties they have in common (and which non-art-works 

lack). The antecedent unlikelihood of finding any categorical 

property shared by e.g. a string quartet, Michaelangelo's 

David and a couplet of Theocritus is considerable enough. 

Add to it the tactical difficulty of knowing how to tell when 

your list of contenders is complete ; and that of identifying the 

precise nature of the contenders, so as to know between exactly 

what you are seeking resemblances. 

This latter problem arises because it is hard to see 

whether to identify the essential art-object in the case of the 

quartet, for instance, with the printed score, the composer's 

manuscript, the sum of all actual or possible performances or 

1.o. 

the ideas in the composer's mind. If the score, then whose copy?; 

if the manuscript, suppose it has been destroyed?; if performances , 

how do you tell that they are of that work?; if the ideas, they 

no l onger exist. Even if we concentrate on art1works whose identi ty 

as works of art is intimately connected with that of tangible 

physical objects (such as paintings and statues), and which seem 

to be more or less representational, there is the difficulty that 

we want to attribute to the picture, qua pictut e, qualities 

which canvas and paint do not have, such as movement, piety or 

repose. 

A second problem, which is closely relevant because clinical 

interpretations often speak of overt behaviour • representing• 

some unrecognised feeling or motive, is that there are many 
0 

ways in which A may 1' represent '1 B, and it is nott riously hard 

to s ay in virtue of what, exac tly , in particular case , ~ is a 

' representation' of B. Taking up t he l atte r point , Wollheim 
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remarks that resemblance obviously will not do as either 

sufficient or necessary condttion (1968 , pp.32-36). 

Because if I draw a picture of Wittgenstein which in fact looks 

like Napoleon, that nei, her makes it a representation of 

Napoleon nor prevents it from being one of Wittgenstein. 

True, somebody could use it~ a representation of Napoleon 

in a history class; but this only emphasises the role of 

intention, and I could still insist that it was really 

(intended as) a representation of Wittgenstein. My insistence 

on the intention is not, however, immune to all fac t ual 

considerations: I should have, to revise it if I had copied 

a picture of Napoleon which was mis-labelled ' Wittgenstein', 

and was consequently mistaken in thinking that what I was 

drawing was Wittgenstein. 

Since there are many ways of 'representing' any one 
Jtv\.ttt;ol, 

thing, (the first point above) , some~~ may have nothing by 

way of physical , or even relational, properties in common 
. 

at all. The chemical formula for sodi um chloride looks 

nothing like a ball-and-wire model of i ts molecule, but they 

21. 

are both effective repres entations of that substance (cp. 

Wittgenstein on 'picturing' the facts that constitute the world , 

in Tractatus). How much more is this true in expressive arts , 

where 'autumn' or 'devotion' may be represented in music, verse 

or paint. There may be little enough resemblance, indeed, between 

two artists' paintings of the Creation; but what could there 

possibly be in common between one such picture and Haydn's 

orchestral 'Representation of chaos' at the start of his 

oratorio The Creation? 
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This lack of categorical correspondences between 

artistic representations of the same thing, or, for that 

matter, between linguistic representations, will be appealed 

to later when we consider the consequences of the assumption 

that the same psychodynamic element may be expressed in 
a.. 

different behaviour; ~n assumption from waich it obviously 

follows that it would be idle to expect a one-to-one 
iJV.£. t o-.. oa,, 1~( if/; .-n.'SI tvnUS 1 

correspondenceJbetween ooserved behaviour and interpreted 

psychodynamic content. More specifically, we do sometimes 

speak, of course, of a creative artist's representation of 

a fairly standard theme, such as 'the fall of Adam' or 'the 

four seasons', as his interpretation of it, and this is 

separate from the sense in which an execotant performer gives 

an interpretation of a iiterary or musical text. But the latter 

analogy will recur in t he context of the therapeutic~ 

of psychodynamic interpretations (c11..2~»• 

So multifarious are the obstacles to constructing an 

account based on the communality or exclusiveness of some 

particular propertie~, that Wollheim seems compelled to invoke 

the "aesthetic attitude" and to concede that anything created 

~, or in the spit it of, art-work has to be allowed to count. 

Indeed, some would extend the notion to include anything 

perceived in such a spirit: such objects of 'natural art' 

being rocks shaped by the sea or oddly-grown branches from a 

hedge. This is not to say that anything purported as an art

work is such, because its creator might be mistaken in thinking 

that he was working in the appropriate spirit; and the same 

presumably goes for a perceiver . I~ebriation has been mis-

identified before now as inspiration. But if the search for 

'J.1. • 
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e,. '\ 
crit, ria is ab<l;ndoned (pp.119£120), what is this spirit 

which isf put in its place? Another WittgensteiniaJ concept, 

even more nebulous than 'family-resemblance': a "form of 

life" (Lebensform). Let us see if we can be more specific 

than this int respect of psychodynamic interpretation. 

If we could get no nearer to a traditional definition 

of terms than the 'family resemblance' analogy brings us, 

would not this be thought a dereliction of duty on the 

grounds that systematic theorising depends upon the use of 

technical concepts whose fields of reference and implication 

are unambiguous? How else are theories to be tested against 

facts, revised and replaced? This is the first of many encounters 
., 

we shall have with what Harre (1970) calls the l'myth of deductivism '' • 

The myth has been sold wholesale by influential philosophers 
it 

of science, and(has been bought in bulk by many teachers of 

psychology, whose students, lacking the equipment to assess it, are 

left mouthing cli~hes about hypotheses, prediction~ and 

experimental evidence, and are implicitly invited to believe 
I 

I 
that non-scientific enterprises (like histo(es of Queen 

Elizabeth, translations of Voltaire, discussions of 'causality' or 
f\ 

commentaries ol Tacitus) are characterised by imprecision, 
0 

capric$iousness and indifference to the facts. It is a mediaeval 

superstition, endorsed by Descartes' fantasy of encompassing 

all knowledge-of-the-world under a quasi-mathematical scheme 

of proposition and implication inllwhich deductive logic is the 

only valid ticket of inference, that you need to be able to 

mark off complete and clear-cut boundaries of reference before a 

term can be useful to knowledge . The idea is ~hat by such 

exhaustive referential circumscription, empirical terms are 
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converted into logical connters suitable for playing the 

cartesian inference-game.{& sozt of metapayaieai 1¢4 ctgs ca,fes)-

But so far from the whole of scientific methodology exemplifying 

this schizoid fiction (in whatever up-dated Popperian form), it is 

not even true, in real-life science, that the use o f particular 

terms necessarily conforms to the plan . 

Scriven has made the point with reference to the 

as trophysicist's concept of a 'radio-star' , in his reply to 

Skinner's critiqu{of psychoanalytic concepts. Skinner had 

argued that Freud should have avoided some of the looseness and 

vagueness in his theories, and generally made them approximate 
tT 

more to the j OOd old physical sciences, by defining the cenaaal 

concepts more closely from the start, if only by means of that 

well-known methodological deus ex machina 'operatioBal eefinition' 

( 1954., p. 305). Scriven answers that this is a misconceived 

requirement of s c ientific theorising because, when you are breaking 

new observational and explanatory ground (and perhaps even when you 

are not) , you may need merely to sketch in some aspec ts of what looks 

like bei ng a new 'concept~, in order to focus attention en certain 

features and suggest connections, while leaving open the 

questions of what other features may also be important, and hence 

of what objects or phenomena may come to be subsumed under the 

new ooncept. For this sort of reason,"it is as wrong to suggest 

that Freud should have pinned his terms down to infant neurology 

or ••• to physical and biological science, as it would be to 

insis t that the founders of radio astronomy should have said 

whether a radio star was a s olid body or a region of space. They 

introduced the term as a Bame for the hjpothesised origin of shortf 

wave electromagnetic radi ation". (Scriven 1956, p .128). 
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That is to say, you may usefully call whatever-it-is 

that produces certain crucially interesting phenomena, 

or behaves in a certain way, a "pulsar" without knowing 'ltlj.at 

other properties pulsars may turn out to have. Indeed some of 

these other properties may turn out to be more important and 

exclusive than the ones originally picked out, so that they 

eventually take over as the defining criteraa of the concept. 
Q, 

When Freud broadened the concept of 'sexul lity' by declaring 

"sexual life comprises the function of obtaining pleasure 

from zones of the body" (1938, p.26), he was doing something 

of this sort. And when something crops up which meets most of 

the criteria, or meets them in a sort of way, doubt will 

arise whether to teat it as an anomalous pulsar, a true pulsar 

in freak conditions, or something quite different which is 

"mimicking" certain pulsar-like effects. But the possibility 

of such doubts, and the fact that they are not totally 

fores t alled a priori, does not render the 'pulsar' concept 
ce 

use les s. Lorenz's ethological co~ pt of ' imprinting' was not 

" made scientifically worthless by uncertaintty about exactly 

what would prove to be the essential features of the sort of 

behaviour he was marking out, nor about whether, for instance, 

the human infant's "social smile" should count as an instance 

(Ambrose et.al. 1963). Such questioas do indeed lead to finer 

distinctions being drawn, and to some aspects being emphasised 

rather than others, but that is a different matter. This 

chronic vulnerability of many empirical concept~to tJe 

~borderline case.q, is connoted by Waismann's well-known notion 

of the "open textmre" of many conce,j!s in physical sciences 

(19l{, eb• p. 120). 
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However, even if we do not offer a formula which is proof 

against the seepage of uncertainty, any more than Rycroft does, 

we can surely agree with iim that the main heritable characteristic 

which the family of psychodynamic interpretation exhibits is a 

concern for "meaning". They are statements which purport to 

provide understanding of certain behaviour by teeating it as 

bearing obscure but potentially explicable signs, unrecognised by 

the agent, of the agent's feelings, motivei, attitudes, unconsious 

processes and so on. What kind of signs they are, and what 

relation they have to the inferences drawn from them (if indeed they 

are "inferences") is left open at this stage (see ch.6)~. 
I question in advance that these judgements are like 'inferences', 

because this term • uggests too close a parallel with a different 

hermeneutic situatit n, namely that of the augur taking the omens 

(for example , by examining the state of a sacrificial animal's 
1\, 

liver) and using them as evidence for predicting the fortu;es 

of some momentous enterprise. There the enterprise is external 

to the omens in a way that someone's actions are not external to 

his feelings , motives and attitudes. The actions are not so 

much evidence for the feelings, and so on, as expressions of them: 

dlnd there are those, of course, who would even seem to identify 

the mental or emotional states with dispositions to act in certain 

ways . 

When my patient said "Ah, your conventional opening!" (the 

argument goes), that was not grounds for inferring a concern with 

conventionality; it was an example of such a concern. Or perhaps 

it was both? Somewhat analogous is the misuse of the inference-

paradigm in discussions of perceptual judgement. Early experimental 

psychologis ts used to speak of "inferences" made ~nconsciously from 



visual "cues" in dep t h-perception; and, in philosopny, J.ustin is well 

known to have argued at;ainst Jiyer that it is misleadin8 to construe 

everyday oases of seeing something as a houae as a per:ceptual conclusion 

based on the "evidence11 of raw sense-data. Actually seeing people 

having dinner i s ioportantly unlike ini'errinth from the • evidence' 

of the crumbs on the table, that people have been having dinner. 

(Austin,1962, p.123; op. Jsyer 1967)• So it is with the meaning 

of behaviour. To interpret some aotion as a sign of sowe conflict 

iii not Just to a::,y that it is caused by some ( separate, antecedent) 

conflict; it is to aeo it as conflicted. behaviour. -
Since interpretations sometimes look more as though they 

are identifying or conceptualising behaviour as being of a certain 

kind, rather than postulating causal antecedents for it, it is 

tempting to try to avoid treating them as any variety of explanation. 

It is true• of course , that the crucial move in some sorts of explanation 

seems to be to i dentify some element 1n the explanandum as bel0Il8ing 

to a certain claao: • fey does Smith hnve fish for lunch every 

Frid"1'?'; ' Well, he's a Roman Catholic, don't you know• . But this 

move ha.s explanatory force only because there is a generalisation in 

the background, under which the identified class ( .ttonion Cat.holies) is 

tacitly subsumed. However, even if everything that deserves to be 

called ( strictly? ) arr•explanation' conforms to this logical pattern, 

as disciples of Popper and Hempel ( such as D. M. Taylor ( 1974>)) still 

want to argue despite niounting criticism, I do not ,iant to prejudge 

the question whe i;her nll aooounts of behaviour which conduce to i ta 

systematic underotanding and amelioration also neoedsaI'ilydo 

( op. Ch.5, section ( a) ). 
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Acceptance of a formal cootrine about how empirical 

explanations function would oblige one to show either that inter

pretations reallJ, ai'e ~ sort of' thing in disguise, or that their 

function is dif'f'erent but nevertheless r'1'ectable in its own fashion. 

Reluctance to be 1·estricted in this we;y is retleotad in the rather 

more infoumal program of observing that the raison d'etre of all 

such aooounte i s to reduce puz£lement to vanishing point, and of 

examining how various puzzlement-reducing exercises aohieve their 

aim. Now, puzzlement can be intrinsioa.l.zy of different sorts, 

oon be about different1:0rts of things and can arise from different 

sources. It woul.l be remarkable, therefore, if there were only S!!!! 

logical we;y in which it is dispelled, and if there were thus only 

.2!!! logical type for quasi-explanatory accounts of behaviour. But 

we shall return to this issue below ( ohh. 5 , 6) . 

On the other hand, I do not advocate the opposite view 

that psyohodynamio interpretations, in therapy at least , represent 

merely a puzzlement-reducing way of looking at the material, which 

ie independent 01• cauaal and propositional do.ims ( op. ch.3). The 

point of treating some behaviour ae the unwitting o;pression of 

something, rather than the effect of something, is to dra attention 

awa;y from the fraroo uork of causal analysis and covering-laws, in 

order to focus it on the question of how we do in f,ct manage to 

underatand expressi~ns and meanings of various sorts. If we can 

then show that such und@standing, with the empirical consequences 

that follow from it, is regularly reached in the absence of cer tain 

conditions ( of precision, control and watertight generalisations) 

which the priosts of scientism worship, we shall protect certain potentially 
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valuable accounte and judgements about human behaviour from 

unwarranted rejection; and we shall also be able to refine such 

accounts by clarifying the principles on which they logiaaJ.l.y 

rest. 

Fo1~ our purposes, there are at least two ! ' orseeaole chinks 

in any would-be definitive form of words :for the nature of interpretation 

through which "doubt cey seep in" ( to borrow Waismann' s phrase) : 

one is 1n the a·ea of the anacysis of meaning, an<l the other is to do 

with the tactics of therapy. The concept of psyohodynamio inter

pretation trades, us we have seen, on the metaphor of •meaning• and 

on the idea that aome actions m~ be understood as an expression, 

in a sort of beho.viow·al ' language' , of otherwise covert feelings, 

thoughts , wishes and so m. Freud spoke after all of "the language 

of the unoonaoious", of the need to learn the symbolism of dreams, 

and of the 11 3onse'' of ::,ymptoms. But there are different w~s , as 

we shall aee, in 1trl.oh 1 can mean, or come to mean, ]) and oor1·espondingly 

various wa.rs in nhich different sorta of _! oan be infe1Tad to mean 

their respective ".rs. It m~ be very hard to say 1n advance 

which ways are going to count for our sott of' interpretation, and 

of oour se which sort ( or sorts) are exemplified by a particular 

instance of makin6 an interpretation. But it will not do to 

adopt a policy of II let them all come" , and to allow any sort of 

inference to hov, a person is feeling ( thinking, etc. ), from - -
observation of' ,hat he does , & appeal to its allegt -d meaning, 

as psychod.;ynrunic interpretation. 

If a Frenchman SaJ'S "J' ai peur que ... " and I consequently 

clay to a child "l'hat man is afraid that ••• •", I should have 
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. , 
fulfilled these requirements; but I should not have made a 

psychodynamic interpretation. To object that the inferred 

meaning must be hidden to the agent, "over and above"what he 

can see (in Rycroft's phrase), still leaves two possibilities: 

what the latent meaning is may be hidden, or the connection 

between that and the behavioural 'sign' which is interpreted. 

I f someone hitches me up to a machine that records the 

electrical conductivity of the skin, and correctly reports that 

I am feeling anxious, what is that? It seems no less of an 

interpretation because I knew very well that I was anxious; 

my feelings may well have been ''hidden" from him. And it is 

very different from my simply telling him, in a semantic 
11.M 

system which he understands, that !~anxious. It certainly looks 

'psychodynamic', because it is about how I feel; and yet he seems 

to have started from the wrong sort of material for his conclusion 

to count. What if I had tripped over the carpet , or come late, or gone t 

to t he wrong room, and he had said to his assistant, "Gee, this 

guy's nervous"? 

Or, on the other hand, suppose I did not know that sweaty 

palms could be a sign of anxiety; then the judgment "You are 

anxious" would be "over and above" what.!. thought the damp palms 

meant. Does my ignorance of a connection between emotional 

state and physiological correlate turn someone else's judgement 

about the f ollIIler into an interpretation? What seems to be important 

is the way the judgement is derived from the observational data, 

and what sort of data they are, and t he support-relation between 

this evidence and the interpretive judgement. But here again, 

can you mark off different sorts of behaviour and relations in such a 

way that PGR's do not count and carpet-tripping does, and can it be 
~5 I?. 
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done so reliably as to prevent doubt creeping i n a t this point? 

Secondly, in the treatment-situation, remarks made by 

therapists may convey messages about "hidden meaning" more or 

less implicitly. This creates problems when a third-party observer 

tries to analyse a therapist's speech-acts with a view to examini ng 
( -c .,. hu..~rt ~ ttt 11> . 

some h~pothesis about therapeutic technique (r@fs .+.- Such ah 

observer may want to start by allotting the interventions to the 

various categories which therapists claim to use, such as 

clarifications, questions, confrontations and support-noises 

(Menninger 1958, ch.6). A remark, for example, which sets out 

as a 'clarification' of what the patient has said about some feeling 

may be phrased in such a way that is suggests a parallel, comparison 

or analogy with something else the patient has said previously. 

That is, the therapist may deliberately repeat a phrase which he 

used on the previous occasion wi th the intention, or perhaps only 

the hope, that i t will ring a bell with the patient and get him 

to associate 'Q' with_!: . The therppist has not said that Q is 

another case of.!: , which might haveaamounted to an interpretation 

along hhe lines of 'Q means the same as_!:, did you but know'. 

But suppose that_!: had already been interpreted as meaning 

X. Then to suggest, hint or convey the impression, that Q xixa 

is another case of P, or is analogous to it (in some way which is 

often unspecified), is tantamount to interpreting Q also as meaning 

X. What is the observer to say that the therapist has done in this 

case?; was his intervention an 'interpretation' or not?; if so, 

has the therapist given 'the same' interpretation (as given for_!:) 

again? And what is the interpretation, then: that Q means the 

same as P; or that Q, like_!:, means X? (Compare Wollheim's ques t 
1-11 

fo r the essential art-object, pltt above). We cannot l e t t he 
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answers turn on whether the patient took it as an 

interpretation, or what he took the interpretation to be, 

because he may mistakenly see all sorts of things as 

interpretations which are not. And yet therapists themselves 
c 

are often quite happy with the idea of leaving an interpr~tion 

implicit, so that a patient can take it if he is 'ready ' 

for it but not be distnnbed by it if he is not. 
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Chapter II 

Diagnosis, Therapy and the Performing Arts 

(a) Elucidatory features. 

(b) Transformative aspects. 

(c) The analogy of 'executive' interpretation. 

We have seen that th~-metaphor of the 'meaning' of 

behaviour is central to the concept of psychodynamic inter

pretation; and we have encountered the contrast between treating 

actions as expressions, in some quasi-linguistic sense, of 

underlying states of mind as opposed to cnnsidering thmm 

primarily as effects of antecedent causes. This contrast has 

been epitomised by Bennett (1964, p.14) in distinguishing 

meaning as 'symbol' from meaning as 'symptom'. We have also 

met a typical situation in which a judgement about such an 

alleged meaning is both made, by way of understanding someone 's 

behaviour, and communicated to him for the therapeutic purpose 

of changing him for the better (howbeit indirectly and in the 

long run). What I said to the patient who construed my first 

remark as 'conventional' seemed to serve both these purposes, -

elucidatory and transformative. Let us press this distinction 

fut ther, and introduce some of the difficulties to which it leads . 

(a) Elucidatory features. It seems obvious that we can 

separate these two pos sible fnnctions of interpretation. I 

could clearly have made the elucidatory judgement, about the 

I. 



significance of his comment , wi t hout ever communicating it 

to him; and it would have had no chance to be transformative 

if it had not been communicated. Communiaation of many 

things in therapy, as in ordinary conversation, need not, 

of cour se , be verbal. But the fact that some ideas and 

attitudes may be communicated non-verbally (by nods, grunts , 

facial expressions and other 'meta-messages') is beside the 

point f or the moment. We might just notice, however, that, 

although it would seem at first sight that only rather crude and 

unarticulated messages can be sent by that means, yet in the 

field of drama one thing which distinguishes the great actor 

from the others is probab ly his technical ability to convey a 

wide range of relatively subtle and specific meta-messages to his 

audience. Not perhaps to the extent burlesqued by Mr. Puff in 

Sheridan's The Critic (Act III, scene I): 

Sneer: Now, pray what did he mean by that? 

Puff: Yo~ don't t ake it? 

Sneer: No, I don't upon my soul. 

Puff: Why, by that shake of t he head he gave you to 
understand that even though they had more justice 

in their cause and wisdom in their measures -
yet, if there was not a great spitit shown on 

the part of the people - the country would at 
last fall a sacrifice to the hostile ambition 
of the Spanish monarchy. 

Sneer: The devil! Did he mean all hhat by shaking 
his ~ead? 

There is no doubt that head-shakes and the like can 

'transform' in therapy, in the sense that they can selective ly 

probabilify some s orts of behaviour r a t her t han others, but t hey 

\ 
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do not do so by conveying a message about t he significance 

of the behaviour which they alter. Let us see how far we 

can separate making elucidatory or diagnostic inteppretations 

(D.I.), simply for their explanatory force, from cpmmilnicating 

T.I. 's to a patient to help get him better. 

Although D.I.'s all share the common task of unravelling 

the significance, in a broad sense, of actions which are 
/4~~~ 

variously obscure, perplexing,Lportentoasithey will do so 

in different ways because they will be directed towards 

different kinds of obscurity, perplexity and so on. Some are 

conce rned with what an image in a dream stands f or, some with 

why a person forgets a familiar name, some with why Mr. X 

ignores Mr. A. and talks to Mr . B, some with what a mother is 

trying (or not trying) to tell the doctor by saying that about 

the child, some with how a man sees himself vis 1 vis his 

workmates or boss, and some with what a response to a Rorschach 

card tells you about a patient. They aim to facilitate the 

understanding of the presented phenomena, and may be quite indep

endent of any attempt to change them. 

We have noticed that, in the ordinary way, people come to 

understand some sorts of thing or situations by appeal to 

causes (why has the car broken down?), others by appeal to purposes 

or intentions (why did he leave the office early on Friday?}, 

still others by reference to ethical considerations like just

ifications or obligations (Why did you let him off?; Well, you 

can't kick a man when he 's down). It is interesting that children 

have to learn what sort of explanation it is appropriate to 

expect *b di fferent c ases, and t o ask (a t least according to 

Piaget) less often for justifi ca t i ons and more often for causes, -
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the world being less anthropomorphic than they initially 

assume.,, (but ep. Isaacs 19 )__.,.. We shall contend below (ch.5) 

that there is no one logical framework under which these 

various appeals can be subsumed, in spite of the fashionable 

doctrine that they all work in principle by referring a particular 

statement about the puzzling phenomenon4 (whether to do with 

causes, purposes or duties) to a generalisation of the same 

kind, in such a way thtt what is to be explained can be read 

off as the conclusion of a deductive argument such as one 

finds in elementary geometry. 

(v 

But philosophers of scitnce are by now familiar with the 

idea that perplexity is dissolved even in the so-called 

'physical sciences~ in more ways than one. Sometimes for 

example we analyse the "fine structure" of something to expose 

"hidden mechanisms 11
, and sometimes we design different sorts 

of model or analogue which replicate the functioning of what 

we are trying to udderstand. And in case it is argued that even 

these procedures depend logically on implicit universal 

generalisations, let us notice that in the fields of 

language or history, for example, we can arrive at factual 

explanations in the demonstrable absence of the allegedly 

necessary generalisations. We shall return to this argument 

when we consider theoretical objections to the possibility of 

constructing viable 'explanations' out of the sort of 

conceptual bricks which psychodynamic interpreations work 

with• (ch.7). For the moment let us merely illustrate the 

point by reference to another field of human expression, which 

also serves to introduce certain analogies to which we shall 

appeal passim. 
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Literary critics spiak of 'interpreting' a drama or the 

text of a drama. At once we meet a distinction between 

"the play" and "the text" (of the play), and the argument 

draws partly on the fact that plays, on the whole, are meant 

to be acted, to be translated into public human activity, 

whereas poems and novels are generally not . The same goes, 

obviously, for a musical score, the performance and 'interpretation' 

of which will also furnish some analogies. In the case of the 

play, there are interpretive questions about what the text means, 

and sometimes even about what the text is; and if we cannot 

establish even the latter, there is little hope of success in 

Wollheim's qaest for the identity of the essential art-object 

(p.8) above). There are questions, too, about how an actor 

conveys his view of the significance of some passage or 

situation to the audience. Thus Olivier's 'interpretation' 

of Hamlet consists, of course, in what aspects of the character's 

behaviour he emphasises, what he communicates about Hamlet's 

thoughts and feelings, and how he communicates such things. 

I shall call this sort of interpretation , through the active 

performance of a text, an 'executive interpreation' (E.I.), because 

to call it ~performative" (as Wollheim does) would suggest too 

close a parallel with Aus tin's "performati ve"Utterances "., 
L~(c.) 

lwhich are touched on below (ch. 3, ~) ~-

One set of qeestions which now arises concerns the relation 

between such E.I. 's, on the one hand, and critical interpretations 

of the nature and significance of the text, on the other. The 

latter are interpreaations because they have to do with questions 

of the general type 'What did X (the author, composer)~ or 

intend to convey by using the symbol-system (words, notes) in such 
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a wql; let us oill these 'q!_ for 'critical interpretations•. 

Now CI' s obviouszy correspond rather closely to DI' s in psycho• 

dJ,namics; and the question of what relation _fil' s bear to t hem runs 

parallel to the question of how TI's relate to DI's in clinical ·- -
practice. It would seem at first that the relation is one of 

asymmetrical dependence: for •hat Olivier does on stage depends 

largely on what he believes to be true about the text, whepeas 

CI's aboti; the text talce no account of what Olivier does on stage. 

Except that, occasionally, a textual point (£!.) may be set tled 

by appeal to what is practicable or customary for actors in 

general to execute. Thus scholars might reject a reading in a 

Sophocles manuscript on the grounds that you could not, or did not , 

do that sort of thing on the tragic stage at Athens. The wa:y in 

which Olivier expresses in a performance his CI of some passage 

ta.lees into account also, of course, various conventions and 

contingent features of stage and auiience. But this too has a 

clinical parallel in that a therapist might communicate the same 

DI in the form of rather different ~I's to dif ferent patients; and 

Levy actualzy provides a prescription of the forms to be used with 

different categories of patient (1963, p.80). 

The mnin point here, however, is that_CI's themselves do not 

form a homogenous class of judgements, because they are judgements 

about a wide and varying range of problems. A systematic study of 

the various sorts of question to which_Q!'s address themselves in 

literaty criticism has been m~e by Weitz , talcing Hamlet as his main 

point of reference. He distinguishes three broad types of question, 

arguing both that the kind of •evidence' or consideration which is 
(-p 

appealed toAsettle those of one type will differ from that 
7 
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appropriate to others, and that the relation of l ogical 

support between such evidence and proposed answers will also 

be different for the various sorts of questions (1964, epp. chh. 

12 and 13). Whether or not we accept Wollheim's criticism 
s ~ 

(1968, pp. 106-107) that Weitz's categories of question ,cannot 

7. 

consistently be separated in the required way, there can be no 

doubt that questions like 'Does this phrase allude to Polonius?', 

'Is Hamlet in love with Ophelia/his mother/Horatio?', 'Does 

Hamlet s ay " •. • this too too sullied flesh"?', ' Does the Queen 

know that the wine she drinks at the end is poisoned?' are 

different in~ important way. To say that the text should 

read "sullied flesh" and that Hamlet does not love_Ophelia , 

is to assert two very different sorts of fact; and these are 

probably different again from claiming that in King Lear 

"Cordelia is a death-symbol", or that Aristophanes' Acharnians 

is "a plea for peace" (Freud •.• ; Forrest ) . 

In the case of the textual reading we appeal to MSS, 

early editions, copying errors and the like; but we also 

invoke other sorts of consideration such as contemporary 

pronunciation (would not 'solid ' have sounded much more like 

'sullied' then anyway?), and the likelihood that one image 

rather than another is dominant in the pun. In the case of Opheli a , 

it is a question of how you 'take' certain of Hamlet's utterances , 

and of whether you think he would say or do these or those 

things if he did love her; and this meets with the difficulty , 

of a kind familiar also to systematic psychodynamics, that there 

is little behaviour which could not be taken as consistent wi t h 

the true, but theoretically stultifying, proposition that love , 

like t§od, moves in a mysterious way. But what sort of evidence 

counts in favour of the thesis t hat Cordelia really is a 
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death-symbol? Especially in this sort of case, though also in them~ 

others less often, we may disagree not just about how much 

support a consideration gives to a thesis, but even whether it 

bears upon the question ok;all. This is no doubt partly because 

the 'logical grammar' of the proposition "X" is ad-symbol" 

is not sufficieatly clear: does it or does it not, for 

insaance, entail that Shakespeare intended X to represent d 

(and does it make sense to ask whether, if so, he $ucceeded?)? 

Still less shall we be able always, or even usually, to 

predict what particular eventualities, whether of manuscript 

readings, historico-cultural observations or subsequent events 

in the play, will count for or against a thesis. And how, 

logically speaking, do these various sor~s of evidence support 

the thesis which t hey support? Not, certainly, hy enabling 

us to construct a deductive syllogism from which the 

controversial thesis can be read off as the exclusive conclusion. 

Nor are these questions and limitations peculiar to what some 

would regard as the loose and woolly reasoning of the humanities: 

they arise also, in principle, where any empirical hypothesis is 

put to observational test, even in the case of so-called 

controlled experimentation (see ch. 6 , sections ••.• ). 

That they provide well-known difficulties for the corrigibility 

of D.I. 's and psychodynamic propositions generally, does not, 

therefore, in itself mark off these latter as methodologically 

different from other h1pothetical accounts of empirical 

phenomena. 

Now, it is true also of interpretations 

~~w~~ 
which are actuallyl_ 

therapy that they vary as to what they are 'about', and 

therefore as to what kind of thing they are saying. Accordingly, 

insofar as they aim to f transform' him, T.I.'s do so by 



saying different sorts of thing about his behaviour. As 

speech- acts, not only do they make some sort of assettion, 

however implicitly, about the patients behaviour, but also they 

do this precisely in order to influence his future behaviour in 

some r espect. It would be tempting to take a cee from 

Austin (1962) by calling the former aspect 'locutionary' and the l 

latter 'perlocutionary'. For it is this similarit~ to a 

kind of speech-act which intrigued Austin (namely his notorious 

'performati ve utterance', which seems actually to perform the 

action that it dennbte), which Farrell has marked by calling 

some therapist-interventions ' transformative' . So, in order to 

avoid suggesting a closer logical parallel than perhaps exis ts , 

we use Farrell's term and partner it with ' propositional' (in 

place of locutionary'). We have seen that my reply to the 

patient who apperceived a remark as 'conventional' was aimed 

at getting him to communicate further, and that it carried some 

propositional and quasi-explanatory implications about what was on 

his mind . The nattre of thisiusion of diagnostic with 

transformative as pects will con~rn us shortly; but we must 

emphasise fi rst that the immediate raison d'itre of a T.I . is 

the therapeutic consequences, because this is t he source of some 

confusion. 

(b) Trans formative aspects. In order for thmn to have 

such consequences they must necessarily take the form of 

communicatinns to a patient , whereas a D.I. could, in theory, 

be filed away and forgotten. Much communication in therapy can 

be made, as we have seen, by the non-verbal age.ncies of grunts, 

nods and glances , whihh are regularly used (sometimes 

unintentionally) to convey 'messages' about the acceptabili ty 



or value of something the patient has said. The same goes 

for ordinary conversation too, of course, but therapeutic 

skill consists partly in seeing when and how such support 

can be given most effectively, and in avoiding the artificial 

encouragement of some sorts of topic to the neglect of others. 

But we have noticed that such modes of cummunication seem t oo 

little structured to be able to articulate the sort of 

message, purporting to elucidate the meaning of some behaviour, 

which a typical T.I. conveys, and by means of which it aims to tr

ansform. 

There are situations, however, in which the significance 

of an unarticulated action may be (perhaps has to be) given 

articulltion by the context in which it is performed, and not 

by the manner of its performance; this much can be said in 

defence of Sheridan's Mr . Puff, the head-shake interpreter, 

introduced above. In an obvious way, asking a question creat es 

such a context. If my dentist nods when I go into his surgery 

that means something vague and inarticulate; if he nods immediate!) 

after I have said "Do you need to take out all my teeth 

this morning in order to avoid recurrent oral infection?", 

there is nothing vague and inarticulate about what that nod 

means. Rather more subtly, players of cricket can identify a 

simpl e gesture by the batsman (hand poised over ball on the 

ground) as meaning "May I pick up the ball (contrary to Law 

00 forbidding the batsman to grasp the ball) and return it 

to the bowler, {n order to save the time and effort consumed 

by a member of the bowling side running in to do this, without 

being accused of 'obstructing the field'?". 



It will be slid , of course, that all that the two 

gestures mean of th ems elves i s , respectively, "Yes" and "May 

I ••• ?" , and that the context in some sense 'supplies' the rest 

of the message. But it is with messages that we are concerned; 

as,nd the fact is that "Yes" does not convey the same message 

I I . 

(never mind how , in this vehicular image ry of semantics) in 

answer to both "Do you like Tolstoy?" and "Are you a policeman?", 

And this taking of the context for granted is typical, not 

exceptional, in human interaction. Wittgenstein even seems to 

argue that it is a necessary condition of getting linguistic 

communication, of the sort which we in fact use, off the ground 

(1953, paras. 1 - 65). Consequently, it is commonly argued, 

against thet'behavioural atornisrn which seeks to analyse human activi t y 
,& 

into stquences of elemental 'responses', whether conditional or 

operant, that such an approach will never reach understanding 

of human actions, because the latter depend for their 

significance as much upon what the agent's reference-community 

is known to do, to expect , to believe and to understand as upon 

what the agent himself 'objectively' does. But this is another 

is sue which will be treated more fully later (ch.8, section (a) ) . 

In therapeutic practice, the necessary semanti c context 

may be provided by the patient being half-aware what feelings 

l ie behind some anecdote he has reported, so that the therapist 
fi 

need~onlyLfeed back some crucial phrase of the patient's own, 

without further comment, in order to bring these preconscious 

feelings to bear upon the reported material and thus generate an 

int erpretation of its dynamic sigificance. Fromm-Reichmann 

(19 50, pp . 91- 92) gives a clear exampl e of t his technique, and 

e ven implies that this sort of thing can sometimes be done without 



words at all, when she goes on to discuss the technical 

indications for using "nonverbal interpretive response" in 

contrast to "worded inter pretation" (p.95). Th i s takes us back 

t o t he difficulty (noted above, p .00) which an ' obj ective' iiffi~•i~ 

obse rve r would have in deciding whether some particular speech-act of 

a t herapist really was an interpretation or not. 

Given that T.I's are essenti ally special communi cations 

i ntended to affect a pat ient' s behaviour, and not mere l y to 

a ccount for it , the sort of technical question which they invite 

a r e t o do with whether they were successful in achieving 

t herapeutic progress, how you assess such progress, how you tell 

whether what they s aid about t he 11atient was true, whether they 

woul d have been more or less effective if given at a different 
..; 

t i me or in a different way , and sofn· But the answers t to these 

questions will vary because T. I. 's address themselves to 

d i fferent aspects of behaviour , and will differ according to whether 

t heir message is predominantly quasi-explanatory (propositional) or Q\\tv\: 

~ - directi ve (transformative) in its force. One may interpret a 

dr eam to a patient in order (mainly) to give him insight into 

the nature of his underlying and perhaps unrecognised emotional 

conflicts, or one may inteppret a neurotic defence, after careful 

preparation of course , in order _ (mainly) to get him to abandon 

i t and develop a more adaptive and ego-adjusted one in its place. 

The trouble with this contras t, however , is that the 

p r essure to make clinically effective interpr~aations, that 

i s, t o maximise t heir benign directivity , may draw attention away 

from t he nature and stat us of t he ir p ropositional cont ent, with 

the result t hat almost any suggestion about how the patient might 
D M "'\ 

usefully "see" himself and his 11'Qblems is treated as an 



interpretation , r egardles s of t he fact that the elucidat ory 

contribution t o t he suggestion which the therapist is making 

has dwindled to nothing. I shall argue below t hat an mmportant 

discussion by Levy (1963) sometimes amounts to this (ch.3, 

section~ b., C. ) • 

It is clear that traditional psychodynamic theorists 

have always been prepared to distinguish the various targets 

at which therapeutic interpretation may be direct¢>thus 

acknowledging that T.I.'s do a range of different jobs (or at ~,...., 
least that the same kind of job may be ~different material). 

There are those, such as Bibring (1954) and Menninger (1958, 

pp. 129-131), who, perhaps in order to sidestep these questions 

prefer to speak not of making particular interpretations in 

particular speech-acts, but.rather of an "interpretive process" 
"-

to which various kinds of "intervention" by the therapist will 

contribute. Menninger, however, seems confused about the 

relation between such interventions (which do not themselves 

"interpret" but are 11precursors of", and "lead up to", 

inte r pretation) and what he calls "interpretation proper". He 

writes that "interventions which prepare for •••• interpretations 

(of unconscious material, defence-mechanisms , etc.) should be 

considered a part of interpretive action". And yet, if they 

"constitute the final act itself", instead of merely preparing 

for it, then "they cannot be considered interpretive in the 

analytic sense ••• ". But he has just given us to understand 

that such a final act would be "interpretation proper". At all 

events Menninger seems to hold that s peech-acts may play various 

roles in the overall "process" of interpretation. 



Many of his colleagues are less cagey. They will discuss , 

fo r exampl e , i nt e r pret a t ions of the symbolic content of dreams 

and fantas i es , of ' the transference' , of 'resistance', of sli ps 

of the tongue and motivated mistakes generally, of the dynamics 

of personal ✓interactions within a group, and so on. What these 

sorts of interpreat ions have in common, no doubt, is the use of 

""" c er7tain behavioural phenomena as signs of feelings, at t itudes, 

wishes, etc. which are more or less unrecognised by the agent. 

But they di ffe r among themselves in at l east two relevant ways. 

One difference is that some of them depend upon a technical 

t heory in the way that others do not. Those that do may draw 

on such technicali t ies either in what the interpretive message 

says about the (meaning of) the patient's behaviour or in the 
~ 

way thatAmessage is derived from the raw data. Thus the 

judgement that someone's solicitude for his father's welfare 

i s a reaction-formation against oedipal jealously (however such 

aj judgement might be expressed to a patient) takes it for granted 

i n the form (not just the words) in which it is conceptualised, 

that people do have certain feelings for ce rtain developmental 

reasons, and that certain patterns of defence against guilt and 

anxiety are regularly adopted. On the other hand, a dr eam

interpretation to the effect that the dreamer wants to outdo 

s ome disliked rival would intrinsically express no more than a 

commonsensical message; but it might have drawn on dbbious 

t echnical hypotheses about dreams being disguised wish-ful filments, 

and about certain dream-images symbolising competition. 

By cont ras t , with both of t hese, however , t o ident ify what 
s 

someone conflictedly wanss to tell you (~uch as something 

'unconventional') from the fact that he chooses to comment on the 
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conventionality of something e l s e , depends only on the most 

general dynamic principles of selec tive perception; principles 

15 

so general, indeed, that they are almost part of what we would 

call "educated common sense". This distinction, which may at 

first seem trivial, will matter in assessing the validity of what 

an interpretation is saying: crudely, the question of checki ng 

whether s omeone really is "projecting" his "oedipal guilt" 

raises special problems that do nit arise in trying to find 

out whether he really has something "unconventional"to tell me . 

A second way of subdividing T.I.'s, which is not unconnected 

with the first, is to contrast interpretations of "contents" 

with those of "dynamics" . Broadly speaking, the latter are 

statements which identify behaviour in the here-and-now situation 

(especially in the highly-charged ' transference-relationship'), 

as indications of what kind of thing a patient is anxious about , 

pleased about , angry about, sad about, trying to achieve or 

trying to communicate at the t ime. The forme r ,on the other hand, 

use particul ar idiosyncratic features of present behaviour 

as clues to understanding the causal origins, and specific form 

taken by, the patient ' s disturbed feelings and actions in general . 

And it is perfectly possible, as Fromm-Re ichmann illustrates, 

to make the fommer sort of interpreation of specific material 

without being able to make the latter. That is, you may be able 

to identify t he dynamic significance of for instance, a delusional 

idea or obsessional thought (by seeing in what emotional conditions 

it recura to the patient and perhaps what sort of purpose it 

serves in his psych i c economy) without knowing how it opmes t o 

t ake that particular form (why that thought, that image, t hose 

words); and even, except i onally , without knowing what t he t hought 
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etc ., is (1950; pp. 85-f6, 19). 

A three-fo l d classification, which is treated as traditional 

by Menninger (1958) also, contrasts such content-interpretations 

separately with those of 'transference' and of 'resistance '. 

Fromm- Reichmann pursues the distinction by saying that 

psycho-analytical therapists have come to pay proportionately 

more attention to interpretation of dynamics t han to that of 

content, and she discusses the various sorts of therapeutic 

material that invite the former sort of interpretation 

(transference, resistance, blocking, acting-out) before 

cons idering dreams, hallucinations and fantasies, which requi r e 

the latter sort. Menninger (19 58 , pp.135-150) shares her conc ern 

to abjure the notion that therapeutic interpretation consists 

mainly or typically in the sort of hermeneutic viit.iosity which 
I 

Hollywood used to attribute to its technicmlour psychoanalys ts . 

True, an analyst's job compels him from time to time to assume 

the mantle of a latter-day Daniel and translate the sign

language in which the moving finger of the unconscious writes 

on the wall of overt behaviour. But 'fenninger prdfers 

to start the discussion of interprcaation in terms of helping 

the patient to see how his malada tive relationships and 
tM., 

emotional .reactions are reflected/\his behaviour towards the 

therapis t (transference), and how his reluctance or inability 
QI 

to see this (in the analyst's terms!) ~ffects the present 

activity of unconscious pressures (resistance). These are both 

"dynamic" forms of interpretation in Fromm-Reichmann's contrast, 

but they have been separately distinguished from content

interpretation in a traditional tripartite categorisation which 

we have just noted. 



Although his discuss i on of resistance-interpretation seems 

to concentrate on identification of forces allegedly at 

work (that is, of dynamics), and almost to avoid deliberately 

any talk of elucidating the 'meaning' of what the patient 

says or does, it becomes apparent on closer inspection that the 

principles of elucidating dynamics (whether in respect of trans

ference- behaviour or of resistance-defences) are not as different 
,J. 

from those of iterpreting content as both writers 
f\ 

seem to suggest. For, on the one hand, he writes (p.136) 

that the second stage in "the interpretation of the resistance" 

is that "one points out" to the patient "how it manifests itself" 

(after having told him that, as a ml~ter of fact, resistance 

does exist); but this amounts, whatever language may actually be 

chosen, to treating some of the patient's hehaviour as 'signs' 

or 'expressions' of particular kinds of resistance, and 

indeed eventually (third stage) as expressions of particular , 

largely unconscious, motives for resistance. And, on t he other 

hand, although he starts dis cussing content-interpretation in 

colourful metaphors of deciphe rment and epigraphy, which 

contrast strongly with his way of talking about transferences and 
(; 

resistance, he soon te1s us that not only all therapeutic 

interpretation but even all psJchoanalytic "technique" is based 
e, 

on the Freudian theory of dr~ams (pp. 148-150). The interpretive 

aspects of that theory, however, would seem to be ammost 
-r" 

17. 

entiiely a matter of 'content' and 'dynamics', and not necessarily 

to involve 'the trans ference ' at all. 

In an exposition of psychoanalytic .theory and practice., 

which Freud himself underwrote, Nunberg (1955) distinguishes 

id-interpretation from ego-interpretation and refers to them 
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as two kinds of interpretation" . But again the difference emerges 

ae one merely of the sort of material or question to which interpretation 

ia addressed:. for in the latter "we demonstrate to the patient the 

reactions of his ego in relation to his problems" (and are consequently 

muoh concerned with "resistance"), while what we show him in the 

former ia "the stirrings of the id", (pp. 343- 348) . Since the 

pattern of neurotical:1,3 disturbed behaviour is woven by an interpla;y 

of both ' primary' ( id-) and • secondary' ( ego-) psychic pro·oeeses, 

according to Freud's conceptual schemes, maey interpretations will 

perforce concern themselves with both, and so be of both "kinda" 

at onoe. Thus he writes of an example ( p. 346) that it was "an id 

interpretation insofar as it concerned his repressed sexual life, 

and an ego interpretation insofar as it involved his defensive 

attitooes towards it" . Nunberg describes the basic strategy of 

both these kinda of psycho-czynamic revelations as that of bringing 

"order out of chaos" by "reading sense into" or reconstructing the 

meaning of, material whioh has been "distrao~ed.11 by the agency of 

the "primary process" . Jung' s complicated analysis of the various 

forms of interpretat ion both overlaps and contrasts with these ideas 

(op. 1935, pp. 28 300; 1943, pp. 80-89) • 

This looks like a clear admission in that there are not 

separate types of interpretation but rather different ~ to which 

interpretation may be put, in some of which the basic notion of sign

reading has been driven further underground than in others; and that 

the paradigm ftorm of' psycho-dynamic interpretation is what we are 

calling diagnostic. This conclusion seems justif ied , at an,y rate , 

from analysts' t heoretical discussions of therapeutic technique, even 

though what '3hey do in practice ( and what they say in justification 

of that practice) may not 



always agr ee closely with the avowed theory. To say this 

is not t o imply t hat the practice is inferior to the theory. 

On the contrary; there are those who would argue a priori 

that the theory is so bad that any departure from it in practice 

would constitute a welcome improvement; and others contend 

that close observation of what analysts actually do in 

therapy turns out to be more coherent than the theory on 

which the therapeutic actirity is nominally based. We must 

return, however to the logical relationship between the para

digmatic D.I's and the T.I.'s which, in priuciple (according 

to the present argument), implicitly express them for therape~tic 

purposes, whatever else they may also do. 

Two possible misunderstandings, of the contention that 

T.I. 's are essentially communicated D.I's, should perhaps be 

anticipated. One is that it does not follow, of course, that 

any D.I. which is communicated to a patient necessarily 

constitutes a T.I. In a 'diagnostic' interview, or in a 

diagnostic part of a clinical interview, one may confront 

the patient with a D.I. in order, not primarily to move him in 

a more healthy direction (typical T.I.), but to find out mo re 

about him by testing his insight, sounding out the strength 

of resistance, or investigating the nature and quality of his 

defences in a particular area. This information would be hel d 

to be necessary to benign transformation; but the fact remains 
fl11.., 

that a particul ar 'diagnos is' maj be put to fpatient mainly 

in order to diagnose further the nature and extent of his 

disturbance, occasionally even at the risk of making matters 

temporarily worse for him, such as by tipping him into a 

frankly psychotic episode or fr ight ening hi m away from treatment. 



(Therapists sometimes cover themselves against this and similar 

risks by sa.,ring that a patient may have to get worse before he oan 

get better.) I t may turn out to have transforma ti ve side-effects, 

as it were, but i t s aim is exploration. 

The other point is that, in insisting that a !l ( as distinct 

from other transformative interventions like suggestion, confrontation 

or clarification) implicitly communicates a~• I do not deny that it 

me.y also offer the patient, or may be felt to offer, a new way of 

looking at himself, - a new ' perspective• on his porblems. But it 

is not !El potentially beneficial belvedere tlJ,at is offered, The 

The only new perspective which an interpretation is entitled to offer, 

if it is to be a significantly different enterprise from suggestion , 

advice, persuasion or encouragement, is one which derives from 

understanding the signs which the patient gives of his 'latent•, 

as opposed to •manifest\ attitudes, ~rivings, anxieties and so on. 

For the theory is t hat a false perspective on them is at least 

contributing to his disturbance, and perhaps even precipitated it in 

the first place. Jome such llllderatanding of signs is central to 

diagnostic interpretat i on; and I shall argue below ( ch. 3) that it 

is only by resting lOgically on implied propositions about what is a 

sign or expression of what, which assert identif iable and checkable 

states o~ affairs, that TI oan be rescued from the charge of -
arbitrariness and from the possibility of misuse. 

Are we to say, then, that ll.'s are logically parasitic 

upon ig_• e? In a sense, yes. But not in a sense which implies 

that TI'S do no more than slavis~ transport a kind of Pooh -
Bearish 'Idea' f rom the t herapist's mind to the patient's. They 

take as it were t heir mandate, both theoretical and ethical, 
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:from such plenipotentiary propositions; but the way they carry 

out that therapeutic commission is their own technical business. 

For this reason analysts will theorise~ about what such mandates 

should ideally cont ain ( that is, about how they :;wuld be drawn up 

and what their terms of reference are) , and about how the commission -
should be executed, in the sense of how it is to influence the patient's 

mental state. Thus we find ~iel (11951), on the former point, 

spel ling out the psychic gromd that should be covered by a full-dress 

(dream-) interpretation, and saying that it should first identify 

the repressed wish, secondly indicate the teared punishment ( if the 

wish were to be indulged), and thirdl,y show what defence-mechanism 

is used against the guilty wish. And Menninge~ t akes it f'or 

granted ( 1958, P• ) that Freul' s Interpretatidan of Dreama ( ch. 7) 

is tbtt- locus classicus for what such interpretat ion consists of, 

though he might have mentioned also part of the Introductory Lectures 

( 1917, pp.100-239). 

On the other hand, Yorke (1965), for example, addresses himself 

to the question of how !l's take their effect. Es sentiall,y the 11_, 

by virtue of being an interpretation as opposed to suggestion, 

exhortation or persuasion, alters the patient's balance of mental and 

emotional forees, that is his 'psychic economy' in Frued's terminology, 

in a different way from that in which these other kinda of comnnmication 

alter it; for t he l atter, insofar as they also are 'perlocutionary', 

are like\'dse int ended to do something rather than just assert something. 

By this token, a TI, even though derived from a DI, might fail to - -
function!! an 'interpretation' for a particular patient at a 

particular time. If' the ll content is not perceived ( or perhaps 

perceived but 'resisted'), it ma,y have the psychic empact of a mere 

suggestion; or worse , even that of an accusation or a threat. 

Whether, and how, you can tell of what sort the eff ect of a 



particular communication on psychic econonzy- has actually been, is, 

to say the least, another question. But the idea that a !I might 

be partly defined also by the manner of its influence on the mind 

and behaviour of the recipient is not an incoherent one. Like 

Wollheim' s art-,,ork, an interpretation may owe its essence partly 

to the spirit in which i t is perceived. 

(c) The analogy of •executive• interpretation. Since 

my argument is that 12! is logically primary to !!,' s, we shall 

mainly be concerned with what sort of thing the f'ormer class of 

interpretation is saying, with what sort of illumination or explanation 

they provide, and whether they can be evaluated in familiar terms 

' of truth and falsity. Their relation to y•s, whose Jtob is essentially 

to affect people, will be illustrated by elaborating the analogy, 

already introduced, of 'executive• interpretation (fil.) in the 

performing arts, and principalzy in music. Although t his theme 

is not developed until later ( ch. 9), we need to make its acquamtance 

here, so that we can bear it in mind during the intervening discussion. 
' 

We saw that a perf'ormor's ~ of Hamlet or the Waldstein sonata, although 

representing his point of view or perspective on the work, is not 

merely a matter o-f taste and opinion, because it is grounded in an 

admittedly elusive way, on various sorts of propositional judgement 

(£!) about the nature of the work. That ism he does certain things 

in a certain way on stage or at the piano because he believes 

oertain things about the play or the sonata. Such beliefs, of course, 

may not be explicitly f ormulated, and the performer may be unaware of 

!!2!! they are inf luencing what he does; they are also, as we have seen, 

beliefs about different sorts of thing. Consequently performers have the 
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concept of passages in plays , poems and music whi ch "speak 

themse lves" or "play themselves", where what is meant is 

that the text conveys to an ordinarily sensitive executant 

a strong but inarticulate impression of 'how it should go' . 

One consequence is that the onl y way of conveying, expressing 

or rep~uducing that impression may be 4o do the passage , 

that is, t o give an E.I. of it . Another is that all that 

the performer may be able to say i n justification of his E.I . 

of the passage is "I· just feel it that way", or "Well , you 

can't play it any other way"; and if you press him to 

articulate his implied C. I., he may reluctantly say "Well , 

I suppose I see it as a sort of 

you as an importunate philistine . 

" or he may just dismiss 

But we need to tread a middle way (which has its coroll~ry 

in psychodynamics too). For there are some featnres of the -
music or the text which the inarticulate, or even artiuulate, 

impression of the executant cannot be allowed to overrule 

or be at variance with. He may not add words to~larify 
I"" I\ 

Shakespeare's syntax; no-t-may he sudden#ly start playing 

at half-speed with no direction from the composer, as Liszt 

did when performing his piano reduction of the 'peasants' merry

making' section from Beethoven's Pastoral symphony, explaining 

that he felt that the passage represented the old people joini ng 

in the dance . On the other hand, it would be absurd to 

suppose that all passages have enough sufficiently 

objective properties to determine precisely how they should be 

executed. And the idea, that the musical significance or import 

of a passage sometimes cannot be expressed otherwise than by 

actually playing it, has a well-known literary para llel. 

The story is told of Eliot's The Cocktail Party, as it has 



been, no doubt, of other wor ks before and since, t hat, when the author 

was asked what it 11 me11nt", he answered t hat if he could say 

that he would not have had to write the play. 

The psychodynamic corollary is that we ha:ve to strike 

a balance between over-subjective views of T. I and those that 

are too categorical. On one hand, some therapists a r e 
iv 

reluctant to distinguish very closley between what are m~re 

'associations') on their own part, to the patient's material,and 

what purport to be relatively objective statements of what it 

'really ' means, so long as the patiemt seems to be moved in the 

t i P,h t direction (Winnicott 1971, p. 178). It would be unreal

istic, on the other hand, to insist that everything which a T.I. 

communicates desives, or should derive, from an implied D.I. 

which is independently verifiable. The inter-dependence of T. I 

and D.I. is more subtle than tliis; as it also is with E.I. and 

c. I. 

With other passages again, a perfor mer may not be able to 

decide how to play them until he has decided what he believes 

about them, and hence what he feels about them. Obviously some 

lines of a speech or bars of music do not make dramatic or 

musical 'sense' for a player until he arrives at a view of 

what their function is; for example, of how they relate to other 

parts of the work (as opposed to what they 'stand for' in them

selves). The musical amateur can supply his own examples 

of this. For instance, a pianist friend points to a couple of 

bars on the last page of Chopin's Fantasy in F minor , saying 

"I don't know what to make of this bit'', and one says, "Well, 

surely it's a reference tack to the beginning of the slow B 

major episode in the middle". With luck he may then say, as 

' 
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happened tn this particular o~se, "Oh, I see; now it makes sense"; 

and the implication of this 'making sense' is that he now sees how 

( he wants) to play it. The whole point of functional analysis in 

music is of course to expose the struoture of a piece, and to get 

people to grasp that structure both conceptually and emotionally, 

so that the nature and significance of the various parts of the work 

become evident or are enriched. For in music most meaning is 

'syntactic', rather than 'denotative' or 'semantic', as Langer has 

argued ( 1942, pp ) , in the sense that a php-ase derives its 

aesthetic significance and value from its relations 6"! other phrases , 

as ppposed to standing for, or referring to, something in its own 

right. On the whole there is no vocabulary: one does not have to 

be an anti•'!fagnerite to find the language of the Leitmotif relatively 

artificial; and it is not for nothing that we regularly contrast 'program' 

musio with 'absolute' music. However, this syntactic view, which 

the player arrives at, may or m93 not be correet; clearly, I might 

simply have misinformed my friend about the structure of the Chopin 

piece. And, a.nyw03,, depending on what kind of question is at issue 

in the Q!. ( and we have seen Weitz, in another context , insisting on 

their variety), the propositional judgement on which the EI is based 

is more or less corrigible: that isi there are more or less firm 

grounds for oalling it right or wrong, and there may even be no -

• correct' view a.t all. 

Both these features of the musical Q!. ( the involvement with 

syntactical properties of the data, and the problem of its definitive 

description) have clear anaJ.ogues in the psycho-dynamic field. For , 

on the first point, it is evident, as we shall el aborate below (ch. 7) , 

that the significance which a llqattributes to a behavioural datum 

depends as much on its relation to other elements in an apparent 
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pattern aa to its own intrinaio properties. Thus a particular 

action, image or idea may be said to 'mean• different things in 

different behavioural company, just as a given word or linguistic 

fo:nn has different meanings in different verbal contexts. And, 

on the second point, the problem will arise of how to characterise, 

in a way which does not preji.dge its significance, the behavioural 

material which is to be interpreted ( oh.4). In meeting this,W:t 

shall have to try to reconcile the elus~veness of such a definitive 

and theoretically neutral description with accepted standards of 

objectivity and validity. 

It might be supposed that the latter difficulty is not so 

acute in respect of g and !!_ in the arts. Surely there is less of 

a problem hhere about ~ is to be interpreted? Usually we know 

at least what the text is, what notes are to be played, and are 

consequently in a position to say that some performances must be 

oategorioally wrong in this respect. The sti.dy of exceptions to 

this situation, however, where we have to in£er from inadequate 

or false data what the text ought to read, will also be f'oi.md 

illuminating below ( ch.4 ( c) ) • There is more room for doubt , 

obviously, about the way the notes are to be played; whether fast 

or slowly, loi.dly or softly, roughly or smoothly and so on. 

Broad indications are often given, to be sure, But how much -
should you slow down for a rallentando?; just !!2! loi.d is mezzo 

forte?; does this degree of rubato lose sight of the 'basic tempo' or 
v 111 

not?; and what does Beethoven mean bY.andanti~o or allegro assai 
I\ 

anyway? ( \'/e know, indeed, that he did ~ mean some of his metronome 
"' e-r 

speed-markings, according to Schifdl~; op. ch.So). And one man's 

con eapressione ~a a(wS31s another man's schmaltz. However, even if 

you could 
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not tell whether some particular tempo was really too fast for 

andante con moto, yet I 8Jll simply wrong to take very slowl;y a passage 

marked prestissimo; and it ia only some kind of joke for me to play 

very soft:13 where fortissimo is aaked for ( as Chopin did when he 

was peysioally too weak to follow his own d_ynamio markinge) • I am 

not at l iberty to ploy it any way I pleaae. 

There are • indeed, more general constraints, to do with 

musical and drar.10.tio plausibility, whose criteria are even more 

difficult to identify lllld appl3'. If your opera-house orchestra 

lacks, say, t wo of the six solo cellos which Verdi aslls for at one 

point in Nabucoo ( int roduction to Act II scene 2), you compromise 

by giving the top two parts to violas; you d.o not give the bot t0ll1 

two to trombones. ven in opera, executive interpretat ion is the 

art of the plausible. I t may be asked whether such a compromise, 

since it involves a departure from the text, invalidates the !!, of 

the passage. ei.U, it does indeed seem tol:e t he view of Goodman, 

for example• ( P• 8(c1below) , that this sort of procedure would not 

even qualify as a. ' performance• of the passage, let alone as a valid 

interpretation. But, less extremely, the argument needail.3 be 

that some departures from the text are categorical grounds for -
rejecting the~ which incorporates them; there are departures and 

departures, as t he illustration shows. And, once again, we have 

to face a precisely enalogoua problem in psychotherapy. In trying 

to get a patient to 1 t ake' an interpretation 'p' • what latitude in 

the choice of phrasing, i magery and so on can the thertipist use 

without inviting the objection that he has not real~ given 

interpretation ' p' after all? In 



practice thi s would often be an artificial question; but it 

might well matter in a therapy 'workshop' situation where 

techniques are under intensive review (cp}J, Malan 19 63) 

28. 

If the C. I. is concerned wi t h the character and structural 

role of a passage , which is sometimes used as evidence for an 

appropriate way of playing it in terms of speed and dynamics , 
C, 

there is some s cope fo r unfert ainty . Suppose someone disputed 

my C. I. of that s ection fron the F, minor Fantasy of Chopin, 

saying that the two phrases just happen to be somewhat alike 

and that the later one does not refer to the earlier at 

all. What'evidence', or what considerations of any sort, are 

relevant to deciding between the rival hypotheses (the conflicting 

C.I.'s)? Whatever they would be, and we shall look below into 

what ~be said when experts disagree widely over the form or 

internal structure of a work (ch.1 (o) ), they will illuminate 

what precisely it is that I am e:laiming when I say "Phrase/B 

refers to phrase A"; and they will be illuminatingly different 

from the sort of thing we should appeal to in order to tell 

whether this speed really is too fast for a Beethoven allegret to 

or not . 

At this point we are back to familiar difficulties in 

psychodynamic interpretation. For it is certainly a characteristic 

feature of D.I .' s, or of explanatory narrative which incorporate 

t hem, that they trade on allusion. Their plausibility often rests 

heavily on hypotheses such as that this memory, misperception, 

free-association or parapraxis al ludes to that alleged motive, 

confl i c t, wish , anxiety etc., so t hat apparently illuminating 

links and patterns are revealed in the material. The objection 

that any revelation so based is bogus and illusory is discussed 



below ( oh. 5( a) ) • Uoreover, sinoe there is much diversity in 

the kinds of claim that ll's make, whether implicitly of explicitly, 

there is consequently a great variety of observations or considereations 
(I., 

which bear, in different wa;ys, upon their v).idity. But if there is 

a variety in the sorts of thing that £I's assert, there is also no 

simple, direct and invariable relation between ~• s and !!,' a; and 

it is perhaps this fact , or rather the combination of these two 

sources of diversity, which makes some ll,'s look as though they do 

not rest on 8l':\Y !21 at all but are merezy idiosyncratic expressions 

of 'perspectives' or points-of-view on the patient's behaviour. 

As if the therapist were saying "This is the way I see it", with no 

more categorical. implication t~ the musician who says "This is the 

way I feel it" when asked to justify his EI of some passage. - -
This diversity of relationship between ll and.!!, springs 

trom the fact that the latter communicates or expresses the former 

~ someone, and in such way as to have a hopefully therapeutic 

effect on him, just as the executive artist wants to make a particular 

aesthetic impression on .!E:,! aoo.ience. In order to convey the same 

message individually to several different people ( of different 

education, intelligence~ ass, culture or personality) you will not 

be able to stick to the same form of words, and you will emphasise 

different aspects of the message in different cases. In order to 

have "the same" effect upon the different peopl e severally, you may 

well aotual.ly ~ different things to them. Therefore in order to 

~1the same interpretation (£!) to different patients , in the sense 

that they can t alee it and use it, you may need to utter different 

words, make different allusions, introduce or 
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avoid certai n emphases. and so on . This l eads to the j problem, just noted, 

of knowing whether we really are giving interpretation '.E' or not . 

And since the form of the T.I . is adapted to t ho condition and circumstances 

of the patient, it also runs the risk of seeming to be no more than a 

suggestion about how he mip.ht usefully look at thinvs from his point of 

view, merely recommending a new 'slant' on his behaviour, without resting 

on any categorical claim about hisi psychic make-up. But there is an 

assortment or ways, once again, in which utterances express to a hearer 

the ideas of judgements which they convey. Without investigating 

t he concept of 'expression' very far, and equally without trying to 

prize away bypostasized 'propositions' from the particular sentences which 

are held to affirm them, it must be clear that the key word is denoting 

rather different semantic relations when a lyric by Raloirh is said to 

"express" the romantic melancholy of the Elizabehhan age, or a sigh to 

"express" relief, or 'Vive la France' and 'Lonp live France ' to "oxpress" 

the same thing in different languagos . pie form in which a judgement 

is expressed will depend partly on the1purposc .f2! which it is e~pressed; 

and since both executive and therapeutic intepretations exist for a purpose• 

their fonn wi 11 be a fwction partly of variab lea affecting the achievement 

of these purposes . 

The vehicular metaphor of conveying a message from A to B perhaps 

auggests a picture of A thinkin~ of his messape, sealinf it up in an 

envelope of wor ds and poppinr it into the mind of Bas into his lctter

bo~. I do not mean t hat a 1' . I. is simply a convenient vorbal wrapping for 

a D. I. in this way, and that that constitutes their dependent or parasi tic 

relationship . I mean that a T.I. expresses some D.I. ~~ a 

therapeutic way, for a particular person of a certain psychodynamic - -
make-up . Consequently these factoss may serve to vary the f onn taken 

by a T. I . on different occasions in expressin,g one-and-the-s-.e D. l . 

Conversely. t oo, one-and-the-same phrase may "express" very contrasted 

j udgements . The story goes hhat a music critic went to a performmice 

of Parsifal at Bayreuth and was bored rigid for six hours. At t he final 

merciful curtain 1 his neighbour, overwhelmed byt°the noble drama and 

consumed with religious ecstasy, exclaimed ''Thanks _.. to Cod". "At:ien to 

tha~" • said out' cri t ic. 

Suppose that a Shakespearean actor wants to convey to the a ience 

a point about Hamlet's readiness t o think i ll of hia mother . What he will 

actua lly do on stage (the speed, emphasis, inf lexions, pauses of his 



speech, the movements and gestures, all of uhich constitute his 

t:.I .) wil 1 dppend upon the nature of the audience, the stage, 

the production, the way the other parts are beinr done, and so 

31. 

forth . Sometimes it will be hopeless to try to make some points at all, 

because the audience is too younp or too old, too urban or too rustic, 

ha~ or has not been through a war, and has or has not seen Hamlet 

ten times before. ~ometimes the point will be conveyed by making an 

implicit contrast with Horatio; other times, by suggesting similarity wi t h 

him, depending on how Horatio is being played . Obviously an apron or 

round- house stare may allm td. :1 to say the :;rune thing in a quite 

different way from what is possible in proscenium-arch conditions; 

and a twitched eyebrow on telC?vision may suf"icc to convey tho same ,.., 
message as a raised fi j st does on stage. In all these cases, I want to 

say that the varyin" I:: . I .' s are all expressing or conveying the 
,...,_,..u 

same C. I. And since thcfs~~ of the former is to commtmicatc 

the latter, there is n one-sided dependence in the relation between 

them. But an E. I . is not a function exclusively of its C. I., because 

it is adapt ed to other variables as well; so this dependence is not 

that of a talking parrot upon it~ instructor. 

The same goes for the sense in which a T.I. depends upon, 

expresses, conveys or communicates a D. I., ;e have already coae 

across the idea of a therapist tailoring a T. I. acoording to the 

degree of insi,,.ht or cro-ctrcngth of the patient, and we have T!!Ct 

h h 
Vh . . . • V. . 

t c argument t atif erapeut1.c 1.nterpretat1.on cons1.s f4~ not 1.n 

uttering certain sorts of phrase but in altering a patient's 

'inner world' in .:i certain sort of way 2-l saying a certain sort of thing 

(pp . 00,ooabovc). T}ict the extent to which a patient is "rea<ly11 for 

an interpretation (D.I.) maytinflucnce the verbal form in wrich it 

is cgpressed to him (T.I.), illustrates the contention that T.l . 's 

do not merely restate in second-per:Jon grrumnar what the D. I . states 

in the third person. 



What a t herapist actually.!&! to a patient, in order to 

get him to grasp a pt.U'tioular !21, in a way that is not too threatening 

to be used beneficially by him, will be determined not on:13 by the 

propositional content of that !2! ( the • message• which is being 

conveyed) but also by wha.t the therapist believes about the insight

fulness, vulnerability, defensive techniques, unconscious anxieties 

and patterns of association of the patient himself. If t wo patients 

differed markedly in these repecta ( and we al l differ in them to 

some extent) , i t \'lould be idle to expect the same phrase to convey 

the same message oqually benisnly and constructively to them both. 

We are beginning to realise that even in cognitive testing, the so

called 'standard instructions' of intelligence test items do not 

guarantee that children from different sub-cultures will , on hearing 

them, be confron~ed subjectively with the •same' task. Teachers 

report that if you draw a sheep on the blackboard in Canterbury, 

England, and ask a class of 6-year olds ttWhat's t hat?" they will 

instantly say "/, sheep" ; if you do ' the same• thing in Canterbury, 

New Zealand, they will puzzle long and hard, and then ask hesitantly 

"Could it be a two-year old short-horn Merino?". 't[ence Piaget's 

so-called 'clinical' approach to cognitive research, which lets the 

next question be determined by the previous response, in an attempt 

to standardise not the auiitory input but the subjective situation 

for the child. But Bryant's recent insistence on t he need for 

corrective • experimental' check on the f'ruita of such research must 

be noted (1974, PP•171-181). 

Another variable which eff ects the significance of an 

utterance or action, and. which hence may determine what interpretive 

force, if' an::,, an intervention has, is the cont ext from which it is -
drawn, - as opposed to the context~ which it is introduced. 

Consequently this is a furt her means whereby 
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one-and-the- same T.I., in terms of the therapist's actual 

verbal behaviour, might well serve to express a different D.I. 

on <lifferent occasions. Let us approach the point deviously, 

by appeal to the question of t he "significance" of what an 

artist does when he uses certain visual effects . 

Wo llheim (1 968, pp . 72-75) adapts from Gombrich the 

following argument , to which we shall need to return from 

time to time. 

'An artist expresses hin1self if, and only if , his 
placing one element rahher than anot her on the canvas 
is a selection out of a set nf alternatives: and 
this is possib l e only if 1e has a repertoire wi thin 
which he operates. rnowlcdge of the repertoire is 
a presupposition of a spectator's capacity to under
stand what the c1 rt is t is express inp: 1Jut the 
existence of the repertoire is a p r esupposition of 
tile artist's capacity to express \i:1self at all''. 

Consequently, when a painter puts a blob of blue on his canvas , 

we cannot begin to know what it 'means' or what he is 

'expressing' until we know what other colours he hEid on his 

palette. Is it blue-rather-than-red, or blue-rather-than-b lack; 

or is it indeed blue-rather-than any or all of red, b l ack, 

yellow, green, white, etc.? More concretely, a black line 

t hat turns out to be part of a monochrome sketch exnresses 

something diffe r ent from one that features in a Goy~esoue orgy 

of colour. The same har monic device conveys cosmic agony in 

Haydn , in Mah l e r a jaded piguancy . 
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What goes for the aesthetic 'meaning' of a blob of paint 

goes also for whole styles of painting; it goes analogically, too, 

for any significant hunan action. 
l"i 

So that when Van Go9 gh paints 

like Delacroix , as in his Crucifixion of 18 •• , it means 

something different from Delacroix himself painting like 

Delacroix. And this is at least partly because when Van Go1gh 

does it, he is painting like the Frenchman, rather than like 

Van Go¢gh; just as, when the blue blob is blue-rather-than-black

only, its significance is different fuom that when it is 

blue-rather-than-green~,-red , - yellow-or-white. (There is some

thing odd, of course, but not necessarily useless, in the idea of 

someone painting like hir11self; though perhaps all it can be is 

self-caricature . ) 1~erc arc a variety of reasons for adopting 

someone else's style or artistic language, and thus a variety 

of possible significances in the adoptive product: technical 

exercise, personal flattery , forgery , obsession , atavism, joke. 

Sometimes, at '-eas t , you may use the lanvua~e of another 

person, time or place because it just happens to hit off ideally 

what you want to express. ~hy should one not, in twentieth 

century England , have mediaeval, Indian mystical or Athenian 

feelings? And if one docs, he will naturally, like rletjeman or 

Eliot or Brooke , break into the appropriate ancient language he re 

and there in his English verse . It is very common for educated 

young people, in the questing identity-diffusion of adolescence, to 
u, 

come across an attitude, manner or Weltanschaupg, typical of some 

bygone age or alien\ culture, which seems to express precisely 

their own feelings about themselves , the world and life. As a 

student, the British composer Vaughan Williams became hooked, as we 
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should now say, on the historic harmonic language of the 

"modes"; this systen derived from the Greeks, permeated 

mediaeval JT1usic and was generally supplanted, from around the 

sixteenth century onwards, by that of "keys" which pre

dominated frori Bach to Richard Strauss. Consequently, 

every piece the young musician wrote at this stage turned 

out in the Dorian, Lydian, Aeolian or cognate mode, instead 

of in E-flat or G-I'l.inor. Thinking to free his pupil from 

this retrospective rut, his teacher, C.V. Stanford, told 

him at the end of one tutorial to go away and compos. a 

waltz . Vaughan l'fi llia)!lS came back next week with a modt.1.1 

waltz (ref. ) . 

And it wor 's the other wny as well. When a piece of 

music has ori~innlly ~x~rcsscd a feelin g, idea of ncssage of some 

kind in the artisttc 

cultural setting of 

today is faced with 

lang-iage, historical context and 
V a r.1od~ ge, the execu ti vc interpreter of 

the prob lem of conveying that same 

m':!SS age to his contcnporayy audience, by 1flakin(T 'tlie same 1 

aesthetic/ inpression upon them as the work made upon people 

for whom modes, galliar<ls , galleons and vir?jnals were part 

of everyday experience. But playing the thing exactly as 

it was originally written (or played) will not necessarily 

achieve this aim; indeed, it is rather unlikely to <lo so , 

because of the wide difference in musical language and 

experience between tic sixteenth and twentieth centuries. 

Here , the,, is a chance to drive a wedge between critical and 

executive interpretation (C.I. and E.I.) , and to illuminate 

by analogy the relation between D.I. and T.I. 
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For it fo llows , from the fact that the aesthetic effect 

of an E.I. is relative to the addience's musi cal experience, 

that a given way of playing would mean something different in 

the musical atmosphere before , s11y, Beethoven and Wagner had 

transformed the medium out of all recognition compared with 

what it would convey to us. A piano piece by Mo zart which was rich, 

daring and brilliantly powerful to his contemporaries cannot 

hope to 11ake that same impression on people who know the 

Hamrnerklavier and the Liszt sonata; by comparison it just is 

a feeble tinkling . At one time it was the most exciting piano 

sound available, and as such could express things that 

nowadays require a totally different range of harmony , complexity 

and bravura to get them across. In order to receive the same 

impress ion from "1o zart, we try to tune ourselves in to the 18th

century idiom, which means trying to understand and empathise 

with the musical "palette" on which he was drawing. But the fact 

that any such readjustment or correctio1V should be necessary 

underlines the point that we are having to learn
7
in effect, a 

new aesthetic language, in order to grasp and appreciate the 

messaee. 

The same difficulty besets the performer and his E.I. When 

a Bach Brandenburg concerto is played today on out-of-tune 

straight trumpets, piffling recorders and all the other 

paraphernalia of 60-called "authentic" performance, this is no 

way to convey the same rich and thoughtful messa~e to us, who 
.'2, 

are used to in-tune valve tr\llmpets and clian-soW1ding flutes , as 

was conveyed to the for-tiunate Hargrave to whom it was dedicated . 

To play Bach thus in 1720 was the t b~ious and only thing to do; 

to do so i n t he 1970's is to p lay sourly and breathily rathee than 
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sweetly and clearly. Historical and aesthetic authenticity 

do not necessarily go hand-in-hand. 

Let us translate these observations, about the influence 

of cultural and suh-cul tural contexts u11on interpreti vc 

communic~tion, into psychodynamic terms. In Klcino - Freudian 

circles of group- psychotherapy it is customary to suppose 

that, when a member absents himself from a session without 

notice, the other members will feel anxious and guilty that 

they cay have driven him away by w~1at they said or failed to 

say (generally, how they treated him) at the previous session . 

Tl1is is often assm1cd to furnish the current session with a 

~roup-problcm ahout t he feared destructive consequences of 

aggeessive and rej0c ~·,a feelings, and about the possibility and 

means of 'undoinv' th_"l or mnk.ing 'rcp(tration' for thcr1. 

Given this backgrounJ, if so171Gone mentions the rnissing patient 

without even rcfcrrin• to his absence, the therapist can convey to 

the group an 'interpretation' along the lines just indicated 

(their presumed anxiety about what they have done tour.Smith) 

by sinply saying "AnJ. of course ·.rr. Smith is away today" . 

This rerna rk is capable of conveying s uc:1 an interpreti v~ ?:1ess age 

because the therapist's 'palette'' of associations to the idea 

of "being away" is known to contain (even to consist exclus ively 

of) these particular theoretical notions. But the remark 

would not be expected to ht ve anything like the same effect 

on an audience in another social, cultural or historical context, 

wnerc, as it were , the relevant palette contains a different 

range of colours. It might actually convey a specific but 

conflicting interpretation to a J ungian , Presbyterian or 

Mafia group , where the background assumptions and expectations 

are equally strong but rather different. 
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These considerations -n,a:J.-e it absurd to expect that 

third-party observers can form ,-,orthwhil e j udgerients as to whether the 

therapist has ma4 e three or seventeen interpretations in a 

particular session; or whether, if he is said to have given seven, 

the second was 'the same' as the fifth. Indeed, an intervention 

nay carry interpretive force for some group-members but not for 

others, just as only sonef J"J.embers of a theatre audience may 

"take 11 a classical al 1 us ion, say, in one of Hamlet's speeches, 

while others do not. No r will it <lo to object that the 

therapist has still given the interpretation, as surely as 

Shakespear e has made t· e allusion , regardless of who takes or 

misses it. For internfc Ling is not an all-or-none process , 

like releasing a food-pellet into a Skinner box. A therapist 

may ~a <lcliberately leave some interpretive intcrvrn( ions 

no more articulate than suggestions, adumbrations or hints, 

so that the patient may take the point if he is "ready" for it, 

but does not have it thrown at him inescapably if he still 

needs to resist perceiving it. In whi ch case, it is not a 

question of patients having blurred perceptions of clear-cut 

events: sometimes the facts themselves are blurred. This is 

not to take refuge in a smoke-screen of obscurantism. It is 

to indicate that theee is a problem of dataidcscription; that 

some ways of characterising them will not do; and that we 

are obliged to look into the reasons for prefcrrin~ some ways 

to others (cp. ch.8). 
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CHAPTER III 

NON-PROPOSITIONAL THERAPEUTIC INTLRPRETATION 

(a) Means and ends. 

(b) Irrelevance of truth 

(c) Could interpretation be clai11-.free? 

( a) He ans and ends 

If we grant, then, that there ar1: tl'o I'1::i.in strands, 

explanatory and tn11sforrnativc, runninp thirnurrh the fabric of 

psychodynamic interpretations in general , and th[lt those 

which are domina11tly transfornativc arc intenfcd to get natients 

into a "better" state (~ ol.<lcver chnrn.ct,•rised), we may he tempted 

to concentrate entirely upon whether "ucl1 , ould-bc thcr~neutic 

interpretations succeed in t!d ~ ni and to turn a b 1 ind eye to the 

truth or frlsity of what they nctuaJly say about the patient. 

To succumb to this temptation \''OUld he to open t 1ie c1 oor to an 

apoloc,y, based on t he end justifyjng the means , wliich oould be 

used to cover al 1 manner of clubious, rncl even f r ank] y unethical, 

pr actices carried out in the narne of interpretive therapy; and 

it plays into the hands of those critics of psyc11othc r apy, such as 

Sargant (19•'1), ,:ho argue that the t 11crapist 'transfo;:rns' h is 

patient (in so far as lie succeeds) by rxcrting emotionnl pr essures 

which arc both independent of t 11c tnuth of what he says and 

essentially t he same as those manipulated by the religious preacher 

or the political bra i n-washer. For t he surges tion is that al l 

t hree activities (preaching, brain-washing and psychotherapy) 

function by trading upon, if not actively producing, the common 

elements of dissatisfaction, anxiety, insecurity, guilt, 
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disorientation, dependence and suggestibility in their victims, 

and then presenting them in this disorganised state with a new 

belief-system in whose cognitive structure they may rediscover 

a sense of security, orientation and identity. Systematic 

attacks along these lines by Chinese Communist agents upon the 

personalities and beliefs of western political prisoners have 

been carefully described and examined by Lifton (1961, esp. 

pp. 84- 160), and it is not difficult to find parallels of a 

sort, as Lifton himself does (pp . 447-536), between the various 

stages involved in them and various aspects of education, 

religion, therapy, propaganda and advertisement in western society. 

This type of argument, however, needs to be kept on a short 

rein, for it can easily get out of hand. In the first-place, 

it will not do merely to show that one object (or activity, or 

whatever) has certain features in common with another, and then 

to conclude from that that t hey are both "the same sort of 

thing really", or that one is no more than an instance of the 

other. For, despite all that they have in common, one may differ 

from the other in having some unique property which puts it in 

quite another class and makes it qui t e another sort of thing. 

It may be true to say of Einstein, Mozart and yesterday's soup 

t hat they were all ninety per cent water, but that's no reason 

for thinking of them as alike or valuing them the same. Some 

things which are black and have legs are grand pianos; others 

are cats. Secondly, a good deal depends , of course, on just 

how close are the parallels which can be drawn . For if you give 

a sufficiently imprecise specification of the features to be 

sought as common, you may enable yourself to demonstrate all 

' manner of specious similarities and show that almost anything ii 
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a case of almost anything else. You may assimilate a speech 

of Hitler's to a poem by Keats, by sayi ng that they were both 

using words; but nobody wants to say consequently that they 

were doing, in any useful sense, "the same thing". 

And yet t his is a game which psychologists notor iously p l ay. 

If you define the crucial conce~ts of your system broadly 

enough (or, some would say, circularly enough), you may give 

superficial cogency to sensational views such as that neurotic 

illnesses are "merely wrong habits which have been learned" 

(Eysenck 1957, p . 268) , or that all human behaviour is under the 
R.IJ.tY>l'>\.t \_ 

"control", in some alaf ming sense , of environmental agencies 

(Skinne r 1953, pp. 437-449). In the former case, the technical 

concepts of 'learning' and ' habit ' have been expanded from t heir 

everyday image to include processes and activities which we would 

ordinar ily contrast with e.g . learning to drive or taking tea 

at four ' o ' clock; so the technical s tatement , whi ch masquerades 

in ordinary language, is not saying quite what i t seems. In 

the latter example, the fact t hat much of what people do can be 

represented as producing "operant responses" (of a s ort), i n the 

context of ndiscriminative stimuli" (of a sort) and meet ing with 

"reinforcement contingencies" (of a sort) does not justify the 

conclusion t hat people going about their daily l ives are in 

the same case, to any interes ting extent, as pigeons in a Skinner 

-box pecking at spots for a food- pellet . But it is t his kind 

of coarse-grained thinking which leads t o the provocative a t tempt 

to cons ider psychotherapis ~merely as agents of selective 

'reinforcement' (cp . Krasne r 1958), or even, indeed as a 

"reinforcement machine" (Krasner 1962). The same trouble 
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occurs, unfortunately, in psychodynamics too. It is a well

known difficulty in testing psychodynamic pypotheses that, 

when they involve such concepts as 'denia l of insecurity' or 

' hypomanic overcompens a tion' , the re are f ar too many sorts 

of b ehaviour which can be s een as i nstances of such denial 

or ove rcompensat i on, and f ar too f ew ways of tell i ng whether 

t hey r eal ly ar e s uch instances. 

The over-facile denunciation of p rocesses which seem t o 

have some elements in common with some aspects of brainwash i ng 

has misled critics such as Laing and his associates int o 

intempeaate onslaughts against traditional met hods of psychiatr ic 

t reatme~t. But doubts have also been stirred in more mode rate 

minds about how far the psychotherapist is doing the same sort 

of thing as Lifton's political thought-reformers . Let me , at 

this point, s imply state five impo r tant differences and r e turn 

to t he quest i on below: (1) the patient (usually) comes of his 

own accord, asking to be helped, t hat is to be changed in s ome 

way: (2) the nature of the desired change is agreed in advance: 

(3) t he methods by which the change is to be effected are a lso 

dis cus sed and agreed: (4) the pat ien t also agr ees, perhaps 

i mplicitly, to accept the therapist's judgement about how 

those met hods are t o be dep loyed f rom minute to minute i n the 

course of treatment; (5) the therapist is under a moral 

obligation to be benevolent about points (2) , ( 3) and (4), 

if not l iterally honest,(for there may be good ethical, and 

even cli nical , r e asons for not telling t he patient , at once 

anyway, how little change can be expected or how long it will 

take). It would be naive, however, to suppose that these 

can be worked out in practice without running into difficulties. 



Certainly they are not trouble- free: with respect to (2) and 

(3), for instance, the therapist may disagree with the patient 

about what sort of change is necess ary, and he may perhaps , 

regard some sigid "moral" scruple or e l ement of religious 

convict ion as part of the patient's pathological condition . 

These obstacles aside, none of the five conditi ons obtains 

in the case of that forcible eradication and substitution of 

particular polit ical and s ocia l attitudes which the te rm 

'brainwashing ' originally denoted , and upon which it still 

trades for its emotive overtones. The fact remains , however , 

that by the criterion of therapeutic efficacy alone , we would 

s eem to be j ustified in saying something positively false to the 

patient so long as it got him better; that is, not just made 

him feel better (for a while, perhaps, or even for ever) but 

actually made him better (by some criterion independent of 

his temporary feelings). And this looks like the thin end of 

a sinister wedge which alarmingly resembles the ruthlessly 

pragmatic procedures of brainwashing proper. In this case, the 

fact that giving the (false) interpretation proved to be 

therapeutically advantageous obviously would not render its 

content true , though it might render the giving justifiable . 

Hence, it could be described as "valid" (a term often used in this 

context), in the loose sense that you have no right to complain. 

On this score the clinician is like~y to have different 

priorities from the theoretician, and Levy (1964, p. 130) 

blarldly concedes that a therapist may "legitimately" ignore 

whether an interpretation is true or false so long as it does 

a good job . Let us look , then, at some ways of res oliing this 

conflict . 
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One way is to stand, with Levy, by the idea that therapeutic 

interpretations ~ o typically make or imply factual claims 

about the nature and origins of the patient's behaviour, but that 

it does not matter whether these claims are false so long as the 

interpretation, when communicated, is benignly transformative. 

And there need be no special problem about what transformations 

are "benign", because in practice it means those that are 

consistent with the second of the five principles listed above 

(p.~O). Another way is to deny that such interpretations 

necessarily have any propositional content which can be 

r egarded as t r ue or false: chat is, to hold that they are not 

really saying anything matter-of-fact or categorical (in spite of 

grammatical app/ earances) about the patient's present state 

or pas t development; so that they cannot, logically , be 

sayinn s omehhing false. The problem for this view is to show 

how anything worthwhile is being said that is different in 

principle from reciting incantations, uttering threats or 

giving encouragement; or indeed, to show that what is being 

done differs essentially from manipulating people into more 

desirable behaviour by the applicat i on of drugs, operant 

conditioning or subliminal persuasion. In its defence, one may 

argue that what such interpreattons do is to offer the patient a 

new way of looking at himself, and in particular his 

difficulties, which will be helpful (in a sense which we shall 

have to examine), but which makes no more clai m to be the one

and-only correct view of the data than does an actor's 

interpretation of the role of Hamlet or a pianist's of the 

Waldstein sonata. We have already seen, however , that even suhh 

'executive' interpretations in the arts are not independent of 

factual claims as the argument would require, and we take 

up the question again in ch.10 . 



(b) The irrel evance of truth 

To begin with we must , as always, distinguish things whioh 

differ. It is one thing to say "You were right to give that 

interpretation, because it helped to make Smith better", am. quite 

another to say "You were right in making that interpretation, 

beoauae it was true" . In the latter case, indeed, many therapists 

would want to say that some interpretations are too true to be 

given; or, at least, to be given before the patient has reached 

a oertain~aga of the.rapeutio development. Menninger, for example, 

is italioally firm on this point: "One thing which we certainly 

never do ••• is to tell the patient what is in his unconscious long 

before he has any capacity for grasping the signii'ioance of such 

oracular diagnoBtic incisions" (1958, p. 136). ll'. ore recently, 

Winnioott has underlined. the point in discussing his use of 

interpretation in t herapeutic consultations with children built 

round their projective drawings (1971, pp. 9-1O): "an .. tnterpretation 

that does not work always means that I have made the interpretation 

at the wrong moment or in the wrong way and I witbiraw it un6onditionally• 

Although the interpretation ma_.y be correct I have been wrong in 

verbalising this material in this way at this particular mement. " 

Conversely, some analysts will admit that an inaoourate, 

or onl,y partially true, interpretation may be therapeutically 

beneficial ( Glover 1931 , Fromm-Reichmann 1950, pp.84,-85; op. Yorke 

1965, esp. pp. 27• 28) , and this concession obviously debars them 
from making beneficial consequences a test of the truth of an 

interpretation. rhis consideration ( of benign sequelae) is, 

however, regulai·l.y used as one criterion of the "validity" of 

therapeutic interpretac.ions (:r'arrell 1962; Nisdom 1966; Rycroft 1968, 
e 

PP• 76-77) . By a slide in the ll}tU'ling of ' valid• , therefore, we 
a., 

could cons-uct the paradox that a ~rtioular interpretation may be 

both clinically valid end epistemologically invalid at the same 

time. And the general problem, of whether the conditions of 

observation in psycho-~ynaaio therapy are such that ordinary 



standards of ecientifio vallctity cannot be applied to its findings, 

will concern us below ( ch.4). 

In an attempt to pinpoint just where and how the question 

of' truth does arise, Levy ( 1963) distinguishes two component elements 

in interpretation and argues that if we are clear about how they 

di.t"fer we shall be able both to check, correct and refine oar 

making of interpretations and to teach the akills of the business 

in a hard-headed, l.ey'Stique-free Wt\Y• 

According to Levy' s analysis ( 1963, oh. 2) , there are two 

logically separate stages in the construction of an interpratation, 

whether dio.gnoatio or therapeutic, and questions of truth or f al.si ty 

are admissable (broadly) at the second but not at the first (this 

primacy being, of course , that of implicit logic and not of temporal. 

sequence). The re'lson for this is that at the f'irst stage, designated 

• semantic' • th , raw behavioural observations whioh are to be the 

subject of interpretation are merely processed. or encoded, aooording 

to a certain a,heme of olaasii'ioation which Levy cal.le a "language

system"• This. code is held to be, to an important degree, arbitrary, 

since it derives merel,y from the form in whi~ the empirical. hypotheses 

to be invoked at stage two are cast. 

The anulogy seems to be that, in the physical soienoes, if 

you wish to appJ,y a tht,ory concerned with weight you must process 

your obsel'vationcl datn into grams or some o ... her \'/8ight-Wlita ; if 

the theory you want to use is to do with colour, you must measure 

the wavelengths of light reflected by the things you are interested 

in. But precieel,y because this classification is arbitrary 

(the argument goes), statements couched in grams are no 
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more or less "true" than those expressed in millemicrons: they 

are only more or less relevant or appropriate. Perhaps in order 

to avoid the objecti on that, in this sort of case false 

statements clearly can arise as a result of mis-measurements, Levy 

sticks closely to the ideas of linguistic or semantic coding 

and insists that the only sorts of error that aan occur a t this 

stage arise f r om either failing to follow the r ules of the 

l anguage-game (moving the rook diagonally at chess is not a 

false statement), or using an inappropriate code (recording 

grams instead of millemicrons) . Levy repeatedly compares t his 

s tage with linguistic "definition", by which he means the s ort of 

prescriptive definition that is done when setting up a symbol

system de novo. If I decide, for some purpose like the Hanfmann

Kasanin test of visuospatial ooncept-formation (Semeonoff & Tris t 

1958, Ch.2), to assign the nonsense-syllable 'nev' to low-volume 

objects regardless,of shape or colour, so as to provide a cue 

for correct classification, I am obviously not claiming that 

such objects really are "nevs" in the same sense that they 

really are made of wood (nor even in the sense in which whales 

are 'really' mammals) . But, onee you have decided to administer 

my version of the test, it would be a mistake oo call high-

volume as well as low-volumea, objects 'nevs', because we should 

no longer be able to apply scoring procedures and test-norms 

to yonr report of a subject's performance, and we should 

consequently be unable to use your observations . 

For this sort of reason, Levy argues, the semantic stage 

"adds" nothing to the raw behavioural data, and is to be 

contrasted with t h e second ('propositional') stage, at which 

particular theoreticll hypotheses, which may indeed be true or 

false, ar e b rought to bear upon the encoded behavioural data. 



The contrast, in practical terms, would be es follows. It is a 

matter of coding or 'definition' that , according to a certain 

conceptual scheme, hoarding bus- tickets is correctly c laseified as 

'anal' behaviour; but it is a matter of fact whether hoarding bua

tickets ia ( alwe.)'s or generally or in this case) causally connected 

with emotional conflicts of a particular sort, and generated at a 

particular stage of childhood aa required by the theory of 'anal/ 

fixation' • The truth of the former ( olassif actory, or ' semantic' ) 

claim is of oour~e independent of that of the latter ( empirical, or 

'propositional•) one; and this same logical distinction between 

aspects of taxonomy is sometimes made in the lE11gmge of ' analytic• 

versus ' synthetic' exemplaries of a concept ( op. Miles 1966, passim) . 

I mean: even if ticket-hoarding is never, in point of fact, so 

caused, it muld still be true that such hoarding,!! ( in the former 

sense) 'anal behaviour• . Confusion arises, however, because the 

mere statement that something "is" anal behaviour is ambiguous 

as to which or these two different claims is being made. A 

thorough investieation of these and associated complexities would 

have to touch upon the metaphysical foundations of scientific 

olassi:f'ioation in c;eneral, which are olearzy beyond our scope; 

but they have recentl.y been the object of Harr~• s scrutiz\Y ( 1970, 

PP• 203-233) • 

Classification without empirical implication, however, 

runs the risk 0 1' being another "empty ceremony!. For if the 

procedure is to be other than a disguised form of' naming (with 

only one member to a olass), the olass must have members other than 

the one bing classified , \vhioh in this case is • hoarding' • 

That is to SOiY, t here must be types of behaviour other than hoarding 

which will also be assigned to the class of' 'anal' traits; ani in 

practice &heh other members are suspiciousness, mennnesa, love of 

precision and concern for order. But now, the only heuristic 

justification for clas sifying actions X and Y as ' A-type• behaviour - -
( and not so o laseifying 1) , when not postulating common properties, 

is the assumption that !, ! and other olaas-inembers occur in 

each other' s company, or cluster, more 



often than they do in the company of land non-members. 

This, however, is a definite empirical hypothesis, and as 

such it is at variance with the concept of the 'semantic 

stage'; for it both makes the business unlike definition and 

naming, and renders it vulnerable to factual investigation. 

Does such clustering as is required by the rules-for-use of 

the class-name, 'anal' actually occur (regardless of 

' propositional' hypotheses about what causes the alleged 

clustering)? This is precisely one of the questions to whi ch 

Kline has addressed his recent survey. His answer is that 

there is good evidential support for the sort of clustering 

denoted by this syndrome, though not so much for the 

corresponding 'oral' one; but that the 'p~opositional' hypotheses 

about the altiology of both syndromes, receive very little con

firmation from available data (Kline 1972, pp. 44, 94.) . 

The~e is another count, also, on which the required 

distinction does not quite hold water; mainly because the 

chliii ce of "language system" is ntlt as free of empirical content 

as Levy suggests. The choice of what system is "most useful 

for one's purposes" (Levy 1963, pp. 38-39) depends upon what 

sort of thing you want to code for; and that decision must 

depend, externally to the code, upon what aspects of a person' s 

behaviour you hold to be important for understanding him. 

Levy seems in a way to recognise this but at the same time to 

deny that it undermines the empirical neutrality of the 

logical operations at the'semantic'stage. This last decision, 

(that concerning 'importance' or 'significance') is 

represented as being made, internally as it were (and hence 

non-empirically), by the code itself. Thus Levy speaks of some 



"attributes" rather than others, of the behavioural data. 

being "considered significant by our ••• language system" 

(1963, p . 39) . But it i s people who "consider", not languages. 

What matters for the moment, however, is that here we have 

serious suggestion about how one aspect of interpretation

construction is non-propositional and consequently independent 

of truth-considerations . 

But it raises a general p~oblem about the nature of the 

raw data in this context, and how to represent them. For, 

if you think mn terms of collecting raw observational data 

and applying hypotheses to them, then there is a familiar 

difficulty i n the behavioural sciences about how to 

characterlse such basic data. For, in so far as much human 

behaviour is purposive, intentional, expressive and symbolic, 

the quest for a behavioural atomism which would confin itself 

to supposedly 'objective ' description, without imputing 

contextual significance (Weber's Sinn) or emotional content 

to people ' s actions, runs the risk of missing their whole point. 

In Bartlett's classic example (1950, pp . 247-248), t wo men 

r aise their right hand in"the same" way; but one is gree ting 

a friend, the other stopping the traffic. A content-neutral 

data-language which described the identical arm- movement 

in s pace-time coordinates alone , as a basis for the subsequent 

application of some behavioural calculus, is going to let the 

real nature of the behaviour slip through the mesh of a pseudo

scientific net . It is "pseudo-" not because its descrj>ptions 

are inaccurate, but because they accurately describe the wrong 

things (cp. Polanyi 1958, pp. 3-17). 

This theme and its r elevance to the logic of interpretations 



will tend t o recur (see Ch. 8); but khat counts at 

this point is that a certain doubt is cast on whether there 

can be useful description, even at this preliminayy, 

'semantic' level of a neutral data-language, wiich is 

free from empirical impl ications and hence not vulnerable to 

error, bias or coloration. It has often been argued, to 

be sure, by anti-scientists that any scientific system-
/'-, 

'.'\ 'a')Hsation, even of non-behavioural, inam.imated material, 

necessarily concentrates on some features rather than 

others, and coasequently had no special claim to non

directive neutrality. Bergson warned against supposing 

that philosophy could take over "the facts" from 

empirical science and then go on to apply its own critique 

of logical analysis or metaphysical inquiry to them; 

for the data had al ready been contaminated by the meta

physics (often unspoken, and therefore the more pernicious) 

of scientism. "The metaphysic or the critique that the 

philosopher has reserved for himself he has to receive, 

ready-made, foom positive science, it being already contained 

in the descriptions and analyses, the whole care of which 

he left to the scientists •••• Let us not be deceived by an 

appavent analogy between natural things and human t hings . 

Here we are not in the judiciary domain, where the description 

of fact and the judgement on the fact are two distinct 

things, ••• , Here the laws are internal to the facts, and 

relative to the lines that have been followed in cut ting 

the real into distinct facts". (Bergson 1911, pp. 238-242). 

Poinca•e went even further to argue that methodolggy in 

science was, to an important extent, precisely a matter of 

choosing one's facts ("la choix des faits";)cp. 1912, pp. 15-24). 
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Now we are no longer particularly bothered by these 

questions, I dare say, as far as physical sciences are 

concerned. Cert ainly we are not as confused as Eddington was 

about how to reconcile his notorious "two tables": the one 

composed (according to the story of physics) of whirling 

quasi-particles, electric charges and void; the other made 

up (by the etidence of his senses ) of hard , firm, brown 

wood (Stebbing 1937, ch. 3). But when we try to press the 

study of behaviour into the mould of the established phys ical 

sciences (or some of them), wise men still dispute about what 

should be regarded as the basic data and hence about what 

form the neutral data-language should take. This is an 

old and lar ge controversy, which becomes polarised into the 

various forms of so-called behaviourism, mn the one hand, and 

phenomenology on the other (Mace 1948; Wann , ed. 1964). We 

return to some aspects of it, insofar as they affect our subject, 

in chapter 8. But we must notice here how Levy works out, 

in his analysis of interpretation, his concern to avoid 

mentalistic mystery-mongering, and to put his argument on 

as concrete a behavioural foundation as possible . 

One of his objects is to bring the business down to earth, 

and to divest it of the mantle of mystique and occult 

obscurity which it too often wears. And only by breaking it 

up into its components, so that their precise nature and 

function can be understood, will the process become 
be, 

susceptible of rational scrutiny andtJ>ut into a form in which 

its claims can be checked, where appropriate, against facts, 

its methods improved and its techniques coherently communicated. 

F~r, as long as a skill is represented as being available 

only t o people with a certain fla i r, intuition, perce~tive 



faoulty, olinicaJ. experience or whatever, ao long will there be 

no doubt whether there is any skill there at all: v1hether, that 

is, the emporor haa ariy olothea. It fosters the suapioion that 

it is aJ.l no more than en in•bred tradition, by which pupil

therapists have learned . erely to do what theacher-therapists 

approve. Even enninger, unfortunately, perpatuates suoh doubt 

on the topic of timing nhen he writes, "'Dhe question constantly arises 

••• how the analyst oan be sure when the optimum level of frustration

tension is being turoatened. ••• Praotioally, after some years of 

experienoe, th13 comes intuitively"; and later,"••• if he keeps 

'in tune' with the patient's unconscious, he knows when to speak" 

(1958, pp.133,136). ~ow, how do you tell whether you are keeping 

in tune in the required sense? Menn1nger realises, o:f' course, 

that this is unsatisf otory advice, and he has a good deal else to 

sey as well. But it is a pity that this note of obscurantism 

should be allowed to sound at all. I do not went to deey that a 

certain constitutional or acquired sensitivicy ma_y help in interpretive 

psychotherapy ( e. central European accent also does); but if there 

!! a system, llich is really a system, then it can be expressed and 

taught. 

The other comment, on the general problem of characterising 

the raw behavioural data, 1a that, since there are auoh radioall,y 

contrasted w03s of looking-at or talking-about one action as are 

represented by "pl\}'oical-thing language" on tho one hand and 

phenomenology on the other, is there not a whole range of different, 

but less sharply con.flicting, perspectives between these two extreme 

points or view? Or even, are there not several alternatives 

bunched within any segment of the spectrum? That is to say, 

even if you opt for a particular sort of -



approach, there may still be several different ways of 

describing and structuring the data from that one general point 

of view. 

Suppose you decide to take a geometric view of the top of 

my desk, - as opposed to the view of a carpenter, a still-life 

painter or an economist. There are still various ways of 

conceptualising its properties even from that cognitive angle. 

You may regard it as a\ straight-sided surface; in which case it 

is the same sort of thing as the ceiling or the floor, and hence 

liable to be 'classified' , if occasion arises, with them. 
~ 

You may see it as a four-edged object, which groups ~with my ruler 

or the door. Seen as a horizontal plane it is like the ceiling 

but not the door; while, taken as an area of so many square feet, 

it resembles the door but not the ceiling. Now, it is notieious 

that even psychodynamic accounts of human behaviour differ 

among llhemselves in this kind of way. That is , patterns 

examplifying the 'constructs' of different (and perhaps conflicting) 

theoretical schmmes can sometimes be seen in, or picked out of, 

the same set of observations. The clinical student at a 

Kleine-Freudian case-conference, for example, may have the 

disturbing experience of hearing the only Jungian in the room 

plausibly reallocate certain behavioural data, which had dutifully 

been identified as Oedipal, variously to the Collective Unconscious, 

Mandala symbolism and the myth of Persephone. 

This does not justify, however, the nihilistic conclusion 

that, since different structurings are possible, the whole 

business is arbitrary in the sense that there are no rational 

grounds for preferring one account to another. For we do, as 

a matter of fact, prefer one account of why the sun moves across 

the sky to others, even though (indeed, precisely because) it is 



selective about what properties of the sun, the earth and 

space it deals with. What it does mean is that we need to 

bring to light exactly what are the background assumptions 

which generate one way-of-leaking at the data rather than 

another. As far as therapeutic interpretation is concerned 

s ome of these assumptions will be not only about the nature 

of emotional disturbance in general but also to do with what 

constitutes improved adjustment and how it is to be achieved. 

If you hold, with some of the 'behaviour-therapists', that 

symptom-loss equals cure (Eysenck, ed. 1960, pp. 4 - 83; 

Bandura 1969, pp. 1-117), then not only will you be aiming 

at a different e nd-state from that sought by a clinician ~ iJ'h,O 

believes that symptom-freedom is consistent with continued 

disturb ance (Malan et al. 1968), but you will also do different 

th ings about the symptoms. It is important to be clear as 

to where and how this sort of assumption impinges on the way 

the behavioural data are encoded at LeVJ?'s stage of semantic 

processing. For it would seem, as we have argued above, that 

the kind of'code' used, and what is selected for coding, must 

depend upon synthetic (that is, fact-stating and not merely 

analytic) premises about what is teleologically relevant. 

This appeal to the possibility of different 'perspectives' 

on the same data may lead, when its arbitrariness is stressed, 

to the idea that T.I.'s are non-propositional (in a fact

stating sense) in so far as they merely provide the patient 

with another way-of- looking at his problems, without asserting 

even implicitly t hat it is the correct way . Levy invokes tiis 

argument, which we are about to take up (section (c), below) 

quite explicitly at times (1963, esp. pp. 20-21); but it is not 

the defence he has in mind when he says that the therapist 



"may legitimatezy not even be concerned with error in interpretation, 

if it appearo that the interpretation will have its desired e:«fect" 

(1963, p.130). That would appear to be no more than a forthright 

pregmatio claim t hnt it does not matter (in a sense) if you 8133' 

something palpabzy fo.lae so long as you get the patient better. 

Since the !I is post-propoaitional according to his scheme, and 

not ~-propositional like n semantic-stage move, it cannot escape 

having a truth-value. 

We must be concerned with this truth-value f o~ theoretical 

purposes 1n genernl, and oertainzy for the particular purpose 

of oorreoting both bncl<ground theory and therapsutio techniques; 

and we have seen that Levy aims to facilitate suoh correction by 

his demysticising analysis. To hold that a practice ia legitimate 

if 1 t seems to ,,ork i s both pragmatically attrnotive and the thin 

end of a dangerous wedge ( op. P• above) . One defence is to 

contend, as with tha appeal to 'perspective', that nothing false 

is real1y being said, for the reason that nothing is really being 

said at all. Such nsoertions, it might be argued, are •propositional' -
only in form and not in content or spirit. Let us look more olosezy 

into whejher some therapeutic interpretationf might be claim-free 

in these senses. 

( c) Could interpretation be claim-free? /1 statement which 

was truly free from any propositional claim could not (logically) 

be treated as true or false , because it \fould not be asserting 

that anything in particular is, was or will be the case. Not 

being susceptible of verification ( in practice or 1n principle) , 

it might even be 1•egard.Ed as "meaningless" in a much-discussed 



pos1tivist1o senae ( , yer 1946, PP•7-21; Hempel 1950); but it could 

still pl~ the role, 1·or instance, of an exhortation, a recommendation, 

a threat, an encouragerr.ent, a warning or a command. In psychotherapy, 

therefore suoh statements could be used to of'f'er, and to facilitate 

the aooeptance of, a different wey-of-looking-at the patient( e 

predicament from the one he hS8 adopted hiterto, without involving 

the categorical claim that this is the correct perspective. 

Austin is well known for having discussed a type of utterance, 

or linguistic perf'ormanoe ( the • illooutionary aot•), which functioned, 

not as a report on tho speaker• a own mental scene or belie.viour 

( as perhaps dth "I am afraid •• • "," "I expect", or "I am reading 

Doctor Zhivag9"), but by actually doing what they said: e.g. "I 

promise you ••• " , "I warn you ••• " , "I suggest ••• ". These he 

called 'perf'ormatives', because, instead of' referring to an action 

or whatever, they perform it, as it ere, themselves ( Austin 1958; 

1961, pp.220-239i 1962, passim) . Critics have argued subsequentzy 

that the conatrast is i.ot as clear-cut as all that ( Strawson 1964.; 

Fann (ed. ) 1969, part 4; Searle 1969, ch.2); while .r ustin himself 

did not doubt that there would be borderline oases, and soon saw 

that the original id.ea needed revision. But we shall come across 

some analogies to the u.ietinction that he was making. Indeed Turner 

(1971) has argued that although the use of 'performativea• might be 

expected to provide a significant parameter for the sociology of 

verbal interactions , an understanding of the "total speech situation" 

is necessary even to identify a speefact that is functioning in this 

way, since mere "syn tactical or lexical correspondences" will be 

misleading. ie do not need, however, to fish the contentious streams 

0£ linguistic philosophy for everyd~ examples of recommendations or 

exhortations dressed up in the grammar of as~ertions or predictions. 
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"This will put you right", says the doctor, handing out a 

placebo to a patient whose stomach-ache he ju:lges to be psyohosomatio 

thereby deliberately tradinc as part of the treatment on the patient's 

supposed sug.;eatibility. The doctor is not mald.ng a simple prediction: 

what he says 13 itself intended to have transf'ormator,y force. .And 

insofar aa he ia predicting anything, it is not that the tablet per • 

!! will cure the ailment , but that taking that taolet in the belief 

that it will cure is a sufficient condition for relieving that patient. -
Similarly, we often try to get the best possible per1'ormance out of 

fl, 

people by manipplating thif morale. Consider a school sports-day. 

To a boy running a ra.oe you might s93 "Come on, John!"; or, if you 

think he' s over-anxioue, you might aay instead "You' re doing fine!"• 

Grammatioal.JJr spe~ing, the latter makes an assertion where the f'orm~r 

does not; but its roe.l force, of course, is to alter a present state-

of-affairs, not to d ascribe it. The same sort of a.ltering ma;y also 

be done by quasi-predictive statements, a.s when, to boost the confidence 

of a diffident high-jumper who has alre~ailed twice at a particular 
I\ 

height, you might eey "You• ll do it next time"• 'fhe form is predictive, 

the content trcnsformatory. 

Now the justification for s~g things like this does not 

lie in how accurate the quasi-descriptions are, or how oell-grounded 

the quasi-predictions. 'lUley are appropriate or otherwise according to 

whether you said tha sort of thing that would get the desired effect. 

But once you make effic~cy the sole criterion, and s93 that it does 

not matter 1:ihat John was not in fact "doing f'ine11 when you said he was, 

you seem to open the gates ( as we have been above, PP• ) to all 

sorts of malpractices; and !! becomes merely a special form of benevolemt 

persuasion, suggestion or manipulation whose apparent explanatory 

content is no more than a means to an end, - like the distracting patter 

of a conjurer or the white coat 



of a 'scientific' hypnotist. But perhaps even those who reject 

the criterion of 'true-implied-explanation', for approving one 

interpretation rather than another, are tacitly relying on 

some background theory which needs to be brought to light. 

Consider another class of quasi-categorical statements that 

are easily translated into perspective-recommendations. 

Teachers of any skill know that, for most learners, some ways 

of 'looking-at' the constituent elements are more advantageous 
I" 

than others. Here "advantageous" means conducf.ive to quicker 

and/or better mas lS'ery (sometimes the distinction matters); 

and .. looking-at" covers many different modes of conceptually 

organising the operations involved, including which features 

you attend t o first,which ones you group together and even how 

you 'feel' about them. Accordingly, teachers often make 

manipulative statements in order to get their pupils to developf 

the required ways of 'looking-at'. These statements may take the 

form of categorical/ propositions about the skill, without 

being 'true' in a straight-forward sense. Indeed, some are 

deliberately paradoxical and others clearly false! 

Trainee riflemen used to be (and maybe still are) told, 

"You don't pull the trigger: you squeeze it". Put still more 

categorically, it might be, nA rifle is fired not by pulling 

the trigger, but by squeezing it". Now, how would an 

observer te ll whether Smith was really pulling , as opposed to 

squeezing, the trigger?; and, indeed , where does a smooth 

"pull'• merge into a jerky "squeeze"? The paradox is of course 

that the movements are overtly so similar that the required 

difference in performance is most effectively marked, and 

achieved, by getting the pupil to feel it~ one sort of action 

rather than another: that is to say, by attending to their 
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phenomenological, subjective qualities. Thus unwanted 

muscle-contractions, which might be jerky and disturb the 

ai~ are avoided by appealing (indirectly) to the imagination 

and not by attending (directly) to the minute movements 

themselves. It is the spirit of the thing which counts, 

and which has to be trained for. The question whether it 

is really a squeeze or a pull is both ontoloiically 

odd and beside the point. 

Now ~an actual falsehood. The soloist's first entry 

in Liszt's B-flat piano concerto involves a rapid sequence 

of two-handed chords which lie llternately low and high on the 

keyboard. The low point is constant, but the distance to the 

high point gets progressively wider. The hands therefore have 

to 'jump' from base-camp to high-point, back to base, up to 

a higher point, back to base, and so on in a two-way travel. 

But a veteran teacher at London's Royal Academy of Music used 

to tell his pupils studying this wor~,"Remember, you jump in 

one direction only". Now it seems obvious to any player 

that he has to 'jump'~ the keyboard and then down again; 

but the point of the remark is to get him to think of it as 

a series of one-way leaps, t.JJ~ taken from base-camp (that is 

to say, you don't jump back: you just start again!). 

Subjectively, a series of leaps in the same direction from 

a constant feference point (A to B, A to C, A to D etc .) 

seems much less hazardous to control than leaping alternately 

in opposite directions. And what seems less hazardous will 

be less prone to anxiety-induced error. In this case, the 

recommended mental perspective may also have the physiological 

effect of dissipating muscle tension on the downward journey 

and thus facilitating controlled attack on the next leap upwards. 



""' An anecdote about Art~ur Schnabel makes a similar point. 

Coming across a pupil who was working herself into an 

anxious frenzy over the speed at which a rapid passage 

had to go, he said "You do not have to play it quickly, 

my dear: just play it slowly in a fast tempo". 

22. 

In both these examples, the quasi - categorical statements 

may easily be converted into recommendations plus reasons. 

In the first it would be, 'Think of it as sqeezing, rather 

than pulling, because then you will make a smooth movement and 

not jerk .the gun out of line' ; in the secoud, 'Think 

of it as a series of upward jumps from the same point, 

because • •. (as above)'. Whether the advice is good or 

not is obviously another question, and one which we know 

how to answer because we know what the advice is supposed 

to achieve. But the original remakk about squeezing and 

not pulling the trigger is not making a true (or false) 

statement logically parallel to 'Rifles are fired by 

percussion, not by sparks ' ; nor does the one concerning the 

Liszt passage correspond to saying of the first page of 

Schubert's A-flat impromptu from opus 90, 'You play broken 

a rpeggios downwards only' (Schubert simply not having 

written any that go upwards). How then can this be applied 

to a 'perspective' theory of therapeutic interpretation? 

Our firearms-instructar and piano-professor might wel l 

have said, respectively, " It is as if you squeeze rather 

than pull ••• 11
, and "It is as if you jump only one way 11

• 

Now, this is precisely a ffrmula beloved of psychotherapists 

when introducing interpretations. "It is as if you are 
t 

afraid that •.. 11
, "It is as if you cannot let yourself II 

• • • • 



"It is as if you resent ", "It is as if you avoid 

23. 

II . . . , 

"It is as if you are trying to " . . . . The flies on many a 

consulting-room wall must know these phrases by heart. 

But the logic of such 'as if' statements is complicated, 

and they do a range of different sorts of job. (cp. 

Wittgenstein 1958, pp. 193-214). It is one thing, for 

example, to say, "Smith is acting as if he were a tir. god" 

(and we all know he is not one); and quite another to say, 

" Smi t h is acting as if he were re luctant to .• • " (and for 

all I knww he may be reluctant). Sometimes acting-as-if-you

were-doing-X is not to be doing X at all; other times it is 

to be doing X in a special way , or (which is different) to be 

doing it in a manner of speaking. The latter alternative 

leads to propositions like "It is as if you were preventing 

yourself from succeeding" being used as grounds for (or even 

being treated as identical with) the claim, "You actually are, 

in a special way (e.g. unconsciously), preventing yourself ••• ". 

And it is worth noting that although Freud chided Janet, in 

one of his Introductory Lectures, for treat i ng " t he Uncons cious" 

too much as a figure of speech and too little as a categorical 

reality, yet he was forced elsewhere to admit that there 

could not really be "unconscious affects" in the same way as there 

are "unconscious ideas" , and later t hat different psychic 

subsystems are "unconscious" in different senses (Freud 1917, 

p. 257; 1915, p. 178; 1933 , pp. 57-72; and cp. Miles 1966, 

pp.76-89; MacIntyre 1958). This elision of the "as if", 

which turns a plausible simile into a dubious categorical, 

is very close to what has happened, according to a currently 

fashionable view, to engender the "mythical" concept of 

'mental illness'. Truncated, part of the argument is that 
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there has been a slide from something like, 'This man is 

behaving~ if there were something wrong with his 'mind' 

(just as people are physically hampered by being ill)' to, 

'This man is ill, but in a special way: namely, 'mentally' 

rather than physically' (Szasz 1972). 

But let us return to the question of how legitimate 

the original interpretative similes are; that is, to a 

therapist saying to his patient something like, "It is as 
s 

if you were trying to make your{elf fail". The troube is, 
,,,,, 

of course, that there is~ poitt of view from which almost 

anything can be seen!!_! if it were almost anything else; to say 

that 'X' is really more like 'Y' than 'Z' both depends upon 

and betrays one point of view rather than another. The 

question 'But which is it really like?' cannot often be 

answered in the abstract. A coffee-table may be like a cat 

in having four legs, but like a tree in being made of wood. 

If I choose to say that it is really more like the tree, I 

indicate that I regard substance-resemblance as more important 

~ ~general than shape-resemblance. But we can all think of 

some purpose (e.g. teaching a child the number '4' or the 

extended concept of 'leg') for which the table parts 

company with the tree and goes along with the cat. That is why 

Bergson was so concerned about the potentially contaminating 

and tendentious effect of any method of representing basic 

observational data. Accordingly, we have to ask (in the 

following chapter) whether the point of view from which 

psychotherapeutic observations are made necessarily 'contaminates' 

them in a way that renders them useless as an evidential bas is 

for explanation. 
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Now, in the case of 'as-if' interpretations, this 

purpose or background theory which justifies them is 

too often formulated only very vaguely, so that it is not 

at all clear why one 'as-if' is more appropriate than 

another. It is a notorious problem, as we have seen 

above (p .00), that one background theory in rfychodynamics 

will generate CVU-te different 'as if' comparisons from 

another, depending upon its focus, conceptual structure and 

so forth. Very occasionally a 'resemblance' which is pointed 

out can be shown conclusively to be an illusion, and we 

shall discuss one such case below, that of the "vulture" 

in Freud 's study of Leonardo da Vinci (pp. 00-00). We 

need to bring to light both the general background theory 

and the specific hypotheses which generate froml it the 

individual!! if-propositions. This is what Levy seems to be 

doing much of t he time, when discussing, for instance, whether 

an interpretation is approporiate to its governing theory 

(.5!E_. cit. pp. 14-15). On the other hand4,however, he also 

wants to say that the only test of its appropriateness 

is whether it rings true, or perhaps can be made to ring 

true, with the particular patient concerned. I shall return 

to this inconsistency below. 

If I pick up something gingerly, who is to say whether I 

pick it up 'as ff I thought it was hot', or 'as if I thought 

it was poisonous', or 'as if I thought it was alive', or 

just 'as if I was afraid of it'? And is not the question 

"Well, how did he really pick it up?" oddly miscon~ived? -

though it is no simple task to say precisely what is wrong 

with it. It is for this kind of reason that perspectivists 
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would disclaim the idea that an interpretation of theirs 

offered the correct 'as-if' story about a patient's 

behaviour. Thus Levy asserts that interpretation consists 
/b 

essentially in "bringing an alttrnate frame of reference ••• 
.e, 

to bear upon a set of observations or b( haviours, with the 

end in view of making them more amenable to manipulation" 

(1963, p.7). The term 'manipulation' may strike a 

sinister note, but all that is meant is that the patient has 

developed a way-of-fuftctioning in certain circumstances 

Ior a way of 'responding' to certain 'stimuli') which is 

maladaptive, which makes him unhappy, which disturbs others 

etc., and which he himself wishes to be rid of. Consequently , 

situations in which psychological interpre~ tion is offered 

have, according to Levy, one feature in common, namely that 

"someone is in a bind"; and the way in which it aims to get 

him out of his "bind" !fix, rut, mess or hang-up) is by a 

"redefining or restructuring of the situation through the 

presentation of an alternate description of some behavi oural 

datum'' (1963, p.5). (The English reader should perhaps 

understand "alternate" as meaning 'alternative'). 

A little later, Levy explicitly denies that the 

therapist is formulating a "truth" about the patient which 

he has discovered: he is !merely) matching one point of 

view against another and asking the patient in effect, 'Can 

you see it in this way instead?'. So that , when we inquire 

about his 'insight', "we are simply asking about the extent 

to which the patient's construction of events matches our 

own, not whether he too has become privy to the truth" 

(1963, pp. 20-21). But, plainly, our therapeutic object is 

to get him to see things i n a new way, because we hold 
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ex hypothesi both that his present troubles arise from, 

or are intensified by, looking at things in a certain way , 

and that "an alternate construction of a given situation 

will be of more use to him than that which he has come up with 

on his own" (p.21, italics added). So there is, after all, 

an implied claim: not, indeed, that the new perspective is 

right, but that the patient will get on better with it 

regardless of that. 

e, 
Now thtre are, of course, a vatiety of background hypo-

/'\ 
theses about what sort of perspectives are conducfive to 

good adjustment or "getting on better", and a variety of 

theories about what 'good adjustment' consists in. But we 

have seen that Levy tries to avoid the embarrassment that 

such hypotheses and theories migh t in fact be wrong, by 

insisting that the way in which an interpretation draws upon 

them for the new perspective which it offers1 is only like using 

another language. "In psychological interpretation", he 

writes (p.S)," ... one language system is pitted against 

anothe r ". 

Plainly, however, to give the patient an •• alternate 

construction" of a s ituation, wh i ch will hopefully be mo re useful 

to him than his existing view, cannot be merely to express 

his existing view in a different language . An alternate 

construction is essentially a different view , arising from a 

different conceptual breakdown of the data; it is not the 

same conceptual breakdown put into another language, like 

saying the same thing in French or Morse code instead of 

English. This fresh construction or conceptual scheme will 

consist precisely in s eeing some elemen• s of the problematical 



situation!! exemplars of other classes than those to 

which they had been attributed hitherto. This is not 

merely to translate: it is to reconstruct the data; or, 
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r,\ 
in Kelly's terminology, which Levy has in mind (cp.p1-9), 

to 'reconstrue' them, by suggesting different contrasts, 

different groupings, different 'as-ifs' from those which the 

patient has so far seen. What matters for the pers pect-

ivist is not the difference in symbol-system, like calling the 

inhabitants of a field vaches an~ moutons instead tf 
cows and sheep: it is the change in conceptual scheme analogous 

to groupingr\\y desk-top with the ceiling, on the ground 

that they- are both horizontal planes, instead of with the 

door (as hitherto, because they are the same shape and 

size). This Levy sometimes seems to concede: for example, 

when he writes of interpretation as "the ppplication of 

an alternate construction for a given event" (p.73). 

Let us take up his example of the concept of 'authority

figure' (pp. 25-26). There are obvious reasons, on one's 
• 

view of some situations, for grouptng brothers, sisters 

and parents together as ' family', in contrast to teachers 

and employers, who are not. But an interpretation might 

well depend upon grouping parents, teachers and employers 

together, as 'authority-figures', as opposed to (younger) 

brothers and sisters, who are not. The change of language, 

that parents are now called "authority-figures", does not 

matter tuppence of itself: it is the changed scheme of 

construing the data, by which a certain role is selectively 

emphasised in the re-grouping, that might be thought, on 

certain theoretical assumptions, to be potentially beneficial 



to a patient. Levy recognises, to be sure, that "the classes we 

have available in our language-system • •• make a difference" ( to the 

poa.sible interpretation:s which oan be oonstruoted.), ..nd tha.t "one must 

ultimately chooae the language-system ••• that one feels will be most 

useful for one•e purpose&" (pp.,38-39)• From which it is clear th.at 

the therapeutic oifering of new perspectives is not claim-free at all. 

For, when an interpretative perspective treabs reapeot-for-the-opinion

ot-others, vacillation•in-deois1on-meking, doni'orming behaviour and 

not-volunteerin for-authority-positions as ell instances of 'dependency', -
it m~ not imply the causal claim that suoh actions and dispositions 

really d,2 apring from one-and-itihe-same basic a t t ituie (p.38). But 

it muat be generated, in so far as it rests on any rationale, bJI 

the pragmatic or proe;nostio background proposition • Seeing these things 

!! all instances of "dependency" will help you, more-or-less indirectly, 

to get better•; or porhpst even by the broader claim, ' Seeing these 

things aa ••• "dependency" helps people in general'. -
Certoinly, 1f its helpfulness for the particular patient is the 

only criterion of the rightness of a new perspective we should be 

entitled to interpret 'the same• behaviour ( causally speaking) in one 

w~ to one person and in A,rlother to another, on the ground that 

'Seeing it this woy helps people like you•, but ' Seeing it that way - -
helps his sort• . This muat be distinguished. from giving different 

interpretations on tho ground that 'the same' action means one thing 

( phenomenologically speaking) .!2 one agent end another to another. 

It would simply be to take the pr88J]latio criterion seriously, and 

to divest therapeutic interpretation 
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of any last shred of explanatory objectivity. 

But even that would not quite put an end to our 

questions. For (1) how do you tell whether a patient has 

found a given perspective helpful? ; ( 2) how long do you wait 
. 

before decidtng that it will not be helpful and offering him 

another?; and (3) is it not better for patients to work round 

to their new perspectives for thems elves, anyway, rather than 

take them over from somebody else? 

Question (1) cannot be answered without appeal, however 

t acit, to some propositions about good Adjustment 'recovery', 

or 'cure ' . That the patient is now symptom-free, feels 

better, is holding down a job, etc. will not do for theorist$ 

like Malan who argue that a patient may achieve that sort 

of result by having learned how to avoid situations that 

trigger neutotic r eaction-patterns rather than by having 

improved in ego-strength and adjustment so that he can now 

deal with them maturely (Malan et al . 1968). For similar 
~ 

reasons it will not do that the patient himself thints he 

has now got a bette r perspective, that he has developed more 

ins ight, that he understands himself better or that his 

troubles are at an end. We do not allow, for instance, that 

the cyclothyme who has swung out of his depression into 

hypomania, feels fine and wishes to discharge himself from 

hospital, is cured. And yet this criterion of self-satisfaction 
s 

or ontological comfort is uted more-or-less explicitly by 

Carl Rogers, as we shall see shortly. There is also, for some 

psychotherapists, the strange concept of 'flight-into-health' 

to cont end with (cp. Rycroft 1968, p.53). It is a well-known 

defence against the distressing business of facing up in 
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therapy to his unconscious conflicts (the argument goes) 

that a patient produces a specious improvement in 

functioning, which does not derive from a genuine working

through of his anxieties and ego-control over them, but 

from some pathological mechanism such as intensified 

repression , dissociation or manic denial instead. It is 

important, therefore, f or both therapist and patient to 

recognise such pseudo-recoveries f or what they are in 

order not to be taken in by the~l Cynics would suggest, 

of course, that it is a mechanism whereby patients are 

sometimes takezw-n by the therapist and induced to continue 

what is often expensive treatment beyond the point at whi ch 

they no longer need it. But if there is such a thing as 

'flijht-into-health', the distinction between it and 'genuine' 

imprvvement is a highly technical and theory-laden business 

which must be ieft to the expert judgement of the therapist , 

provided that the distinction can be expressed in a coherent . 
way\Ylhbch admits of systematic judgements being made about it . 

Levy seems to deny, however, that the therapist knows 

best in this kind of way (see above p.00). In offering his 
u., 

new perspectives and restruct!rings1 the theaapist is merely 

saying, in effect, "Try this way of 'looking-at' your 

situation; it may get you out of your 'bind'". But he will 

never know whether to make that recommendation again if he 

does not know how to tell whether the patient is really out 

of his "bind" or just in a different one (which is perhaps 

more subtle and less conspicuous). 

A decision on question ( 2), about how long to wait fo r 

i mprovement before you conclude that a proffered perspective 
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is not helpful and suggest another in its place, will have 

to take account of the well-known mechanisms of ' resistance' 

and 'secondary gain'. In classical psychoanalysis, an 

interpretation, even bhough correct, may be resisted, and 

thus prevented from inducing therapeutic progress, because 

it is offensive to the ~ego or otherwise psychically 

uncomfortable. Accordingly, a potentially helpful 

interpretation (whether correct or not) mi ght fail for t he 

same reason to produce short-term behavioural dividends. 

This leads to a dilemma. Either you must short-circuit the 

concept of ' resistance', on the grounds that, if a perspective 

is disconcerting enough on presentation to evoke ressstance, 

t hen it is not 'helpful ' in the required sense; or you must 

have some theoretical way of distinguishing between non-progr ess 

which is due to resistance to a potentially valuable per

spective, on the one hand, and non-progress occas ioned by an 

intrinsically unhelpful suggestion, on the other. The latter 

alternative is obviously theory- laden, and consequently at 

variance with Levy's position. The former is either 

tautologically true , by some strangeddefinition of therapeutic 

'help' which makes temporary discomfort inconsistent with it, 

or just empirically false (if we are to stick to ordinary 

ideas about what is helpful). 

A second reason why even the (potentially) most helpful 

interpretation may not produce behavioural improvement for . 
I, 

som- time is that some patienti, hysterics notD1ously, have 

built such a life-style round their maladaptive behaviour 

t hat they get a great deal of emotional satisfaction from 
v 

othefeople ' s protective, indulgent, supportive and solicitous 
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attitudes , and stand to lose all of this 'secondary' 

gain i f thei r symptoms were reli eved as a result of adopting 

the new pe rspective offered i n the inte r pretation. In 

which case, it may be sai d, the t herapeut i c t ask would be 

to find a perspective according to which healthy 

independence is ~ as prefer ab le to pathological 

dependence ana passive manipulation; the fac t is that t he 

' working- t ~ ugh' of resistances has been s ince early days 
$ ~ 

a cent ral taJk in interpr e'tf-ve psychotherapy. Certainly: 

but this depends upon the t heory that 'help ' consists iin 

movin g the pati ent away f rom thGt sort of dependence and 

passivity . 

Carl Rogers is well known for answering question (3), 

as to whether patients should work out their new f erspectives 

for themselves (without having them suggested by the 

therapist) , i n the affirmative. It is a determining feature 

of his so-called 'non-directive' and ' e lient-centred' 

psychotherapy that the therapist does not offer interpret

ations, explanations or new perspectives to the patient, but 

mase s it his business merely "to hold, as 'twere, the 

mirror up t o a aturen in such a way that the patient comes 

to restructure his own view of himself, for himself, as a 

result of what he sees reflected therein (Rogers 1951, esp . 

chh. 1, 2, 4, 5). This is done in practice by the 

therapist picking up and repeating, more or less verbatim, 

s ome of the things the pati ent s ays about himself of his own 

accord in talking about his problems . 

Surely here a t last then, we have a truly claim-free 

t herape~tic technique? Not, to be sure , a form of claim

free interpretation as such, for Rogers is at pains to 
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disavow the use oi' such authoritarian impositions• us he sees them 

( 1951 . pp. 219•228); but a means , nevertheless oi' changing a patient's 

we.;y-of-looking nt himnelf for the better, without the therapist 

making .!!lt propositions or reoommendationa ( however implicit) 

about it. 

Beoauae he as:ierts nothing about t he patient's predicament, 

but only reneots baok certain features of what the patient himself 

sa.ys about it, the t herapist cannot be accused of distorting the 

relevant behavioural data ( as he mey be when using theory-laden 

olassLfioation sonemes) , nor of influencing, by his own expression 

of opinions, what the patient saysJ. or refrains from seying, next. 

So Rogers specifically seys that when a therapist enters a therapeutic 

relationship 11making interpretations , ••• his distortions enter 

with him" ( 1951, p. 42) . And even Levy concedes ( 1963 ,p.248) that 

giving a conventional interpretation betrays something of the therapist's 

view of the patient imc1 of therapy. This furnishes, of course, a 

standard objection t o the idea that the validity of an interpretat ion 

oan be checked by appeal to its "eventual" acceptance or beneficial 

outcome: namel.y, t hat anyone in an emotionally-charged relationship 

is predisposed, for t ho sake of security, to accept suggestions from 

the prestige-figure on whom he is dependent, regardless of their 

truth, and to feol bet.ter for having acquired !.2!!!! coherent structure 

or perspective where he had none before. ( As if the giving 

itself tends to transform in the direction of what is given. ) 

Whereas with t.oge1·s it is a point both of honour and of teohn1que 

that the patient ahould not be able to tell what pe.rtioulnr views 

the therapist holds about anything. Thus a patient reports: 



"A lot of times I walk out with a feeling of elation ••• , and of course 

at the same time I have the feeling that 'Gee, he must think I'm an 

awful jerk ' •• • But •• • those feelings aren't so deep that I can f orm 

an opinion one way or the other about you" . And Rogers comments : 

"There was not only no evaluation, but no standards expressed by which 

evaluation might be inferred" (194 7, pp . 104, 108) • 

But this principle of non-directed self¼seeking on the part of 

the patient turns out, on examination, to be no less theory-laden 

than some Freudian doctrine about how to use the 'transference' in 

therapy .. For it must rest on the claim that views-of-yourself that you 

arrive at without direction (assuming that you..!!!;. undirected) are 

more adaptive , more stabilising, more accurate, more egosyntonic or 

generally more something (desirable) than those to whibh direction by 

a therapist has cont ributed , This claim intturn would have to 

derive either deductively from some more general theory about the nature 

of personality-integration, or inductively from empirical comparisons 
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of the relative effectiveness (according to agreed criteria) of directive 

add non-directive techniques in comparable caseG . Here and there Rogers 

does seem to appeal to observations which purport to make the latter 

sort of comparison, and (more dubiously) to his own clinical experience 

(1947, P• 109; 1951, pp . 213-225) . But for the most part he tends to 

t ake it as almost self-evidently true that a self-discovered re-organis

ation of one's self-perception is better than one derived f Dom someone 

else's suggestion; and at one point he actually refers to t he assumption 

that conventional interpretations increase dependency in the patient as 

"a reasonable a ,2.riori hypothesis" (1951, pp . 214-215) . Thus it is 

important notl'IID.erely that one reorganises one's self-perceptions, but 

also that in so doing one becomes aware of one's "capacity for 

repercei ving experience" . 

However, doing things differently at someone else's suggestion 

als o provides scope for discovering one's o,m (perhaps despaired-of) 

flexibility, - especially if 'resistance' has been worked through and 

overcome en route . Rogers would cotmter, as we have just seen, that 

a therapist should not encourage the patient to be dependent on someone 

else's ideas and prompt ings . But it would require an 'tnormous and very 

theory-laden investigation to show empirically that this is always bad; 

and• in any case , psychotherapists have long since recognised the need 

to wean patients off their temporary transference-dependence . 
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Certain l y, in his exampl e of t he young wife who had been behavi ng in a 

violently disorgani sed way towar ds her maid but who was no l onger disturbed, 

according t o her own account , afte r "I • •• discovered i t was nothing more 

than that she (i . e . the maid) resembl ed by mother" , he advances no 

specif ic reason f or t hinking t hat her recoverywwould have been l ess 

effective or speedy if the patient had been given that interpretation 

i n the conventional way (Rogers 1947, pp . 111, 110) . Rogers apparently 

ass~es t ha t traditional therapeutic inte r pretation represents an 

untarranted i mposi tion of someone else ' s point of view, and tends to 

i dentify interpretation per se with what most analysts would regard 

as bungled interpret ations . Thus, although he asserts, on the one hand, 

that in his system of therapy "the clinician brings t o the interview 

no pre-det ermined yards t ick by which to judge t he mater ial", he 

nevertheless recotmnends against telling the patient "authoritatively 

• • • that he is governed by cert ain fact or s or conditions beyond bis control " 

(note this caricature of tradi tional 'in t erpretation'), on the gr ound t hat 

"we have frequently observed that • •• it makes therapy more difficult" . 

This latter observation evidently amotm.ts t o a regulative principle or 

"yardstick" for therapeutic t echni que, which is sUIIDDed up it~hc doctrine 

"it i s onl y when the individual discovers for himself that he can organise 

his perceptions that change is possible" (_2£ • .:!!• pp . 105, 109) . That is a 

sizeable background c laim for a claim-free procedure of perspective

revision, and the contrast drawn by the car icat ure i s in any case false . 

It is just not true, to begin with, that an interpret ing therapist4 

typicall y makes statement s about the patient' s feelings, motives, 

conflicts et c . in an ~ ex cathedr a manner, if that means 

wi t hout regard to what the patient thi n ks, feels or understands . Indeed, .,.,., 
we have already aeen Menninger insisting that a~alys t s always try to avoid 

dazzling t he pat ient wi t h incomprehensible insight s for which he i s not 

r eady (p . 00 above); and other therapists specifyft hat mos t interpret ations 

consist ideally in verbalising notions which the patient is on the verge 

of conceptualising for himself (cp . Yorke 1965) . Secondly, it is gross l y ..,., 
misleadi ng t o sugges t that psychoanal ysts typi cally imply (let alone , asset t ) 

that what t hey interpret t o a patient is ''beyond his cont rol"f, For the 

ul timate, and per haps only, purpose of the exercise is to identify 

"certain f actors" pr ecisely in order that the patient may eventually 

bring them under control , instead of having t hem infl uence~,tand usually 

4 i s ruptJ1 his behaviour mal gre' lui • Freud sunnned up t hi s t herapeut ic 

objective in his well-known epi ram ''wher e I d was Ego shall be" , and it is 
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remarkable that .ogers should have chosen to forget it. 

The doctrine of non-directivity, if taken seriously, also 

involves thee claim that the patient knows who.t his problem is ( that 

is, what it reall~ is), or at lea.st that he can be steered round 

to it, non-direotively, before too long. Most olinioians will 

think, however, that they have come across oases where the pa.tient•a 

•presenting problem' was no more than a smoke•soreen, decoy, tiutfer 

or cry-for-help with respect to what was reaJ.1¥ bothering him. This 

is often referred to as 'the "by-the-way •••• " syna.rome". On such 

occasions classical 12! plays a major role in identifying the under

lying conflict from clues given in what the patient sey:s about the 

presenting problem. But according to Rogers• scheme, either this 

situation never in i'act oooura ( and must therefore be an iatrogenic 

delusion, like • oymptdun-substitution• in the eyes of ha.rd-line 

behaviour-therapiots), or tho therapist must colltde in the patient's 

self-deception. Consistent4' enough, Rogers o.l.so lets the patient 

rather than the t herapist be the judge of when he ie well enough to 

conclude treatment. This rests in turn ( as we saw above) on en 

implicit denial of the claim, made by classical psychoanalytic 

theory, that feelin6S of well-being, or the conviction th.at one oen 

see things 1n their pror,er perspective now, may themselves be 

pathologioally Generated. 

But stwen.,vs of epileptiform altered-states-ot-consoiousness 

are :familiar with the phenomenon lmown as a ' vision of clarity• 

which some patients experience as a prodrome to an epileptic episode, 

rather like a cognitive cowiterplll•t of the more usual sensory ' auras'. 

In this particular altered state of 



consciousness, the patient has a vivid sense of having 

found the solution to some problem, of everything having 

clicked into place coherently, of having grasped the 

meaning of life in a flash, or something of the sort. Here 

is one situation, then, in which a patient's relieved and 

euphoric impression of 'seeing-it-all-in-perspective-now' 

cannot be trusted. Another neurological condition character

ised by reduced tension and by relatively carefree unconcern 

about one's attitudes and impulses is the post-leucotomy 

syndrome. Indeed, the words of one of Roger's patients, with 

which he illustrates his criteria for improved adjustment, 
w 

might well have come from the mouth of a nefly leucotomised 

subject experiencing disinhibition, reduced sense of 

responsibility and mild dissociative euphoria. "I find that 

when I feel things, even when I feel I hate, I don't care. 

I don't mind. I feel more free somehow. I don't feel guilty 

about things ••• It's suddenly as though a big cloud has 

been lifted off. I fell so much more content." 

38. 

Rogers comments, "when an individual permits all his 

perceptions of himself to be organised into one pattern, the 

picture is sometimes more flattering than he has held in the 

past, sometimes less flattering. It is always more comfortable" 

(1947, pp. 112, 114). This sense of freedom and content-

ment is used, however, as a sign that the new perspective is 

"real is tic". There is, therefore, the background llaim that 

some ways of looking at one ' s self are more accurate than 

others; and also the claim that accuracy E■••••• conduces 

to comfort, with its converse that comfort does not attend 

inaccuracy or unrealism. Commenting on the self-report quoted 

above Rogers writes, "Note that ••• the willingness to perceive 
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herself as she is, is to accept herself 'realistically', 

••• This realism seems to be accompanied by a sense of 

freedom and contentment" (ibid). But if the therapist can 

judge after the event that some perspectives are more 

"realistic" than others, he will also have some ideas in 

advance about the direction in which realism lies . If, 

however, he still fails to steer the patient in that direction, 

by directing his therapeutic mirror here rather than 

there, is not the therapist wilfully keeping his client ill 

and failing in a moral duty? And if he does so direct it, 

then obviously he is not being 'non-directive'. 

These considerations lead t o further claims about 

what the therapist should focus his mirror on (and why), and 

about why his attitude of benevolent acceptance he lps the 

patient to restructure his self-perseptions and thus conduces 

to his 'self-actualisation' . The therapist, we are told, 

"assists the client in bringing from background into focus 

his own self, making it easier than ever before for the 

c lient to perceive and react to the self". He becomes "only 

an alternate expression of the client's self" , and "By 
-m 

providing a consistent at~sphere of perrnissivemess and 

understanding, removes whatever threat existed to prevent 

all perceptions of the self from emerging into figure.'' 
5 

This security from attack, and this "assistance" in focusfng 

upon "the perception of self", are what conduce to"a more 

differentiated view of self and finally the reorganisation 

of self" (1947, p. 118). 

In his more recent advocacy of so-called '' encounter 

groups'' , Rogers (197t ) takes to an extreme this idea that a 

non-directed self-discovery emerges from a supportive, 
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permissive, non-authoritarian, theory-free interaction 

between participants. While not denying the liberating and 

self-actualisting potentiality of~ such experiences, we 

need also to recognise that, contrary to what is claimed, 

quite specific theories and authorities are implicitly being 

invoked. On the one hand, a dangerously naive cathartic 

theory of ego-development and mental health dictates the 
'r' 

method; and on the other the motes of the group's 

subculture determine what is to be accepted as the "true" 
C 

personality of the participant (Cheshire 197, . 

What looked at first as though it might be relatively a 
.,., 

claim-free, self-genezated revision of his perspectives on 

the part of the patient, achieved by the therapist playing the 

role of non-directive sounding-board, turns out to be riddled 

with implicit technical claims about the psychodynamic 

function of the therapeutic interview, the nature of 

maladjustment, the means of bringing about re-adjustm~t and 

the criteria of recovery. The therapist's"non-directive" 

mirror may not be tinted or distorted, but it certainly is 

pointed in one dtrection rather than another, and at some 

things ~more often than at others. All the same, it will be 

said, the mirror never shows the patient anything which he has 

not produced of himself. But even this will noJ do as a 

defence against the chagge of systematic manipulation. 

For, when a Skinnerian operant conditioner trains a rat 

to turn three circles and press a lever with its left paw to 

get food, he never shows or imposes on the animal (according to 

the theory) any behaviour which it has not produced of itself. 
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Yet it ends up doing something which the experimenter 

wants it to do and which it was not at all inclined to do 

previously; and it also "feels better" in so doing, because 

now it keeps itself fed rather than starved. The theory is, 

of course, that by selectively rewarding som~lementJ, 
--;'\ 

and not others, in what .the animal does of its own accord, 

you can gradually pick out those elemental actions which 

are relevant to some purpose of yours, and string them together 

in such a sequence that the animal ends up doing something 

which it would not otherwise have dreamed of doing. 

Now , if you allow that, when the warm, understanding, 
QI 

accepting father-figure of a therapist reflects back tn idea 

or attitude to a client,this serves to reward and reinforce 

that particular way of looking at things even though no 

evaluation is expressed, t he analogy between Rogers and 

'"' Skinner becomes apparent. Indeed, it has become traditional 

to refer at this point to a pioneering s~udy by Greenspoon 

(1955), who showed that you could make a patient unwittingly 

use a certain kind of word more frequently in therapy 

merely by giving an accepting-sounding grunt whenever he 

uttered an instance of it. It is immaterial, of course, that 

Rogers' patients could not tell what views and attitudes he 

held, because in Greenspoon's demonstration also the subjects 

altered their verbal behaviour without being aware of his 

experimentally-assumed 'preference' for plural nouns 

(and a fortiori without realising that they were changing 

in response to that preference). 

Since, however, the purpose of psychotherapy is not 
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(usually, if ever) to get people to use certain words 

more often in the company of certain person, the 

Greenspoon phenomenon is not quite as alarming as is 

sometimes assumed. But if the same goes for ideas, 

-attitudes, ways- of - looking-attoneself and perspectives 

as goes for words, then the possibilities for 

surreptitious directivity in superficia lly claim-free 

techniques are considerable. And how much greater is 
~ 

the scope for overt directivity when interpretive 
t. 

techniques are admittedly theory-laden. We must now ask 

what effect this has on the evidential status, for explanatory 

purposes, of observations from therapeutic inteeviews. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

Data and Discovery in PsJ,chotherapeutic Material 

(a) What therapists say 

(b) Observation and distortion 

(c) Decontamination in other disciplines 

(d) The nature of psychotherapeutic 'discovery' 

(a) What therapists say. Having looked at some of the 

things whihh are typically said and done by workers who 
! 

practice PDf, we arc now in a position to ask openly some rathe r 

fundamental questions already hinted at, about whether it 

is systematically possible for a clinician to observe and 

describe his behavioural material in such a way that the 
Q/ 

observ{tional data can provide a basis for any sort of objective 

account of what the people observed are doing and why they 
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are doing it. For, in reporting their work, therapists 

of a psychodynamic orientation in outlook and technique 

certainly do ma~ what appear to be discovery-claims 
QI 

about their Pftients, and sometimes, by extension, about 

human nature in general; and they do appear to b""ck up 

their claims by appealing to evidence. That is to say, 

they will claim to have found out, for example, that a 

patient has a conflict ahout rivalling his father; and 

they will point, by way of evidential support, to the fact 

that, for exaFPle, he fails at, or avoids, certain typically 

masculine and adult achievements, and that in therapy he 
Iv 

says this and that sort of thing, omits to say anothtr 
v' 

sort of thing, seems;ense on this occasion, relieved on that , 

2 . 

and aggressive on the other. To some critics these 

interpretive discovery-claims seem far-fetched and ill-founded 

at the best of times; to others they sometimes seem uniquely 

plausible in their ability to construct a coherent pattern 

out of otherwise odd, pointless and perverse behaviour. 

But nol:iody doubts that their empirical status, as 

evidentially-based discoveries of a para-scientific sort, 

is somehow precarious and embarrassing. It often seems, 

to put it midly, as though some other discovery-claim mi'1lit 

equally well be constructed out of the same observational 
'1V 

data; ajd indeed we are often told that therapists of 

different theoretical persuasions do, as a matter of fact, 

find different discoveries in the same evidence. That is 

to say, the Jungian finds his Persephone myths, the Adlerian 

his organ-inferiority, the Freudian his Oedipus-complex, 



and the Laingian his double-bini in one-and-the-same set of obeervations 
Z'l'J)• 

( op. Llermor 1962], ~-[ Jut if such discoveries are allo\ved to be 

relative to a p::irtioular point of view, is not that the vecy anti

thesis of objeotivicy- ( and objectivity, we are taught to believe, 

is a "good thing")? ,orse, however, is to come. For not only 

oen the observational material be structured 1n different w.zys, 

between which it io hard to choose on an external criterion of 

validity, but e.lso the material itselt is oontaminat~d by the method 

of observation. i& have seen above that therapists can be 

expected to focus their patients' attention on different kinds of 

material: (a Rogerion on identity-feelings, an J.dlerian on 

int'"eriority-oonflicts, and so on); and even that they m~ selectively 

reinforce tho proa.uction of auoh material without realising that 

they ere doing so ( oh.3 ( o) ) • If, then, the claims mode by therapists 

on the strength of such observations may be said to have any validity 

at all, they are valid on!y 1n a doubJ3r relative, and therefore 

doubly weakened, sense: their validity is relative both to the 

therapist's theoretical perspective and also to his practical 

methods. 

Now these objections are well known. What is by no means 

so well known, however, is what oan be done about them by aeyone who 

might wish to do something. And discussion of them has recently 

been revived by Porrell ( 1972), in a forceful and provocative 

manner, which althoueh admirable 
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as a ruthless analysis of difficulties wkich any 

scientifically sophisticated psychotherapy has to over

come, neve r theless succeeds paradoxically in exagger ing 

t he obstacles and presenting an unnecessarily gloomy 

v iew of our capacity to overcome them. 

After setting up the problem in the foregoing way, 

Farrell draws out two consequences, the one about the 

logical status of such interpretive discovery-clains, and 

t he other about how thcrapeuticU ly-generated 'evidence' 

might contribute to externally valid discovery-claims 

about human behaviour, whether in psychotherapy or outside 

i t. 

(b) Observation and distortion. Let us take the 

s econd conclusion first, and try to show that it is 

unnecessarily sceptical and demoralising. Farrell argues 

t hat psychotherapists, and especially psychoanalysts, tend 

t o assume that, in order for psychotherapy to be valid in 

any useful sense, its theoretical rationale and its 

practical observations must be such as to be capable of 

generttting discovery-claims which are true in the "objective" 

and nfexternal" sense characteristic of natural science; and 

t hat wh4,tever objections serve to undermine this assumption 
I"\ 

s erve also to deprfive psychotherapy of any validity 

whatsoever (pp.157-159). It is as if Farrell assumes 

4. 

What they have been brow-beaten by Eysenck 's dictum that 

" psychoanalysis is a science ••• or it is nothing (1963, p . 68), 

and are consequently committed to defending its 

para-scientific honour . It suggests also that ie is recommending 
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that they ought rather to defend it along different lines; 

namely, by establishing it as a tertium quid which, on the 

one hand,is not indeed a'science' but, on the other, is 

"not a nothing either" (to adopt a Wittgensteinian stance). 

Now, however, the problam arises of aaying what sort of 

facts and discoveries are being dealt with. If not 

those of the physical world, then perhaps those of 

subjective experience and phenomenology? Happily, such 

nebulous extravagances are not necessary, for we have seen 

(p.O) that Rycroft, for one, has taken as his tertium quid 

a kind of semantic approach. Farrell's middle way takes a 

different course. 

Since straight-forward defences of para-scientific 

honour are futile (because the behavioural evidence is 

method-distorted, and discovery-claims about it are 

perspective- distorted), he lifts psychotherapy off the 

Bysenckian dilemma by preserving the concepts of 'discovery' 

and •validity' at the expense of hedging them about with such 

restrictions that their force is intentionally weakened. 

This provides a logical imprimatur for saying, as it often 

seems reasonable to say, that psychotherapy can ma~e 

discoveries of a sort; and that a therapist's interpretive 

discovery-claim may be valid in a way, or certainly that 

some are more valid than others. Roughly speaking, it 

seems to amount to a licence to translate the statement 

"Interpretation 'D' of evidence 'E' is valid" as meaning 

"Interpretation 'D' is an appropriate way of structuringf 

"" inLKleino-Freudian therapy-situation". This may sound 

disappointingly weakt and yet it is not a licence to say 
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anything about anything according to taste, as cynics will 

sometimes suggest. Because one test of whether a particular 

interpretation is 'appropriate' is hhat it helps to "produce 

a coherent narrative" about a large body of data, - and there 

are many possible statements which would not pass this test 

(p. 164). It also leaves open the possibility of applying 

"internal" h_ypotheses, about how people in a Kleino-Freudian 

situation react to being given 'valid' interpretations of a 

Kleino-Freudian sort, to the admittedly contaminated data, 

with a view to seeing if there is any evidential support for 

the D.I. content of a particular interpretive move. But -
since evidence can in any case support empirical discovery

claims (that something factual is the case) in a variety of 

ways and to varying degrees, and since many empirical claims 

are valid, because bearing a certain relation to relevant 

etidential considerations without being in any narrow sense 

'scientific', why do we need to operate with diluted notions 

of discovery and aalidity? Could we not in some way allow 

for the distorting effect of the therapist's method on the 

data, and of his perspective on the discovery-claims, so as 

to reconstruct the situation with decontaminated evidence 

and perspective-free claims? 

Farrell does indeed compare the situation with that of 

an historian trying to assess the dubious evidential value of 

a damaged manuscript containing an evidently prejudiced report 

of some event (see below, p.00). Certainly, the document is 

~ sort of evidence, but what sort? Previously, however, 

Farrell has entertained the possibility of "allowing for" the 

two sorts of distortion, but concludes that, from the point 
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of view of current knowledge and techniques, this would be 

in the realm of "science fiction", To illustrate what it 

would logically involve, he constuucts an allegory which 

adapts Plato's simile of the Prisoners in the Cave (pp.160-

163). 

"Suppose that the prisoners ••• were each supplied with 
a mirror and a light-emitting device for detecting the 
features of the floral landscape behind them. Suppose that 
each mirror was to made as to produce its own special type 
of distortion, (and) ••• that in focussing light on the 
landscape • •• , the light so focussed progressively changes 
the colour and grow'-h of the flora ••• ; and that the devices 
for emitting light do not work in a uniform way. In this 
situation, any one observer • •• would find out about the 
landscape with his own mirror and hence from his own 
perspective. He would also find out about it in a way that 
was dependent on his own light-emitting device". 

In order to make the necessary allowances for the ways 

in which what he actually "sees" has been distorted by 

his angle of regard, his mirror and his torch, and thereby to 

reach "objective" and "exteznally true" conclusions about 

the flora being observed, a prisoner would need to know 

a good deal about the characteristics of his particular 
0 

mirror and torch, and about the laws of optics and phoffhemistry. 

Now, Farrell hints that, in the case of some empirical 

inquiries which have to cope with the fact that their 
~ 

observations! ~ method-dependent, those who pursue them do 

know enough about their corresponding tools and background

laws to make a start at applying the necessary corrections. 

But when he spells out what the analogous corrective knowledge 

would look like in the case of psychotherapy, he argues that 

it would involve a great deal more information than we now have, 
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both about how patients of a given psyohologiccu mruce-up interact 

with therapists using a particular technique a.r:d about how people 

in general function when not being subjeoted to psychotherapy. Thia 

would be especi~lly so when we consider using observations of 

psychotherapeutic interactions as a source for propositions about 

personal interactions in general. 

I want to suggest that one way in wht.ch l<'arrell underestimates 

the strength ot' the therapist's h6.nd. is by seeming to assume t~t any 

backgroW'ld•lu.ws which he might invcll.:e a.re themselves therapy-dependent: 

for this is what cor.i'eaponds to the prisoners trying to work out the 

lawa of optics from their oontaminated visuu do.ta alone. But a 

therapist mo_y very well be armed w-lth &l.l ~c,J•ts of extra-therapeutic 

information, which would correspond to the prisoners' having 

independent knowledge about the pre-observation natur, of their 

flora. For they usually have access to detailed case-histories, 

biographies ands elf descriptions for each patient; and they m037 even 

have psyohod,ynwnic descriptions and analyses based on projective 

tests ( lilce TAT , ORT and Rorschach). These latter are espeoial:cy 

relevant because they investigate to a considerable extent the same 

aspects of mental an:! emotional make-up as the t her apist does, and, 

although their findings are reported from a conceptual 'perspective' 

similar to his, the 'metr.od' of observation is very difi'erent. Their 

importance, in terms of the allegory, is this. Let us accept that 

the same sort of observations, name:cy e vt.denoe of particular conflicts 

or particular de:fence-u.eohanisms , are made~ in tho situations of 

therapy and p1·0Jective testing ,2 also in de.y-to-day non-clinical 

interactions, such as those on which J:1'retd based his Psychopathology 

of Everyday :..ife ( 1924), 
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and in experimental studies done as far apart as Ghana and 

Sweden (Kline 1966, 1969; Blum 19 •• ). Now, this corresponds 

to the prisoners still seeing the same sort of shapes and 

colours if they substitute less, or differently, distorting 

mirrors and less, or differently, destructive torches; 

and if the same sort of images keep gropping up, even with 

different methods of observation, they may reasonably 

conclude that there must be something in what they see 

after all. 

.Moreover, given that they may thus have~ sort of 

beoore-and-after observations, therapists may (and of course 

do) construct some sort of admittedly weak and folklore-

like generalisations about how certain sorts of people respond 

to certain sorts of therapies and therapists, even if such 

generalisations are so crude that they can justify saying 

nothing more specific than, for instance, that this patient 

is not suitable for a group, or that one should be treated 

by a woman. They may also be entitled, when they see 

reactions characteristic of therapy-situations (such as 

dependency, regression .and projection) occurring also in 

close, anxiety-laden dyadic relationships in everyday 

life,to conclude that people in general are susceptible 

to such 'transference' behaviour in specifiable kinds 

of circumstance. But it seems a persuasive objection that 

these primitive descriptions of base-line states, these before

and-after comparisons and this lore about the way people 

react in therapy, would have to be articulated, particularised 

and tightened up out of all recognition (and thereby trans

ported into the realm of what is now "science-fiction") 
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before they could have sufficient corrective power to do any 

significant decontamination of psychotherapeutic evidence 

as it now stands; at any rate, before it can do enough to 

allow us to claim valid discoveries in his stronger sense of 

"valid" and "discovery". 

My suggestion, however, is that if we examine how other 

empirical disciplines contrive to "allow for" the 

contamination which sometimes creeps into their evidence, 
~ 

as a result of certain me~hods and perspectives having 

been used in its compilation, we shall see that they often 

appeal to generalisations about content and background which 

are no tighter than those available to psychotherapists; 

but that even such generalisations as these, taken in 

combination with other considerations (often themselves common

sensical and non-scientific), can serve to justify factual 
.e, 

discovery-claims which are valid "bpond reasonable doubt", -

in the phrase which Farrell adopts. 

The metaphor of 'perspective' may be, in some cases, 

no more than a figurative reference to selective attention. 

An industrialist who manufactures indoor tennis courts may well 

have a different perspective on a particular tennis-match 

than a spectator who has wagered his life savings on the 

unfancied,,player. They will consequently notice different 

things about how the game goes, and give different reports; 

but those reports will not necessarily conflict: they may 

not even impinge on one another, but rather "pass each other 

by". In this way they would be unlike pictures of one and 

the same incident in the game taken simultaneously from two 

different camera-angles. But we do not have to say, therefore 
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that the two stories aee true only "internally" t o the 

indus trialist~/ or the gambler's Weltanschauung. On the 

contrary, they could both be true de facto, but be concerned 

with different facts, or (perhaps more likely) with different 

relationships between facts. The manufacturer sees a bad 

bowice as the defective reaction of a new surfacing substance 

to television lights; the gambler sees it as the last of 
~ 

many adversities which cracked his ,an's morale and lost him 

the game. 

It is tempting to argue that clinicians who adopt 

apparently conflicting conceptual perspectives are doing the 

same sort of thing. They are like cartographers using 
• 

different systems of topographical prcjection to depict 

the surface of the earth in two dimensions, or like Eddington 

wondering which of his "two tables" was the true one, -; 

the permeable swarm of colorless moving particles or the 

solid, static, red-brown lump of furniture. In Eddington's 
/' 

case, wemmay help to resolve his paradox by distfinguishing 

different 'levels of discourse' and insisting that predicates 

which denote the macroscopic, perceptual properties of something 

('solid! 'heavy•, 'red-brO\m ') carry no implications for, and 

therefore cannot be inconsistent with, what is said about 

their sub-microscopic characteristics. _ And yet cattography 

seems to provide a clear case of a representation which is 

''true", as it stands, only internally to a parti cular system, 

but which is nevertheless capable of yielding empirical 

statements that are externally valid. 

e 
In Mfrcator's projection, and to a given scale, it may 

be true that Omsk is three inches at an angle of four o ' clock 

from Tomsk, whereas e.n another projection the former town is 



correctly plaooo. four ihches awq at 3 o'clock from the latter. 

These two oartograpbical 'statements', although superficialzy 

conflicting, are of course both equally true relatively to their own 

projection-system: each is as true as the other in !•'arrell' a 

"internal" eense. But this apparent restriction of thoir scope 

should not leod us to ouppose that the statements have no general, 

objective, •externvl' validity. For they certa~ have. in the 

sense that, by applying the transformation-rules of their repeotive 

syatmes, they can both generate, or be converteu into, one-and-the-same 

•externally' valid statoment about the objective distance and direction 

on the earth's surface from Omsk to Tomsk. 

In general terms, then, we mq not necessarily conclude, 

i'rom the fact t hQt the immediate validity of a statement is sytem• 

dependent, that it is not a reliable source of independently valid 

descriptions oi' t he uorld. To get rid or the nega~ives: a proposition 

m8'}" both be ~ystem ependent and yet rigorouszy entail objectively - -
true empirical stateoents. 

It is one condition, however, of the Cave dilemma that the 

prisoners are not in possession of the relevant transformation• 

rules, because they can never compare 'reality• with their visual 

images and thus can never inter the principles for reliabl,y 

converting ( internally valid) statements about the latter into 

( externally valid) ones about the former. But in this repeat the 

Platonic simile is too pessimistic f'or the situation of psychotherapy. 

and Farrell's extension of it underrates the t herapist's resources. 



For hundredo of experiments have, of' course, been c.one in 

the general area of' ' social p~ rception• , hich yield systematic 

information about how observers working with different nasumptions, 

knowledge, expectation, recent experience and so on, will tend to 

misperceive, misinterpret or misjudge other people's behaviour 

(op. Livesley and Bromley 1973, PP• 1-71; Argyle 1967). As a 

consequence, people, such as schoolteaohers, personnel managers and 

social workers, whose job involves making assessments ot others on 

the basis of rather unstructured observation, oan be made aware, 

albeit at a very basio level, of certain likely sources of error in 

their judgements. Some well-known examples are: the tendency to 

assume that a subJeot has further qualities that you npprove of if' 

you have already elicited evidence of' 2-! of which you approve. 

('halo judgement•); the tendency to assume thnt cert in attitudes, 

traits and abilities go together, so that having established that 

the subjeot i3 athletic, s93, the observer aseumes , without partieular 

evidence, that he \"lill also be, s93, tolerant and non-authoritarian 

( • implioi t personality tl.eory• ) ; the tendenoy for interviewers' 

ratings of oe.ndidatos to be more favourable in proportion to the 

amount of talking domo in the interview by the intervie er himself'; 

the tendency for an observer who realises that he dislikes a subject, 

or finds him annoying, to •overcompensate' and attach more favourable 

weight to a given observation than he usually would. 

I do not see wey psychotherapists should not be, or learn to 

become, at least es insightful as this, and aonsequent:13' make 

allowances for their O\iil mlicit personality theories, psychopatholog,y 
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and counter-transferences ( initially, perhaps, by icfontifying and 

counteracting their own use of •projection•). There are after all 

some quite specii'io to.otios which other clinicians regularly deploy 

1n order to avoid making spurious observations. A psychologist , 

for instance, ,?ho is u.:Jing a. combination of • objective• tests and 

olinioal Judgement to assess aspects of someone's mental abilities 

and personality, often has to anticipate or counteract the effects 

of •cognitive set•. He has to recognise when the subject who does 

not answer an intelligence-teat item is failing beoause he is looking 

for a higher-level answer than is required, rather than because he 

cannot see ho to nnswer at all. The tester then soys or does 

something that will break this •set' without directly helping with 

the particular question. ( This problem is regular:cy encountered 

when testing bright aubJeots on the ' Similarities• subtest of the 

Wechsler scales). 

Again, if the tester moves on to projective teohniquea, 

like Rorschach or TAT ; after administering cognitive testa, he may 

need to insist whon introduoil'lg them that the subject's task is 

no longer to t•ind the 11r1ght answer" and so on, but instead to 

describe his personcl impressions ot what the stimulus-material 

looks like, on the understanding that there is no question of 

right and wrong answers now. In doing this, the psychologist 

is making use of two admittedly vague but entirely factual generalisations: 

one, about tbe- .1JMU~ -ot a particular • perspective• being 

transferred from one teat-situation to another; the other, about 

the way 1n which such a transfer of perspective would contaminate 

the second set of test-data. Even more generally , when e. clinician 

(or detective, for that matter) phrases a 
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question in such a way as to avoid contaminating the response 

by prestigious suggestion, we do not need to know how a 

particular suggestion would have contaminated a particular 

repponse in order to conclude that this response at least 

was not so contaminated (as it otherwise might have been), 

because no such suggestion had been made. In this sort of 

way we can and do control, or at least limit the range of, 

possible sources of M-distortion. 

But even if perspectives themselves can to a certain 

extent be allowed for, it is a more sinister feature of the 

Farrellian Cave that the therapist's perspective is brought 

to bear on data which have already been distorted in unknown 

ways by the very method of data-collection. This seems to 

invite alarm and despondency, for we are perhaps inclined 

to think of the standard case of indeterminacy in sup-atomic 

physics: the properties of light-waves
7

we are told, are 

such that, if someone sets up the conditions necessary to 

'observe' the location of an electron at a given moment, 

he is boWld to disturb its directional velocity; while, if 

he concentrates on determining the latter, it becomes impossible 

to ascertain the former. As a consequence, therefore, of 

the nature of 'M', one can never discover both the position and 

the directional velocity of a given electron at a given moment . 

It may not be very relevant that sub-atomic theory seems to 
I"' 

survive this epistemological depr,ivation, but it will 

certainly be instructive to see that, in the less extreme 

cases of some other empirical inquiries, it does seem to be 

possible to use judgements about how the given observational 

material has been contaminated, by M's and P's, in order to 

reconstruct what the original data must (or, sometimes, should) 

have been. 
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In a oa:mnonsenaioal way, we allow for unknown • errors' 

of observation every time we pool the scores of one group of 

experimental subjects, who have done some task under one set of 

conditions, and compare their mean value with that of another group 

who worked in different conditions; or when we draw a. line n,t 

through, but between, plots on a graph, on the assumption that it 

represents a function of which the aotuall.y-observed values are 

but a blurred or distorted reflection. In these cas&s we suppose, 

no doubt, tho.t the factors which introduce distortion here will 

cancel eaoh other out, over a large enough sample of subjects or 

time, because thoy are Just as like4' to raise a recorded value 

above the 'true• level as they are to reduce it; that is to say, 

because they a.re o.aoumod to have a atriotly non•systematio, or 

•random', e:ffeot. But even here, it is well known that conditions 

which produce •experimental error• do not alw&31s do so randomly, 

especially perhaps in psyohopeysioal or psychometric stu::liea. 

Those which affect perceptuomotot. reaction-times, for example, 

are not as like]s to reduce them a a they are to increase them; and 

the same goes for the vaciablea of a test-situation whioh influence 

a child's IQ score. Such reoults, therefore, are more llkoly to be 

under-estimates than over-estimates. But the point about observation

conditions in Farrell's Cave is that they are even less manageable 

than these, because they oan be expected to distort both systematically 

arui in an unlmofftl. ( and unknowable) direction. 

(c) Decontamination 1n other disciplines. How do we 

deal with the distorting effects of 'P' and ' M' in other empirical 

inquiries? We have already noticed Farrell's allusion to en 

historian's problem of assessing the evidential weight of a damaged 

document written by a biased reporter. 

M-distortion ( getting information 

In this case the 
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from a damaged and reconstructed report) occurs after 

P-dis""tor~fon (prejudiced selection and description of 

'the facts') has already been brought to bear on what 

actually happened. But here the possibility sometimes 

exists of neutralising M-distortion by reconstructing 

17. 

the t ext, according to principles broadly agreed by 

palaeographers and historians; in which case there could 

emerge a consensus of expert opinion about what the 

documentary 'evidence' was, in spite of its original M

distortion. The implication of the example is that no 

similar consensus could be achieved in the present state of 
hi 

ps, ct>therapeutic observation. And even for the historian, 

the second-stage problem of what to make of the evidence, 

in view of its P-distortion, would still, of course, remain . 

Now, all this raises the question whether there is such a 

thing as a complete and objective account of 'the facts ' , 

entirely free from such distortions, which would be available 

in an historian's heaven, and to which all actual reports 

are more-or-less poor approximations. 

So far as utterances, or movements from place to 

place, or numbers of troops on either side are concerned, 

this seems reasonable: we could (both logically and 

causally) have had a verbatim report of what Socrates said 

to his judges, instead of what Plato puts into his mouth 

-----according to surviving texts Gf the Apology. But it is 

doubtful whether there could, logically, be a iimilarly 

complete, objective and perspective-free account of what 

he was trying to do in the speech: was he 'really' seeking 

martyrdom, or trying a double- bluff that misfired, or inciting 
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his followers to civil defiance? Perhaps he was ' doing ' 

nothing so precise, or switchi ng from one to the other; 

the fac t s themselves may be blurred or unstable , and 

consequently the most faithful way to represent them may 

be by an imaginative analogy: the therapist's standby, 

" It's a bit as if you were trying to .•• ". A full and 

true account of Socrates' actions would seem to require 

an imaginative empathy with the man himself. If such 

an account could in principle be given, then it would 
I 

scarcely be 'objective' ; but U an objective, distortion-

free account is a chimera, then of what are our admittedly 

distorted reports a distortion? It is hard t o resist the 

feeling that it is not just a question of a "neutral data

language" in whi ch to report "the facts" non-tendentiously 

(cp . ch. 8, section (a) ): it seems more a matter of a 

neutral tiewpoint from which to conceptualise, significantly 

but non-tendentiously, what counts as what-is-the-case. 

After all, what Wittgenstein sought in the Tractatus was not 

an atomic language but "atomic facts". 

It would seem necessary, in formulating the problem of 

Farrell's Cave, to assume that a corresponding distortion-

free account of a patient's behaviour in ps~cho therapy is 

possible. But we have already met hhe difficulty that, 

as soon as you stop merely recording data and start 

brining some conceptual scheme to bear on t he data, you 

risk giving selective attention to some events, or features 

of events , rather than to others (Bergson's problem, p. 00 

above). That is , you stop measuring 'arm-movement s', and 

start treating s ome of them as ' greetings' and others as 

'threat-gestures'; this you start to do because the explanatory 
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generalisatione to be involved a.re concerned with such ~uestions 

as what makes people express friendliness or hostility 1n partioular 

conditions. So we are faced with the prospect of constructing an 

aooount that is both significant, for the purpose of a particular sort 

of explanation, and yet at the same time free from whatever 

pernicious aopeot ot' conceptual processing 1t is that arouaes 

Dergsonian anxiety. 1.ocounts are clearl3 not to be thought of' 

aa either significant or not, in some a bsolute wo:y: sn eoonomio 

8lld physiological explanation of a conversation with my bank-

manager do not necessarily draw on exolu.ei vely different data, but 

m9iY differ 1n the way they conceptualise some of the observations 

common to them both ( op. the "bad bounce" in the tennis match, 

P• above). 

If, however, wo take seriousl.3 the possibility of tracking 

doffll the nature and source of distortions, and of trying to 

reconstruct a. lees distorted ( if not entirel.3 un-distorted) -
picture of what happens in psychotherapy and of what can be discovered 

from it, the exrunple of the historian with his damaged text oan be 

instructive. For it is one of many non•paychologioal discovery

situations where observers are faced with material distorted by 

' P' and ' M' , and yet manage to do something about it, in such a 

way that they OtUl sometimes eventual:cy sey "Thia must be how it was". 

What sorts of thing, then, do they do? 

The methods used 1n en arohe.eologioal excavation, for 

instance, may well distort the evidenoe, in the c.rudest sense 

of causing an object to be discovered in some place 
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or condition other than that in which it ' should' have 

been. And, although at the time the excavator does not 

know which pa~ticular feature has been disturbed in 

what particular way, yet the majority of the evidence 

often falls into such a clear pattern that he can 

confidently conclude, retrospectively, that some incon

sistent observation, such as finding a particular object 

in a particular stratum, must be 'wrong'; wrong, that is, 

in the sense that locating it i11 that stratum would 
C 

entail attributing it to a level of occupation, or historilal 

period, other than its true one. 

He is then entitled to look for a truly ad hoc 

explanation of how the errant thing came to be in the 

wrong place; that is, of how that observation came to be 

M-distorted. Such an eXplanation will be strictly 

'ad hoc', in that it disposes of a particular anomaly in 

order to preserve a more general thesis; but it will not 

necessaily be so in any pejorative sense . For it may appeal 

to no more than well-established causal generalisations, 

about what sort of thing actually does happen. Sometimes, 

indeed, it is specifically testable, . The archaeologist 

can sometimes look back and detect signs of the insect

burrow or slippage by which the object moved from one spot to 

another. And here we see, incidentally, the possibility 

of some loose controlling generalisations about the nature 

of M-distortion: gravity being what it is, misplaced objects 

are more likely to have fallen down from later strata to 

earlier, than to have been worked up from earlier to later. 

But even when such an hypothesis cannot in practice be checked, 

that deficiency may carry little weight against the knowledge 
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that it postulates the kind of thing which could well haVe 

happened, given that people and the world have changed only 

so much. When the question of Stonehenge having been some 

kind of astronomical computer was revived in detail by Hawkins 

(19 65), his arg ument depended in part on as suming that certain 

dis cr epancies, between the present-day s t one-positions and the 

mat hematical pattern which he claims they originally exempl iJied, 

a r e due to some of the stones having been moved out of position 

in t he cou$'se of time. This amounts t o arguing that the 

presently observable data reflect not just the sys tem which 

generated them, but sys tem-plus-'noise ' (in the engineer ' s 

sense of that term) . In which case some of the observational 

' readings' have to be adjusted before the total data-patte~n 

wi l l represent pure system. If there is no i ndependent way 

of telling which readings are noise-distorted, and therefore in 

need of correction, the choice of which ones are to be corrected 

is at the mercy of the general hypothesis about what the system 

i s and of an ad hoc hypothesis about the source of the noise. 

The explanatory narrative which underpins a D.I. often takes 

precisely this form (ch.6, section (b)), but tt is a difficult 

"' form to control, and to judge the effectiveness of, in a 

particular case. 

We can keep a certain grip , to be sure, in the archae

ological case, on the appropriateness of the main hypothesis 

and on the plausibility of the ad hoc mechanisms. Stonehenge 

just does have certain elementary properties of solar orient

ation (so why not more complex ones?); and stones , even large 

ones , j us t do get moved in the ceuf~e of t hr ee-and-a-hal f 

millennia (s o why not t his one?). But where ar e the cont rolling 

generalisations about how much noise we are entitled to post-
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ulate 1n such a system after suoh a length of time? That is to 

amc, what value of 'signal-to-noise' do we expect, in order to jl¥ige 

whether Hawkins ( or J<'rel¥i • 1n the analogue• is postulating too much 

noise? Obviously there are no auoh generalisations. Some 

comparable systems have been totally destroyed, giving an S-N ratio 

of zero to infinity; others are intaot, with the inverse ratio. 

This is wcy we often find it hard to tell whether a particular 

argu:nent of this type is plausible or not. Some are wildzy out 

of court, auoh ns Cioffi's examples of pseuio-interpretation 

( 1970, pp. 490-4,94), and some seem ineaoapably cogent, such as 

Hoyle' G revits-ion ( 1966, a, b) ot Hawkins' theory of Stonehenge; 

but there is a large class of' borderline oases, in 11iapeot of which 

we do not, or would not, know which W'\Y to Jllilp • beoe.use we would 

not know what principles to invoke. 

l'fhather we ncoapt , without being able to check, that a 

particular stone hrus been moved f'rom a particular :pot, depends, 

of course, on the strength of the growida for thinking that suoh

and-suoh a pattern originalJ.y existed; and indeed on the proportion 

of 'corrected' to uncorrected observations necessary to restore the 

supposed pattern. Thus, if' Hawkins had supposed two stones to 

have sta.Yed in place, while thirty•f'ive had been shifted randomly 

out of their original pattern, we should feel our credulity strained. 

(.J\.nd yet, what about systematic shifting, with subsidiary evidence of 

the direction, diatunoe and cause ot sh1ft1) So it would be also 

with 7 to 30, end. 12 to 25; but what of 27 to 10? tihat leads us to 

regard some such r econstructions as plausible or even cogent, end 

others as too speculative to be taken seriously, is something to 

do with an intuitive balance of likelihoods ( op. oh. 7 ( d) ). 
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What Hawkins ' ad hoc hypothes is must not do, of course, 

even though i t is reasonable in princip l e, is to make part

icular counter-factual assumptions. But, according to Atk i nson 

(1966) and contrary to what was i mpl i ed above for the sake 

of argument, there is evidence t hat s ome of t he a l legedly 

misali gned stones have not been moved as r equired ; and this i s 

where Hoyle 's ( 1966 a, b) adaptat ion of Hawkins ' theor y i s 

particularly i ns truct ive . For , on his different hypothesis 

about how the s t ructure was used to take azimuthal bearings , 

he can explain why many stones are off- l i ne, can predict t he 

direct i on and ext ent of mis al ignment, and can provide a 

compl ete 'fit' with t heory if you allow him to assume 'noise' 

only in that part of the system which is dubious on independent 

archaeological evidence. Specifically, the fit breaks 

down on readings involving either the uncertainly reconstructed 

location of a missing 'station stone' (no . 94) or the doubtful 

marker-hole 'G' whi ch has long been t hought by some not to 

be a man-made feature of the structure . But Hoy le insists that 

he can claim statistical significance even without postulating 

this noise; and he makes a quaint obeisance to the totem of 

pr edict ion when he assures us : "What happened was that the 

l ogic of measuring the azimuthal extreme occured to me before 

I worked on the data" (1966 b, p.27i). 

Now, there is no doubt some alignment of London chimney

stacks which points directly from Nelson's co lwnn to the 

sunset on Trafalgar Day. But the reason why we clo not suppose 
. 

that they were so positioned t n Order to trace this line is 

partly the absence of any background cons ider ation linking 

chimney-pots with Trafalgar-commemoration, and partly that 
e, 

there are s o many cons tructional fiatures in t he immediate 
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vicinity that there is a strong likelihood of some such line

up having occurred by chance (i f you do not specify in advance 

precisely what line-ups are relevant) . When the repertoire 

of possibly relevant features is smaller, however, as when 

this argument is turned against the pseudo-archaeological 

concept of a 'le!', we again enter the no-man's-land of 

borderline cases. What sets the Stonehenge story far apart 

from chimney-pots and leJs is the enormous un-likelihood of 

it happening to embody certain mathematical features if it 

had not been inf ended for certain uses. Specifically, it is 

wildly unlikely, if t he Aub rey holes had not been meant for 

use as a lunar clock inter alia, that they should just 

happen to be able to generate, by t he simplest arithmetical 

means and wi thin an error of 0 . 3% , an obsnure value (18.61) 
u, 

that would be crucial to such a use (and only such a ~se); 
dt 

and again, it is wil,ly unlikely, in the absence of such an 

intention, that subsidiary structures (a row of posts) should 
and 

have existed of just such a ki nd ,I/£ location as to allow 

the calculation of just that item in Hoy le's eclipse-predicting 

model which you tvould not know from other sources, and with

out which the mode l would be unworkable (Hoyle, 1966 a). 

Such background unlikelihoods are a feature of empirical 

discovery-arguments in many fiel4s of study, and we return 

to them below (ch . 7) becaus e they figure conspicuously in the 

implied rationale of many a D.I. When Freud (1924, pp. 1-6), 

in interpreting a famous memory-lapse , appeals to the facts 

that the same syllable keeps recurring in a train of associations 

(Bosnia, Botticelli, Boltraffio; Herzegovina, Herr), and t hat, 

i f you allow a transformation from German to I t alian (Herr-



Signor), which is apt for the context , you can reconatruct the 

forgotten name ( ..,ignorelli) ,2 the reason for its being forgotten , 

ha is also tradine on the assumption that such • alignments' within 

the data are so unlikel.J, to occur fortuitoual;y that the pattern 

must be determined. A notorious difference, however, between 

the Freudian and the Hoylean case is that, whereas Hoyle can specify 

minutely in advance hat alignments end what values he needs to 

find, :Prew coo sey o~ (rather loosely) what ~ of patterns he 

expect&, and t hen demonstrate post ~ that the actual do.ta are of 

the required sort. This is clearly brought out by Hempel ( 1964, p. 63) 

when oonsider ing ihether such a para.praxis-explanation oan be 

forced into a nomothetio mould. In the conte~t of perapeotive

distortion, what matters about these Jwgements, of what the back

ground likelihoods are and how they balance out, is that they follow 

precisely ~ an observer• s • perspective' and could not be made 

without it. Consequently thms perspective, so fer from hindering, 

actually helps him to identify and unscramble instances of M

distort1on in his data. 

The archaeologiat, then, ia able to tell the.t this ooin 

or piece of pot does not really belong 1n tho place where it was 

discovered, precisely beoause, and inaofar as, he has a certain 

view about the nature and chronology of the site. Analogously, 

it m8i}" be that a therapist's perspective helps him to infer t hat, 

when patient X S3v'S 'p' in a given situation, what he was reall.J, 

trying to S°'7' ( or not to a~) was • (i' ; and that therefore we shall 

be barking up the ,rong tree if we concentrate on explaining 'p' 

when we ought to be trying to explain ' q' • In practice, 

this is a common, even stereotypic, 
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more in interpretive strategy . ' You say that you arc afraid 

of ~; let us suppose that (in a sense) you want!, and see 

if that makes things fall into place ' . ' You say that you are 

trying to achieve y, but let's suppose you are "trying" 

to avoid it II • 'you say you love J, but let's suppose you ... ' 
are ambivalent (and consequently rui lty) about him '· and . . . , 

even, as in our original example, 'you describe E:!r behaviour 

as conventional, but let's suppose you are concerned about how 

cnnventional your own behaviour is'. In general terms, 

' perspective' may help us to avoid looking for a data-pattern 

which 'p' fits into, when we 

' q'. Consequently, we shall 

really need onj which accommodates 

examine below (ch.O ( o)) a famous 
I 

case of explanatory internretation which neatly accounts for a 

pseudo-datum that demonstrably ought not to be accounted for . 

To tnke another archaeologicnl cxanple, it seems i 10sc alab le 

that Ventris/ was able to crack the notorious Mycenaean script 

called "linear D", ohly because he adopted certain technical 

perspectives on the data. Contrary to the prevailing and 

fruitl ess assur.1;,tion of scholars that the language could not be 

a form of Greek, he took the view that ci1at possibility had not 

been adequately discredited. The other crucial angle from which 

he worked was that of supposing that the characters represented 

syl lables rather than letters or nictures: that is, that the 

scri~t was neither alphabetic, as in that of rrcek proper, not 

ideorraphic, as were son e associated >.tinoan scripts. His sub

sequent observation of the relcv~nt groupings , similarities, 

parallels, contrasts and patterns among the data was thus highly 

and ve ry specifically P-dependent . But, so far from this 

detracting from the objectivity and external validity of his 

discoveries, it would have been utterly impossible for someone 
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operating without these perapeotivee ( from different ones or :from 

none at all) to • see' the necessary characteristics of the data and 

make the consequential discovery that the first word of Pylos tablet 

P64.1 reads 'ti-ri-po-d.e1 and consequently means "something with three 

f'eet", - that is, a 'tripod'• And to find this word actual:cy paired 

on the tablet with a drawing of a tripod, and other such coITespo.ndences, 

provides a vindication, of the linguistic hypothesis, which&pends 

upon the fact that "the odds against getting this astonishing 

agreement purezy by chance are astronomical" ( where 'astronomical• 

hints at unquantifia.billty; Chadwick 1967, p.82). This kind of knock-

down pay-off is probabl.y, however, untypical of pa.l.neographio 

decipherment, and in his description of the logic of the Linear B 

enterprise Palmer is quite explicit that, although some of the back

ground likelihoods are calculable, once you know the range of symbols 

and possible combinations, yet there are other unquantifiable 

questions which have to be left to the informed intuition of the 

experts. Thus, on one such point ( how to judge the antecedent 

likelihood tho.t this particular unknown language forms its plural 

nouns in this wo;y rathe>.• than that) Palmer writes ( 1961, p.66): 

11Suoceaa in this vital point of grammatical procedure cannot be 

expressed mathematically , and we must leave its assesSU1ent to the 

collective oorumon aonsa of the soholarly world"• 

The situation is sometimes complicated even further by the 

need for an observer to reconstruct, by means of his perspect ive, how 

a corrupt ( ll-distorted) te:xt OlJ8ht to read, before bringing his 

perspective to bear again in order to translate it. Textual critics 

of ancient manueoripts • and even readers of badly-written letters, 

regularly have to do this. For, although it may be the case that 

the writer of that pnrtioular Pyloa tablet wrote down the correct 

characters for whut he wanted to record, so that we have a linguistically 
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sound document whioh con be taken at faoe value i'or translation 

purposes, there are other times when we want to say that the writer 

of a text cannot have meant to put l? at some point , or ought not to 

have put ,sat another. 

When a manuscript of the Aeneid has been copied from an earlier 

copy which \'IOS itself several copies removed fi·om what Vergil, or 

his amanuensis \'ll"Ote , 1t will contain errors. Some of them will 

be straight•forward eoribal mistakes attributable to the maohanios 

of copying: slips of the pen, ommiaaions, dittographiea, false 

assimilation of work-endings and the rest. They make our 'observations• 

of what Vergil vrrote very concretely M-dependent ; and when they result 

in a readins that is evidently nonsense or non-J,atin, we try to pin• 

point the contamination and to infer how the original, su"posedly 

perfect, version read. But in order even to recognise these 

blunders for 1that they are, we need to have o. bather precise view 

of what, for oxamplo , ia a possible wor-forrn, pos':lible grammar or 

pos61ble soansion: perspective is necessary. 

it needed in our oorreobive reconstructions. 

How muoh more so is 

Textual corruptions me;y also occur, however, aa a result of 

'perspectives• held by previous observers of~ the data. This means 

that the evidence 01' our present text is both P.. end ~.-dependent, 

Just as with .t'arrell' a therapy-material. For ocoaaionally a 

copyist will incorporate into his version of the text a phrase or 

word which was l'(:!ully only a marginal. comment on t he text, made by 

a previous reader, enci thus accidentally introduce somebody else's 'p' 

into the data. "lUt sometimes the change ie not accidental, and a 

scribe will deliberately depart in his own copy from what is written 

in the version he is copying ( his 'exemplar'), thinking that he is 

correcting a mistnke, when in fact what the exemplar had was correct but 
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r 
unusual or obscfure. In this way he contaminates the data 

with his own 'P'. All these contaminations, by both 'M' 

and 'P', are at least somet imes identifiable and reversible, 

and the controlling generalisations which the textual critic 

invokes, in his recognition of particular errors and reconstruct

ion of an archetypal text, illuminatingly reflect the different 

sources of distortion. 

We have seen that where there has been a failure in the 

sheer mechanics of copying, like letter-substitutions, gaps , 

repetitions and homoioteleuta,we are dealing with what Maas 

(1958, p.15) calls " s cribal blunders" which "normally produce 

obvious nonsense". Deciding that something has gone wrong 

depends on knowing what does 'make sense', in terms of 

word-forms, grammar, scansion and the r est, as well as on, 

assuming that Ve rgil's archetype did not contain such non

sense. (This is not an entirely trivial ass umption, because 

it did of course contain at least one sort of anomaly, -

that of incomplete lines). Reconstruction of what has gone 

wrong, and consequently of how the text should read, draws on 

generalisations about what letter-confusions actually occur 

i n various styles of script, and about what sorts of eye-sl ips 

are likely. Knowledge of M-conditions can be used to counter

act M-dependent distortion. 

The trouble, however, with P-dependent distortions, as 

when the scribe unwittingly incorporates a gloss, or knowingly 

'corrects ' a puzzling reading in his exemplar, is that they 

will most often produce perfectly good sense. It may be only 

when it is possible to compare two MS witnesses, one of which 

lacks the interpolation or the pseudo-correction, that the 



contamination can be recognised. The more economical text 

shows up the corrupt one as repetitious or pleonastic. And 

yet perhaps the more concise reading owes its economy to 

omission; that is, to a nerely ~I-dependent scribal blunder. 

We are tacitly assuming that a mechanical lacuna is unlikely 

t o correspond, just hy chance, to a syntactic unit, in such 

a iay that a possible sentence-structure is preserved. This 

throws into relief the question what exactly the controlling 

assumptions are, and what they are based on. Obviously the 
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textual critic cannot conjecture that any instance of repetit

iousness, pleonasm or hendiadys reflects a corruption: because 

some writers just are repetitious, pleonastic and prone to 

hendiadys. Thus the critic is clearly not armed with the tight, 

ext l usive generalisation 'All A's are B'. As Maas puts it 

(ibid.), "in texts where such an interpolation has been demon

strated, much becomes suspect simply because it appears to be 

superfluous •.• And yet there is undouhtedly superfluous ... 

matter in every original." 

Nevertheless, the critic is driven to consi der, especially 

in the cas e of the second source of corruption, what kinds of 

mistake arc most likely to occur on what Maas calls "psychological 

grounds": that is, the balance of likelihoods mentioned above. 

This is evident in the traditional rule of thumb for deciding 

which is likely to be the more accurate copy, Hhen one 'witness' 

has an unusual or puzzling reading at a particular place while 

another has a straightforward one (say, different forms of the 

s ame verb or rt,oun) • ' The harder reading takes nreference' , 

decrees stemmatic folklore: Eraestat lectio difficilior. But wju? 

Because a scribe is more likely to treat an unusual expression 

as a mistake, and put something obvious in its place (thus 
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trivialising the expression), than he is either to have 

wilfully obscured a straightforward exemplar (P-dependent 

error) or to have substituted a difficult but possible 

r eading by chance as a result of a merely mechanical slip 

CM-dependency). 

It seems, then, that there is a range of empirical 

s ituations where observations and reports become contaminated 

by observation-methods ('M') and observer-perspective ( 'P') , 

but where such contamination can nevertheless sometimes be 

i dentified, and some quasi-archetypal account of the data be 

reconstructed. Accordingly, if we regard a therapist's obs erv

ations, of successive behaviour-samples from his patient, as 

different (but not independent) 'witnesses' to a behavioural , 

rather than textual, tradition, there may be greater scope 

t han Farrell su§ gests fer detecting, and making allowance for, 

such distortion as 'M' and 'P' introduce into the data . And 

tiere is one final variation, on this theme of text-restoration , 

which can be mentioned instructively here , even though it is 

not played until later: even the archetypal & xt may itself be 

wrong. 

~ ·/'we noticed above (p.00) that a therapist trying to interpret 

his clinical material needs to recognise that the most 

'objective' account of what a patient said and did may be mis

leading. Although the patient actually says or does 'p', 

he should (in the absence of displacement , denial, reaction

formation etc . ) have said or done 'q', in the sense that 'q' 

~ould have expressed what was really going on in his mind. In 

interptetQ, a slip-of-the-tongue or parapraxis, the relevant 
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• data• are as much ( or more) what was not thereby said or done as -
what was. The same happene nth texts too. Sometimes we know 

how the archetype reads, and yet have good groundo for concluding 

that it should read otherwise. We do this oort of thing every day 

when we silently cor1•ect for ourselves misprints in a newspaper; 

and it is done rather more t echnioally when, for example, a musicologist 

deoides that what Beethoven actually wrote in his original manuscript 

of the Hammerkla1ier sonata or the Diabelli variations must have been 

a mistake ( op. oh.8( c) ) . But the nature of the assumptions and 

generalisations whioh constitute the grounds for these conclusions 

( that is, conclusions whioh look behind the distorted datum to the 

pristine intention) will be examined at a later stage in the 

argument ( oh. 7 ( o) ) • 

( d) l'ho nature of psyohotherapeutio • di.eoover.z:' • For the 

moment it is enough to have shown, by appeal to analogous problems 

About arohaeologioo.l. end linguistic evidence, that observations 

f'rom psychotherapy do not necessarily have to be rejeot~d, as a 

potential\ souoe of objective discovery, simplJ because they are subject 

to contamination from the therapiat• a methods. and p~rspootivea. 

Given that these defects can at least sometimes be overcome in other 

empirical disciplinoa, our attention is focussed on two questions: 

what sort of disoovery-olaim does our interpretation purport to 

make, and how are suoh claims related logicalzy to the evidence on 

which they are bused? In respect of the former, the argument will 

be that the discovery ha.a more to do with structure and relations 

than with objects 01'.ld events; as to the latter, I emphasise 

the role of analogical patterns rather than that of 
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causal generalisations. In order, therefore, not to lose 

sight of the fact that the peculiar mode of understanding which 

psychodynamic interpretation generates depends upon claiming 

to demonstrate significant relationships between features of 

a person's behaviour, we shall find a convenient fusion of 

ideas in the notion of 'explanatory discovery'. 

We noted above (p.00), however, t hat the first of 

Farrell' s main contentions is precisely that such explanatory 

discoveries as a therapist purports to make about his patients 

are often 'about' them in only a curiously indirect way: 

a way, indeed, such as virtually disqualifies them from being 

either explanatory or discoveries. It also seems to involve 

casting doubt on the insightfulness, and even almost on the 

good faith, of the interpreting therapist. For Farrell 

argues that such interpretive claims, do not "function primarily 

•.• as descriptive statements to state hypotheses". On the 

contrary, "their primary function is to do things such as 

orient the therapist himself in respect of the current situation; 

reassure him that 'he knows what is going on' at the time, 

and so help him to feel secure and in command of the situation" 

(p .15 7 £.). This is all rather alarming and alarmist. It 

suggests that the therapist is doing, either knowingly or 

negligently, somebhing different from what he claims to be 

doing; and it thus (unintentionally, no doubt) makes him out 

as some sort of impostor who says what he does say in order 

to camouflage his own ignorance, and to make himself, not 

the patient, feel better. No doubt Farrell does not mean 

to appear quite so cynical. But equally he does not intend 
5 

merely to make the innocuous point that tome interpretive 
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statements provide a preliminary structuring of the data 

which can generate hypotheses to be checked later on; 

because even the interpretations advanced after such 

hypothesis-checking would stil l be said to serve "primarily" 

t he same sort of purpose and thus to have the sane logical 

ch ~ cter. It is not like a code-breaker assuming that the 

code he is faced with is type 'T' simply i n order to have 

something to work on, and some reason for trying one technique 

befor~ another (rather than vacillating between this approach 

and t .~ t) . For if his interpretive claims are primarily self

directed in this important way, the therapist, unlike the 

cryptologist, never reaches the stage of being able to say 

'So it really was that type after all' / L,1ke Man in Pope's 

poem, he "never is, but always to be b 1 ess ed" ! 

But perhaps we are wrong to t are umbrage at the idea of 

a therapist doing something 'for' himself, and to assume 

t hat if he is doing it for himself he is not doing it 'for' 

the patient as well. If I complain to my doctor of feeling ill , 

he may elicit all sorts of behavioural evidence from Me and then 

announce, what is undoubtedly a 'discovery-claim', "You've got 

a touch of gout". Well now, let us ask 'For whose benefit is 

t his assertion made; whom does it help?' Evidently not me: I 

do not find it at all reassuring. Who then? Why, my doctor, 

o f co 1rse! He's the one who now feels better, feels "in control", 

feel s "he kuows what's going on"; because now he knows what 

treatment to give whereas when I first walked into his surgery 

he did not . 



It would not be undu4' Piokwickian, then, to contend that 

factual. objeotive, medioal diagnosis-statements are me.de, in an 

important sense, "prir.iaril~.n for the benefit of the doctor• But 

saying tbia does not imply that they are not al.so made • for• and -
'about• the patient. The conatrast which Farrell draws therefore 

turns out to be loss startling than it seems at first. .And in aey

case, if interpretive claims oan usefully structure and organise 

the behaviourol deta tor the therapist ( without be~intended as 

oategorioal desoriptions of what ie actualzy the case), it is hard 

to see w}zy' they 8hould not do the same thing for the aptient -
himself. The need for structure ( "hether that structure is 

"valid" or not) ia not confined to therapists; and the view that 

interpretations function mainly, if' not merely, to offer the patient 

a new, potentially helpful, •angle' on certain of his feelings, 

attii\.dea, incapacities and reactions is, after e.ll, wid.ely canvassed, 

aa we have seen above ( oh. } , passim.)• And if interpretive 

claims are stripped of their pretensions to objectivity, and 

oredited only with a kind of tactical structuring role, it is not 

clear wey the 0 pra.gmat1c" force with whioh they are left should be 

thought to serve primarily one party to tho therapeutic dyad rather 

than the other, when both parties are trying, for different reasons, 

to get a conceptual gi-ip on the behaviour in question. 

Vie have seen reasons above, however, for rejecting an 

exclusively, or even ma~, tactical view of I!. ( let alone of E1_), 

end for insisting on their oategorical, atruoture-depioting 

function ( ch. , eeotion ) • But there ia a anger 

that this idea of 'explanatory discovery•, whioh 1e shall 
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relate to that of the ' psychoanalytic narrative ' (Sherwood 

1969, ch.6), may be too glib a fusion of probleMatical , 
concepts/ (namely 'explanation I and I disooverr)'and may 

consequently beg more questions than it illummnates. We 

must accordingly inquire now into some aspects of how 

explanations of events and behaviour are ordinarily 
. 

constructed, and into the variety of ways in whl ch evidence 

is ordinarily used to substantiate matter-of-fact discoveries. 

That is the very general brief f-n' Part Two. 

' ,i I 
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Part Two 

Aspects of Understanding end Confirmation 

Ch. V Patterns of Explanation 

Ch. VI The Uses of Evidence 

Ch. VII Tactics of Linguistic Understanding 
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CHAPTER V 

Patterns of Explanation 

(a) The hypothetico-deductive paradigm 
(b) An historical paradigm 
(c) Analogues and structural relations 

(a) The hyppthetico-deductive paradigm. Discussion of 

t he rational and empirical status of PDI tends to run up 

against, among other things, some conv ntional assumotions -in the philosophy of science. We have just looked at the 

way questions about observation and objectivity are raised by 

the nature of the empirical material involved. Now we must 

consider some objections which spring from views about how, 

logically speaking, any matters-of-fact are in principle to be 

explained, once 'the facts' have been established. For som6 time 

now, there has been a two-fold tradition about the implied 

logical structure of such explanations. Ahd the exclusive 

validity of this tradition has collie widely to be taken for 

granted by commentators who wish to insist on the 'scientific' 

status of methods and theories in psychology. 

One aspect of this tradition is the so-called 'coverin~

law' theory of exnlanation. This depends on the thesis that an 

event, or factual state-of-affairs, is explained by showing that 

a statement reporting that particular event (etc.) is strictly 

entailed by the combination of(~) a statement (or statements) 
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of sor.1e law-like empirical geneaalisation(s ) with (~_) 

statements about particular conditions, properties etc. 

exemplified in what is to-be-explained (the explanandum). 

In its sim":)lest, paradigmatic form, this consists of con-
r: 

st~c-ting a deductive syllogisra which assigns the individual, 

2 . 

whose property or behaviour is to be explained, into some class 

whose members invariably show that property or behaviour. 

Problem: 'Why do sections of railway-track get longer in 

summer?' Explanation: '(a) Metals expand when heated; (b) 

(i) railway-track sections arc metal, and (ii) in sumner 

they are hea t ed by the snn'. Thus the problematical behaviour 

of the track getting longer in a certain circumstance (summer) 

is rPs (Hvcd by showing that the track belongs to, can be suhsumed 

under, a class of objects (metals); that the particular circum

,S t!ince can he subsumed under a class of circumstances (rises 

in temperature); and that there is a general law linking these 

two classes. 

Of course, you may go on asking for more and more minute 

explanations, - 'why does this metal expand more than t~at 

or for nore and more general ones, - 'why <lo metals expand at 

all •.. ?' But the argument is that the logical form of the 

answers would be the same. And the level of generality or 

specificity at which one's puzzlement stops is logically arbi trary , 

but determined in practice by the purpose of one ' s initial 

request for explanation. Of course also, not all the/ logical 

ingredients of an exp l anation are spelled out in a particular 

i nstance; in practice, indeed , probably ~os t instances are in 

this way ellipticl(q . So that, when the crucial generalisation 

itself is suppressed and taken as read , reference to a nart-

icular fact (condition, event , property, etc.) may seem to carry 



the explanat i on on its own shoulders. For instance, depending 

on what aspect of the situation I think you are puzzled or 

uninformed about, I may explain why Smith is having fish for 

lunch either by reminding you that today is Friday or by 

telling you that Smith is a strict Ro11a,1 Catholic. And the 
e 

suppressed, but logically crucial, ryr¢ se may impinge on the 

explananduJ11 in more than one way. 

Thus, to adapt a deliberately many-sided example from 

Austin: Problem, 'Explain how can you tell that that is a 

bittern'; explanation, 'I was brought up in the Fens' (cp. 

Austin 19 .• , p.00). Here the suppressed empirical general-

is ation is obviously something like, 'People brought up in 

t he Fens can recognise bitterns', though it would perhaps be 

nearer the mark to insist that it should read , ' ... can be 

expected to be able to recognise bitterns'. In which case we 

i ntroduce a new aspect of the business, which should serve at 

least to remind us that it is not be cut and dried so easily 

(sec Settion (b) below). Yet further complications are raised, 

of course, by another of Austin's explanatory answers to the 

same question: 'Well, I heard it booming' . A range of less 

problematical examples of ellipticJUi explanation has recently 

been reviewed in a psychoyfynamic context by Sherwood (1969, 

pp. 7-22). But even if this 'covering-law' story fails to 

cover positively all empirical explanation, pace those 

philosophers who seem to urge that it need not fail (Hempel 

1965, pp. 412-f 25; D.M. Taylor 1970, assim); it could still 

be held naturally to characterise all truly 'scientific' 

explanations, and it is to Popper (1935) especially , that 

we owe the popularisation of this view. 



(ii) The other main fea t ure of the tradition concerns 

t he grounds on which the required l aw-like general isations 

r est. Since no number of confirmatory instances will con

f~rm the universality of an affirmative gener alisation 

(because you can never know that ci1ere is not a disconfirmatory 

i nstance just round the corner• ), and since a sinole 

disconfirmatory observation is enough to refute its universa lity, 

two consequences follow: one, that such generalisations .. 
arc established not directly, by being confimed, but indirectly 

by resisting refutation; the other, that the evidential weigh t 

of scientific observation is essentially rcfutatory. Given, 

then, that empirical observation is necessarily both specific 

(dealing with instances, not generalities) and negative, the 

general hypothesis Hhich is being exanined by n particulnr 

program of observation will have to be cast in such a form 

that specific and negative observation has some general an<l 

positive force. To cut the story stot'L, this rcquirenent 

has led to hypothetico-deductive tc ~1odology, with its 

emphasis on testable p rediction nnd 011 crucial experiment 

directed at a 'null hypothesis'. If you wish to test the 

law-like thesis that 'All A's arc u', you draw off some 

' prediction' (_!:) or consequence such that, if it were false 

that all A's are ~., you would not observe fin specified 

conditions & y, z, this ~ usually bein, not a separate 

event but a saatistically significant value (or difference 

between values) cf some expcrinental narametcr . You then set 

up t hese crucial conditions, or look around till you find 

the:a instantiated, and proceed to s ho. that P is to be ohserved. 

Thus you have converted the general to the particular by 

inferring from it a specific hypothesis which uould hold if, 
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and only if, t he generalisation were true; and you have 

formulated t hat hypothesis in such a negative way t ha t it is 

borne out when t his negative form is ref uted by par ti cular 

observation. 

The rationale of this engaging methodological charade 

i s being called into 1ue5tion more openly nowadays (Cohen 
/ ,, 

1970, Harre 1170, Harr" md Secord 1()72), and some of the 

considerations relevant to our purpose will he noticed 

below (pp. 00-00), and ch.6 passim); but it is fair to 

s ay that commentators who are concerned for the 'scientific' 

status of psychological inquiries and theories t t i ll tend 

to assume that strict generalisations, deductive argument, 

and observationally 1!'C.cutable predictions or il'lplications 

must characterise a respectable empirical explanation and the 

i nvestigatory procedure behind it. 

Critics of psychodynarnic accounts of behaviour often 

argue that such accounts simply do not meet these criteria, 

and therefore 11 thcre 's and end 01 ' "'·". Thu5 Eysenck has 

asserted that if the propositions of rysychonnalysis are 

i ntended to be ahout matters of fact, then either they are 

"subject to the usual dictates of scientific argument an<l 

scientific evidence" or they arc notl1inrr (1963, p.6P). 

For hiP.1 there is only one sort of argument about matters of 

fac t, that is "a scientific" one. One part of Ji.is ensuing 

argUJ'!lent is to claim that, in point of fact, t hose methods 

of psychotherapy which are deduci ble from the t heory just 

do not work ( refut a tion of pr ediction); ano t her is to 

comp l a i n t hat pronositinns about symbo lic meaning , which 

are essentia l to much of the theory and which pive it much 



of its apparent explanatory power, are too loose and elastic 

to be able to generate precise statements about what observ

ations to expect in specified conditions, and hence fail 

to meet the requirement of refutability. Elsewhere Eysenck 

makes it clear that he supposes the one-and-only paradigm of 

scientific methodology to be hypothetico-deductive, so that the 
--is 

absence from psychoanalys of tight generalisations and 

testable predictions renders it simply "unscientific", -,,., 
which leaves it as no more than some sort of religion of 

myth (1953, esp. p. 241). More recently he has gone so 

far as t o identify explanation, "in a scientific sense", 
d, 

with hypothetico-~ductive predictivity (1970 , p.4O8). An 

associated way in which psychodynamic explanations fail to 

meet hypothetico-deductive criteria is by arguing back from 

present behaviour to inferred causes, on the basis only of 

loose, unquantified generalisations, according to an essentially 

fallacious logical scheme (1957, p.247 S& N ); but this 

question is taken up below (ch.7). 

However, the view that psychodynamic theory is useless 
m 5 

as a basis for eppirical explanation because it is intrintically 

untestable and hence irrefutable, runs into a conspicious 

difficulty which has been remarked on before (Cheshire 1973 a). 

It is simply, that very many 'scientific' efforts have in 

fact been made to test or refute it. Eysenck h imself once 

admitted that there is an "experimental literature dealing 

with ps,choanalytic concerts", which, in the interests of 

consistency, he ought to {egard as systematically misguided 

and irrelevant. Instead, he summarised its import as 

showing that "for every hypothesis supported there are at 



least t wo where the evidence is doubtful or clearly contrary to 

expectation"; and. this proportion he descrived as 11by no means a 

bad average ... s .scientific ~otheses go" (1953, p.232). llore 

recently, the now great'.zy expanded literature has be n surveyed by 

Kline ( 1972), whose conolu.sions in their tum have been criticised 

by t:ysenak 6i: Uson ( 1973). Kline not only comments illuminatingly 

on which parts of' this 11premature synthesis" of l\Ypotheses have 

survived best ( an • hich not at all), but also insists that, although 

there muat bo oome rcletively clear-cut empiriccl core to the 

' theory' , it is nevortl1oless of a kind hich requires rather more 

subtlety in its evaluation than the demand for concrete predicitions 

at ,,hioh 'tho evidence' io to be thrown. Not only do t'acta not speak 

for themselves; but when they do speak it is not necessarily by 

addressing themselves to predictions. 

On the other hand, Cioffi (1970) brinbs the ohL.rge that much 

of this appa.r.'ent refutabili ty is illusory, because it is in the 

nature of psychoanalytic methods, as well as concepts, deliberately 

to ev~e independent empirical chock. ~ome hypoth.Bes (e. g. about 

the relation between ini'antile sexuality end o.dult neurosis) seem 

specific and concrete enough; but, as soon as there is a whiff of 

apparently contradictory evidence, they are adjusted to become more 

vague, more nebulous, more eluaive and more tentative. Thus they 

"lead a double life", mld contribute to what is necessarily a "pseuio

science". It is not easy to see, however, how Cioffi establishes 

that this tendency, if admitted, is in the nature of the theory 

itself rather than in tho human nature of the theory's exponents. 
II 

Ue oan comp~e, t o be sure , an iXl8 rogue's gallery of examples 

showing that ·reui and others were guilty of this practice from time 

to time• But it is worth remembering, in order to preserve a 



certain balance, that Freud himself undoubtab:13 propounded his 

theories as a science, and specifioally recognised the need for -
refutability. Tnus he explio1t'.cy contrasted his own "illusions" 

with those of religion, for example, in respect of t heir cheokability 

( 1927, p.51 ). 

fl ••• I hold fast to one distinction. Apo.rt from 
the fact that no penalty is imposed for not sharing 

them, my illusions are not••• inoapaole or correction. 

If experience should show • • • that ,ve have been 

mistnken, 1e will give up our expeotations11 • 

There are particular occasions, indeed, when he does announce that 

his subsequent observations have compelled him to change hie ideas 

and "expectations'': a major instance is his restr-iotion of the 

'pleasure-principle' in the face of the need to aocount for 

•repetition-compulsion' (1920; and op. 1933, pp.494, 566-572; 

1915, p.263). He ma,y ft1ll, of course, have failed in general 

(whether through incompetence, negligenoe, or self-deception) 

to formulate hi.::3 ideas in suoh a wey as actual:13 to allow of empirical 

And it could be argued that the considerations on which he 

basi», his incidental theory-modifioation are not necessarily the 

right ones; or, if they ore, that they are not invoked consistently 

throughout the theory. But we should not l oeo Bight, on the other 

hand, of the fa.ct that what is propoilnded as a science may be -
use:ful as something else. After all, ECT was advanced as a cure 

for schizophrenia., but turned out to be good for endogenous depression. 

And even though .Ii'aradey, according to Maxwell, roproaented electro

magnetism as being mediated by "elastic cords of ether" , which was 

a mistaken, not to say absurd ( as we might think{, r epresentation, 

this does not leod us to dismiss the concept as a l est-ditch 
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botch-up of an unaoiontifio myth ffhen it is understood in a different 

way by subsequ~nt orkera ( cp. Toulmin & Good.field 1962, pp.287-293f; 

~ q, ~ lf6Jt; 'p•2ii). 

So long, however, as one practical implication has been 

strictly inf'erred f'rom the theoretioal<0rpus and put to systematic 

observational test, as in the six-hundred-or-so investigations 

reviewed by Kline, it cannot be tho case that all elements 1n the 

synthesis lead nn irredeemably "double" life all the time. Against 

this, Cioffi makes two moves. He affirms, first, that r$1'utabillty 

is only a neoeasary end not a euffioient condition for genuine 

soienoe; a view which con:f'llots, inoidentall3, with E;ysenck's 

assertion that a particular ''sentence" is "soientific11 because it is 

amenable to falsification ( 1970, pe409) • Secondly, he seemn to 

vontend that, since certain basio concepts, axioms and practices 

which typify, or define the identity of, psychoanalysis are 

detective in the way suggeated, then the whole superstructure must 

be scientifical'.13 bogus. 

A central, and identity-determining, feature of psyohoanal3tio 

accounts of behaviour is that they rezy d irectl;;r or indirectly on 

the concept of 'interpretation•; and since this operation 1a 

essentlally "allu.oive" (rather than causal-predictive), and therefore 

"illusory", the explanatory system which depends on it must also 

be scientii'icalzy bogus ( Cioffi 1970 • p.473). The phrase in 

brackets, ho\."feve.r, represents a gloss on Cioffi •s nrsument, for he 

dooa not clarify what prooisel.3' he thinks is neoesaax·ily wrong with 

allusive explanations. He produces some "blatantly spurious" 

instances from other contexts ( pyramidology, and Dante interpretilng 

the significance of the dute of Beatrice's death), which coneist 

merely in shol'ting that there is some quantitative relation 



between the numerical values of certain given events or 

situations. And he imµlies, by reference to Pareto's 

analogy (p.491), that D.I. also takes the defective form, 

in principle, of tracing or cons \'ructing a "route11 between 

two given points (that is, between present behaviour and 

allegedly determining event, motive, conflict) in the absence 

of any check as to khether that route was actually taken, or 

even as to whether it is a route at all. 

This may be a fair representation of the undertaking 

in Freud's study of Leonardo da Vinci, to which Cioffi 

appeals; and yet,-if it were all that Freudian D.I. ever 

does or seems to do (as it is all that pyramidology ever 

does), then Freud's "interpretive transactions" would not 

have made such a mark as they have. For what makes them of 

interest, evidently, are the occasions when the allusive steps 

seem to lead from one given point (observed behaviour) to another 

one (psychic event, etc.) whose existence and location were 

previously unknown to the interpreter, and even sometimes to 

the subject; and when confirmation of the latter point, for 

example by the subject's admission or recollection, seems 

to confirm the validity of the steps taken . This is the form 

exemplified by the D.I. of parapraxes, slips of the tongue, 

misrememberings and so on, many of which appear to 

constitute remarkable explanatory discoveries on Freud's part 

(Freud 1917, pp. 24-78; 19~ pasj im) . 

But let us return, with Cioffi, to the weaker sort. 

Nobody doubts the difficulty of setting up general empirical 

criteria for assessing the validity of a D.I.; and the fact 

that one psychic conflict may find expression in a variety 
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of actions, while one action may be the expression of 

either this, that or the other cnnflict, leads the sceptic 

to complain that there is no given behaviour which could not 
'J\, 

be lifked in a (speciously) system-supporting way to a given 

psychic determinant. If the law-like generalisaf ions of 
l.,,, 

the system link aftfiost anything with almost anything then, 

the argument goes, they (almost) cease to be law-like at all; 
u, 

when the same set of premises can generate the conclfsion 

'Therefore not-x' as an explanandum, just as strictly as it can 

'Therefore x', explanatory power collapses. When a D.I. 

trades on the claim that beaaviour B alludes to conflict C, 

the 'laws' invoked to establish the connection are so 

elastic that any behaviour (even 'not-B') could lawfully be 

seen as an 'allusion' to C; thus the D.I. produces only an 

"illusion of intelligibility" with respect to this particular 

B (Cioffi £2· cit., p.000). 

Now it is a mistake, as I have pointed out before 

(Cheshire 1964) and shall elaborate below, (Ch.7), to suppose 

that law-like statements which are loose, elastic or even mutually 

contradictory, necessarily suffer from explanatory impotence: 

it depends how, and in conjunction with what, they are used. 
s 

If Cioffi were to rnn out a formal syllogi/m explaining how 

the English version of his extract from the Vita Nuova gets 

to be what it is, he would sooner or later have to use a 
r. 

general premise of the fof11, 'The word W sometimes means!, 

sometimes b, and even sometimes n'; and indeed also, 'W 

sometimes means£ and sometimes not-£'· But his account can 

still be rationally coherent and empirically valid in spite of 

this. So it is not only Fredd's 'primary process', t he 
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thought-language of the unconscious, which can waive the principle 

of contradiction or:ri 4llow that 'not-;£' as well as • ¥-' may proceed 

from 'x'. Nor doe3 this semantic licence necessarily lead, as 

Cioffi suggesto, to epistemological anarchy and illusory understanding. 

Another mistake, often made by critics eager to make the 

charge of explanatory impotence stick, is to exaggorate the degree 

of elasticity dispJ.t\Yed by the law-like statements actually, or 

necessari,4,, w,ed in peyohodynamio theory. ~ or there is a tendency 

for such critics to move from the observation thnt 'reui links, Jbr e 

example, both under-restrictive and over-restrictive patients with -
the development of a sever superego in the ohild, to the conclusion 

that the implicit theory a bout superego-development must contain the 

(explanatorily impotent) generalisation that "if a child develops a 

sadistic superego , either he had a harsh and punitive father o~ he 

did not" , ( .21?• ill• , p.485) • ibis conclusion, howevex·, simply 

does not follow i'rom the premises. The premises are , sohematioal,4,: 

( 1) high values of~ ( paternal punitivity) produces z ( severe superego); 

( ii) low values of~ also produce z• The generalisation neoessry 

to cover these tr.o .twPothesea ia the limited one, ' Extreme values 

of .! produce t,; end ~ • Any val~ ,.,r .! produces z' • The latter 

(false) inference is, of course, oonsiatent with the given premises, 

in the sense that it also suooeeds in including them, but it is by 

no means necessary in ordsr to do so. Converting this back to the 

example, it does not follow, from what Freud ways , that 'middlingly 

restrictive pa.rents produce••••• 

It is certainly important,~ order to make the stcDy 

fi!.bout extreme values oi' punitivi ty refutable ( and thus potentially 
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'scientific'), that Freud should set up antecedent criteria 

for identifying ~ese extreme values in ~~rticular cases. 

But even in the absence of these, the story ·n itself is not 

int\:oherent. Indeed, we regularly use, in 

empirical explanations, exacrly parallel general-

isations, which are capable of jumping both way~ sit 

were, and which might consequently be styled 'ambivalent'. 

Consider the generalisation expressing what lies behind the 

fact that my car starts badly both when the engine is 

cold and when the engine is hot . It is not that '(some) 

cars start badly all the time" (i . e. at any engine temperature): 

for in that case, the proposition 'The engine is c&ld/hot now' 

would have no explanatory force in a particular case . The 

reason is that '(some) cars start badly at extremes of engine 

temperature'; and that is why both "Well, the engine is cold 

now" and "Well, the engine is (too) hot now" can serve as 

explanations of poor starting on different occasions. 

A more important problen with this allusive route-planning 

which is said to characterise D.I. when it purports to show 

that behaviour B arises from conflict (etc.) C, is that 

in eliciting the intermediate stages and linking them 

together, the i mplied argUI!\ent is something like: C gives 

rise to~. xis connected l, l is expressed in z and Bis a 

f orm of !i so there you are. The t rouble here is that the 

linking-relations, between the elements in the storyoor the 

stages on the route (x, land!), are of different sorts, 

and Cioffi usefully reminds us of the variety of metaphors in 

which Freud speaks of these postulated links . Some allude to 

causal conditions and conseci,uences, some to forms of 'expression' , 



some to intentions and purposes, some to various kinds of 

sign-significate and type-token relationahips. This can be 

seen in miniature in one aspect of the Leonardo analysis 

(Freud 19 .•• ). 

The proposition towards which we are trying to find a "route" 

in the sense of establishing a chain of inference which generates 

it from sparse data, is that Leonardo had a pathogenically 

intense relation with his mother. One supposed datum is that 

he was separated from her after a period of exclusive possession 

in the absence of a father; another is the (bogus) references to 

a "vulture" in the memory of a childhood fantasy and in a 

crucial painting. From the former datum Freud moves directly 

to the goal-proposition, on . the strength of the semi-technical 

causal claim 'Such a situation regularly produces such an out-
,r,: 

come'. But the route from the latter data passes thj'ough such 

diverse claims as 'Childhood recollections and concealed figures 

have pathognomic significance', and 'In Egyptian mythology, 

the vulture is a mother-symbol' (cp. Farre ll 1963). 

This heterogeneity complicates the question of observational 

refutation a great dealt, For what sort of observation, or evid

ential consideration, is relevant to assessing the validity, 

variously, of '! produces y,' 'y is a sign of!', 'y is a form 

of !','x includes y', ! is the opposite of y', and 'xis expressed 

by y'? And worse: what is the compound status, as it were, of 

the synoptic proposition which results from ·such heterogeneous 

links, 'Jlamely that 'Behaviour B proceeds from (etc.) conflict 
e. 

C'? We need the answer to this question before bfing able to 

tell which of 'the facts' or what kind of 'evidence' to invoke 

in support or refutation (see Ch. 6). Small wonder that Freud, 

seeing the difficulty, or (if you will) wishing to throw up a 
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smokescreen, was reduced to referring rather indeterminately 

to the "structure" of mental life and behaviour. We shall try, 

in Part III, to clearssome of the smoke from this metaphor. 

We noticed above (p. 00) that the doctrine hhat all 

scientific explanation has a hypothetico-deductive frame

work is not accepted in contemporary philosophy of s cience 

as unquestioningly as Eysenck, for example, is wont to assert 

(1953, 1963, 1970 ). Nor is this simply because the 

advocates of a soft-headed, "humanistic" Geisteswissenschaft 

are being given more space, in contras t to those who favour 
w 

a tough-minded Naturfissenschaft (cp. Eysenck 1963, p.67). 

It is rather because such crude disjunctive contrasts are 

themselves coming to be recognised, in this field as elsewhere 

in philosophy, as at best misleadingly clumsy and at worst 

corruptingly false. A number of confused and overlapping 

disjunctions of similar crudeness contribute to the more 

general contrast: either a theory or practice is 'scientific' 

or it is not; no science without measurement; no 'scientific' 

explanation without prediction; 'scientific' theories are 

testable by observation; either a proposition is about a 

matter of fact or it is not; either a proposition is testable 

by 'evidence' or it is not; and so on. 

In his analysis of the "myth of deductivism", of which 
/ 

such disjunctions are symptoms, Harre distinguishes three 

broad assumptions which can be seen to underlie it and to give 

rise to part icular contributory superstitions sue~ as these (1970, 

pp. 3-29). The broad assumptions are: (i) that propositions 

are the only vehicles of thought; (ii) that scientific th~ories 

are like mathematical proofs; and (iii} that the objects of 



empirical, natural knowledge are events and their oontingencies . Not 
. . / i all the arguments wi.th whl.ch Harre disputes each of these log cal substrates 

concern us here. But, whatever its origins , the mythical status of the 

view that deductivism provides the exclusive logical imprimatur for 

scientific explanation and theorising can be exposed on both internal 

and external grounds . 

Intellilally, it can be shown to lead to a number of paradoxes, 

artificial contrasts and counterintuitive dogmatisms, concerning explanation 

and confirmation <.21?.•.ili• ch. 1. esp . p.29). For the apologist, these 

are problems to be solved by dialectical ingenuity (cp . Ayer 1972, pp. 

54-88), even at the expense of what amounts to the redefinition of what is 

supposedly being explicated (Hempel 1965, pp . 247-251). __:_ 

For Harr/, they are reductions to absurdity of an untenable scholasticism 

which needs to be replaced:to be replaced byaa view that should be derived 

more closely from the varied realities of scientific argument and theory

construction, and from a more representative range of scientific contexts. 

"' The external grounds, to which we draw attention below (section (t} ), 
also have both a negative and a positive aspect . On the one hand, we 

saall see, negatively, that not all the explanation-generating observations 

and formulations of the paradigmatic 'hard' sciences do, as a matter of fact, 

exemplify a hypothetico-deductive scheme; and on the other, that some such 

observations and formulations are, positively, "allusive" in character 

(pace Cioffi), in the sense that they draw their explanatory force from 

analogy. This last point has been stressed by other critics also; such as 

Toulmin (1958), Hanson (1958) and Hesse (1966) . Ourpnext step,howevcr, 

is topoU-tline an approach to empirical explanation which has been both 

contrasted with and assimilated to the 'covering-law' story . 

(b) An historical paradigm. When historians make discoveries about 

matters of fact, and use them to explain some pattern of events or actions 

in thcppast, the accouats they pro(uce may often be true, evidentially

based inferences about the physical world . And yet, if we were torreduce 

these successful explanatory accounts to syllogistic form, theywwould 
1". I"' • 

rarely if ever include the universal law-like geneta,lisation (' In conditions 

c, people always do X'; or 'when Z occurs, B alwaysffollows') necessary to 

guarantee deductively a specific explanandum, and thus to 'explain' 

conclusively why Napoleon did 'X' in a particular situation, or why 'B' 

hpppened after 'A' on a particular occasion . No matter, argues Hempel 

(1964): the deductive paradigm also covers bhe case where an incomplete or 



statistical 'law' gives a high degree of credibility, or (coniuaingly) 

"inductive probability", to an explanatory argument . Thus we can 

derive the likelihood of Brown's hay-fever attack subsiding within ten 

minutes of taking a certain do1age of a certain drug, from the comj,ination 

of the major premise 'Moat hay-fever attacks subside•••' 

with the minor premises 'Brown had a hay-fever attack' and 'Brown took 

such and such a dosage•••'• 

But the ostensible preservation of the deductive paradig111 is 

specious on two counts. Firstly, what we want to explain is not the 

general likelihood of Brawn recovering, but his actual recovery at a part

icular time. And secondly, the paradigm cannot be adapted without running 

into absurdity. For it is not the e:xplanandum which needs to have "a 

degree of rational credibility" conferred upon it (as Hempel puts it, p. 60), 

but the explanation. We do not neod grounds for believing what we have 

actually observed, namely that Brown recowered; what ~e need grounds for 

is the belief that he recovered because of this and that . This much, 

however, presumabl y does follow: whatever logical framework is held to 

justify the acientist in construct ing explanations from ·merely statistical 

law-like premi1es is available in principle also to the historian working 

fr~be generalisation that 'In condition C, most people do X' . Indeed, 

histforical discoveries or observations often seem to be used to shov that 

the relevant "conditions" were these and these (rather than those and 

those), or that this (hitherto ignored) condition also obtained, with the -
result that Napoleon's doing 'X' or the ocourrence of ' B', wlicb was previously 

puzzling, becomes understandable (cp. Gardiner 1952• PP• 65-112). But it 

is an odd aort of explanation of Napoleon's action1 in a way, to show that 

it is, statistically1apeaking, what anyone would do. The spectre of truism 

seems, f or example to Scriven (19 ). to lurk not far round the corner. 

"' A rather more perceptive approach, which briigs us closer to our 

peychodynamic theme by involving aspects of 'intentionality' and "the 

operation called Veretehen" (Abel 1948) • is the elaboration of a covering 

-law paradigm made by Dray (1957) and to some extent Walsh (196~). The 

idea is that. since human behaviour is not just like the reaction of a 

billiard-ball to impact but i s often conceived and executed in such a way 

•• t o bring about au intended consequence out of a pe{ceived situation, 

these features should be built into the 'covering-laws'. An historical 

action is to be explained• on this view, by;sbowing that it wa• a 

reasonable thing, or the appropriate thing, for someone in those ci rcum

s taaces and with those aima to do. It takes for granted that the agent 



knows ( or thinfts he knows) what his circumstances are , and understands 

what kind of action is likely to bring about his purpose. It also 

presupposea t hat an observer oan have enough empathic understanding 

of human nature ( Verstehen) , as opposed to adequate statistical 

records, to be able to see that a given action is likely ( or would 

be thought likely) to produce the required. Eesults in given circumstances. 

Dray's paradigm, somewhat elaborated., for explaining action ! of 

person P, accordingly runs: -
In a situation of type C, the appropri ate thing, for 
someone with motive M, to do is X - -
(a) P was in situation type C 
~b) 1! had motive .?:! -

rherefore P did X - -
Now, apart from anything else ( and there is plenty else) , even if 

we admit the p1·01nises , they still do not of themselves generate the 

required conclusion ( 3). A third minor premise , 2 ( c), is needed to 

link the particular agent .f with ttthe appropriate" or reasonable 

thing-to-do. I!'or, in the absence of I P is a reasonable man' , as -
2 ( c), we have no ground for expecting him to do what is in fact -
appropriate to his circumstances and motives ( hempel 1964, p.74). 

But this addition would indeed suff ice to force the explanatory 

enterprise into the "nomological" mould of a "covering l aw"scheme. 

Consequently the histor·ian1 s investigation and csployment of evidence 

could be seen as di rected. in principle towards establishing, for 

example, that the rel evant circumstances of some action or trend 

were Cb , rahher t han C d as previously asaumed, or towards - •••• e -a ••• 
showing thnt the nrotagonist• s main motives were M d rather than -a, , 
_M,._ ; and all this to the end that an otherwise puzzling action -u,o 
turns out to be 1·ocognisable as 'reasonable' and ' appropri ate•. 

This approved framework, however, can sup ort a realistic 

argument only at the expense of further modif ication of the 

propositional content, in a direction whioh talces it a long way 

aw93 :from descriptions of particular event-complexes. I t is a 

direction which l ead.a t owards the thorn,y terr itory of the subjective 

perception and understanding of actions, 
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as opposed to the movements or noises of bodies. The 

issue is given away in Dray's phrase, "When in a situation 

of~ c1, fz •· ·fn"; and i n Hempel ' s, "the empirical 

circumstances, ~ seen by the agent" (QE_. cit., p. 73; 

italics added) . ,. 

Two prob lems arise at once. First, i t is notoriously 

difficult to specify individually and categorically the 

pr operties of a~ of human situation. There is no 

list of specific events etc . which exhaustively defines 

all possible situations in which, say, a Prime Minis ter's 

leadership is threatened . So the premise, 'The Prime 

Mi nister was in a si¥uation of threatened leadership', 

as 2(a), is not to be established against a check-list 

of categorical criteria as in the parallel, non

intentional, premise 'The metal strut was in a situation of 

increased side-thrust and raised temperature'. For the 

former depends upon the Prime Minister being able to 

r ecognise and conceptualise other people's actions, remarks 

and so forth for what they are: that is, to understand 

their behavioural significance, Weber's Sinn . And one-and 

-the-same action, externally specified, may of course have 

a quite different Sinn, in one context of perceptions 

and intentions, from what it has in another. Even within 

the artificially restricted milieu of a chess-game, the 

very same move may represent, or rather actually be, in 

different contexts a genuine threat, a bluff, an insightless 

text-book reply, a gesture of despair or a mistake. So , 

on the one hand, there is no finite inventory of 

dispositions-of-pieces which 'operationally' defines my 



king's bishop being threatened; and, on the other, my 

reaction to a given disposi t ion-of-pieces cannot be explained 

until you realise that I mistook my opponent ' s tired slip 

for a cunning innovation. 

This is really the second problem. It is pointless 

for an historian to show that a situation actually was, 

objectively "of type C" - ' and to appeal to what is 

appropriate to that, if it was not recognised as such by 

protagonist. What any useful explanation must show is 

what situation he thought he was in; that is, his 

conceptualisation and apperception of his circumstances. 

Now the evidential considerations aopropriate to that 

demonstration are very different from those which would 

indicate what his 'objective' situation was. So much so 

the 

that, £or some critics, an account involv g such 

'intentional' concepts, and their problematic validation, 

cannot be counted as nornological at all, but is pronerly 

seen as belonging to the contrasted category of 'idioara.)hic' 

explanations (cp. Donagan 1963). It begins to look, then, 
e, 

as though Dray's formula for a covtring-l4w naradigm can be 

applied in practice only by representing the "conditions'' 

of the major premise in a way which turns out to be 

'open-textured' in Waismann's phrase (lQ lj.$), 'intentional' 

and idiographic. 

And what goes for the open-texture and intentionality of 

the circumstance-specification applies also to the 

specification of appropriate action. For there is, again, 

no finite list of cate,!orically particularised 'appropriate 

things to do', given the sort of circumstances which obtain . 



111. 

Consequently one can say in advance only that certain sorts 

of things-to-do are appropriate, and then argue retrospectively 

that what was actually done was indeed of that sort. Consider 

the insecure Prime Minister again. Given that he sees his 

leadership threatened, and that he has certain private motives 

and public policies, it may be reasonable for him to make 

a shoW of strength, to bribe some sector of the electorate , 

to discredit the opposition party, or to distract attention 
. 

toward some impending national cris i s (real or imagined). 
(W\A,, 

But thesei~ all kinds of action, not particular acts; 

and the range of particular acts which can exemplify these 

kinds of action is boundless, if only because t her e are 

innumerable ways in which the Prime Ministe r may weigh up 

the actualities I f the situation to which his individual 

action has to be adapted. 

But further, if we have to investigate the minutiae 

of how the agent perceives his environment, and of what 

he wants, expects and fears, then we shall end up conducting 

a full-scale case-conference on the agent ) efore we can put 

Dray's paradigm into practice; and we shall be admitting, by 
lb 

implication, that, at a macro-behavioural lfvel, there~ 

no usable generalities for the historian to invoke . Or a t 

least, that such generalities as there are are not such as 

to allow t he explanandum to be derived from the explanans 

by reference to a law-like statement covering that particular 

action. This is not to deny that such accounts may 

have explanatory force, that they may be matter-of-fact, or 

that they may be true; it is to say that they, like many 

other valid empirical explanations, may possess all three 
e 

qualifils without owing them to a rig ous deductive f ramework. 



What is oi' interest is to notice how Drey' s paradigm, 

spuriously rigorous as it is, does apply in general to the psychiatric 

oase-ooni'erence, and in particular to the psycho-dynamic case-history. 

For the underlying logic of the oaae-oonference is often to collate 

a. verity of observations, about the patient's family background, 

aooio•emotional development, work-situation, abilities, personality, 

neurophysiology e tc. with reports about how he apperoeives the world 

and the peoplo about him, in such a way that his disturbed behaviour 

comes to be seen us 'the sort of thing' you would expect a person of 

that psychological make-up, with that developmental history, from that 

sub-culture, under tho.t particular stress etc., to do. The residual 

diagnostic problem may then be concerned. with what psychopathology we 

need to postulnte in order to show that what was aetuolly done was 

'the appropriate thing' , for someone like that, to do. 

But, in tho forst place, all this is conspicuously 

idiographio; and, secondly, the 'laws' invoked ( insofar aa laws are 

invoked at all) are not macro-behavioural links uetwecn circumstances 

and reasonable approp1·iate actions. t~uch of the behaviour is highly 

unreasonable and inappropriate, except when seen as t he consequence 

or expression of a very specific personality-structure, payohopathology, 

neuropathology or whatever. And the 'laws• relevant to this operation 

of'seeing as•, are the micro-behavioural considerations of developmental 

psychology, neurophysiology and the rest. It is perhaps in the 

light of this, t he f act that there!:! no 'appropriateness' or law-like 

tendency at a macro-behavioural level, but onl,y .1.n the informed eyes 

ot the eelevant t echnical expert, that philosophers aometimes eeem to 

del\Y that there are any J.a\ls at all in voluntary, ael~conacious 

behaviour ( ,,ittgens tein, 19 ; Ayer 1964); and .ever•s unclarity 

on the point can lea..i. , according to ,inch 



(1958, p.47), to uncertainty about how to use his concept 

of Sinn. 

Certainly the immediate job at case-conference seems more 

like looking for patterns of forces and states. in both the 

patient himself and his environment, of which the problematical 

behaviour is a consequence or (more especially for our 

purposes) an expression. There will have to be, no doubt, 

some kind of law-like links between the patterns which emerge 

from the multi-dimensional collation of observations; 

but, although these link-statements, in cases where the links 

~ propositional, do have a certain generality and contribute 

to explanation , they may play many roles other than that of 

covering-law. And indeed it may even be a mistake to 

suppose that the conceptual links, between an explanatory 

pattern or 'structure' and what it explains, are necessarily 

propositional at all. For that supposition is arguably one 

of the cont-t:i.butory superstitions in the 'myth of deductivism'. 

(c) Analogies and structural relations. We have 
-r 

encountered above (pp. 00-00) the gene1a1 idea that, so far 

as real-life science is concerned, the purpose of a theory 

often is, not so much to run out law-like general propositions, 

but to depict, in various ways, a plausible 'structure' 

which can be related to the phenomena of observed events and 

states (the subject-matter of traditional contingency 

propositions) in various rationally and empirically cogent ways. 

Two emphases here are central to our argument: that on 

structure, and that on variety. For I want to urge inter 

!_lli three main contentions. One is that the part played 

by explanatory discovery in D.I. is not so much, or in the 



first instance, t hat of bringing to light causal 

sequences of events, as that of elucidating the f atterns, 

structures and functional relations which obtain within 

a person's behaf iour and experience. Secondly, since 

the logical and ontological status of these structures is 

diverse, they will stand in different relations to the 

phenomena they illuminate as well as to evidential 

considerations relevant to their validity (just as do tho 

various types of theoretical 'model' in the physical 

sciences). The third point, which is double-edged, is 

that we can get a clearer idea about how such structures 

illuminate the behaviour to wh'tlh they refer, and 

about how they are related to various sorts of factual 

observation, by comparing them on the one hand with the 

nature and functioning of some structural models in the 

' hard sciences', and on the other (Part III) with the way 

in which structural claims about.the more 'expressive' 
~ 

material of linguistic andh~~ activity can conduce to 

its understanding and be related to 'the evidence'. 

,,,.,, 

First we need to remind ourselves specifically about 

the diverse properties and e~planatory funct ions of 

scientific models and analogues (or· 11 allusive" structures), 

and notice some questions about the nature and uses of evidence 

which they raise. It is one of Barre's basic contentions 

that a principal way, perhaps indeed the principal way, 

in which physical scientists try to understand and e)tplain 

something is t o seek (or, i f necessary, pos tulate) a 

structure capable of producing the phenomena to be explained. 

In the case of going to look, the direction and nature of 

the search (where and at what you look) will be determined 



by the known regularities of the physical world, and to that 

extent the search is 'governed' by natural laws; although, 

if the combination of conditions in which you are working is 
0 

novel you may not know how, or whether, to extrapfate from 

existing laws. Similarly, in the case of postulation, the 

supposed method of 'production' has ~ be consistent with 

this known natura rerum, though not necessarily confined 

to it, and the end-product of the postulated system will 

/]5 

often be only analogous to, not identical with, the explananda. 

That is to say that a model is not necessarily a design for 

an underlying mechanism; but that, where it is not, a model, 

unlike a metaphor, will necessarily be furnished with 

'transformation-rules' for convert ing descriptions of its 

relevant features and states into statements about the world • . 
It is notori ous that some so-called 'models' of psychodynamic 

functioning such as those which feature in the 'objectl 

relations' theory of Klein or Fairbairn, do lack this provis ion, 

and consequently turn out to be mere metaphor (Cheshire 1966, 

pp. 128 - 147). 

The explanatory enterprise of actually going to look 

for a mechanism has been called fexposing the"fine structure'' 

6£ a system (Harre 1964, p. jz ), and is most concretely 

exemplified in such pursuits as anatomy, dissection, chemical 

analysis, microscopy and chromatography; or, for that matter, 

in a child's taking a toy engine to pieces to see how it 

works. Even in these cases, however, there is still the 

question of the l ogical relation between identifying the 

underlying structures and processes, on one hand, and 

'understanding' the surface phenomena, on t he other. It is 

entirely possible to mis-understand how the parts of system 



work together, and consequently to think one understands when 

one does not . The exposure of find structure explains nothing 
• 

of itself in the absence of empirtcal gener alisations 

about what to expect from such structures, given that the 

world works in the way it does. 

It is not uncommon for archaeologists literally to 

e xpose physical objects or structures wl\ose discovery 

contributes nothing to the understanding of the site because 

it is not known what they are for (or, in some casef , whether 

they are 'for' anything). This is to say that their 

functional relation to the other component elements of the 

system-to-be-explained (the archaeological site) is unknown. 

There is indeed a rag-bag concept, that of 'ritual significance', 

wh ich is invoked precisely to indicate that the functional 

relation between one find and the rest is not understood! 

Or again, the discovery that a substance is composed of this 

and that chemicals will not explain to me why it burns with 

a blue flame, if I do not know how such chemicals can be 

expected to behave. 

If the relation between descriptions of observed 

categ orical structure and the explanations in whitt~ they 

f igure are complicated, the part played by descriptions of 

envisaged functional structure in their explanations is even 

more so. To begin with, the forms in which such structures 

may be envisaged and depicted are varied. They range, in 

so lidity at least, from physical replicas of various kinds, 
r: ' t heough ' black-boxtfdiagrams to sets of algebraic equations. 

I nd even within the group of solid three-dimensional constructions, 

t he way in which a golf-ball model of the solar system can 

explain eclipsesis plainly unlike that in which a ball-and-rod 



model of an amino acid crystal contributes to explaining 

phenylketonuria. 

Barre's analysis and classification of the diverse 

properties which explanatory models and analogical structures 

may have , and of the diverse logical relations in which they 

stand t o their respective explicanda, makes it clear that 

explanation by 'allusion', of various kinds, is very far 

from being intrinsically unscientific; and that the 

explanatory concepts and tactics involved in D.I. can often 

be shown to belong to the same analogical category as accepted 

theoreticaljt pro¢edures in 'respectable' sciences. This 

does not, of course, guarantee the validity of those forms 

of D.I., because the empirical assumptions linking analogue 
{JI 

to reality may be inadequate or f11se: but it does mean that 

they cannot be . dismissed as capable! priori of leading only 

to illusion. 

When we try to explain the working of a puzzling system, 

or the production of puzzling phenomena, by envisaging what 
a, 

functional characterisitcs the gener;ting system must have, we 

can draw on a wide range of properties, processes and 

relationships which are familiar from the way other systems 

wo r k . The range tends to be restricted in practice by 

consideration of what seems empirically apt for a particular 

case. But this restriction can be both misleading and 

misunderstood. Misleading, because it may narrow the conceptual 
t 

outlook too far, so that a productively original way of looking 

at a problem is missed; misunderstood, because critics 

sometimes reject a theorist's explanatory analogy on the ground 
f. 

that the actual sys tern cannot have ~ of tho prof rties of the 

proposed analogue. 



The former point has ~een urged by students of 'creative ' 
.e, 

or 'original' thinking in science, w~o mphasise that many 

theoretical advances seem to have sprung from breaking away 

from conventional and apparently 'realistic' patterns of 

thought, about a particular issue, towards the combination 

of certain ideas which had been separated by the inhibiting 

assumptions of habitual 'cognitive set' . Thus the 

form in which the crucial combination of ideas comes to mind 
IV 

mfy seem sinjularly unfitted for its theoretical task. 

Keku1{1 s derivation'-6 f his model of the benzene r i.ng, frorn 
I\ 41.t\;' 

a day-dream about a snake)is~oft-quoted example; and 

Koestler (1964) has nopularised many others, though his collection 

has been criticised as inaccurate by Toulmin (19f-f ) . 

But even if we try to use a crite~ion of empirical 

likelihood, in the search for analogues, it is hard to apply. 

F0r, not only may the puzzling phenomena be more or less sui 

generis, so that nothing quite 'like' these processes etc. 

are found in other empirical conditions. What happens at 

extremely high speeds, and over extr emely ~reat or extremely 
MJI,,-, 

small distances, just does not hapueh{we are often told, 

at s peeds and distances w~ich we ordinarily observe; and the 

fact that some sub- atomic poings-on consequently have no 
.e, 

parallJl in either common experience or commonsense, makes them 

very difficult for the physicist even to talk about . ~ 

For our purposes, then, what should we 

expect the workings of mental and emotional f orces to be like? 

On the other hand, once we admit the "logic of analogy", 

it is not easy to specify, in general and in advance, the 

parameters of similarity by which to distinguish potentially 

fruitful likenesses and correspondences from useless ones. 



But in a particular case, confusion is averted by 

indicating which features of the analogue are being treated 

as corresponding to properties of the explanandum and which 

are not: that is to say, by specifying the areas of 'positive' 

and 'negative' analogy (Hesse 1966, p.8). And we have seen 

that a fu lly developed model will be equipped with 

'transformation rules' enabling propositions about those 

features of the analogue which come into the 'positive' area 

to be converted into ones about features of the world. What 

is wrong with some of Freud's notorious hydraulic and anthro

pomorphic analogues is no t that •mental energy' cannot 

in many ways be like a current of water, or that 

superegos cannot, in many ways, be like committees; for it 

is equally true that the plastic-covered wire in a model 

of the cardiovascular system is not, in many ways, 'like' 

blood-vessels. The troube is rather that Freud too often 

does not mar k off, even informally, this~ea of negative 

analogy. 

There is nothing necessarily confused about uting 

such model-sources as hydraulic systems and committee 

behaviour, provided that their use is disciplined. The 

need is not to outlaw allusion per se, as Cioffi implies, 

but to insist upon controlled allusion; and to notice how 

it is in fact controlled in scie1'tific usage. But it 

proves to be no straightfon1ard matter , on investigati~ 

living examples, to identify those logical features which 

differentially characterise successfully controlled uses of 
ie, 

allusion in the scMnces. 

Hesse, it is true, tries out two criteria (1966, pp. 86-87). 



But the one, to do with similarity, has to be kept so 

unspecific that it is almost unhelpful; and the other, which 

requires that the causal relations obtaining in the system 

alluded to shall be "of the same kind" as those in the 

explicandum, seems clearly too restrictive. For, in the 

latter case, there does seem, for example, to be a place 

in the study of the nervous system, which is known to 

function by electro-biochemical processes, for allusions 

to inorganic hardware circuitry. You can explain, or 

at least illuminate, the findings of Lashley's classic 

cortical ablation studies 'on the model of' a telephone 

switchboard (Broadbent 1960, pp. ) ; and Miller 

et.al. have commented (1960, p.00), in presenting their 

TOTE theory of adaptive perceptuo-motor integration, on the 

general problem of relating such inert hardward analogues 

to their organic "software" counterparts in people. 

Further complications, not to say impasses, are 

"' encountered, of course, when we cottemplai e the possibility 

of analogues whose causal structure is to be of the same 

~ind' as that of mental (as opposed to neural) processes 

and of emotional experience. And yet Lewin's causally 

incongruous transfer of certain "dynamic" concepts from 

the physicist's electromagnetic force-field to the 

psychological "life-space" of an individual, with the 

idea of emotionally pola rised areas which induce positive 

or negative behaviour in respect~£ them, seems to have 

paved the way for fruitful reductionist investigation of 

some aspects of conflict and regression, and even for the 

experimental validation of specific psychodynamic hypotheses 
u, 

(Lewin 1935, pp. 0-00; Mtrphy and Kovach 1972, pp. 264- 26 7) . 



13 I . 

So far as D.I. itself is concerned, it is already 

evident that the analogues mos t conspicuously invokedf are 

those of 'expression', whether s emantic or affective, and its 

understandinr or translation. The discrepancy of causa l 

structure he r e is between that exemplified in the (largely) 

conscious and volnntary communicat ions of the analogue, name ly 

some linguistic system, and the (largely) unwitting and 

involuntary quas i-com11mnica tions of the explicanda, namely 

the interpretable behaviour . 

/ 

Harre, however, is less insistent on causal homogeneity. 

Ile even suggests, for example, that the notorious Bohr

Rutherford rrodel of the atom still has some explanatory 

f orce in spite of containing a known counter-empirical 

requirement: which is that a particle of finite mass should 

move a finite distance, from one orbit to another, in zero time. 

After all, if such a model is sufficiently illuminatinn/ in 

other ways1 it may persuade you to change your conception of an 

electton; or even, in the absence of a preferahle alternative 

model, to maintain a mixed wave-particle conception, the two 

aspects of w11ich embody eac11 other's negative ana lopy (Harr✓ 

1970, p.44; Ilessc 1966, p.91). 

And certainly it is not a t:: all uncommon for a less extreme 

c ausal unreality to he built in from an analogue to a model, 

i n the form of the idealisation of some property of the known 

system to which it alludes. Thus the corpuscular theory of 

gas es involved conceiving a volume of gas as an arglomeration 

of minute and perfectly elastic solid balls. The fact that 

there is actually no such thing as a solid sphere that is 

' perfectly' e l astic does 1tot necessarily vitiate the analogy, 

s o l ong as the conception poin ts to the need to combiRe, in the 



model, some properties of solid balls with the notion of perfect 

elas ticity, in order to represent what gases must be like. 

Nor is there anything intrinsically disreputable in 

a model drawing on more than one analogue-source at a time. 

In the class of models which Harr/ calls 'paramorphs', because 

t he source for the properties of the model is some system 

other than that which is being modelled, there are several 

sub-classes which are defined by the way in which such a model 

us es its source or s ources. One of these sub-classes is that 
v 

of the 'multt ply-connected paramorph', which, again like the 

Bohr-Rutherford atom with its mechanical and electromagnetic 

features, combines properties and processes derived from more 

t han one sort of system. The variety of analogy , therefore, 

in which Freud depicts the working of, say, the defence

mechanisms (llfadison 1961) is not of itself reprehensible. 

Such variety, however, may be (and in this case probably is) 

symptomatic of a cavalier attitude to that need for marking off, 

even implicityly, the area of 'negative analogy', which has 

just been noted. ♦ 

One further question, about the varied relations in which 

s cientific models may stand to causal generalisations, 

predicti,ve deductions and observational check, concerns whether 

and in what sense their theoretical value depends on their 

being (usable as) specifications for hypothetical mechanisms. 

For it seems inescapable, on the one hand, that a D.I.often 

purports to explain its data by showing them to be the product 

of the activity of some psychic 'mechanism', such as those of 

"re_pression and defence" or the sernan tic scrambling of the 

dream-censor; while , on the other hand, it is tempting to seek 

an analysis of D.I.which avoids categorical causal implications 
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as much as possible, precisely because of the ontological 
0, 

dubiety of whatever f ategorical postulates might be required. 

In this latter vein, I have tried to show elsewhere how even 

s ome of the mor e exotic concepts of Kleinian psychodynamics 

may to some extent be rescued from ontological absurdity , by 

recasting them partly into the quasi - dispositional reductionism 

made familiar by Ryle, and partly in terms of the speculative 

neurophysiological cons ifructs of debb (Cheshire 19 66 , pp . 108-

1 27, 148-167). 

This should not be taken to suggest, however, that the 

non-catego~i Oal interpretation of theoretical models is mere ly 

a defensive exercise undertaken to avoid philosophical 

embarrassment. For there is a whole class of conceptual models 

which serve to represent £he functional relationships 

characteristic of a system without, as it were, sayine anything 

ca tegorical about the underlying mechanisms which mediate them . 

An extreme case is the 'mathematical model', which expresses 

algebraically how the values of certain output-parameters of a 

s ystem vary as a function of input-parameters and concomitant 

conditions. The terms which feature in such algebraic 

formulations may serve r,1erely to hit off these interrelations 

as economically as possible; consequently they do not necessarily 

r efer individually to (nor are they conv.6rtible into 
..,., 

propositions about) scpaf able parts or structural features of 

the system being modelled. Physicists are familiar with this 
/ 

argument from Dirac (cp. Harre 1964, pp. 95-97), and its 

lo~ic can be generalised to define a broader class of 

modelling-relation, which is not confined to models using 

mathematical methods of depiction. 
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This more general type of medelling- relation, which 
/ 41 

Harre callsi'modal transform' in contrast to its 

disjunctive type known as the ' causal transform', is 

what obtains between descriptions of model-states and des

criptions of states-of-the-world When the former are not 

independent causal conditions for the occurrence of the latter, 
0 ~ 

but are instead another way , f looking at, or concp ptualising , 

them. For in this case, unlike ' causal transforms', the model-

descriptions and world-descriptions do not refer to separate 

sets of entit• es but (in a sense) to the same things in a 

different way. Thus: 

"In the case of the modal transform, there is no separate 
question as to the existence of the hypot hetical mechani sm 
and its states which the model represents, for they are 
the same states of the world looked at from a different 
point of view" / 

(Harre 1970, p.54) 

It is important to realise that a theory, and especially 

one like psychoanal ysis which is arguably no more than a 
t 

"premature synthesis" of disparate theoretical e¢ements 

(Farrell 1963, p.24), will ~ ften contain both modal and 

causal kinds of transform; and that there is a consequent 

danger of mistaking the one for the other . 

Harr{ juxtaposes illustrations from the molecular theory 

of gases and the wave theory of light with ones from 

psychodynamics . The relation between sentences about the 

i mpact of molecules and those about gas pressure, or between 

those about repressed conflicts, on one hand , and about 

"" 'hysterical' behaviour on the other, are cfusal transforms. It 

is a modal transfor m, however, from statements about a surface 

reflecting light of a certain wavelength to those about its being 



coloured a certain hue; or between talk of a (Freudian) 

'slip of the tongue' and 'admission of guilt'. 

li S. 

Couched in these terms, then, it is part of my thesis 

that the explanatory allusions made by D.I. are often to be 

understood more in the spirit of modal than of causal 

transforms, and that this distinction has fundamental implications 

for the means by which we seek to confirm or validate them. 

It raises, to be sure, some intricate and elusive epistemol 

ogical problems; but, without pursuing them much further he re , 

we cnn at least take care not to try to validate 'medals' 

by methods appropriate to ' causals', a mistake which experimental 

psychologists seem to have made before now (Harr{££· cit ., p . 50). 

It also serves to emphasise that the logic and methodology 

of explanatory discovery in 'the sciences', let alone in 

psychology, is a great deal more complicated than some 

experimentalists assert. 

If this talk about modal versus causal analogues in D.I . 

seems itself to be another way of looking at (a 'modal 

transform' of) Levy's distinction between 'semantic' and 

' propositional' stages in the enterprise (pp. 00-00 above) 
ft,, 

then it should bP reassuring that, aftf r starting from a qui te 

different source and travelling a more circuitous route, the 
. 

argument has led to a sim~lar place. The logos is, after all , 

unitary, as Parmenides taught. And if, like the observers 

i n Farrell's Cave, the same logical forms and properties 

continue to show up when we look into different mirrors, then 

we may reasonably suppose that those forms and properties have 

somet h ing in them (p.00 above) . 

One further point of affinity betweaa Harr{ and Levy 

is instructive for our purpose. We have seen above (pp.00-00) 



that, in Levy• s anal" sis , the "semantic stage" merely categorises 

or redescribes the behavioural data in technical concepts, which are 

relevant to the lzypothes s to be adduced at the ' propositional 

stage', but which do not in themselves carry any empirical implications. 

This.! priori, and i mpli cation-free exercise is held to contribute 

nevertheless to expl anatory discovery, by paving t he way for the 

subsequent appeal to emprioal }zypotheses and causal generalisations: 

we process the explionnda, as it were, by identifying t hem as examples 

of 'obsessional' or •over-protective• behaviour (or whatever,, so that 

we can bring t o bear on them our theoretical propositions which 

deal in such concepts. 

But in the oase of modal transformation, we seem to have 

a correspondingly analytic procedure without a correspondingly 

empirical, or synthetic, second stage. How then can it be conducive 

to explanatory discovery? The answer is, as we have already 

noticed, that "mere" redescription is not necessarily analytic, and 

empricall_y claim- free , a.a Levy argues; and we found that his argument 

compelled us to make a brief expedition into the metaphysics of 

taxonomy ( P• 3-1 o. ) • If we observe three action- sequences, say of a 

mother towards her ohild, and process ,!, .2 as 'obsessional' and .2 

as •over-protective', we are implying at least that there is some 

explanation-relevant wa:y in which .2 goes with_! but not with .2• 

It is to say something about the structure of t he mothe~s behaviour; 

and it is at least a "mongrel" semantio-pr opositonal assertion ( by 

analogy with Ryle'a "mongrel hypothetioala", which have a bit more 

of the categorical in them than do pedigree hypothetioals) insofar 

as we are inclined to think that 
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the sense in whic;h one item 11 goes with" another mu.st be that 

they have either some categorical property or some causal ante

cedents in com1non. 1'his amounts in practice to implying either 

that behaviour-items are phenomenally alike ( as going back to check 

the windows is~ going back to check the gas-taps), or that 

they are a product of the same anxiety, conflict, wish, fixation 

etc. (as with obaesaionility and auspiciousness). 

We return to the problematic logic of such structure-claims 

below ( oh. 9 (a) ) ; but here we need finally to observe how Harri 

regards the l a.ternative, non-causal, conceptual scheme used by a 

modal transform as helping to advance empirical understanding. 

It turns on arguing, as we did against Levy, t hat taxonomy is not 

teleologically neutral: it is not the prelude to a line of directed 

emprioal inquiry, but the first stage of it. Thus Harr, indicates 

that, when we desori~e crystals of common salt as "cubical lattices 

of sodium and chloride ions", we set up "a modal transt onn between 

the shape of the crystal and the structure of the lu.tt1oe"• The point 

of the "lattioe" description is to invite us to classify salt along 

with other electrovalant compounds rather than with 11pepperoorns, 

bay leaves and parsley'' • 

The Wf\Y in which this particular reclas si f icat ion gives 

direction to further understanding of the substance is obvious 

( though, once again, the t5eneral questions which it raises about 

the metaphysics of t axonomy are profound); but it should not be 



aasumed that the technically advanced, mioro-atruotural mode of 

oa.tegoriaation is the one which necessarily leads t o the moat 

fruitful re-alignment of the explicand.um. :!!'or Harr~ immediately 

reminds us that, in the stuczy of' human behaviour, for example, the 

informal phenomenal d ~soription may be the heuristically significant 

one. If' you make a noise near me, you oan describe my 'response' -
in terms of neurophyaiological activation; but if you went to 

understand 11\Y reaction, you had better describe it as 'hearing a 

noise•, or even as 'thinking that I hear a voice', i f only because 

that will lead you to align it ( frui tf'ully) with Ol-her perceptual 

experiences rather than (misleadingly) with pleying a tennis-stroke. 

I want to suggest that DI often uses its informal analogues -
(like 'projection• ,'internalisation•, 'denial' and'splitting') as 

modal transforms in this kind of way, to bring about an imaginative 

and potentiall,y heuristic re-grouping or re-alignment of behavioural 

data. And the question of what groupings and alignments are 

oharaoteristic of a particular individual's behaviour ( the question, 

that is, of that are the theoretically significant taxonomies in 

his case) can be ans,,ered only in the light of the "fine structure" -
of his experiences, subjective outllok, relationships, aoheivements, 

fantasies and tho r est of it. Case-conferences and therapists try 

to collate this kind of information precisel,y in order to tell what 

taxonomic analoguea are appropriate to this parttoular patient: 

1n order to decide, for example, whether this particular mother's 

tense insistence on doing up .fil the child's coat-buttons is best 



interpreted as •over- protective• or !_obsessional' (or, of course, 

something else, like 'denial of reJeotion•). 

It is the same spirit of constructively paradoxical revisionism 

in taxonooor which l eads both Kekult§ to think "Look: benzene 

molecules are like tail-;jwallowing Slllakes", and Freud to say "Look: 

accidents are like wi shes". Whether they really .!:,2, furthermore, 

is perhaps as much a matter of tactics as of fact; but I do not see 

why what is sauce for the goose of plzysics is not also sauce for the 

gander of' psychodynomios. 
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CHAPTER VI 

Perplexity and the Uses of Evidence 

( a) Puzzlement and story-telling 

( b) The totem of prediction 

(o) Criteria for evidence 

(d) The metapeysios of relevance 

Puzzlewont and story-telling 

We have looked at some of the ways in which more-or-less 

formal logioal schemes can be drawn up to account for the explanatory 

force whioh some observations, propositions and arguments have; and 

we have asked how DI can be, oui}'lt to be, or might be fetted into -
suoh schemes. rhe topic cannot be lef't, however, Ylithout a final 

glance at a less f ormal approach which has been adopted. by some 

commentators on psychodynamios, and "Which perhaps owes something to 

a more general diotrust of formalised framewords for metasoience. 

This approach is prompted both by the concern that, pace 

Kuhn ( 1962, pp.43-51 ) , the formalised paradigm may as easily immunise 

one against the rule-testing exception as sensitise him to it, and by 

a oonseq~t ethologioal metaphysic which insists on observing the 

characteristics of empirical explanations as they go about their 

business in their natural surroundings. It is to adopt what HarrtS 

& Secord have called the New Paradigm of' "soientif'io realism" ( 197, P• ) • 

This enables us to see some of' the actual situations in whioh explanations 

are sought and offered, and some of the charaoteristios actualzy 

displ83'ed by those that prove acceptable or useful. As Sherwood puts 

it (1969, p.188), it is better to proceed "by sttrlyinB just such an 

explanation that, if' true; would be adequate, rather than developing 

a Priori criteria and then trYinR to decide if a £iven exnlanation 



fits them". It becomes apparent that the search for an explanation 

is provoked, o.s hes often been remarked, by a situation of puzzlement , 

anomaly, disoretanoy, •cognitive dissonance' and the like. These 

'dissonancos• themselves may have a variety of sources, to which the 

make-up of the obse.I"Ver may contribute as much as what ho observes; 

so that a requeet for explanation may spring from a oombination of 

observation with i@lorance, false assumption, anxiety or closed.

mindedness on the part of the inquirer. It would therefore be 

odd if there were onl,y one parodismatio way of resolving such 

puzzlement. 

It has long been recognised, indeed, that there are different 

kinds of explanation, in the sense that the explanans may relate the 

explananda to the inquirer's knowledge, assumptions, intentions or 

ignoranoe(and thus resolve his 'dissonance, in a variety of ways. 

But we must not treat this sense-of-dissonance as a necessary 

condition of the logical need for explanation: we may fail to perceive 

the dissonance in a set of observation or beliefs which we ought to 

be puzzled by. It is sometimes the mark of the revolutionary, 

p&radigm-breaking theorist that he sees inoongruity and anomaly, 

and the consequent need for explanation~ in data which had hitherto 

been taken for granted in unperceptive equanimity ( op. r uhn, 1962, PP• 

35-65; Sherwood 1969, PP•9-22). It takes a Newton to ask 'why should 

apples fall?'; or ra.thor, perhaps, • wey should apples !!Jd?' 

It ia temptinB to think, with Bridg,no.n ( 1927 , P•37), that we 

regard suoh incongruities and anomalies as resolved insofar as we 

can show that they ere but special oases of some familiar situation, 

state or process. l ut thia, Sherwood contends (1969, p.10), is to 

confuse " the psyonology of persuasion with the logic of explanation": 

ovviously, we m83' rest content, thinking that we understand, when we 

really do not. /,nd he goes on to demonstrate how, in a particular 

case, a typical "psychoanalytic narrative"(~) contains "explanations 

of quite varied types" which are aimed at "incongruities of very 

different kinds11 ( p. 23 ) . 

The i dea th~t the interpretive explanations of psychoanalysis 

depend essentially upon constructing a relatively extended. series of 

interrelated. observations snd lzypotheses, which serves eventual~ to 



amplify, illuminate and make coherent the puz~ling sample of behaviour 

which intially faced the olinioian, is implied in the title which 

Klein ( 1961) gave to one of !,er case-studies: Narrative of a. Child

Analysis. What we need is a story, not a syllogism. But what 

kind of a story, sue... how does it work? -
When Fnrrell discusses this question ( 1961 , 1963), he 

emphasises that "tellins more of the story" often has the effect of 

showing up patterns and z,lationships in the de.ta whioh .i.ender them 

understandable, oonerent and no longer puzzling. l'his apnlies both 

to how we come to 'understand• the apparently inconcgruou.s behaviour 

of our new neighbour, in Farrell's example, and to how Freud accounts 

for that of Leono.rd.o da / inoi. In the fbllmer case, we reconcile the 

discrepant !'acts, that his luggage inoluies a lot ol' Bardening 

equi}Xllent but thnt he neglects the garden., by finding out that he 

used to do the gardening jointly with his wife who ha.a, however, 

recently died. Thus the 'dissonance• between my belief that he is 

a keen gardner and my observation that he cbes not do the garden is 

resolved by the discovery that the c iroumstanoes are suoh as would 

lead even a keen e;ordner to neglect the garden: the paradoxical 

behaviour becomes I t he sort of thing you would expect ••• ' ( op. oh.5( b) ) • 

What matters, however, is not so much that the dissonance or 

"psychological puzzlement" among my beliefs and observations is 

dispelled, for that might be done as much by another false belief 

( e.g. ' He is a ~ikh; and Sikhs give up gardening at age forty on 

religious grounds') ~s by valid information: !!2!!, it is despelled is 

what counts. ,herwood's point seems to be that there should no 

longer be a lol:)ical discrepancy between the two propositions 'he is 

a keen gard.ner• (f'ull atop) end 'he does not d,0.1. the'garden•; and this 

is achieved by exponding the first propostion to 'he is a keen gardner 

who has just lost his oo•gardening \life' , and s bowing that this 

expanded version, which 11tells more of the astory" , is not inconsistent 

with the second proposition. 



Another main wny in which 'telling Tllore of the story' works 

is by shoving how one fact. or properts of the facts. relates to 

another• so that some trend, pattern or structure is seen to emerge 

among the data. It is tempting to see this as being like turning 

up more pieces of a jis-saw puzzle so that it eventually be comes clear 

that what :,ou thought was a picture ot a house is after all a ship; or 

even like plottins more points on a graph, so t hat you could not make 

sense of as a linear function turns out to be a distorted ogive . Thus• 

in the case of Freud's Leonardo, odd bits of biographical data ue 

used to iill out a sequence ot events invwhich certain trends ( obses

sione.li ty, maternal overstimulation• obstruction of sexual identification• 

fascination with forms of energy, emotional detachir~nt) can be discerned, 

and certain relationshirs observed (e . g . between s low, unfinished work 

and 'secret' hantiwri ting, or between psychosexually destructive mothering 

and the 'enigmatic smile • , 

But. although this PAR certainly tells more of the story. some 

of which is simply wrong as it happens, it would be a mistake to think 

that it is ~ogically parallel to plotting more of the graph or finding 

more pieces of the jig-saw . For a neceese,ry end characteristic feature 

or the pattern-weaving here is to recommend that we look at some elements 

of the data in a different va.y frcm what is usual, on the ground that if 

wa do so (and perhaps only if') then certain coherent patterns emerge 

ltbich ve can recognise and identify . This more analytic form of 

'perspeciiaism' turns in general, as we have seen (pp. 00-00), on being 

ready to construe the manifest fear as a latent .rish, the manifest t1ccident 

as a letent in•ention, or the manifest solicitude as latent rejection; 

and, specifically, in Leonardo's case, on s~eing, for example, the manifest 

anatomical curiosity as a defence against latent revulsion fror.i physical 

heterosexuality or whatever. And it has to face the question whether the 

theoretical price, in terms of conceptual innovation and willingly sus

pended disbelief, is too high to pay for the ostensible integration of the 

d&ta which it b~. 



The main point , however, is that this analytical perspeotivism, 

which depends upon looking at some elements of the data from a 

different angle and in a different light, is not like •telling more 

of the stocy' merely in the sense of picking up some Jig-saw pieces 

which had fallen on the floor: it is more like realising that some 

pieces can be fitted, and the puzzle consequently solved, only if you 

allow that they be turned face downwards. In this way, for instance, 

the occasional insi5,htlossly diotational action of the ultra-mild 

man can be 'fitted in' by seeing his habitual ultr&-mildness as a 

(not very egosyntonic) form of aggression-control; or, to borrow an 

example from Levy ( 1963) , Don Juan behaviour is seen as expressing 

not sexual confidence, b~t corresponding insecurity. But you still 

have to decide Hhich pieces to turn. Story-telling helps with this 

decision because the more pieces you have on the table, the more 

easily you can tell which ones need to be turned over in order to 

construct a coherent pat t ern, and thereby to produce a sollltion. 

This iB one way in which what the PAN tells is not so much more of -the story, as a difi'erent ~ of story. 

Sherwood bus elaborated. this point, as we shall see; but 

we must first talco aocount of a notorious consequenoe of this approach 

to behavioural de.ta. Since there is nothing which correspond.a to 

bein& able to tell, by reference to an independent, extel'nal criterion, 

whether this particular piece should be turned over or not, the 

procedure assumes that reliable Judgements can nevertheless be made 

both as to whether this is a 'coherent pattern' or not, and e.s to 

whether it is the right sort of pattern for the data. All this is 

reminiscent of ,1eber•s problem about the role of the expert in 

identifying behe:v'ioural ~ (pp. above). .l!'or perhaps 1n a 

particular case there should not be one coherent pattern running 

thro\J8h the data: porhapa, that is to say, the graph-plots reflect 

t\vo relatively separate functions, not one uniform curve; and perhaps 

what we have on the table are the pieces of two neparate Jig-saw puzzles. 

In which case, if we mansge, by turning jig-saw pieces over or by 

ignoring the siBJlS of the plot-values, to construct a 'coherent pattern•, 

then we are deceiving ourselves with a spurious artefact. But there 

are other empirice.l inquiries, as we have aeen ( ch. 5 b. o.) , which face 

this same diff'ioulty, and manage to deal with it by appeal to 

contextual considerations of coherence am without reference to any 

independent check. 



Now, in the case of the analogue-situations, two kinds or 

consideration usually safoguard us from thio mistake . One is that. 

we kna.r what degree ot internal coherence of I goodness-of-fit' to 

expect in our jig-save, and can evan express numerically1 tor our 

graphs, the way two possible curves differ in this respect, but 

there is still the problem of deciding whether the ESP receiver is 

gueessing randomly or doing something significant, howbeit with a 

lot of 'noise' in the system and ona card out of phase . And a uppoae 

bhat our jig-saw pictures were repaoductions of unfamiliar 'modernist' 

abstract paintings; if art galleries can hang such things upside

dovn, ve should be :rcrgi ven for not knowing whether we had one or two 

of them carved up before us . The other general eoosideration is the 

possibility of external check . We can draw off dit'ferential implic

ations tram the rival graph-functions and devise, or at least specify, 

critical observation-conditions; and the jig-saw puzzles can normally 

appeal t>o the picture on the box, even if many a child's jig-saw bas 

long since parte d company vith its external criteria. 

In the case ot PAN, however, it ia atten objected th.at both 

these controls are miuing: the latter• because it is unclear shat 

'external' observations are considerations would bear upon its validity, 

and bow they would do so, the former, because i t is sometimes insuf'

.f'ioiently possimonious in its multiplication of explanatory entia, and 

because it ca.n occasionally be shown that its unifying pattern is 
r{~q~-/31) 

frankly spurious. Eysenck ( 196~,n 'bas nigued, not 'iii th out cogency, that 

Freud's PAH about the 'Little Hans' co.sc ia an ins tnnce or such over

elaboration, on the grounds that the princjtples ot aversive conditionigg 

exemplified by Watson 'a 'Little Albert' can expl ain just as much es the 

more exotic 3.nd spoculati ve 'Oedipus complex' can. And Farrell's critique 

ot the J.eonards study is concerned precisely with t he question ~hether 

Freud's overall picture (even if time) should be preferred to the piece

meal explanations of particular points of perplexity which the art hist

orian ~an give. 



One tu.notion, tor example, of Freud's PAN is to relate the -
oral bird-fantnsy, the enigmatio smile and the errors in anatomical 

drawing to a common psyohopathologioal theme; but perhaps they snuld 
~ be so related. Perhaps the explanation of the ' enigmatic' smile, 

for i.n8tanoe • is quite wiconnected with that of t.he other puzzling 

phenomena. Jpeoifically, if' it can be shown that there was a current 

cultural craze for creating such smiles on living faces aa well as on 

canvas ( as there nave been subsequent crazes f or t he yo-yo and 

platform shoes) and even that one women's beauty-manual of the times 

actually gave inatructions about how to produce them, then is not 

that enough? .t' or the question whJr da Vinci' s enigma.tic smiles are 

especially effective can then be answered by observing simply that he 

was an especially skilful painter. The bird-fantasy and the anatom~cal 

errors also have individual explanations at a similar level (Farr ell 

1963, PP•35-46). 

At this ~oint some apologists would invoke the problematical 

psychod.ynamio principle of the 'overdetermination• of symptomatic 
behaviour. l1hey ,ould s93 that suoh behaviour regularly arises from 

more than one set o.t' causes, or serves more than one purpose, each 

of whioh separetely would be sufficient to pr oduce or expla~n it. 

Consequently there is no anomaly in accepting both t he socio-cultural -piecemeal explanation and the one in terms of idiosyncratic psycho

pathology aa true alongside each other: it is not a matter of having 

to ohooae between them. A person's psyohpathology m93 well find 

behavioural expression through those socio-cultural conditions and 

usages which impinge upon him; it does not necessarily rwi counter 

to them. I'hus, it Hould be said, sadism may be expressed in culture

consistent activities, such as voting for capital punishment or in doing 

certain kinds of animal experiemtns, though it may be possible of 

course, to do both these things for motives quite independent of sadism. 

The point is that they can be used as a vehicle f or it, and that it 

does not necessarily lead to culture-dissonant practices like bear

bating or oock-l'i ghting. But if the appeal to I over- d.et t,rm.ination' 

is to seem, in a po.rtioular case, 61\V more substantial than transparent 

spatial-pleading to save a superfluous lzypothesis, it 
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is especially important that there should be some wo:y of oheoldng 

'expernally' on the apparently unnecessary explanation. 

flhether or not this oan be done for some such all-embracing 

fMi's, it is an instruotive feature of the Leonordo story that it 

demonstrably f alls foul of that other hazard of comprehensive 

pattern-weaving which was mentioned. above: it embraces too much. 

For it suooesafully incorporates into the grand design some pieces 

_which oan be shown not to belong at all. Freud makes symbolic 

oapital out of the fact that (in the German translation, at any rate) 

da Vinci's bird-f-mtasy involved a vulture, and he seems to accept 

P.t'ister•s observation that a vulture can be seen, in the manner of 

a puzzle11p1oture, in the drapery of one of the 'double-mot.her' 

paintings, the Madonna with Child and st . Anne of c.1510; he also 

reeds psychopathological significance into anatomical errors in 

sketches of the human reproductive system. 

Unfortunately i'or these ingenuities, a valid account of da 

Vinci's psychoputhology does not have to account for vulture-images 

but for kite-images , because "vulture" was a mistranslation of the 

Italian worft nibbio whioh ree.J.l.y means "kite11
• Now, kites are not 

mother-symbols in Lgyptian mythology, as vultures are; and if there 

is a vulture in the drapery, it has got there entirely by chanoe. 

Again, the anatomical errors, and consequent pathogenomic slips or 

'resistance' which i~reud attributes to da Vinci, oan be shown to 

exist in contemporary texts on whioh da Vinci was r elying. 

We ore forced to conclude, 1n the light of this , that these 

links in Freud's ohain are not links at all; and, to take up Pareto's 

metaphor ( P• above) , that the path :from ! to £ vie ! does not really 

exist. What, then, becomes of the whole biaim' or the whole •route'? 

Sceptios seize t he opportunity, as we have seen ( oh. 5a), of dismissing 

them as artefactual illusions, and they must oertoinly be regarded as 

a dire warning against using such interpretive methods in an under

controlled w93. Freud did so in this instance with his eyes open, 

to be sure, knowing that he was chancing his theoretical arm with 

suoh sparse data and without the control of concurrent 



feedback from the therapeutic transference-situation. F~r i t is 

preoisezy such contextual information which enables a more typical 

EM! to be monitored. and revised as it is being developed, and 

Sherwood has shown ( 1969, pp. 69-124) in some detail how Freud did 

this in the f'wnou3 caso of Paul Lorenz. 

But the normal use of such contextual observations ( whether 

from therapy or elsewhere) , in the light of subsidiary baokgroW1d 

generalisations, still reli es largezy on the appeal to coherence, 

rather than on externa.l validation: that is to say, on convincing us 

that a 'significant patte~• has been constructed, rather than on showing 
-=<· 

that there is independent evidence for postualted elements or aspects 

of the !?Mi• It may emerge below ( section ( c), (d)), however , that 

this contrast is not as clear-out as i s usual~ supposed. And, in 

aey- case, t~e demonstl'ation that coherence-appeals can come to grief 

when evidence i s sparse or defective, as in the L eonardo study, 

does not justi:t.'y the inference that they necessarily constitute a 

faulty method in~ oonditions. The epigraphist, for example, 

who is trying to decipher a str841$& language or script , may have to 

decide precisely analogous questions about what is pa.rt of the pattern 

or whether there is mo~e than one sub-pattern• on grounds of internal 

coherence alone.. The pioneering 'linear B' workers had to establish, 

for instance, whether a particular symbol ,vas c.nother letter-

syllable or a space-marker, and whether this particular mark represents 

a new symbol or is a variant from of a known one. A scholar knows 

very well that 1-1hen the data are limited or repetitive (as in the 

Samotbrac1an lnnguac.,e , \'those surviving •texts• consist largezy of 

recurrent tdentioal three-word legends) he will make mistakes over 

such d eoisions. J ut he can also take heart from the faot that , 

perhaps even vri thout a providential "tripod ta.blet0 and certainly 

without such an external criterion as t he known lansuage on the 

Rosetta Stone, he oan sometimes show an internal semantic coherence 

which defies 11 aotronomioal11 odds ( ch.4 ( ) above). We llok more 

cl.osely in t he i'ollowing chapter into t~ implied rationale which 

supports such exercises in linguistic interpretation, and argue that 

much behavioural Ql can be shown to rest on a similar logical framework. 

I 

J 



(b) The totem ot prediction 

One WE\Y i n which we decide between rival suggestions about 

what pattern or patterns reall3 underline an ambiguous set of graph

plots is, as wo noticed, to draw off differential predictions from 

these suggestions ond to make further observations in conditions which 

would be crucinl to t.h.at difference. The fact t hat it is rare4' 

possible to submit i?f:li's to this eypothetioo-deductive procedure is 

sut'ficient to persund.e those critics for whom prediction is a~ 

qua non• if not the be ell and end all, of scientific explanation 

that such narratives can provide no genuine empirical understanding. 

A f urthe~ ,vord about this totemic attitude to prediction, which 

ce~tainl.y seems to have become established in the oateohism of 

experimento.liat psychology, will serve to highlight some logical 

features of t he way the PAN operates; in particular with respect -
to how it t ella a different kind of story, rather than just more of -
it, and to what follows from this for the treat.moot of •evidence• . 

It is readily understandable that the prophet or soothsayer 

should have had an honoured place at the right hand of the kings and 

pharoaha of pre-acientifio cultures. For they could dispel 

'psyohologioal puzzlement' about what was happening elsewhere or 

going to happen. he who can read the future must understand th• 

Creator's plan. But Plato· arguea in the Theaetetus that •true 

opinion• does not presuppose understanding, and that, when bereft of 

such logos, it is not to be confused with 'knov1ledge' • It oomes as 

some surprise, conaequent:cy, to find the cult of predictivism still 

flourishing; and fostered most assiduously, perhaps, in the philosophy 

of psychology. ,e may think it symptomatic, indeed, that in Kel4'' s 

'personal construct• theory the drive to anticipate events has ousted 

the instinctual libido as the mainspring of individual personality 

development: thus does ' man the scientist• replace mon the adaptive 

pleasure-seeker. 

The contrary view, that the generation of predictions is a 

contingent ( rather than necessary) property of some forms of soientifio 

understanding, has been canvassed now for some time ( Hanson 1958, 

PP• 7092; Kaplan 1964, 
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ch. 9). And two lines of thought from Toulmin's treatment of the 

topic ( 1961, pp. 1 43) serve our purpose particularly well. The 

one drives a wedge between • prediction' and scientific 'tmderstanding' ; 

and the other sho.-;s thht the notion of prediction has to be weakened 

so much, if it is to retain an intimate connection with explanation, 

that the oontrst ( which gave some concern above) between evidential 

appeals to specifiable 'external• implicationa of a~• on the one 

hand, and the mere construction of • internal.' coherence, on the othei' 

hand, begins to dissolve. 

On the JOrmer point, the history of astronomy illustrates 

the plain matter of faot that you ma.}' be able to predict very 

acouratel.3 on the basis of observed regularities, while being quite 

ignorant of how those regularities are produced, and even while 

being quite con.fused f!bout the d ifferenoe between phenomena which 

you can thus anticipate and those which you cannot. The Babylonians, 

as we all know, could predict eclipses and so on; but·they betrayed 

a lack of scientif ic understanding in expecting to be able to do the 

same for locu.st•pla.gues and earthquakes. The Ioniana, however , 

were able to predict very little, but nevertheless tm.derstood for 

example, the relation between the sun and the illumination of the 

moon 1n a way that never struck the Babylonians. Nor when theoretical 

understanding does emerge, alongside predictive 81<:tll, does it 

nece ssaril.y lead to more accurate forecasting. It seems that post

Newtonian astronomical c Blenders and tide-charts were still tor a 

long time pompiled most accurately by aotuarial ( that is to say 

'Babylonian') methods. 

As to the second point, the s ense in vrhioh Newton ' predicts' 

the diverse observations and relationships ( about planetary orbits, 

tides and apples) which he explains, is a curiously elasticated one 

which has to embrace .h,,ypothetical prediction, •predicting' what we 

alreaczy know and e ven ' predicting' the past. 1'he same goes for that 

other great aystem, Darwinian evolutionary theory. But if 'prediction• 

now covers • showing that what we know to be the case is a logical 

consequence of' a theory• when that theory itself is necessarily 

derived t'rom what we know to be the case ( and not exclusively from 

other things that we know to be the case), then the i dea. of predicting 

something separate from what we know, in order to test a hypothesis 

about what we know, has given place to shordng that 
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!!!!$? things which ne know are consistent with a particular lzypothesis 

about~ things that we were trying to explain. 

The latter is what the anBl3st does, notoriously, when he 

shows at oaae-coni'erenoes that additional observations ( from psyoho

logioal tests, social workers, teachers) exemplify the same psyoho

pathologioal patterns ae outlined in his own clinical £!.• Now, 

the experimentalist critio encourages us to believe thnt,.il the case 

of a genuine theory, by contrast, this demonstrable oonsistency 

derives from the supporting evidence being shown to be precisely 

what is entailed by that particular theory ( ••• \That that theory 

'predicts'). But t his is misleading, b eoause it presupposes knowledge 

of all relevant oonditions. Darwinian theory can surely show in 

retrospect that some peylogenetio trends are the sort of thing you 

would expect, or what it would 'predict', in certain ciroumstances 

( op. oh. 5 ( b) ) ; even perhaps that they a re precisely what it would 

predict if the oiroumstanoes had been b, d, f, rather than a, o, e• - - ~ - - -
Since, however, 1e usually do not know whether the relevant conditions 

were in faot those rather than these, we do not know what precisely -
we should have predicted. But this does not of' itself prevent the 

theory being explanatory, in spite of Wittgenstein~ remarks aa to 

its general oha:C'aoter. 

Another obstacle to prediotivism, in the oaae of PAN, is that -
its component observations and generalisations are about many different 

sorts of thing. Sher\vood has shown in detail ( 1969, pp.185-202) how 

Freud's PAN about Lorenz• s behaviour involves four or five differant -
kinda of explanation. Some are concerned with e1tenta, situations or 

reactions which are the "souroot• in time of' certain behaviour, 

feelings, atti-cudea etc. (•origin'); some with how certain feelings 

and so on come to produce certain symptoms, habits, f'antasies etc. 

('genesis'); some with the 'motive' or 'purpose• for actions; some with 

how certain at~itudes, beliefs and fantasies serve to keep a balanoe 

of emotional forces rl.thin the personality (' psychic economy') ; and, 

:finally, some with the more-or-less symbolic •aignif.icanoe' of actions, 

phrases, images and the like. But some of these types evidently 

depend on eypotheses which have no 
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predictive implicat.ions. Thus to explain Lorenz's compulsion to 

diet, that is, to get rid of fat (~ in German), as 'signifying' 

his jealous wish to g et rid of Gisela's cousin Ri chard ( called "Dick", 

! l'anglaise), is self-suffieient and carried no implications about 

further symbolic actions. Likewise the ' psychic economy• account of 

the resurgence of Lorenz's belief in an afterworld, in terms of mentally 

'undoing' his father's death in order to bale.nee the guilt of once 

having wished hi.in oerul, implies onl3 the general contention that such 

mechanisms are used and can be recognised; and this makes good enough 

sense, without entailing anything about _h2! they will be used by 

particular people in particular situations. 

These are but extreme case.a of the gmeral dif':t'eoul ty, noticed 

above ( ch. 5 ( b) ) , that a ~ typically has to .iely or rather loose 

tendency-statements by w93 of law-like generalisations. And a reason 

wcy one should not expeot to be able, even ' inprinoiple' , to apply 

Braithwaite' s correction and convert '!' s tend to be !?_' s' into ' All 

~• s, provided. that ~• o.re J?.' a•, he.a been advanced by Sherwood ( 1969, 

p.215). Suppose that we did have a generalisation, -~hich we proposed 

to test pred.ictivel,y, to the et'fect that all people with a certain 

conf'lict, motiv~, anxiety or whatever, designated by!• would in 

specifiable conditions ( C f ) , act in a certs in way ( b). This 
- , !l• r -

presupposes that we oan identify-conditions £, !}, !.• independentl,y of, 

and prior to, observing behaviour~; but it is a feature of the kind 

of' material with which a~ is oonoerned ('intentional', fil:!!!l -laden 

and even symbolic actions) that the occurrence of notion}?_ is o't!ten 

thetirst and only evidence that there 1s as to whether !,, !l• !:O were, 

or had been, in !'not operative. Again it may have been something 

like this consid~ration whioh prompted Wittgenstein's seeming denial 

that law-like regularities could be formulated for thoughts and actions 

of any human signit'i oanoe. Sometimes the problem is still more radical, 

in that the notion needing interpretation is the onl,y evidence we have 

both of the Wlder~ conflict itself and of the conditions, psychical 

and environmental, "hioh have i.n:fluenced the form in which it comes to 

be expressed. rhis would amount to having to identify, as it were, 

both the message_ and the code in one set of dato. without independent 

check either as to whether P did send messase x or as to whether P - - -
does uae code z• .dut that should give no cause for alarm: we do the 

same kind oi' thing evel'Ydl\Y• If' I awi toh on the radio and happen to 

catch the l ast p.hruse of a broadcast talk, I may hear some speeoh

sounds which could be taken either as "oil-to.leer" spoken in a ' standard• 



English accent 01· as "1' 11 thank her" spoken in a heavy Irish 

accent of some kind. fe do not need, ho,veV'er, in order to settle 

the question to phone up the speaker or the radio oompaey and ... ..;k 

what he actually said , thus oheoking directJ.y and externally the 

~othesis that .. hot he said was! am not .9.• We cen usue.lJ.y get 

enough information for a decision from the contextual observation of 

what the announcer says ofterwards. If he goes on to sa_y "That was 

See.mus O'Leary tel.King about his childhood. in Cork" , this supports 

one interpretation rather than the other. To go on to ask how -
it does so would be to anticipate the argument of oh. 7. The 

present point is simply that it does; and t hat other anncuncements -
giving a less definitive pey-off, would still provide differential 

support in their various WStYB• In this respect they are all 

members of a nebulous class of observations which provide retrospective 

contextual evidence a out the questions of the speech-content and 

of the accent. Conaequently it ia a mistake to suppose th: t we 

need to be able to icl9ntify the 'medi\.1111 directly and independently 

(let alone antecedent.~) in order to be able to recognise the 

• message• ; or ~ vorsa. The two unknowns ~ both be evaluated 

concurrent~ in r.ho same set of data ( op. oh. 4 ( ) ) • 

A final di.1.'fioulty for prediotivism, and one which raises 

problems for the as esement of evidence, is that Pft.N depends, aa -
we have alreo.dy rcmF.rked, not so much UJ on telling-~ of the 

story as upon tel ling a. di:flereht ~ of story. 1'hus 1 t f'i ta together, 

and makes sense or, a sequence of the patient's aotiona by seeing 

them as, for inotance, an exercise in preserving his • psychic eoonOO\Y' 

in the same e ort of ey as the anthropologist, 1n Sherwood' s example 

(1969, p.15) explains the aboriginal tribe's habitual migration-

route, whioh makes not geographical, eoologioal or climatic sense as 

a way of travelling 1·.i·om A to B, by showing that i t all f its together 

i.f' you s ee it as a re• enact ment of the migration-route taken, in the - -
tribe's creation-myth, by their totem spirit. 1ittgenatein, 

however, contrasted r reu:l's reliance on "redeacription11 and "aimile11
, 

as he regarded it, ,tlth explanation proper; and ha seemed to conoede 



no more than thc.t reul, like Darwin, hod shown how to organise or 

"arrange" a grant variety of material which still r emained to be 

'&xplained.' (roore 1955, p.316). 

But we havo argued above that a good deal of the most 

proper •scientific' explanation depends upon suob rodesoription, 

simile and analogy, e:speoiall.y when the subject-matter to be explained 

is relatively inacoossible to observation and conceptualisation 

( ch. 5 ( o) ). .And the theoretical function of tho 'modal tnansform', 

to which we appoolod. at that point, is not merely to sugeest re

groupings and rc-o.l igruients of data in an autonou.ously "red.ascriptive" 

wq: to suggest, that is, that we put accidents in the same bag as 

wishes. It is to do this in order that (negatively) we may avoid --------
the mistake of mslllling that the behavioural sie;nificance and under

lying mechanisms of appointment-forgetting are quire different frOlll 

those of d~eoms end phobias, and (positively) that ne m93 be 

pointed towards tho kind of mental 'deep structure• and 'trans

f'ormational' principles , if we ma..v now alll.de to Chomsky, which 

are meceasary t o generate all these sorta of behaviour. There can 

be no doubt that 1''reul' s syst·em, and psychoanalysis general.J3, 

inol\.des mQ.l\Y hyilothesos, with a 11 their limitations of language 

and imagery, both a out such • deep struoturo• , and out the generative 

and transformational principles which u.etermine the form taken by 

thoughts am ctions in expressing particular fe~lings , attitudes or 

conflicts. The former would comprise basic formulations about 

the motivational and dev~lopmental character of libido and about 

the regulatory roles of eso and superegg systems; tho l atter would 

be to do, f'or inatAnce , with the 'primary4 and ' socondary' processes 

of thought, and rd th defence-mechanisms. 



Nevertheless, the first move in itself ( the redesoription, 

re-alignment, the 'neeing as•) seems both to invite and to defy 

questions about t 1. deployment of evidence. For it seems reasonable 

on the one hand, to ask what is the evidential basis for olaiming 

that this behaviour-sequence represents an attempt to balance the 

• psychic eoonOII\Y' • 118 are inclined to think that there must be 

some facts or observations which would be otherwise i f the claim 

were not true: to think, that is, that it ia susceptible of 

evidential support or refutation. And yet, on the other hand, it 

seems clear that there are no particular observations which the 

claim implies or 'prod.iota• ; am. the samo goes f or claims about 

• significance' Hlrl.oh, as we have just seen, play an important part 

in PAN. All the same, we must avoid saying that the reasons ( rather 

than the evidence) for looking at the behaviour this wey rather than 

that are quite i ndependent of empirical considerations. For if this 

'wa_y-of-looking' is to lead to any empirical understanding, as we 

intend, then there must be some facts ( we feel) to which it does 

more justice t han do o'hher ' ways-of-looking' , or some possible 

observations which support it rather than such other ways. If a 

rM! aims to make sense of the facts, by re:ferenoe to explanatory 

principles of any generality, then its contributory techniques 

( that ia, the various kinds of argument and assumption which go 

to make it up) must have some factual implications outside the 

speoif'io explanand.a. But euoh implications, and their corollaries 

in evidential sup~ort, nre not necessarily as immediate end explicit 
as preoiotivist cri~ics of~ tend to suggest. 

( c) Criteria f or 'evidence' 

A glib ~ for II the evidence" , coupled d th an excessive 

admiration for certain fbrms of it, is char~oteristic of a naively 

experimentalist uttitudo to the scientific understanding of behaviour: 

an attitude which owes much to the prevalence of the 1111\Yth of 

deducti vism". It is charaoteristio also of a belief-eystem based 

on dogma rather than reality that various taboos and totems replace 

rational consider ation. Observations are accepted or rejected 

as valid 'evidence• according to 
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whether they boast u certain property, provenance or pedigree , and 

not according t the role they play 1n a particular argument. 

Thus psychology stooents have been taught , within living memory, 

to despise eviJenoe hich could be categoresed ( and tharef ore 

condemned) as 1 anacdotal' ,'introspective', 'subjective', 'clinioal1 , 

or 'qualitative•; the totem properties, on the other hand, have been 

'objectivity' ( unepeoified. , but played off against the taboo ot 
•subjectivity'), • quon'btfio.bility•, 'predictability• , 'repeatability', 

•publicity' ana. ' &xperim.antal control•. 

•~ of the latter criteria are not, of course, necessarily 

met by the paradi@ll experimental situations in the "hard" sciences 

whose methodology the psyohologiste were trying to ape. But even if 

they weee, it would be absurd.]3 doctrinaire to transfer them ,!!!_ lli2,: 
for it must be apparent that, depending upon the nature and form of 

an empirical argument ( and we have noticed the various kinds of 

arsement whioh a~ draws on), evidence of different sorts and from 

dii'ferent sources becomes relevant. I mean simpl.y that , if a 

patient says "I kno v your desk is not reall,y untidy, but if it 

were mine, I should hnve to straighten this book, that paper eto• •••"i 

and if he also gets angry when an_yone so much as refers to the tag 

"le coour a ses r aisons •••" ; and if he writes an artif i ciall.y _...., ______ .....,........,.....,. 

precise and orderl.y hnnd, these are different kinds of evidential 

manifestation oi' n need for intellectual impulse-control. And 

there is virtually no limit to the aspeots of the patient's behaviour 

and experienoe ~hich ~ight provide further evidence in particular 

cases. But some experimentalists, as we shall see shortly. seem 

to suppose that all 'good' data must share some set of properties, 

regardless or t heir context and intended use. Al aeCODf:l., espeot of 

the uae of' evidence which varies with 
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the pattern ot argument to which it contributes is the loa1oal relation 

which 1t bears to the point (premise. inference) Which it SUPPorts• To 

go back to Farrell'• "new neighbour", our observation that he bas recent

ly lost hie Wite support.a the eypothes1a that he really 1a a keen gardener 

(it' only in the aenae ot discouraging us f'rom rejecting that beliet) in a 

logically much more 1nd1.rect way than doea the o'baervat1on that bis houae

hold ef't'~ote contain much gardening equipnent, 

Consequently• since there ia more than one pattern ot argument invol

ved 1n a typical PAN. we muat expect both t.hat various kinda ot observation 

and tactual consideration Will have evidential weight. and that there are 

several variants of tho los1cal eupport-relat1on between them and what 

they are evidence~• 'l'bey ma;r carry weight. tor example. not through 

tbe medium (ae it were) ot 1tisht' generalisations like 'Kite-type memories 

are produced only by people ot homosexual 41epoa1t1on'. but through that 

of a looser one like 'Kite-type tantaa1ea tend to be expressions ot homc

eexual diapoa1t1on' (op. ch. 7). Certainly we shall not be confined to 

the deduot1v1at ritual of matching specific experimental observations 

againat spec1t1c 1pred1.ct1ons'J and we shall even aee that the logic or 
~ procedure is not entirely t'Ne trcm the problem of relevance which 

!!?! conspicuously taoes (cp. section (d) below). 

'lhe would-be 'ac1ent1t1c' etudy ot human (or indeed animal) learnina. 

perception, memory, problem-solving and the rest waa not veey old before 



voices were heard et1pulat1ng what sort ot 'evidence'. or rather observation• 

report. was to be admiealble. Leaving aside the sundry 1deolog1ea of 

behaviouri■m (Mace, 1946), we find Pavlov decreeing that the language of 

evidence in h1a laboratory is to exclude all terms attributing 'mental' 

atates, prooeases etc. to the experimental animale. Hr.man (1964. p.41) 

quotes a passage 1n which Pavlov gives the reaaon for h1a cleoree as the 

need tor inter-observer relia'biU ti and explicitly eays that tt the use of 

euoh psychological expressions as the dog gueaaed, wanted, wished so." 

was "proh1b1ted"J indeed. HYman represents the whole situation as Pavlov 

having previously been disconoerted by "the tact that two experimenters 

deali.ng with the same experimental e1tuation could report different 'tacts'"• 

But if certain ways of talking are banned. it follows that certain 

kinda ot evidence Will never see the light of day• and that we shall de

velop an incomplete and distorted view of the subject-matter. We shall 

mislead ourselves not only as to how it is to be understood, but even as 

to the nature ot ~ 1a to be understood. Historically, much British 

and North American psychology bas taken such paina to avoid an anthropo• 

morphia view of animal 'behaviour that, 1n extrapolatina trom animals and 

turning blind eyes to the phenomenological tradition ot the Continent. 

1 t has ended up with a zoomorphic view of man. So set has tb1s att1 tude 

become. that considerable energy and 1ngenu1~ has to be expended 1n counter

ing it, and 1n contendi:ng1hat,, 1.1fter all. "Man may be treated, for ac1ent.1f1c 
I purposes. as it' he were human" (Harre and Secord, 197 • p. ). 



Some cor:mentators, indeed, have been bold (re.sh or 

insightless) enoUBh to aot up criteria which observations must meet 

in order to qualify as 'scientifio' data and therby aspire to the 

status of evidence. Thus : id.man assures us ( 1960, p.3) that 11 good 

data aro alw8JfS separable, with respect to their scientific importance , 

from the purposes 1'or which they uere obtained.", ,vi thouc. 1"'oreseeing 

the obvious objection that if you do not entertain certain purposes 

you will not get certain kinds of data at all, let alone 11good.11 

samples of thou kind. I ndeed the defects of Jidmo.n's subsequent 

discussion are so conspicuous that its continued influence 1n some 

quarters, as an authoritative source for experimental rtethod in 

psychology, is remarkable. For he soon goes on to tell us, for 

example, by wey of re:futing the charge that behavioural data drawn 

from laboratory experir.lent.is ore artifioiall3 selective , that "the 

laws of behaviow.· may be expected to ho-ld true inside the laboratory" 

(p.26), without divulE,ing the grounds on which this 11 expectation" is 

based. From o. rr.et hodological point of view, this assumption is 

steeped in ( unsnecit'ied) theory; for why should the lnvts of non• 

laboratory behaviour hold for a laboratory f.ituution? /ind, in 

point of fact , we happen to know, from follow-ups of f ,ilgram' e -
notorious work, tha.t very significant meta-laws (speoifically, those 

governing a kind of' •schizoid denial') oan operate in the psychological 

laboratory to override the corresponding lawa of •real-life' behaviour 

( Argyle 1969, pp.19- 20). 1''inally, we oan gauge the general depth 

and quality of oicl£1en's study of evidence-as3cssment from his approach 

to the treatment of 'induction•. 0 ~ew ords, the ref ore, about 

induction", he writes (p.59), "whioh I have adapted from Pol.ya• a 

fa2oinating little book•••"• This leads, on the same page, to 

the stupefying dict\.Ull: "Induction is a behavioural process, not a 



logical one, ffhich ia tho reason logical analysis has failed to 

account for it"• r o~, the contrast here is flag,.•antly confused; 

for the fact thc.t &,ding up a bill ia a "behavioural" process does 

not prevent it alao being a 'mathematic-1' one. Vhat makes a process 

'logical' is not its having some non-behavioural property, but its 

relation to other processes which ( onSidman' e terms) are equally 

"behaviouraln. 

In the history of psychology, suoh dootrinaire exclusivism, 

with itzs attendant oateohism of 'standardised' procedures and 'controlled' 

conditions, ,ras soon, like the medieval theological doe,natism which it 

resembles, to be e.'llbar.t·u.seed by the facts. r'or it eventually became 

inescapable that at lea.st some behavioural obaervations, Vlhich -
systematicallJ, failed to wear the right tie or come from the right 

school, nevertheless provided rich evidence about all sorts of things. 

These sourceo of c ... barrassment were, on the one hend hole genera of 

investigations like the •naturalistic' studies of othologists and 

anthropologists; and, on the other, the specific method ( or lnck of 

method, as he himself regar:'ded it) of one Jean Piaget. Now, the 

catechism says "no ' good data• without 'control' 11 : so, if this sort 

of' do.ta that is, natur&.listio and Piagetian is use1·u1 and can attain 

evidential status, there must be 'control' somewhere. ell, the 

conditions aro not con rolled, sinoe tho whole point is that they should 

flow and develop naturally; so it muGt be the observer ~ho is •controlling' 

himself by !!2.! influencing them! (Hyman 1964, PP• 42•46). Even so, 

1n Piaget's so-cal led 'clinical. method', the experimenter's next 

question or m~ve is 'con~olled' (at least in the confused Skinnerian 

sense) ruost signii'icantl.3 by the child's previous answer and i..oly 
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triviall,y by t he experimenter himaelt'. 

This i s an instruotivo paral1ea to t he fall acy, noted 

above, of setting out academic prerequisites for what i s to count 

ae an •explanation•, r at her than lookin8 to see (naturali atically, if 

you like) what sort of account would, if true, have expl anatory 

force for a particular kind of behavioural da t a , and t hen trying 

to aohematise t he properties of' that account. For what we should 

learn to do 1n the case of 'evidence', ie to consi der what 

observations etc. aot\..llllly ~• or would.carry evident ial 



weight 1n the particular investigation we are concerned with, and then 

to ask, if necessary, in v1rt.ue of what they carry that weight. Fran 

this it would be clear that data, of various sorta., acquire evidential 

status not from having certain fixed categorical properties 0ut trom 

bearins upon a question, 1n a varie-ey ot ways. Indeed, psychology 

is aomet.1mea aaid to autter trom having too many faota and too little 

evidence. Clearly a fact wbioh ears upon no relevan~ hypothesis has 

no evidential valuea howev r, aa Deutsch has pointed out (19W, p.169)., 

the tewer bypothese the tact is corustetent with, the sr-t r is its 

evidential value. But we can go funber, Md say that this value 1 

greatest when it bears upon many but 1s conaiatent With only a few (at 

beat, with only one): ltecauae 1n that cue 1t 1s also helping to refute 

alternative contenders instead ot merely being irrelevant to them. But 

do we not need to lN altle to oharacteriae this relation or 'r levance' in 

some logically systematic way? 

(d) The metafb,Ys1ca of Nlevance. We have seen that it is not their 

having certain categorical proport1ea or ••ins derived fi'OID a certain 

source which converts oltaervat1one 1nto "good data" 1n re3pect ot ev1-

dent1u status. 'Ibey are "good" 1n ao tar aa they impinge relia'Dly upon 

a question or proDlemJ and the ways ot doing this seem to 'be many and 

diverse. Nor does 1t seem poasi~le to peoit)' in advance, with this 

sort of behavioural material, the range ot poss1ltle obaerva1;ions tbat 

would count aa relevant evidence. And yet we feel that the;iie must be 



some principles, if not logical then at least tactical, governing 

a jw.gement that !h!!, is relevant and ~ is not; end that such 

prinoiplea should be specifiable. But perhaps this expectation is 

aymptomatic of a pre-,,ittgensteinian formalism, in that, if the concept 

of •relevance• has the well-known oharaoteristica of that ot a. •game•, 

we outht to stop expecting the way that this observa -..ion is relevant -
to this hypothesis to have 8lJ3 particular feature in common with the 

way that that fact or a:msideration is relevant to that problem. -
let us compare a borderline case, where the question of relevance is 

at beat pro lema.tioa.l, and where it is not clear what wed o have 

a logical right to say and wey, with some othero where we eeem able 

to b e more clefini te. 

~hen G-ust11v Mahler was consul ting r'rew. in 1910, he (Mahler) 

proposed a Ql about why his music tended to lapse into banality 

immediately after, or indeed instead of, bringing a passage of emotional 

intensity to a climax. The Q!. was to the effect that bhis mueical 

habit reflected a childhood experience when i a.hler had been distressed 

by his parents quarr.eling violently in the house, had run out-of-doors 

tor relief, and had come across a bar.eel-organ pleying the tune of a 

Viennese popular song in the street. Thus do the banal "barrel-

organ" episodes in his symphonic composition& come to provide, on 

olassioal •second ry r einforcement• principles, a form of escapist 

tension-reduction when the muaioal passion is riding uncomfortably 

high. (Never be it said that Frew. did not accept , when appropriate, 

explanations nhioh Oll'l expressible in terms of straightforward 

'conditioning' t heory. ) 
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Now. there is an apparently quite independent ltiosralilical o'baerva .. 

tion,. wb1ch bas 'lteen advanced aa relevant to tb1a J2:l• (Mitohwl.l lffl., 

pp.xv-XV1). It 1a Mahl.er•• W1te•e report that,. when they were 1n New 

York some two or three yeara earlier., a 1'arrel-organ bad ~ rted up 1n 

the street ltelow their flat and ebe bad had it moved on so as not to 

d1etura the composer at work 1n another room. "'Die noiae stopped at 

once. '!hen Mahler INrat in: 1SUoh a lovely NJTel-organ - took me 

atra1aht baok to 'lll3 ch1ldhood - and now it's stopped!'" Thie separate 

oorroi.orat1on that Mahler had ( or thouaht he bad) a childhood barrel

organ memory does not,. ot counse., substantiate the B:.I• that 1t was 

causally related to a stylistic ha.bit ot compoei tion. But 1 t 1a hard 

not to think 1t relevant to it. On the other hand., by virtue ot 'What 

general pr1no1ple ot relevance 1a it eo? 

Suppose we try to SB¥ that., a1nce the J>.I. 1a uout the relation lDe--
tween a ch1ldhood memory involving certain elementa (parental quarrel., 

1Darrel-orga:n., the tune '~,. !!!a, lleber Augustin 1 ) and a quirk ot musical 

composition., 8.rr:J obaervation on h1a feelirlgs towards those elements will 

'IDe relevant. 'lbia.,however. enccmpaaaea at once too muoh and too little: 

too much,. -ecauae not all such remarks (e.g. that he thought the time 

wae sentimental or Jo~) would aear upon the question; too little., 1-e

cause many observations not apec1t1colly to do With those "elements" (e.; • ., 

perhaps, hie erstwhile ecom for the!.!! ... can ..... t ... o style ot sing1ng, or his 

attitude to other people's quarrels) Will also carry weight. 'lbua 1£ we 



try to limit the scope ot potentially relevant o servationa to the range 

of informal implicat.s.ona, or Nterential repercussions. ot the D.I., we -
soon find that that 1a embarraaa1ngly nelNl.oua and elusive. 'Dlie 1& the 

difficulty llhioh 'operational detiniUon', that deua ex ma.china of ex• --
perlmcntat.ism. attempts ti> to tall lty preaor1l,1ng artificial tooundariea 

ot reteronce tor behavioural term:, (see cb.8 ( )). But we must notice 

1n ·paa:sing that lililoso~en ve tound it no atraigbttorward matter to 

specify even 11hat olear-out empirical propoaitiona ot a non-'1ntent1onal' 

kind., ouob ,as thia experimental reductionism aspires to empl.07, are 'uout'J 

and oonoequontly it ia not y to inter what ouervations a or would be 

relevant to testing their truth. 

Without sotng into all• or even many ot, the remit1cat1ona ot the 

notorious "paradox ot the rav4'88'1 and 1ta assoa1atea, it l salutory to 

reflect that, it an oaaervation 14Uch 1e conaiatent Wit.hi cannot well ff 

said to irrelevant to R,, it tollowa that tho claos ot o eervationa which 

are relevant to the truth ot 1All ravene aro ltlack1 1& not limited to ob• 

servationa ot ravens {Ayer 1972., pp.54-88j; Cohen mo. pp.95-105). For 

if I look around the world to ohook up on th1a propoait1on, aeyth1ns that 

1 aee, ao long as it 1a not a non,•'blaok raven, 1a consistent With tho 

t\Jpothe818 that 1it a ttw,,g 18 a raven then it 1o black', and thus helps 

it to re lat retutat1on. Indeed. if I have to ecrut1ni&e every non-~laok 

tb1ng in order to es~lish that it 1a not a raven, this. along with Rusaell's 



cypothetioal reformulation which we have just introduced, suggests 

that the implicit reference-range of the proposition ie not the class 

of ravens but the class of things. It is thus a statement not 

merely •about• ~avens, but 'about' the contents of the world. 

Conversely put, in Hempel's example, if it is appropriate to test 

whether an unidentified substance !! • sodium salt' by seeing if' it 
, 

burns with a yellow :flame, this arguab:!3 shows that the generalisation 

• sodium salts burn yellow' is in some sense ' about' substances and 

not Just a bout sodium salts. If such questione of relevance are 

raised even by stundard unive~sal generalisations, it would be foolish 

to expect a short nnd clear-out answer to those raised by the use of 

our much more problematical • A' a tend to be B's• and 'Y' a are an 

expression of x•. 

However, if the logical prindples are not eaay to specify 

in theory, yet vie have seen in practice , in the Leonardo stu:ly, how 

some observations which were once thought relevant and explantori!Ly 

construotivo,oai:i be shotm difinitivezy to be neither ( e . g. the 

vulture-symbolisn,) ; and we have also noticed how, as a kind of 

halfway-house bet~een relevance and irrelevance, the concept of 

'overdetermination' retains some evidence as relevant to understanding 

da Vinci's perm:mallty, even though, on the art-historian's separate 

and self-sufficient account of the artist( s actions, it aloks that 

relevance. It is possible, of course, to l:e Jeven more .axplici t about 

what actions or observations impinge upon a problem, if we consider 

a very minutely defined question and set artificial limits to 
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the ranse ot actions open to the agent in respect of it. In 1nvestiga

t1ona of the practice of deductive reasoning. such as those carried out 

by Wason&!! (1968,•••1161) 1n which the subject is faced with 

four carda. each showing either a letter or a shape. and with a hypo

thesis like 'All oirolea have a vowel on the back'• we oan say pre

cisely which cards 1n a given display it ia necessary and relevant to 

tum over 1n order to cheok the hypothesis ,..l.w.-n2,.:.Bd:;;;;;;;t:g;p'A~~-----.Jl 

Here we can sharply d1at1ngu1sh What might be called "psychological 

relevance" (by analogy With Sherwood'• 'psychological puzzlement ') from 

logical relevance. For it is notorious that many subjects miatakenly 

feel that they" need to tum the card exposing a vowel. to see if it 

has a circle on the back. But 1 t is only because we have put artificial 

constraints on how the hjpothesia 1a tested that we can be so apec1t1c 

about relevance: it we had not. the range ot relevant actions would in

clude such move M bri~ing th~ techn1o1an who made the cards. And, 

even given this limitation and accepting that the question 1e 'Which 

cards do you need to turn to check the hypothesis?'• it may still be 

relevant to tum an 'irrelevant' card it I have arranged with the teohn1-

c1an to have the anawer written on the table under the extreme right-hand 

card. 

But it 1a for Just this sort ot reason tbat the experimentalist 

encourages us to convert the law-like statements on whioh our~••• 
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rest, A-om terms to do with the 'expression• of' feelings and motivea 

into term.s too with particular actions, objectively characterised, 

1n particular circumstances. Even supposing that this could be done 

without loss of content, without distortion ond. ithout an absurdly 

arrogant prea01•i ptivism ( op. Skinner 1954,; Taylor 1964., pp.88-90, 

95-97), it would still be naive to think of it as transferring these 

poor floundering statements to a realm free from problems of evidential 

relevance. In aey case people do not live in a laboratory world; they 

live, aot, think and feel in the real world, of v1hioh the laboratory 

world is a highly unrepresentative part. .lmd., however useful it may 

be to try to teat our general hypotheses, a bout the behavioural 

expression of mental states and processes, by working out their 

implications for particular artificial situations, the fact is that 

we want to be able to use them to aoco\UUI for non-artificially -
generated behaviour. 

We therefore need to be able to f t. oe problems of relevance 

posed by actual b e.haviour in the actual world , that is, in its natural 

habitat; and by the faot that our background theory deals in tendency

generalisations, llld in std:ements about the expression or transformation 

of psychic processes 1n overt bhaviour. For it must be evident that 

DI typically appeals togeneral hypotheses vhose logic is a good deal -
more problema~ical thon attributing a particular colour-predicate to 

a quantif'ied subject ( as in the ravens' paradox). Such generalities 

take the forms:'! tends to prod.uoe ~•; ':t. reflects'!.'; 'Z is a fonn 

of ~• ; • z is an allusion to '!.' ; 'z is a deniol of '!.' ; 'z is an expression 

of x' • - , 
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•~ leads to z' and so on. How then do we, 1n practice, set about tack

ling the queation of mat evidence 18 relevant to checking the claim 

that certain behaviour ie an 'expression' of acme part,1oular mental 

process, or a 'tranato:rm' ot some emotional state, or an instance ot 

some 'tendency'? 



Chapter VII 

Tactics of Linguistic Understanding 

( a) Tendency and 'arguing back' 

(b) ,he analogy of translation 

( o) ')imensione of context 

( d) Value-added, and the reduction of unlikelihood 

"Another of his early words was 'Down•. If' he was being 

carried, ' Down' meant •r ut me down•. If he wasn't being oa.rried, 

'Down' meant 'Pick me up'•" (Holt 1969, p.63) 

It ha.a become clear, in the course of the inquiry so far, 

that the x·ationalc on which m~oh DI implicitl3 rests fails to meet -
some of the demands which are t radi tional:cy ( though unori tioally, 

I want to soy) made of the logical pro-

-
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cedures and background hypotheses which should underpin acceptable 

empirical explanations. In particular this rationale both depends 

upon unquantified tendency-generalisations and often consists in identi

fying! posteriori (and without the possibility ot specific predictive 

check) various allegedly significant patterns w1 thin the data to be 

explained. It often trades, furthermore, on propositions asserting 

the relation of exPF!3s1on between observed l. and observed, or postu

lated,~• rather than the more familiar relations ot 'cause' or 

demonstrable 'correlation'. We are asked to believe, that is to say, 

not so much that l. is caused lty, or known to 'be correlated w1 th, !; but 

that l. can be 1n some extended behavioural metaphor, an expression of!• 

And we have found ourselves PlimlSed into the problem of what sort of 

oaservations etc. have evidential status!!!.!!!!. the latter sort ot 

claim as opposed to the former, - which, although more familiar, we have 

seen to be by no means pro'blem-tree. 

Piecemeal examples have already Deen given of how some questions 

involving these limitations are dealt with in other types of empirical 

inquiry. We must now look more closely and systematically at some 

characteristics of the reasoning which is involved in suoh transactions, 

bearing in mind that the affirmative aspect of the argument here is still 

largely double-negative 1n principle. 'Dlat is, the logical skeleton of 

the thesis 1s, for the most part: If certain objections to! (hl• and 

cognate psychodynamic procedures). on the ground that they have features 

! • ;[., !_, were valid, then we ought al so to dismiss S (certain analogous 
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empirical enterprises)., which also depend on~• l.• !,J but.i_evidently 

can be both rationally and empirically soundJ therefore we need not 

dismiss f !E£ ~ given reason. 

(a) Tendency and 'arguing back'. 'lhe 'background hypotheses and generalisa-

tions on whichhl• rests often do not readily lend themselves., as we have 

seen., to the kind of direct and specific check which some critics require 

of scientifically useful propositions (but op. Cheshire 1973a., p.98 ); 

consequently., aey particular hl• is., on this view, more-or-less insecure

ly based. The simplest., and negative., course is to discount them as a 

source ot empirical understanding on this ground., and to risk throw1ng 

some epistemological baby away with the methodological 'bath-water. But 

the positive alternative, the question of what can be done instead 1n 

order to assess the validity of psyohodynamio hypotheses and use them 

coherently, is by no means so well understood. Indeed the contention 

that there is !!2. intellectually respectable alternative open to the 

psychodynamist has already been met (pp.00-00 above). 'lhe contention, that 

is., that he 1s bound to ape the tactics of the experimentalist., only to be 

found logically or empirically wanting., because his induced law-like generalisa

tions are either not universal or not specific enough to sustain the sorts 

of inference that he is supposed to want to make trom them. 

It is a mistake., however, to assume that the psychodynamist., when 

framing and Justifying his hl· 1n terms ot generalisations which are ad-



mittedly loose, necessarily relies on such patterns of inference as one 

appropriate only to more rigorous premises, and that he is doomed to 

fallacy on this account. In a phrase which Eysenck turned against 

Bernard Shaw in another context, let us look at "a good rousing summary 

of these misconceptions" as made by Eysenck himself (19 , PP• 227-2.39). 

In this passage he is concerned to persuade us that to "argue back" from 

observed bdhaviour, and specifically from the data of 'projective' 

personality-tests such as Rorschach and TAT, to "the cause of factors 

which are responsible for our action is an exercise "based on a logical 

fallacy"; and this accusation of logical fallacy is made three times 1n 

the course ot the three-page argument. Thus does Eysenck echo the sen

timent of Pope, who had written (Moral Essays !,, 99-103): 

nin vain the sage, w1 th retrospective eye, 

Would from the apparent ?m!1 conclude the ?!!:!l., 
Infer the motive from the deed, and show 

'!bat what we chanced was what we meant to do." 

Now, there is no dispute that psychodynamists do want to be able to 

argue baok in this kind of way; what I am disputing here is that such 

argument necessarily involves the illicit conversion of the major premiss 

of a simple syllogism (All A's are B: therefore this Bis an A). Eysenck 

can, of course, produce examples of such 'arguing back' which, !!. !!!_ ~ 

resents them, do exhibit such a fallacy. But the questions at once arise 

whether the implied scheme of those particular arguments could be repre-



sented otherwise; and whether. even if they cannot. this 1s the sort 

of arguing back on which hl• and E.81!, necessarily depend. Obviousl;y 

the answer to the second query (the one that matters) is 'no'; be

cause. while false conversion is.! form ot arguing back. it is not 

the only form of it. Nor 1a the psyohoeynamist's range of logical 

schemes restricted to isolated syllogisms whose major premises are 

insufficiently rigorous to do their Job (op. Sherwood 19€$. pp. 231-244). 

Specifically, Eysenck complains that "all the projective techniques". 

and. by 1mpl1oaticn. all hl• which might be based on them and on ana

logous obervational procedures. take the fallacious form of his well

known illustration about sports-oar buyers. 'lbe paradigm syllogism 

att~uted to the psychodynamist in this illustration 1s: 

(1) Sporting young men buy Jaguar sports cars 

(2) This man has bought a Jaguar sports oar 

(3) Therefore. this man is a sporting young man. 

'lhia is clearly invalid; an,d it is only a tightening-up of the loose 

major premiss that Will enable a valid deductive inference to be made 

from knowledge of what car a man has bought. 'lbus. if we tighten it 

to 'fil. SYM buy JSC', then the observation that he has ~ bought a 

JSC warrants the conclusion that he is~ a SYM; while the observation 

that he !!!!, bought one still tells us nothing deductively. It is only 

if we tighten premiss (l) to 'All sYM. only SYM. buy JSC' (that 1s, to 

I 
/ 



'!he bi-conditional 'It and only it A, then B' ), that the affirmative 

observation of premiss (2) acquires 1mplicatory toroe. 

But it is plain that the generalisations of psyoho-eynamic theory 

have not yet •een refined to a corresponding degree of precision and 

exclusiveness, and it is proba'bly in the nature ot the behavioural 

material that they never could be. For the variables, which determine 

whether someone with motive, anxiety or conflict~ actually produces 

behaviour~ as a consequence or expression of it, are many, subtle and 

diverseJ quite apart from the complication that what is to count as 

11Debav1our ~" for the purpose of psy~ic theory would have to be 

conceptualised 'intentionally' in terms, such as 'greeting', 'threaten

ing' or 'avoiding' etc., rather than in pseudo-laboratory specifications. 

Indeed, 1n order to make the car-~uying illustration at all realistic, 

we should have to be content with 'SYM~ to ouy JSC'; because it is 

obvious that quite a number of SYM cannot afford to Duy JSC, even if 

it were broadly true that SYM ~ to ouy JSC. Here, at least, we 

might apply Braithwaite's correction for reducing tendency-generalisations 

to universals (p.oo above), and read 'All SYM, provided that they are 

wealthy enough, buy JSC.' And the psychologist is sometimes able to 

take crudely corresponding steps, as when Bowlby eventually tightens 

up 'Infants who experience maternal deprivation~ to develop affeotless 

psychopathy' into something nearer 'All infants who experience MD, given 



given that it occurs within the critical period and in the absence 

of adequate substitute mothering (Braithwaite' s '. •• given C a b •), _,_ 
do beoome AP's". 

But, granted ths.t the psychodynamioU.:i 11 laws11 are fbr the 

most part still at the looser ' tendency• stage, and destined to 

temain so for a long time in praotice if not perhaps , in the nature 

of the case, fol' ever, nevertheless it does not follo,v that their 

use in 'arguing back' operations necessari~ involves "logical 

fallacy" . l'he reason is they do not have to function as the 

major premise of a single unsupported sJll.logism which commits the 

fallacy of ' asserting the consequent• . For that is not the only 

way they can be used , not is it in fact the we.y they typically 

function in t he arguments which underpin a DI or contribute to a -
fM!.• In short, the imputation of fallacy is valid if, a.ndall3 if, 

the logical oohmme en which such formulations depend has been represeneed 

aoouratel,y. Inaoi'er as it has not been, if only because the part 

played by appeals to context, coherence and subsidiary generalisations 

is not considered, to that extent Fzy'senok's at tack achieves no more 

than a hollow victory over a particularly slender straw man. 

A further small point, which shows perhaps that he is not 

particularly concerned with the accuracy of his analogy between the 

sports-car syllogism and the reasoning o~ the psyohodynamio interpreter 

or projective-t cot u3er i s this. 

"In other woros, 

Eysenck n-i tes ( .2E.. ill• , ~• 228) , 



" ltuying a Jaguar sports car is regarded as a kind of proJectdlpn test . . . . 
But if there is to be the remotest parallelism here, then the situation 

that corresponds to the projective test is not buying the Jaguar but 

rather the presentation, or existence,. of a range of different makes 

and models from which to choose. The selection of a Jaguar from such 

a range corresponds,. if anything,. to the projective test reooro. or 

protocol,. which consists of the peroeptual and apperceptual selections 

made by the patient from the range of material open to~• But the 

analogy is still precarious,. even in this revision. For,. what has 

our sYM "projected", in his case, on to the stimulus-material (that is, 

on to either the oar of his choice or the range of possible oars)? 

He has in no sense perceived, re.structures, re-organised it in his 

own more-or-less idiosyncratic way: what he has done is to associate 

himself with some properties of it rather than others. 'Dlis may be 

partly what Klein means by 'proJeotive identification' (op. Segal 1964, 

pp.42-53); but on the taoe of it the whole business looks more intro

Jective than projective, and puts one 1n mind of Ferenczi's analysis,. 

1n terms of introJeotion, of Jung's word-association teolm1que. For 

Ferenoz1 (1909,. p.51) argued that "it is not that the stimulus-words 

evoke the complicated reaction,. but that the stimulus-hungry affects ••• 

come to meet themi ••• the neurotic 1ntl9Jects the stimulus-word of the 

experiment". 

Be that as it may, our purpose at the moment is to show that there 

Sir be 'arguing baok' which is based on relatively (or indeed,. very) 



loose premises, but is not necessarilJ, fallacious. To this 

end let us examine the f unctioning or a semantic procedure which 

( a) is non-scientific, (b) employs premises of' the loose 1,orms that - -
we are concerned with, and yet (,2) is capable of generating ; 

conolwsions that can be regm'd,ed with consideraule ( sometimes even 

complete) confidence ns correct. Such a procedure is translation 

from one langun~e .to a210ther; and especially, for the sake of the 

comparison, t1·anslation f:rom a dead lllllguage. l or there a.re specific 

features of tha 1,r••nala.tion situation v1hich resemble rather closEtly 

those very nspeots of osychodynamic propositions and logical tactics 

which are sometimes supposed. to vitiate the arguments in whioh they 

:figure. In so doing we take up some implications of · reud' s 

injunction to learn "the language of the Unconscious", and try to 

be rather more specific in working them out than Rycroft ( 1968) is when 

he contrasts thi.s kind of approach with "ca.usal" argurnent5. 

( b) The analoa of' language. When J aokson renders the f irst three 

words ot' the Aeneid as '' Arms I sing and the man • • • " , this can be 

treated as an empil'ical claim of the form : ' Then Virgil wrote .!!:!!!! 

virumque ~ he n1eoot (or, intended to convey the idea) such-and-

such'. It is in fact an instance of arguing back from a presented. 

datum, in thia case the Latin text, to the idoua and intentions that 

gave rise to it. But although it is thus a species of empirical. 

explanation, connecting preeent observations with postulated ante

cedent determinants," there is evidently no question 01' deducing 

particular coniSequences from the 'hypothesis that by 'arma •• • ' 



1-10. 

Virgil meant • rms • .• ~ • , and then running an empirical study to see 

whether in the s tipu.lated conditions such consequences are observed 

to occur. We cannot control such conditions retrospectively, any 

more than we can wind bnck a patientfs psychooathologioal development 

to see 'what would h ve happened if•••'• But the very idea of so 

doing raises a conceptual question whose behavioural corollary we 

have already met. hat would the consequences o:f" such a hypothesis 

look liko? I mean; what are the differential implications of 

postulating, on the one hand, that Virgil meant •trms and the man•••' 

and, on the otner , that he meant 'Ships and tho man •••'? 1'.:very-

thing that he goes on to sczy, 8l1d the subsequent history of the world 

in general, is consis~ent withe ither. (Other translEtions of 

Virgil , end the title of a Shaw play, do not count; because it could 

be the;x; that are based en a mistake, like \.ilton's "blind fury" 

who, in Lycidas, usurps the role of Atropos and unclas3ically 

"slits the thin-apun life".) Even the implications for the meaning 

of the word erma do not entail that it will ever again be used to -
mean 'ships•. Tho behavioural corollary is that, when a!?!, 

postualtes son 1 anxiety or motive, the nature of the theory is such 

that there mrzy be no l ifferential implications for the way that 

feature will be expressed in particular actions outside the data on 

which the DI is based. -
l,.s regards the translation, then, there are any number of 

consequences which, consistently with the meanings of the words, 

oould be derived. ,~itll equal cogency; and llometimes this 1·ange of 

conaequences woulu include, 



as in psyohodynamioa also, mutually canfl1ot1ng onea. And it we look 

tor watertisht general.1sat1ona akut habits ot word-usage, we Shall 

find that 1t is the ex.oeption for a word to be used 1n a uniform 

way, or 1n such uniform circumstances that 1t8 othend.ae varia-le 

meaning can always •e fixed l,y reference to them. ?:be meaning hind 

a particular use of a Latin word 1a not deduo11-le trcm a rtgol"()ua 

generalisation about all instances of that word. 'Die translator' a -
conclusion, therefore, 111 not • 1nterred tram premiaea aa logically 

tight as 'Noboc:b' but a SYM buye a JSC', which Eyeenok apparently tb1nk8 

essential to rational arguing-baok. So, aaeum.tng that translation 1s, 

or oan 'be, a rational and empirical enterprise, 1t fellows that t 

least one form ot arguing back doe3 not draw its epistemological respec

tability from exolwsive, covering-law generali&ations. Let ua inquire 

a little further into how it ia done. 

The generalisations which a translator uses. in readllng his con

clusions about what a passage of Latin means, are not of the form: 

•Every instance of the word mensa reflects the idea of 11table".' For 

although a minority of technical terms may possibly admit of an approxima

tion to this degree of rigidity. it is obvious that most words can conve7y 

more than one idea. It may ae the daee that curoulio always means '»oll

weevil'; but it is not even true that~ nl~ays means 'and'. For the 

most part then. the translator carmot rely on arguments which follow the 



scheme: 

{1) Instances of the word 'X' always convey idea 'Y' 

(2) This ia an instance of word 'X' 
(3) Therefore this means 'Y' 

Indeed. from the point of view of syllogistic reasoning. hia raw-material 

looks hopelessly unpromising. He has to Be content. for the most part 

with generalisations like. •x usually means Y. Dut sometimes means Z'; or 

like. 'X oan mean al.moat anything to do with Y: 
, 

such as Ya. Yb. Ye. - etc •• 

Looser still. some of t..~em oven resern•le. 'X sometimes means Y. sometimes 

z. and sometimes P with about equal freqUBnoy'. So that, if the trans-

lator's implied scheme of argumentation were restricted to what Eysenck 

attributes to the psyohodynamist framing hie m_, he would obviously never 

l9e able to arriv~ rationally at oonolusions such as. 'W'ner, Tacitus wrote 

arcana imperii he meant "secrets of government" • • But since we ~ re-

gard translating from Latin as a rational and fact-stating enterprise, 

and the translation of this particular phrase ae rational. fact-stating 

and true, the translator must have other logical cards up his sleeve. And 

if he does. why should not the psychodynamist also play a similar hand? 

Clearly the nature of these supplementary cards is worth investigating. 

In order to do so instruotively. we notice some further respects in 

which the looseness or flexibility of the translator's premises resemulos 

that of the empirical generalisations with 'Chioh the paychodynamic inter-

preter hae to work. For the linguist has to make do not only ( 1 ) with 



propositions thnt are non-apeoifio ( so that X m93 tend to mean -
such-and-suoh, but raey sometimes mean this, that or the other 

instead), but oven (ii), in some cases, with propositions that are 

almost self'-contrauictory in the disjunctions which ~hey encompass. 

Thus his premises may truce the quixotic i'orm, ' The word X can mean 

either Y or the opposite of Y'; where "the opposite" covers different 

sorts of antithesis. :le may theref o.r•e counter one of Cioffi' s 

objections by obse.i:vi.ng that the psychodynamic 'Unconscious' is 

not alone in failing to observe the principle of non-contradiction 

( op. ch.5 ( o.) c.bovo). /,ny linguist will b e able, of course, to 

multiply his o,m cxrunples of ( i) and (ii); and also, no doubt, to 

add to the dimensions of floxibility along which suoh definitional 

laws can ...ery: by ,hi.oh I mean to suggest that variation of a word's 

meaning according, for example, to syntactic context ( suoh as word.

order within a clause) would be a different kind of variation from 

that whichrepands upon semantic context. 

Examplas or type ( i) are two-a-peany. But it is worth 

noticing how examples of ( ii) function in practice, and how this 

illuminates the use of their behavioural corollaries in su1porting 

DI ' s and PAN' s. - - A convenient Latin verb of type (ii) is subire, 

which oan mean either 'to rise up• or •to sink dow• , - thus 

exemplifying opposition in terms of spatial movement. Opposition 

in terms of temporal movement , as it mre, and determined by syntaciic 

as opposed to semantic context, would be exemplified by, for instance, 

the ~'rench adjective t>rochain meaning either • gone before• or 'coming 

after' depending upon its own position after or before the 



noun. Again,, the Latin adJect1ve caeous oan mean ltoth (actively) •unaale 

to see' or (passively) 'unahle to be seen'. Moreover. this aotive

versus-pasaive variation on a ltasic theme reflects a systematic trans

formational principle according to which the 'transferred' meanings of 

a word are generated out of ita 'root' meaning; and it must be evident 
~ 

by now that a behavioural analogue of precisely thialsituation is an im-

portant ingredient in much psychodynamio argumentation. 

'lhe psyohodynamic generalisation corresponding to ( 1) Will take 

the form: ' such behaviour tends to derive from motive~, but can have 

different determ1.nants'. Farrell (1961) has discussed an example of 

"the boy D",, where the parallel proposition would run: 'In such a situa

tion,, aggressive anti-social lDehaviour tends to reflect the need to test 

out a new environment; aut it may be produced by a lDrain-tumour among 

other things'. In a case like this,, a£!_ which appeals to the tendency 

without explicitly ruling out the alternative■ (which may not be possible 

in practice or in retrospect) is apt to lDe diamiaaed as ar'bitrarily selec

tive. 

It is notoriously difficult,, however,, to pin down the logical grammar 

of this sort of tendency-statement. As •ra1thwaite's conversion indicates 

(p.00 above), they are sometimes supposed to ~e juat rather messy statis

tical generalisations which have not been pi,operly quantified: it is 

assumed that 11n principle' (another deus ex machina of UI'.IITegenerate 



scientism) they are reducible1if not to a univereal linking X and Y 

in apeoifiaale aut hithertc unidentified conditions. nevertheless to 

the bare frequenoy-o•servat1on that. overall and regardless of condi

tions. 'a peroent of X turn out to •e Y', from which observation the 

eta t1atical probaltil1 ty of ~ X turning out Y oan be inferred. 

Obviously neither the psyohodynamist nor the linguist is "114/ usually 

in a position to operate with quantified. propositions of this kind. Nor 

are their tendency-statements necessarily making the unquantified majori

ty-claim that 'most X's turn out Y' . as we have seen in-.the case of 

word-meanings. For although they certainly convey something stronger 

than merely 'eome X's turn out Y' . they may do no more than postulate 

a systematic connection ltetween X and Y that ia firmer than any systema

tic conneotion 'between X and any class of phenomena that are not Y. If 

it were the case. nfore. that 4~ of X'a turned out to lte Y. 20~ 

turned out A. 20%B. 10~ C and 10% D. then there would still lte some 

sense. how•eit limited. 1n whioh 'X's tend to turn out Y' (understand: 

' ••• rather than anything else in particular'). 

But the tendencies of which both the linguist and the 'behavioural 

theorist speak are not all or necessarily of this kind which rests on 

the inadequate or idealised observation of the frequency of instances . 

'lbey are often, in an important but inconveniently nebulous way. 'implica

tive' , in the senae of implying of some structure which at once generates 



tbe tendency and 1B the ground for asserting it1 cp. Sherwood's dis

cusaion of cows couehant (196<). pp. 2ll•214), and Harre1s of the grounds 

for expecting n "flush ot blue jacket:," (1970, p.27). Thus, if l say 

"1his die tends to show odd numbers". my claim Jr.ay lte valid (by which 

I mean 'rationally and empirically secure'. not Just 'going to be seen to 

be true') even ltet"ore that die has ever been thrown, provided that I 

have weighted it, or know it to have 11een weighted, accordingly. For 

these reasons it would be a complex business indeed to systematise the 

~ationale, 1mpl1cat1ons and means of verification 60 tendency propositions 

1n general. 'lhia ia underlined by Ayer's recent remarkS on the topio 

(1972, pp. 61-6}) which suggest that philosophers are especially puzzled 

by the logic of the support-relation Detween a "generalisation of tenden

cy" and any particular warrant-statement for it, and that they do not go 

much further than articulating or formalising the intuit.ions of' the per

ceptive layman. One suoh 1ntu1 t 1on which Ayor mentions, however, does 

bear closely upon the argument of this chapter: namely that, i n deciding 

whether to expeot this particular X to be a Y (on the strength of ' X's tend 

to be Y') we try to estaltlish the absence of "countervailing faotora"J that 

1s. evidence auggest1ng that~ is one of those x•a which turn out not-Y 

1nsp1 te of the aroad trend { cp. section ( d) below). 

As regards { 11), 1 t 1s the precisely analogous versatility of some 

psychod:ynam1o hypotheses, when they involve such transformational principles 



as repression, over-compensation and reaction-formation, that leads to 

the grievance that they can be used to account for anything 1n retro

spect aut to predict nothing in particular (op. ch. 5(a), aDove). For 

a psyohodynamic theory may well generate the hypathesis that a given 

emotional conflict can issue in either an excess or a lack of a certain 

sort of behaviour; or, in retrospect, that a given sort of behaviour 

may result from either an excess or a laok of a certain crucial sort 

of experience. Examples might be, of the latter, to link attention-

seeking with either over-protection or emotional deprivation; and, 

of the former, to account for both anti-aooial aggressiveness and undue 

passivity by reference to an alleged conflict over authority-relations. 

This gives rise to the feeling that if both the presence and the ab

sence of the behaviour (or experience) concerned will serve to support 

the DI, then there are no observations that could ~ono&iveDly count 

against it, no particular truth conditions oan be specified and the 

alleged interpretation therefore becomes vacuous. How is it then 

that the translator, apparently forced to rely on similar sorts of 
I 

material, manages to escape similar charges of arDitrary selectiveness 

and vacuity? 

We noticed a•ove, however, that the parallel paradox of using~ 

'Well, the engine is hot'!!!! 'Well~ the engine is cold' to explain rey 

oar's failure to start 1s resolved by showing that in both propositions 

there is an implied 'too' qualifying the adjectives; and that a consistent 



explanation resides in that consistent 'too'. We may take some en-

couragement from this, and reflect that apparently flexible theories 

may be necessary to cope with the evident flexiDility of human nature. 

People just 2,2 react in opposite ways to 'the same' predicament or 

stress, as Pope commented with his customary elegance and over-compression: 

"Behold! if fortune or a mistress frowns, 

Some plunge in business, others share their crowns: 

To ease the soul of one oppressive weight, 

'Ihis quits an empire, that embroils a state: 

The same adust complexion has impelled 

Charles to the convent, Philip to the field." 

(M:>ral Essays!,, 103-8) 

But, instead of concluding with him that reason is powerless in face of 

such hehavioural caprice, let us look for a lead at how the linguist 

deals rationally with that capricious Latin ver~ subire. 

Suppose that a pupil, after correct but incomplete use of his dic

tionary, mistakenly translates the form sultit as 'rises up'; and that 

his teacher corrects him, pointing out that sueire can also mean 'to 

sink down'. The pupil pootests in exasperation, "Well, if it can mean 

opposite things, then you never know where you are with the word: truth

conditions for its meaning cannot be stipulated, and a particular claim 

about what it means in a particular instance tl1e!!!ef'ore becomes vacuous." 

The teacher will answer this, of course, by showing that, when it is taken 



!!l .:!:!!!.!. erticular context to mean 'sink down' , then the sentence con

cerned fits in oetter with what is being said before and after it. 

But i!tbese metaphors of 'f1 tting in' , of 'coherence I and of I goodness of 

fit', which we have already encountered in a Behavioural context, have 

ps,oved to ~e complex and to cover different kinds of ooherenoe (op. 

ch. 6(0 ) ) . For there is more than one way in which a thing may fit 

in, or fail to fit 1n, with other associated things: a book may fit 

1n with the others on the shelf perfectly as regards size and colour, 

but •e quite out of place with respect to subject-matter of alphabetical 

order of authors. Indeed, we have seen that one way 1n which a ~ 

makes the •ehav1oural data *fit' together is by telling a different 

~ of story, whioh deals 1n a different~ of coherence; as if one 

should discover that the books in someone's liarary were grouped, not 

according to •iography, poetry, history and so on, out by publisher, 

colour or nationality of author. '!be question is raised, then, agout 

what sort of coherence is assumed to be relevant to the particular situ

ation in hand: with !!h!,!, we have to ask ourselves, do we expect an 

interpretation, Whether linguistic or aehavioural, to cohere, - and why? 

We shall find. in the next section, that these questions also cannot 

readily be answered by simple and rigorous formulations. 

If we refer oaok to translating sUDire, it is plain that this co

herence is not to ae identified with! priori deduot1veness. That is 

to say• the teacher is not claiming that, if you assume that sub1t means 

at this point 'sinks down' , then what comes in the next few sentences 

!J 



could have 'Deen atriotly deduced fl'Om the comltination of that assump

tion with some other given propositions (pemk9s> altout the context 

or the writer's known intentions and verlDal haeits); because there 

are many things the author might go on to oay, ~ of which would lte 

coherent and thus lend waight to the suggestion thats~ here means 

'sink down' • Imagine that the auaject of sultit 1a !2!,, - 'the sun'. 

Then the teacher's argument might run something like: 'Since this 

is a pastoral•C\llll•soc1ologic&l bit of Virgil we are dealing With., then 

if he is talking about the sun setting, rather than rising, he 1a 

likely to go on to mention shadows lengthening, airds going to aleep, 

tanners coming home, lamps being lit, and that sort ot thing'. It is 

important tha.t subsequent reference to anythilll of this ~nther loosely 

circumscriaed) ~ Will do for the teacher's pul'pose. 

We have already noticed the archaeologi.et relying on a parallel scheme 

of argument (p.00, aaove)., and com:nented that it closely re:sem l es the 

situation in which the psyohodynamist might claim any of various dif

ferent sorts of behaviour as confirmation of am, postulating a certain 

motive_ confiict or Whatever. In the case of the translation., and also 

mutatis mutand1s 1n the cases of the aNhaeologist and them,., the scheme 

ot argument is not so much: 'If and only it' he means! he will go on to 

say precisely ,R, s, !. ... and., lo and behold, he does. It is rather: 

'He is unlikel;t: to have gone on to say la• g., !. ... unless he had meant 

!'. This is partly because What would count, in the translation, as 



'). 'fo . 

the 'consequences' of the 1hypothesis' are themselves part of the 

presented data; and this is another point which we have already 

met. when trying to withdraw the wedge driven between 'prediction' 

and 'coherence' (p.00 above). So that. faced with a word of 

e4uivocal signifioanoe. we do not 1n fa.ct "frame hyf)otheses" of any 

rrecision and test them out: what we do say to ourselves is 'Let's 

see what he goes on to say•. and in the light of that we decide what 

the writer must have meant by the problematical word. But, although 

not necessarily directed •Y specific hypotheses,thia investigation of 

what he goes on to say is far from being open-minded or perspect1ve

fi'ee; for it certainly needs to be structured by some idea of what 

to look f or, which 1n turn must lte eased on some assumptions about 

what f eatures of what he says will be relevant. 

And so we again oome up against the problem of how we :recognise con

textual relevance; l,ut also against the analogy that, since we manage 

to use it efficiently and heuristically in understanding language even 

though its governing principles seem to defy precise articulation, we 

ought not to despair of being able to put the corresponding skill in 

the interpretation of behaviour on a rational and empirical footing. 

Let us tr:, to clarify the prc•b.lem. at least, ay noticing some of the ob

staoles which!!:! regularly overcome by successful appeals to contextual 

relevance. both linguistic and behavioural. It is obvious enough, in 

a particular case, what is being appealed to: the problem is to specify 

in a general and systematic way what defines the class of legitimate. and 



and therefore potentially suooeeaful, appeals. Using the same broad 

analogy, Grice illustrates in a classical article (1957, p.388) the 

particular point but helps only vaguely with the general one: 

11 
••• 1n oases where there is doubt, uay, aeout which 

of two or more things an utterer intends to convey, we tend 

to refer to the context (linguistic or otherwise) of the 

utterance and ask which of the alternatives would be rele

vant to other things he is saying or doing, or which in

tention in a situation would fit in with some purPQae he 

oDviously has (e.g. a man who calls for a 'pump' at a fire 

would not want a 'bicycle pump)." 

But on \'lhat grounds are actions and intentions Judged to 11£1 t in w1 th some 

purpose ••• "? 

( c) Dimensions of context. 

1 
7 



(c) Dicenoions of context. Questiono about both linguistic and 

behavioural significance are complicated• then. not jUBt by the need to 

appea1 to context. but also by the fact that such appeals mey be made to 

a vide, and matecedently uru,pecitiablc. ~ariety •o$ emnte:x.tuau considerations. 

We have looked at an example where a guide to establishing coherence can 

h derived tran the asaunption that B descriptive pasorige is likely to refer 

to 9Tents associated in timo: sunset. ilome-goine. l mnp-ligbting and ao on. 

In so doing, we may bo thoUSht to be relyinft to.ci tl:y en that much misused 

' principle of parsimony', by asaundn~ it to •e more likely that a passage 

cootaina a tev general the s consiatently worked than that it treats of 

se"Yenil dispart.te ones. And 86 in literature. so perbapa in individual 

psychopathology. Dut there will al.so be cases v~ re appeal is made . not so 

much to the content or what's beins said, as to the pur pooe or motive for 

which it is being 1aid. 

Consi der a speech in vhicb some court-orator like Cicero is defending 

a dubious ga.ng-lender. We co e.croo a phrase contlli.ning a vord that 

111cu1.ns, in e. general sense, 'clover'; but it can toke on either landatory 

shades and commotationa or pejorative ones. So that eometi oa it is to be 

rendered ' intelligent'• say, aod other tir.ies 'era.tty' or 'scheming'. 

Our choice between these alte ti ves vill be guided not merely by 

conoiderations about the speech hc.n,d.ng together internally fran e. semantic 

point of Tiev, but by the assum tion9 external to vhu.t is actuo.lly being 

said, that Cicero wants hia client to tt d favour with the judges and be 

acquitted. But this consideration does not allow ws to ahov tho eiaple 

conclusion that the orator will never use the wor~ in a pejorative sense in 

the course ot this areech, oa the «round that he will not vant to disparge 

bia client in f ront f t the jud11es. Bec&'Wle, on the one hand, Cicero will 

be willing, in the interests of appearing realistic and icpartial1 to 

admit that his man has a tev pecadilloea o.nd may have fallen f'rO?l grace 

on iso:ia occasions;. on the other, be will \D,'-llt to as1r riletoricu ques tions 

(inviting the ansver ' Bo') vhich ez:iply derogator,J predicates . 



ThU3 there is no simple subsidiary context-generalisation vhich 

follows 1'rom the general strategy ot t1j'ing to impress the judgcG 

{e . g . 'Cicero always refers to his client in f'avoura.ble terms')• and vhicb 

we implicitly invoke in deciding how to interpret the problematica! 

work. Tnere may be a broa.a. tendency tovard favourable references overall. 

but the tactic of & partic\llar line of • tgUThent or stylistic device can 

ovc:.:-ri it . ThHe tactics (sucn as rhetorica1 question• diaarming condour 

double•blutf, tlattery • tongue-in-cheek• sarcasm} must be reccsr: · sed i~r 

vhat tt.ay are in the incti vi dual inotonce and allowed to supervene . Only 

in thin wo.y dove &.void the mistake ot translating a question , consistently 

with the broad tendency, aa 'Do you think my client is intelligent?' when 

the point is that Cicero is asking, co~sistently with the tactic of toe 

mCllllllnt , 'Do you toke my client tor a cr&tty schemer? ' 

1'he quQstion ot hw -people mancge to make such recognitions r'li ses 

complexities ou.t;,;ick cur : c~:: • ?,ut t.~e fe~t thi!,J 1-.h~y l!llt e them, and 

must neceusarily nulke tbcm if translation (nod linguistic understanding 

generally) is to get off the 13rol.lld1 barks back to the need for c. kind 

of conooptual empathy which ~e have discussed above in the cobtext of 

beba.v.ioural under11tanding (ob . 5(b)) . Ful"tbermore, the tact that one 

can eo times identity 4Dd understand such devices• even vhen coming 

across them fC1r the first time, attests to the efticacy of some nab.ilous ·-and unspecifi.~d context-considerations which nust be at vork. I have in 

mind, tor example, the naive reader ' a capacity to discover for himself 

that. in tiational gangster-land a.t any te, "I'm worried about your health" 

e'Tidently mo ns "I'll kill you it you don •t play ball." . 

For this situation, then, of Cicero making a speech as defence

lawyer, the context-conoiderations, in the l ' ght of which ve adj@di.cate 

the sense in which a pEU'ticular instance of a ~ord is tc be token• are 

rather different f':rom those in the 'sunset' example. This tact, that 

different sorts of observo.tion can legi. ti111ately be appealed to in the 

search 6or coherence, is another point of re&emble.nce between the linguist ic 



and the psychocqnmc acene. For cm interpretive 1argwont back ' to 

a patient's conflicts or anxieties ay very well take account of data 

u diverse as the way he sits• the words he uses to describe a person, 

his fanta$e:y to a RorsctJa b'lot and the a:y he spends his money. But 

it ia still a problem to kncnr hov the ge lisationa about such data, 

vhich are thea lves looae e.nd perhaps even mutually conflicting, can 

be ed rationally and reliably. And yet, in the case ot Cicero's 

oi:,eech also, the senera.liso.tions in which the context-generali ations 

v.l'c u1.pressed, if tbey were to be formalioed, "ould llave this 

aap,ct 11 that sane ere more gener l than others; and even that these 

which obtain t the level ot specific tactics may conf"l.ict, in respect 

or usage-prediction, vith the broader tendencies of overall trategy. 

These features :mq be contrasted vith a few excepttonal 

ai tu&tions in whiC!l the linguist is ~ed, 1.mcho.racteriatico.l..ly .. : th 

tigbteand riauruw t:;c:wvrul.i.1;:,~\,j_\JUD auvui. t.ua There are some 

purposes and occasious t~r vbiah language is WJed in a restricted and 

etereoty:ped v y; 110 that, it the context of a language-episode (or 

'text') can be identified as such a purpose or occasion• then some 

very specific generalisations can be brought into play . A elasisical 

echolar would often be able to reconstruct a Dissing halt time of Homer, 

it the page were torn, on tbe utrength of his knmrledge ot the :,oet •a 

verbal haoits of prediction and tiJ:1e-ending, some of wbich are 110 

invariant, as to be renown as 'formulae'. Simil&J"ly the sot-phrases 

used in inscribing monuments ot all sorts (whether tombstones, votive 

al.tars or tribute-liets) ver orten uo stereotyped that, ei ven a tev 

orucit1l ayllablee for the names of the people, gods or states concerned, 

the epigraphist can juatifiably inter a great deal about how a damaged 

inscription must have read, and therefore o.bout what it must have meant, 

even thouall it no longer says it ( cf Burn 19 •• 1 P• ) • .But all tbies 

requires being able to recognioe the context as a line of Honour, or 

as a tribute-list rather then a tombstone. 



For the moot ptlrt, however. subaidiery generalisations are 

much lo~er than this 1 1md can ap))Oal. only to the sort of thing to be 

expected in a given linguistic or behavioural context. We have s~en 

that archaeologists• for exat1ple1 obviously make only loose 

'predictions' a'bout tho sort ot thing that will ceop up it' it's this 

sort ot site rather than thati and tbet they have the conceptual job 

ot matching indi vio.ua.l finds and observations against the species of 

thin~ or fea.tures predicted. We be.ve also seen, in the tie1d of human 

behaTiour 11t large that the question ot vhat sort or,r(behaviour is a 

appropriate. in !!. given contaxt, for our e.nery man , a frightened man, 

a j ealous man or an ambitious man, so as to be able to explain Smith's 

action ao 'wbat you would expect•, raises the turther que stions of 

specialist versus camnonsenso understanding of people I and or the need 

to conceptuU.i.se a particular action ae agaressive1 panicky, self• 

satiGfied, detenaive, ootenta.tious and so on. 

In the caoeoot lansuo.ge, any attempt to avoid theae difficulties 

by tr)'ing to provide ( or by arguing that we i plici tly rely \I5)on) an 

'operatione.l.' definition ot the f\Dings of vords, ane.logouely to such 

definition of telTlS like 'angry', 'frightened', 'jealous•, 'ambitious•, 

in beho.vioural oxperi ontation, proves futile. There ia no change of 

converting Cicero's tendency to use the word favourably into matrix 

o~ tight generalisation to the etf'ect that 'In contextt'I of type c, and 

vitb tactic T, o_perating word X will moan ; in C~• with T1_4, it will 

mean , etc.• . Because• on the ooe band, this does not avoid the 

'intentionality• problem ot recogninin context& and tactica fnr what 

they are• and, on the other, then would be no end C>o t he column o:f 

'types of context• required by on xhauative matrix. Furth r, some 

•types• vould have to be epecitied oo minutely, in order to Justify any 

generaJ.ising extrapolation, that we should risk ending up with merely 

an inTentory of particular usages in particular contexts. I mean: from 

the observation that thio trightenod Persian olave in this dream-story 

uaea the word to mean I do ve inter that this unge is typical ot 
dro~, slaves, Persians or frighter:ed men? 



'rher~ are indeed some higher-level rules-of-thumb which are 

apt to get invoked ;hen there seem to be equally good grouoos f'or 

interpreting the facts, whether textual or behavioural, in di:ff'erent 

ways: that i e to s:-zy, when both p and q seem equally ,iell supported 

by subsidiary context- generalisations. e have alreody encountered 

the textual c ·; t ic• s maxim that the " more dif1 icul t reading'' should 

take preference in equivocal oases ( ch.4 ( a ) ) . But "difficult" 

in what wa:y'l ,~ot just hard to make sense of, or obscure in meaning; 

for the famous V'irgillan crux provided by the l ~st letter of the 

phrase i'aoilis deaoensus Averno (f,eneid ,2, 126: "it is easy t o go down 

to Avernus") is onl3 too r eadily understood by the schoolboy nho has 

forgotten that this cruse-ending is not r egularly used f'or ' motion 

towards' a place. 1.nd precisely because it is not, 1.t is d!hffioult 

for the export to believe that this is what ✓irgil \Yrote; but the 

rule-of-thumb enjoins him to prefer this dit'1'iculty to the grammatically 

more otthodox variant found in some texts. 

But tho question of kinds o:a.:' dimensions of di 1'1'iculty is 

raised, and i t can be seen to become more complicated if we apply 

the rubrio to o. larger textual question. , n impromptu of ~chubert 

( D899, no.3) is to be t'ound published both in the key of G- flat and 

also in G-ma.jor. hioh is the more "difficult" voriant; or rather, 

what dimension of di fficulty is relevant here? ./Is regards reading 

the text, tho C- i'lat version is harder; s o it is, pe1·haps , as regards 

playing the piece: these dimensions therefore suggest G-flat as the 

original key. fatthews, however, speoifice.ll.y denies that the a- major 

is easier to pley- ( 1972, p.197), thus turning the rule•of-thumb 
decision to.rn.ru.s tb.t key. On the other hand, it is hard to 

understand, from another point of view, why such a rich and lyrical 

work should hove been written in bright and innooont G-major rather 

than in a suptuous flat-key. ( r here is no doubt where Liszt would 

have written it; end you me.,y se.,y that Chopin di d , rite it in flats, 

in the first of hi3 op. 25 studies!) Considerati on of this dimension 

of' difficulty v:ould lead us to prefer G-major, and to suppose th.at 

some editor made tho obvious pianistic 'correction•. In iact it 



7-28. 

seems to be dear, in this case, that the original key ( what Schubert 

'really meant' ) wos "'-flat; and even it' this were not independentaiy 

demonstrable, a co,-ent 'structural' argwnent could be baaed on the 

close affinity between this key and that of the ending of the immediatel,y 

preceding piece in the same set ( Matthews, ~; and op. ch.8 below). 

This suggests thnt the relevant dimension of difficulty, for the 

application of our ' rule-of-thumb• to this problem, should have been 

ease of' reading ( even though it cuts across ease of playing! ) • 

Another. such r ubric, which we have also met, enjoins us to 

prefer the moro economical of 8D3 two accounts of the data which are 

equall,y oonsiotent with all relevant considerations , whether primary 

or contextual. gain there is s:ope for disputing what dimension, 

this time of ' econoJI\Y1, is relevant. Por although Occam is sometimes 

said to have had econoizy of novel postualtes in mind, the sense in 

which Lloyd Morgan' a '' principle of parsimony'' saves us fi'om 

unneoesaarily su .rosing that his dog knows how the gate- latch works, 

as opposed t o merely being !2k, to work it, i e different ( op. Murpey 

and I ova oh 1972, p. 131) . Some animals, of only human ones , g.2, know 

such things. out the idea obviousl,y is that, if an explanation 

involving !!· familit 1" f'aotora ,e1;0. Wi.ll do just as good a job as one 

involving n-plus-x such factors, we should ossume the l e~ complex - -
oystem to be operating. .Applied unoritica.ll,y to human 1uviour, 

and perhaps also to the pl'\J!vioal sciences ( op. Uax-r~ 19721 P•45), it 

eaoily leads to falsehood. \1hen ltozart was giving the firet performance 

of one of his piano oonce1.•tos, he had not had time to wri to out the 

piano- part and therefore plf\Yed. it out of his head. But si nce 

convention dictated at the time that it was bad form to ' show off' 

in this w03, he set up the score of' another work on the piano. Now, 

for someone who so.w L oz art playing K .450 with a score in ii'ont of 

him, the eoonomioel interpretation would be that he was playing from 

the score; and it "ould be highly unparsimoniou.s, indeed rr.ethodologioal~ 

profligate, .for tho observer to suggest ( trul,y) that . ozart was 

ignoring the soo.1.•e and playing from memory, even though ,e know that 

people can pl~ lrom 1 ,emory. however, if you l'ill in a bit more 

detail , or "tell more o.f the story", nWliely that it was the score of 

(sl\Y) K.414 that he had on the piano, t hen the simple story no longer 

even covers the data. This should remind us that the outcome o.f 



Appeals to parsimony, of which psychologists are ingenuously fond, 

depends upon how the behavioural data are represented in the first 

place. Thus i f t he w,zys in which behaviour is to be described are 

orti:f'ioiall,y and dogmatioally restricted (as we saw Pavlov doing, 

p. 6-18 . above), t hen this inevitably means aeleoting what behaviour 

gets reported. Because of this selectivity, and espeoially when it 

is allied, for example, to the stultifying elasticity and oiroularity 

of Skinner's conception of •stimulus• • ' operant' 8lld •reinforoement• , 

people can be encouraged to remain content with a apeoiously pars()monious 

( even a ''three-term" ) t heory of human action ( op. 'ildnner 1969, pp.1O, 

123, 138 and paasim) . That whichd efends ethology againat anthro

pomorphism may impose zoomorphism upon psychology: if • peak 

experienoeg' or ' identity diffusion• never get reported, there 

will seem t o be no need for a theoretical account of t hem. 

These meta•oontextual rules-of-thumb ( about difficult 

readings or parsimony) are presumably supposed to be not merely 

heuristic b~ also • i mplicative• of some law-like principle of human 

functioning: indoed they a.re heuristic no doubt because, and insofar 

as , they are implicative. We have seen above that TJhat they imply 

are generalisat i ons about the differential likelihood of '' trivialisation'' 

as opposed t o other errors , in the one case, asi of certain 

evolutionary uohivvemants, in the other. uhat has just been argued 

is the need to be · ble to identify the relevant dimension of context, 

whether linguistic-symbolic or behavioural, before t hey can be reliably 

applied. 

One f i nal wa::,r in which contextual consi derations can 

determine the si cnif icanoe to be attributed to a particular sumbolio 

or behavioural el ement claims attention as a witness both to the 

power of' contex tual cues and to our ability to r ecogni se that power 

at work in individual instances; even when these instances def'y the 

lawlike system which r egularly obtains. For situations do occur 

in which the r ules defining the significance of' a symbol are 

broken and yet we can recognise the fact, and understand the 

situation on internal evidence alone. This testifies to "the 
T' 

operation called v1stehen 11 ( Abel 194.8) which we have discussed 

before. That is to sey: even though our understanding is based 

on the systematic 



assumption that 'all X'• an ', ntJW!rthel.eea v can idonti4) a 

oounter-ey,Jtematic exception. trox:a the context, tmd reoopiee 

tbat the rule b been brOllen. Thua. so to.r rr0111. cur n.rguing•'b ck 

neceaoarily de nding up<>n tis,htn an<1 inflexible t!eneralisaticns~ 

it C4ll succeed ( tba.Jlka to contextu l ubaidiarie ) even hen tbe 

usual rul.eo do not bol4. 

'l'b.e linsuiat is unod to loeting the cont•xt overricle the 

etipulat d ani ot a. • cular word, vb n l e reco{'llitutG and 

t:ron•l~tea a taphorical UGage .. Thua, although the French word 

deut reg • ly'2 ans •tooth• , th nglieh tor it. in t • pbrcs• -"il a uno dent centre noi" is not t h' but ' Gr~ e•. And tbe 

g ne l question ot aw <;10 manage to use ackground ones to identify 

and und rato.nd to.pborical expressions is a tter of' aome 

pbilosopuicaJ. interoot (Bl.ack 19621 pp. 24-47. cp. Hesse 19661 

PP• 157-171). tfh t concerns wa hero io :simply that ve can dona, 

in tho a~eenc ot e.ntecedent gttneralisationa about bov a particul~r 

cent.ext vill reflect ouch rules of .rbal WJ&ge M tbero are. 

I""'\ 
Linsui t~• also know• of cour.se. that, in aotm lantJUB,gos 

( •I• classical Creek} a giwn lford of' n gatien will uu::1ctit11Qs c eel 

and 011:et:b.,os intensity another n go.ti vo in the • o aentenc:e 

dopei:uting upon vorcl-order. But t · e, io straight torvo,rclly to al.low 

the outcc:we ot ' X e times metu10 and sometimes uot. ' to be 

d.fltormined by a epecif'io and u.nanbiBuouo aubnidiar,- feature o! 

syntactic context. wnen. ho-.raver. the seneral rule is that multiJ"lB 

uegt.tive1 cancel, aa in · sli•b• ve con till recO£Dise Bb.ake&peN'e's 

rare, rule-bretll ing intensive negativo £or vhat it i&: "O horror, 

horror, horrorl Ton nor heart ctumot conceive nor nm::ie thee" 

~ o.c:i~'tl\ II. 3). We are abl~ to oay, on the st.r ngtb ot wder tanding 

a unique context, vhicb bft reterre<l to no rule, that Shekeupeore 

mmt. haw broken the rule. de we correct new•paper-1.1_bprint• t'or 



ourselves, again on the strength oi' very nebulous generalisations 

about what sort of thing the writer is .likely to ho.ve meant, we are 

concluding that a rule ( of correspondence, between writer's intention 

and newsprint) hus been broken. The text of the music-critiM5 

column S<\YS t hat 'f'urcell's Ode to st. Cecilia "tickled by nerve of 

visibility"; but \IC can divine, on entirely rational end factual 

grounds, that what Card.us must have written was 11tickled my nerve of 

risib1li ty" • 

Some beimvioural parallels to t his contextual modificatim8 

and even contrndiction, of semantic stipulations will redeem this 

linguistic analogy. In the general field of personality assessment, 

for instance, let alone that of medical diagnostio practice, it has 

al.ways been stand.a.rd. procedure not to attach fixed significance to 

a particular t est- response but to jw.ge its significance in the light 

of the rest of tho record. Thus an itxplosive colour-response say, 

given to partoof the second Rorschach bof!.t, 'means' something different 
when followed by tense rejection of the card than when followed by 

a real1stio an 1 sensitive ~-response. Hence the whole rationale -
of "sequenoe analysis" 1n this (and aey) projective technique 

( op. Klopfer and D,e.vidson 1962, p.128; Aloook 1963, pp.80-84) • 

.Again, when dealing with a supposedly more obJective and 

reliable questionnaire procedure, the MUPI , Md"innon found that what 

distinguished the test-profiles of his creative architects from those 

of psychiatric patients naa not the relative absence of 'abnormal' 

scores on the clinioa.l aoalea ( for there were almost as many), but 

the fact that they occurred consistently in the context of much 

higher ratings on the sub-scale ot 'ego-strength' ( cp. Barron 196.5, 

pp.57-67). Lastly, in the field of personality assessments based 

on peysic,aJ. or neurolopl}1'siological •constitution' (such as those of 

Kretsoru£er, Pavlov, !;heldon or Eysenck), there ia scope for a 
I 

corresponding interplay of factors in which one's constitutional 

predisposition to behave in one sort of W1'Y mo;y have been overlaid, 

and become dominated, by the acquired learning of discrepant behaviour

patterns. Thus thttre m~ well be constitutional oerebrotones 

who do not typically behave cerebrotonioally, a point which Pavlov 



thoue;ht Kretschner had failed to grasp ( cp. G.ra_y 1964.; p.42). 

Whether the •de0p-struoture• of one's temperament in this sense 
is expressed, or is the dominant expression, in a particular 

situation depends on that situation's capacity to act i vate acquired 
r ather than bu1lb•in reaction t endenoies. Consequently the 

theoretical postulation o~ a given temperamentsl deep-structure, 

P, is consistent with both p_-like and _i•like behaviour; and the same 

goes for psyohodynnmio deep-etruoture too. 

( d) Value-added, and the reduction of unlikel1h02$,• This ~neral 

ld.mi of argument ,,hi.oh we have b6en advancing, in making the causal 

significance of' en event or property dependent upon its lonsittdinal 

and oross-seotional context, is familiar to economists, o.nd has been 

applied in :sociology to the analysis of "collective behaviour" ( Smelser 
\ 

1962, pp.1 2-21). In order to ox-eate a product of some ,eoonomic 

value, such as a motorcar, oertain raw materials ere needed and they 

have to be subjected to various kinds of processing. ,e shall 

require such substances as iron ore, glass, rubber, plastics and 

paint; and such processes as amelting, painting, oud:ing, tempering, 

mould1ng, and welding rill be necessary. And it is of crucial 

importance, of course, to the production of a oa.r that these prooese~s 

be applied to the materials at the right time 1n the ritht sequence: 

it is no good pain ting the iron ore, or welding the tyres to the 

windscreen. But to the extent that each process ia indeed carried 
out 1n the appropl'ia.te order ( f'or a oar), to that extent 1 t 

cumulativel3 Gelds 'value• to the prodl,lot; and the further the appropriate 

sequence 1s carried throuah, the less possibility there is of the 

end-produot being an_ything other thah a oar. Up to a certain point, 

the production program could be switched to refrigerators, but there 

comes a stage when the only ohoioe left is between a "coup'" and 

an "estate0 • 

Smel ser argues that ~ttempts to anaJ,yse the determinants of 

some eooiological phenomena, such a& messianic movements or panic, have 

typical]3 been content to spell out a list of necessary or perhaps 

sufficient ingredients, without being atare that, if you do not also 

specify a unique method of combining these ingredients, your recipes 

will not be excluoively f or messiah.a or for panic b~t for other 



eventualities as well. Thus your anal,ysis will not have accounted 

apeoifically for panio ( as opposed, 8 1 y, to the persecution of 

aliens). Each individual determinant of pa.nio adds its oaus~ 

value according as it occurs in the right relation ( temporal, spatial, 

quantitative eto.) to other co-determinants, so that this structuring 

0£ the d eterminanta 1is as necessary to the particular outcome as is 

the oocurrenoe or existenoe of the determinants themselves. 

If we transfer this argument to the generative antecedents 

of individual people's psychopathology and its behavioural expression, 

we see that it is not neoessari:13 absurd to account tor both behaviour 
• 

X and behaviour Y by reference .to the same group of determinants, as 
long as we realise ( what 1s not alwaYS made clear) that such 

references are 'implicative' of differential a truoturings of the .,.. ·-

determinants in the two c asea. Indeed it ia a comparable property 

of structural. organisation whioh distinguishes the familiar concept 

of a 'syndrome' from a mere list of symptoms ( op. Foulds 1965, PP• 67,,i). 
What is unsatinfaotory about psyoh~a.mio elements p, 4• r, is 

that this implioo.tivo metaphor of 'expression' amusgl"'a in the most 

problematic part of the story, that t~ do with forms or mechanisms 

of expression, in an in&rticulate way. But precisely what a 

ooherentl3 artioulo. .. ed !2!, does is to try to depict this dlif'ferential 

structure or orgMisation among determinants by means of the various 

analogical concepts of psyohodynamio thsox-y. Just as pointing baa 

a different value in the economics of oar-production if it is done 

ai'ter, rather than before , panel-beating, so a given experience, suoh 

as loss of f ather , \vill effect a boY' s psychic econoll\Y differently 

if it occurs befor e the resolution of the Oedipus complex rather 

than ai'ter it ( op. Grinder 1973, pp.351-353. ). And, to revert to 

the general ane.lo~iy of linguistic understanding, there is no greater 

paradox in holding t r.iat both over-dependency and over-88gressiveness 
m~ refleot 'oedipal. guilt' thatl there is in believing ( let alone 

being able to r oogniae ~ ~) that 'Ceusar vras not ambitious' 
and, in context, "Br utus s93s he was ambitious" mean the same thing. 



The other side of this progroaeive narrorlng-dovn of 

outcome-posaibilities aa determinants occur according to a certain 

configuration• and of the economic value of an individual determinant 

depending upon its rel&tive position in such e. contiguration, playo 

an important part in the retrospective argumonts of Dl. If• vhen asked -
to explain o. feature ot sOl!!eone'a behaviour, tne interpreter sccys ' A 

conflict ot type tends to produce t his sort ot behaviour' (ea with 

"the boy D", P• 00 above). th t leaves open the roeaibility that aome 

other d ermi.nant was in fact responsible. And, according to the 

strength of the tendency tor the f OMtuleted syste~&tic connection to 

exist, there vould be greater or leas likelihood that the patient 

bas not got a. contUct. So that. Insofar u he i s relying only on -
a likelihood soneralisation, there exists & certain UD-likelihood. that 

the conclusiou 'Thie l)el'Son baa a q..conflict • is correct . Correspondingly• 

altho\18ll it was time (in Bmelsen 's case) that 'theafl materials could 

produce a car•, there is initially a certain unlikelihood that a car 

will matorialise. 

Investi tion of the interpreter's claim doea not necoasarily 

take the form, 'It ana only if ha has a. Q-contlict , then this and that 

vill be obeorved under these and those conditions'. The argument is 

not that certain other t hings must be the caoe rr such a conflict exists: -
it is rather that. no far as such other things as could arise f'ran, or 

be expreoaiona or, the postulated conflict!!!. the oe.so to that extent 

it beco.t:101 leae un•likely that such a condition does exist . The more -
tbo.t tho peroon•s other behaviour can be shovn to conform to the oort 

that coulc:1 be produced by (among other things) that particular conflict, 

t he likelihood that euc:h a conflict is not present is reduced. But -
the temporal-causal oituation is now, ot course, ditferont f'rOl!I tho.t ot 

car-production, in that ve are now trying to identity th producer 

tror:l the properties and atructure ot the produce; and the uae of 

e-ri.dencc eoll!Siots not j ust in showing that certain behavioural olomente 

are present but that they are inter-related, patterned or structured 

in significant vaya (cp. part III. bcl ov) . 



Thia ne68,tive f"ormulation, the cumulative reduction ot unlikeli

hood• establishes a parallel with the traditionoJ. procedure of reputing th 

'null hypothesfo •, and with the obligation, laid upon the innovator by 

Ocean's razor, to defeat parsimonious scepticism by pornuading W3 that we 

cannot get on 11i thout bis postulate . To the extent that bis postulate 

makes the data coherent, by shovina throUgh nubsidiary tendcmcy-lava and 

other contextual comiderati ons , t t they co d havo arisen from the 

postulated source { or be an expression of the postulated sto.te), so tar 
thi, ,m-liltelihood is reduced that such a factor is at work . Nor is it 

merely the nwnber of data accounted tor in tbis way that nds support 

t o the tJriginaJ. contention; it is a.loo , ancl peril pR especially, the odd

nea~ , the inooneisteney, or the ' i mprobabilit7'(Ctrom the point or viev of 

information-theory-) ot the observatic,na thus covered which matters . Miles ' 

diBcWltSion (1966, esp. en. 9) of greater and lesser behaviouro.1 "exemplari.es" 

for the concept or. aay, 'projection' DlClkes the same 1un4 of d sti~:tion. 

'Inis tacit appeal to the principle ot cllC&Ul.ati vel.y diminiBhing 

unl.i elihood used to be ado, in tbe da:,& betore blood-chemistry nn lysis 

and finger ri~ counts, when deciding vhether a pail! of tvine was 

identice.l by considerin the u.egroe or i:ciilari ty they di pl~ed inaa 

number of ma.croeoopi c physical i'eatures . 'l'he more apeci tic pointo ot 

subjectivity as esGe 'idontify' there a.re , th lesn likely it becomea 

that there is not a goneral genetic identity (cp. Millter l97l, PP• 161-165>. 

althoU5h for any pt,.rtioular tou point taken separately it -ould be 

conBiderably un-likaly that it was due to a univoraal ~enetic ooneequence. 

Indoed regul rly use thh some principle in e. 1:1uch lesc otruct1.1Na 

s ocial. situation o'f ever)'day life, and in so doing we al.Bo recogniso the 

di1''ferential weii3ht or the evidential o:xemplaries involved. 

Gup9ose a friend t llo yous that ho mot a Mn at a party the other 

ewniDg vho said he vao n physicist and co.me f'roa Wiltohiro. You think 

t his sounds like 001:Jeono you know-, ao you ask vbether bin name was Bill 

J ones . Your triend says t.llat be did not ca.tcb the name, so you say •was 



h e. tall chap vi th glasees,' Your friend says yea, tallish and 

gl.u et. certainly. You oay. 'Was he ?ilQ.l"riod vith throe children?•• 

your tri nd says be got tbe impreesion the cbap vu married, but 

cannot sa:.y about children. An BO it goeo on. But there come a 

point. or there may COJl!I! a point, when you feel that you can oafely 

Ba.y- 0 It must haw been Bill Jonoe'. B7 eatablisbing a ran of 

p rties which the man at the l arty d Bill Jones have in common, 

you reduoe the likelihood th&t the first oorroswndencc or properties 

noticed (boins a physiciot and coming from Wiltshire) Y6.6 tortuitous. 

Aud althou,~h the contributory- p~opooitiono in the argument are never of the 

rigorous forx 'If QnJ only it the roan at the party vas .Sill Jonoa, could 

he have nad big ee.rB eto.•, yet such loose hypotheticalB can nevertheless 

culminate in a rational.ly and empirically 'tight' conclueiont bee:auae 

it eventually becomes more likely that ho_!!!. Bill JoneG, than that two 

di.rtorent -,nen should reuemble each other 10 clooel3 • But. as we nave 

notioed ~bovo, it is not me~ ly the number of such coliJJllon ?roper-ties 

that counts, but rather their information•loadin1. Thus, in the absence 

ot dofinite pointe of discrepancy, the conginence ot a coupld or biEJhly 

'improbable' tea.tureo ( 4ilt9s • rcreator exemplaries") • such as having 

both wooden l eg c,.n an uncle vbo pla.yud football. tor Chelsea, miy)lt well 

be aufticient to convince us. 

'l'be corresponding ps-,chodynaJ:lic argw:aent, in the ce.su of an 

interpl"etation postulatin~ a particular conflict etc., would rely on 

oom such suppreBBed claim e.B 1 "It is unJ.ik.tt'ly- i:h111t P's behaviour snould -
eno1J so lllMY' features tbat could deriTO f'rom a_ conflict, without 

beillg so deri vedt; a claim vhi cb ( leaving 'overdetermna.tion' · oo1 
detiea the construction of o.n lterno.ti ve o.ccount of the oamo features. 

That io vhy Dl is r.oot plau.aiblc vhen dravine- e. thread ot coherence -
throunn behavioural phenoi:ena. that oo any otber account remain odd, 

pointlese, .fanttlStic• inconsistent• disjointed etc.: tor in this respect 

thet nave a bi(;h infon:mtion-content, an a pear to be major exemplaries 

or omething. 



We have already looked at an example of this kind of 

exercise ( Freud's study of Leonardo, ch.6 (a) ) from the point of view 

of its general rationale and problems of evidence. But, by way 

of illustrating the cumulative reduction of' unlikelihood 1n ollnioal 

practice, and in the service of !2!., let ue consider some oose

material which involves Just such interpretation of proJeotive-

teat responses as :ysenok oritioases. 

A young udult male presents among other symptoms a very 
severe stammer. , clinician of some psyohodynamic persuasion might, 

when he bee.rd of tr.e case, rashly aay to himself something like: 

'Stammers tend to be associated with ( even, produced by) conf'lict 

over inter-personal aggresnion• . r!e would onll to mind, perhaps, 

the self-d.esoriptions, written after ' fluenoy-oonatruing• therapy, 

by ex-stammerers who felt that their aggressiveness had been liberat ed 

as well as their apeeoh improved (Bannister &: .?r a.._sella 1971, PP• 136-138). 

Nevertheless, it would boa raah generalisation because there may 

in :t'aot be a stronger tend.ency for adult stammers tote determined by 

some other factor; but when he learns that in this instance the 

impediment has reoi3ted peyisical treatmt,nts, apeech.,-therapy eto. 

he may think that the oaae :for such an emotional aetiology is strengthened. 

There still remains, however, the considerable un•lile.ihood 

( depending on the strength of the all.$ged " tendency'' ) that this 

particular patient hos suoh confliota over interpersonal aggression. 

And this is only a rolativezy cautious psychodynamist at work: 

he m93 be well awe.1·0 that some of his more indoctrinated oolleagues 

would be prepared to mnke a further claim, that conflicts over inter

personal agzression tend to arise from the Oedipus situation, and 

therefore to be linked "1th more-or-less overtly aexue.lised conflicts 

over potency, castration fear and goodness-knows-what. He would 

regard these l atter extravagances as even more unlikeq to exist in 

this oe.se than the non-anecifio aggression-conflict. However, 

it' the patient ayste,r.atioally produced behaviour which, taken literally 

or symbolically, reflected. (i.e. had certain features in common with 

the content ot) such alleged further anxieties , he ,1ould consider the 

un-likelihood of their presence reduced. So that in tl'e end there 

might come a point where he would say that the patient's behaviour was 

so loaded with certain themes, namely with the possible effects or 

'expressions' of the alleged oonfliot s, that it was more economical -

it made more sense - to suppose that suoh 



conflicts were at work than that they vere not. What oort ot data, 

then, would he consider, and ho,, v¢uld he use it? 

A vide ranee of ditferent sorts of behaviour vould, 0£ courae 

be relevant, as has been caid above; nor is there any way of devising 

a genera.l formula. to circ'Ul:il3cribe that rnnge. He would have to study 

the patient 's biography• hia descriptions of his feeline:s and conscious 

concerno, tbe rne~ories he chooses to bring up in psychotherapy, the 

structure that he imposes (or fails to im:rose) 01 the ambi · us visual 

stimuli of projective Enterial1 etc. Sor that v en. in the course of 

no.king imaginative stories to vague pictures (Phillipson 19~5). be seen:s 

to be more than usually disturbedbby the idea of conflict o.nd hostility, 

repeatedly denying that the figures i~ one such picture are in conflict 

{where most people in fact feel that such a relationship is appropriate) 

and canpletely misFsrceiving another picture ~hen the theme ot hostility 

to an authority figure is obvious to moat people ' s vay of thinkin~, 

when, in anothor, he speaks disparagingly of the figure vhom he seolilS 

OJ3 dominating the sceoe; vhcn bo later vrites an unnecessarily nggressive 

and critical letter to a senior doctor who is treating a friend of his; 

and vben it el'l!e~gea that be has been an active m ~ber of a proocribed 

lett-ving tdnority political pa~ty - then the psycbodyno.mist may be 

~orgiven for thinking that the unlikelihood of there being an aggression/ 

authority conflict has been roduccd to neglicible proportions . Es~ccially 

when it turns out that the po.tient despises his fat'1er in r.JAny ways and 

has almost del.iverately A.Voided identifying vi th bin. 

Similarly, with the eged pose i ble rami. fi c tions of the 

authority/tlotenc:, theme. On the non-sexual aspect first: the patient , 

when invited to rr.nke up a picture for an entirely blank card• chooses the 

theme of a respected teacher or religious leader ith a group or 

disciples hangina on bis lips i he r Galls in therapy at at school he 

developed a great adtniration for his teacners' academic gowns and uoed 

to act out go~n-wearing fantasies at home right up to l~te adolescence• 

and he reporto that. at times or depression, academic success seems all

important to him. 



But the additional, and ~ore 'unlikely' s uppoottion that 

there is a specifically sexual overtone to thia concern about power 

and achievement will give coh rencc to a f'urth~r range of observations 

that vould o'C.hervise remain odd or wusccountuble. W-oy• in the ... irst 

card ot the picture-test , does he have doubts a out whether tho 

central figure, vbich everybody e lse can clearly see as o. 10an , is cnl. 

or :femal e; vhy does he insist tho.t nothing 'positive' ·ill happen 

·oetveen the man and the voma.n that he y,ercei ves in the !'ext card: why 

doox. ha see ro.th .r eini.ster '1Wli8ged and injured aniri8,l s in t he u sohacb 

blotG~ vJvins ono response ('a cov ' J, dder rottin away' , w card D) here 

the confuned cc.stration symbolism is a. ost inescapable: \ulf does ne 

bloc.I; , at first, to another blot (card >) that bas superficial rhallic 

featureo and then produce, vhcn ;;ressed, a fo.ntouy in w:t..;. cb the potency/ 

destruction symbolism is laid on with a tmwcl ( 'a owordf'ish: it has e. 

prominent spir.e that is extended in an extra svord on the end' ): ... -:.d 

in a di ftcrent c;uioe ir. another 1•esponse ('an o.eroplu.ne shootir., oui; of 

a volcano vith a real force behine it: it had to noke rat~er o. mess of 

the volcano')? Why does he diaple.y all thic behaviour whi ch could arise 

tram the oort of ocdipo.l concern a.bout sexual achicve?:':cnt and so on 

unless he has such a concern? 

r uz'therr::ore, vhen the behavioural muterial is looked at in this 

u ~~t, dd.:tional data-groupings that could rclo.t~ to hitherto unsuspected 

core lla.ries of tbe min confli eta may emerge. Thus, in thio case, a 

perc~ptive and adventurous interpreter would h~vc picked up the hint of 

masochiom in the patient ' s very first Rorschach response ('a moth 'llhich 

has been bittin itself against some glaas ••• ') and opined that the 

patient wo.o likely to have aor:ie masochistic ai.ti tucles . A tenuous thread 

ind ed: but he would have noted also the half-conscious satisfo.ction 

in the patient's manner of r ~orting how he ha.d d feated all previous 

t ypes of treat nt , thus keepini· himself symptou-crippled.-- An 3',lllikely 

story? But SOl!le of the unlikelihood would have been diminiabed by the 

patient's subs~quent description in therapy of how as child be uaed 

in daydreams to i magine agonizing aituationB from which his mother in 

fantasy rescued him. And vhen he turned up ror one therapy session 

carrying a copy of Bousseau•s ' Confessions• (the first time he had brought 

a book vith him) the psychodynamiat might vell consider most or t he 
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unlikelihood dispelled. 

Of course# in the previous oa.se, of the man at the party, 

the strength of the 'deriving' links is greater, in that it is at 

least true the.ti£ he was to be Bill Joues he must have had certain 

olearly delineated properties; and in that there is .4.ttle room for 

doubt about what counts as having, or not having, llDl'\Y of those 

properties! In tho clinical a-gument, however, the main proposition 

is weakened in two respects. Because ( a) it is of the • tend' not 

'must• variety, nd ( b) it attributes only a vague range of expected 

effects, or manifestations , to be postulated cause. This makes it 

possible to f'it a variety of' different behaviour into the predicted 

olasses of effects, etc.: partioular)3 when ( a) such behoviour can 

be taken not at its f'a.oe value (dif'fioult enough in itself to 

categorise) but rather a.a '&.}'lllbolising' something else, or (b) when 

the question ma.y trun sometimes on whether the patient shows a 

significant la.ck or excess ot a oe tain sort of responae. 

Now the rationale of aymbolism is a stud3 in itself ( op. 

Royce, ed. 1965); but we have already noticed, in pursuing the 

linguistic analogy, that the translator has a somewhat similar pDoblem 

of deciding the metaphorical or figurative meaning of an expression 

that oannot be taken literally. The meaning he attributes to the 

total phrase in such a u se ma\¥ there:fore very well be in de:fienoe of' 

the literal meaning of the constituent words. But this lack of 

speoificit;,y, however regrettable, is a feature of the lawlike 

propositions themselves at the present state of knowledge, which 

ma.y well im.portantl;y reduce the weight that can in praotioe be 

attributed to a particular psyohod.ynamic speculation. .And 1 t may 

be that the relevant lcnowlege is not amenable i n practice, or even 

in the nature of the case, to being improved beyond a oe1•tain degree 

of' vagueness. 1'hat does not, however, undermine the essential 

rationality of the operation. It is an old methodological muddle to 

confuse, as many of psychology's experimentalistss;ill do, precision 

of description with rigour of rationale, - even though it is now more 

than a decade ainoe Deutsch, tor example, argued t he distinction 

(1960, pp.163-167; and op. Miles 1966, pp.19-20). 



We have eon, i deed, ti-om our excuraion into rioua kind~ of 

linguistic understanding and diecovery• that lac of precision, in 

both basic ~eneralisations and contextual eubnid.iaries , need not 

necessarily ""revent re.tional procedure, assessment ot evidence and 

valid empirical conclusions. It the obvious seems to have been 

laboured. I voull'i take retuge in tho conv rse of Grice •o apology 

( 1957, P• 388), "All this is very obviotl!'; but surel:, to shok" tha.t 

the criteria for judging linguistic intentions are very like the 

cri tcria for judrinr non-linguistic intentions is to oha.1 that 

linpuistic intent· ons nre vory like non-linguistic intentions". 



PART III. 'l'be Structural Basis ot Transtorr:,ation 

Introduction, 

Cb. 8. The Dioaovery and Significance ot Pattern. 

Ch. 9. The Communication or structure. 

Introduction. 

We tried to se?.ll?'ate. in Part 1, the explanatory and 

transtormative tunctiona ot psychodynamic interpretation, and in 

Part ll it vu al\own that there are a variety or ways in which 

accounts or behr y; o raay carry- explanatory torce, and a variety 

of vay-e in vhioh e irioal obuervationa MY be relevant to 

assessina the validity or such accounts. I 11."ant to argue nOlf that 

both the explanatory and the transtormative efficacy or inter

pretationa stem f'rom their concern vitb vbat we mey call the •struct

ure' ot the behaviour to which they refer. That is to say. it is 

becaune they either consist ot, or depend upon. p1•oposi tiona about 

such structure. that interpretations both resolve puzzlement about 

behaviour in an explanatory way, and also sene to transform reople 's 

~rceptions of it, whether these perceptions are those of the subject 

hiimelt' or those or his :t"anily and socinl contacts. But it is also a 

feature ot interpretations (not to ao.y a detining characteristic) that 

th a& puzzle-resol vir.g proposi tiono, whateTer they are immediately 

'abollt', are derived in a characteristic vay from the observations 

to be explained; Dan!ly, by treating these data as 'expressi Tit' and 

appealing to their ' ning'. Consequently1 they oblige us to puraue 

a little further this dangerouely :t"iguratiw questicn or the rel.a.tion 

between the discovery or structure and the attribution of signit'icance . 

We have already diacusaed th inclination to aay that, vhen an 

interpretation identities,, explicitly or obliquely1 the structure of 

some problematical behaviour, it resolves puzzlement by enabling us to 

■ee that behaviour es after all a case of 'y' • rather than 'x' an we - -



he.d seen it hitherto ( for excmple• ao a reaction-formation to feat 

ot rejection rather t an straightf'orvard booriohness); and that. 

be.vins ' een' thi • we can t h.e ake senae ot it nd understand it by 

ti ttit15 it into r ral · sations and conceptuol. ocbe s vhere it vould 

not :tit b tore. 'lb t ~ ~or: tive :t'orce of this tructure - id ntiti

oation. provide by the i t t.erprotation• may be either direct or indirect . 

'When th• •ubject co a to see his beha'riol.ll' structured in so vay 

other than he had previously aeen it. this riay have the direct etfect 

ot nlieving anxiety, aas\l.D.ging guilt1 or ti.cially J:10ditying his 

viev ot bimaelf or of bis world, a.nd so on; on the other hand, it ZDt\Y 

have only the indir ct consequence ot ehoring him the relatiollShips 

between o rtain features c,f his beharlour or teelinga I in such a way tba.t 

it becomes evidently reaaona.ble or healthy (in the light ot separ&te, 

accepted princlples of realistic conduct or nt l health) to change his 

eelt-asseoa nt. lire-at7le• demands on otber people or whatever, it he 

ctvi, It is as ir aome •catesoricalo' (tho:Je babout st ructure) do imply 

imperatives, or, if not imperativoly-1 at any- rat juaoivcs and hort.tiv :i; , 

vben eeen against a certain b ckground. Thia ie not like arr,uin& that 

' i:"J' can of itself aimz,17 ' ought•. It io like arguing tbat sometimes an 

' ol.l611t' can be deri d fro an 'io' in co.mbina.tionwith a auppreSBed 

reco nd&tion-carrying premiss: e . g . (l) this ~ction ia a form ot 

unconscious self-destruction; (2) (nuppres od) unconscious aelt

doatruction ie uni. c'l.l. th.r, and hco.lth ia an agreed fOOd• (3) thi action 

oueht to be disco11raged . But if the ti1erapiat doe n~t m e the 

assumptions of stage (;>) expl.ici t, then there is a risk that t hey may run 

counter to t'lose of tbe patient, or to those that he fee lo he bes tacitly 

ccepted by entorin3 therapy. Thia ia one source of tie rather theatrical 

char of p:37chotherapeutic 'violenco • • which has been noticed nbove 

(ob . '4(d.)) . 

This identi ti.cation and characterisation of structure• hawever , 

is, or at least may- b • relati wly independent ot aertiona about the 

ca:,1ua1 antecedents or the behaviour concerned. For it is entirely 

possible to have goo r,rounda for saying that the structure ot a ayste11 

ie guah- and~auob without maki ng1 relying upon, or bei ng co::mitt cd to any 



caUGal olai.1118 about how the structure came to be as it ia. !ti~ 

structure ~r Paley's watcb coul.d well be described by its finder 

without his siqing or knowing ew.ything about who made it, or how, or 

about which parts ca.me tirst. Propositions about the relationships 

between parts, and in our case about those between camponentaeleinenta 

ot behaviour, can be ma.de and aupported, then, independently ot 

pro~oaitions about how those elements and relationships cau:ie to be as 

they are . :rhnertheleas, I suspect that in practice many of the psycho

dynamic propositions a.bout etructura ( or non-propositional representation 

or it), which logi call,.- underpin interpretations and cosnate thera

peutic transactions, would be seen, it vinkled out and coherently 

formulated., to be an avkvard analge.m ot structural and aetiogical claims . 

For this reason I have tried elswvhere to articulate some of the 

unformulated assumptions which permeate the activitiea ot ao-cn.l.led 

•encounter groups• run on Rogerion lines ( Cheshire 1973 c). But the 

general argument in this Part is t hat propositions vhich are essential.ly

e.bout structure, rather than causes. are in themselTea capable of 

generating both explanatory torce and transtormative consequences . 

An important crollary ot this potent ial independence• however, is 

that the sort of evidential considerations vhich eupport propositions 

about structure (e.g . that this resembles that; that this is a form of 

that; that this is the opposite ot that) is different from the sort 

vbioh supports causal claims (e.g. that this is the result ot that. or 

that this sort ot thing bappena only when that eort ot thing has ocaUI•re 

preTiously in aucb-and-auch circumtancea). Our earlier discussion 

(ch. 6} of the logic of evidential support t or empirical explMations 

will 'be brought to bear on some practical. examples of this point . And 

t he dual thesis ( that structure - claime may be relatively independent 

of cause claims, and t hat struct ure - claims may generate both explanation 

and tranotorma.tion) will be illustrated by pressing further tvo analogies 

which ve have already introduced, that of establishing the structural 

properties or a pieco ot music, and that o~ the relation between such 

structural analysis and executive performance. 



Chapter 8 

The Discovery and S1Ql1t'1cance of Pattern 

"'If there's no meaning 1n it'• said the Kin,;, 'that saves a world 

of trouble, you know• as we needn't try to find any. And yet I don't 

know'• he went on, ••• ; 'I seem to see some meaning 1n them after all'"• 

(Carroll 1865, p.155} 

(a} When is a pattem not a pattem'? 
(b} Is there a message here'? 

( c) Ev1denoe for particular structure. 

(d} Status of propositions about atructure. 

(a) When is a pattem not a pattern? It seemed above (ch.6(a)) that a 

principal way- in which m, and f!H render their problematioal behavioural 

data more understandable is by recoarnerullng a construot-syatern throuah 

which various connections, interelations and patterns can be perceived 1n 

the material. But we had to admit the difficulty that this can sometimes 

lead to the illusory perception of bqjls 'patterns', and that there appear 



to be no general criteria for distinguishing aenu1ne trom boaus patterns 

on internal evidence. For instance, if da Vinci 'a bird-fantasy had 

really been about a vulture (and not a kite), should we then have accep

ted the relevant part ot Freud's PAN as wearina a genuine pa.ttem? By -
way of answer we concentrated on the posit1lie ta~ ot ahowina that, al

thoush the method and the data ee such that marl¥ issues of this kind 

have to remain open ('but liable to misguided declarations of closure), 

yet other disciplines which depend on similar principles and run s1m1lar 

riats of indeterminacy 1n some circumstances, nevertheless manage to 

establish clear-out conclusions much of the time. 

Another reservation about the method, which I have raised before 

(1964, pp.219-221) and which Cioffi bas underlined 1n reply to Farrell 

(Cioffi l':f{O, PP• ), concerns the relation which these 'patterns' 

perceived 1n the behavioural data bear to causal generalisations about 

behaviour. For it may seem that the logical point of construct1n& such 

patterns can only be to identify them as be1na of a certain sort and then 

to refer them to some kind of general1sat1on about what sort of detenn1n

ants produce what sort ot picture; and, turther, that pseudo .. pattems 

are to be avoided only ey insisting that these 'covering-laws•, about 

how such behavioural patterns are generated, be definitively checkable 

in the manner ot the &reat Deduct1v1st f,\'th. 

One objection to these assumptions, which we have alread.Y encountered 

2. 



(ch.5 (b)), derives trom the fact that. on the one hand. such 'laws' 

(about the eort ot way people of ll oerta1n make-up and with certain 

motives react in certain circumstances) would have to be hopelessly 

vague if they were to be r~l1st1c; and, on the other, the procedure 

would run up ~inst the problem of how to describe particular actions 

and circumstances in a autticiently reliable, obJeotive and non

'intentional1 way tor there to be no doubt aa to which ooverins-law 

ahould be invoked. S1noe there are no &eneral laws about the particu

lar complex of images and aotiona which comprise da Vinci's kite-memory 

and the stamnerer's &own-wearing phy (in anyth1n& like such an iJr.mediate 

way as there~ seneral laws 'about', or applicable to the complex ot 

plwsical properties which comprise this pen or that table), and a1noe 

laws about bird-fantasies 1n aeneral or dreasina•up activities in &eneral 

would buy applicability at. the expense ot psychological relevance, we 

retum to the problem of theory-laden cate&or1aat1on preceding the invoca

tion of empirical generalisations (ch. 3 (b, o)). Add to this the 

expectat1~ that a &1ven conflict etc. may be 'expressed' 1n a variety 

of behavioural patterna, Just aa a 'kernel' sentenoe may be expressed 

through a variety ot gramr.atical transformations, and the idea of couplin& 

r1.a<>rous 1eneralit,y with knock-down ver1ticat1on is left tar beh1Dd. 

A second way ot dealins With this flelina, that psycbodynamic pattern

wearina ouaht to rest ultimately on sane causal aubstate, 1s to bear in 

mind eome aspects of the epietemoloo of structure-depiction at Which we 



have already glanced (ch.5 (a)). Let us explore the idea that to inter

pret B (a behaviour-episode., such as my client sayins "Ah., your conven--
t1onal opemns") as ~ (1. e. a proJeot1on or his concem about bis own 

oonvent1ona11 ty) is to oharaoterise 1 t as havin& a certain structure or 

to say that it has :•type structural charaoteristics., rather than to 

.say that it is a conseqllence of a-type causes. 'lbe structure 1s -
character1sed by analoay; the sources of these analogies are familiar 

actions., and processes and states., whether mechanical {proJeotion., 

equ111bri.um), lin&Uistic (c.\enial., expression) or emotional (wiehes., ~lt) 

and so forth. Such analogies may or may not carry implications about 

the causal origins of the structure. A gt'Oup which, on tho surface., 

would seem to do so rather clearly 1s that of tbe'parapra.xes', or BYrA't 

bolically bungled actions. 

For we seem to want to say ot Freud's slip of the pen., whioh we have 

discussed above (p.00), that 1tNl8 an expression ot his wish that the 

patient bad been 101.ns to come sooner (1924, p.U6)1 as if the wish exis

ted independently of this particular action., and m1£!',ht have been expressed 

1n other ways. The obJect1on that this 1s to misunderstand the logical 

grammar or •expression', on the ground that, 1n s1mpl1Stic Jl1leanism, 

wishes Just consist 1n expressions-of .. wishes and diapos1tionG-to-cxpress., 

will not suffice; it only because serious attempts have been made by 

others to characterise the objects of such expressions (Geach 19'7, pp. 

1-17; Tormey 1971, pp.5-60). Perhaps it is now sate for psycholoa:y 

4. 



to be less demure about its psychic unmentionables, and to face up to 

the facts of mental life. Indeed, in the famous case of Freud for

&etting the name 1Si&norell11 (1924, pp. 2-5) , the perceptions, thoughts 

and feelings which seem to have caused the slip (namely the stories 

and ruminations about death and sexuality) were quite clearly separate, 

1n time and space, from their seeming effect. However much we may 

wish to dismiss this crude way of talking, or else try to cash it into 

terms of neurophysiolo&ical sc1enoe-f1otion {cp. Cheshire 1966, ch.9), 

the essence of the interpretation 1s to postulate a significant relation

ship between those antecedent phenomena ( or their causal sequelae) and 

the memory-lapse. If we concentrate on the sequelae, we can mobilise the 

analogy of 'expression• and say that the memory-lapse expresses a con

current state of mind or state-of-fumtioning (what Tormey calls an 

"intentional state" ) which in its turn can be illuminated by certain onto

&enetic observations. But whatever tactic we adopt, we can hardly avoid 

drawing attention, for some purposes, to the "internal structure of the 

parapraxis 11 (Wollheim 1971, p.8o), and lookin& for some way of representin& 

it. 

One such way of looking at things, which emphasises in the first in

stance the contemporary and heuristic consequences of structure-depiction 

rather than its implications for inferences about causal antecedents, 

seems to be Harre's conception of the 'modal transform', at which we 

have already ,ilanced (p.00 above). In this case, "the state of the 

model is existentially identical with the phenom~na"; and "there is no 

separate question as to the existence of the hypothetical medravism and 

its states ••• , for they are the same states of the world looked at 

5. 



from a different point of view" (1970, pp.53, 54). 'lbus to construct 

a cubical lattice ot sodium and chloride ions Just!!, to make a coo:mon

oalt crystal, and vice versa: or to cause something to reflect li;ht 

of wavelength !l Juat !!, to colour it pink. 'lbis view invites us to 

conceive of a slip of the tonaue as a •~1 transform' of admission 

of guilt, or whatever (p.55): the slip 1S not ": •'Qlal product ot 

SU1,lt-admiss1on., but a !!l. of admittin; &',lilt. And vet., s111ce tbe 

&Uilt misht have been admitted, or Frewi'• W1eh about lua patient ex

pressed., 1n other ways, we ore still inclined to think ot an independent 

'intentional atate' which can be eubJeoted to various transformations. 

Indeed, what Freud gives us in the 'Signorelli' example seems to be 

precisely the cop and pulleys of the p:nerat1ve and transformational 

mechanisms (association, repression, sub titution etc.) Which determine 

the term in which the relevant Wish 1a expressedJ and such mechanisms -
sound more like the media ot Ha~' a causal transforms. And certainl y 

the latter's reference to the .need to avoid mere re-description suaests 
.. 

that model-schemes Which are d~ modal may nevertheless have some 

causal features. 

At all events, cne main function ot those structural models which 

operate aa the basis of modal tmna.forms is to illuminate their ex

plicanda by aligning them with other phenomena which, by reason of 

various sorts of difference, are not re~larly associated (or my even 

be actively contrasted) with them; op. p.00 above. In our part1cul.ar 

6. 



270. 

oaae, the transforms invite us to align memory-lapses and pen-alips 

With verbalised fears, optatives Md confessions, rather than with it 

ra1n1na on the day ot the p cnio. In so doing, our conceptualisation 

ot behaviour-episodes is restructured: because, if there are more ways 

of adm1tt1na auilt than we had thoU&ht, then there will be a high.er 1n• 

oidenoe of su1lt-sign1fy1ng actions in a behaviour-sample and many fewer 

'accidents' and 'coincidences'. 

This discovory depends, ot course, on havina decided, at some point, 

to take serioimly the assumption that there!!.! tewer acctdents, and to 

iO looking for patterns When patterns are not usually expected. And 

r:tJa-ny of the investigations into everyday p.syohod;ynam1.cti which Freud reports 

(1924 passim, e.g. pp.15-20) are explicitly cast in the torm of experiments 

directed at this hypothesis. However, the decision whether the macro

structural hypothesis, that this kind or 1no1dent 1a psychod1n,amically 

sisnifioant, turns on one's success in t1nd1ng some orpnised (or or&anis

able) micro-structure 1n the particular inatanoea investigated. 

Now, on one hand, statisticians warn us that the eduoat layman tenda 

to think of randomness, or numerical randomness at least, as more pattern

tree than it actually is. 1bat is to say: he expeots 'or&anised' sequonoes. 

such as :,-2-1 or :,-6-9 or 5-5-5·, to occur by chance much less often than 

they actually do (ll,acrae 1974). Consequently he 1s liable to attribute 



si&nifican~ structure too readily to a run of nuaibersJ and it' to a 

run of numbers, perhaps alao to a run ot actions. On the other hand, 

what strikes us about!£!!_ of the miorostruotures that come to l1ght .. 

once we take the seneral hypothesis seriously. is that tiheir minuteness, 

articulation and rel$vanoe are so improbably ao&ent that all antecedent 

chance likelihoods are lett standing; and this is after making all due 

allowance for the sceptical ar~t that, 1n such many-sided .material. 

!.2!2. sorts of relationship are bound to show up 1!' you keep looking. 

'lhe basic rationale. and the corresponding problem or eliminating pseudo

patterns. are to be found 1n other 1nqU1ries concerned with the exposure of' 

significant structure. 

(b) Ia there a messaie here? It is well recons1sed that people trom 

different cultures often misunderstand each other's expressive non-verbal 

behaviourJ and that this is sometimes due to failure to recognise that a 

particular nuance of aesture, f,osture or facial aspect is expressive at -
all, never mind !b:!11t expresses. Aocultural1aat1on consequently depends. 

in part, on learnin& where to look tor such expression (cp. Fong 1965). 

The same holds. indeed. Within cultures. Arale. for example. has can

vassed the view that some socially maladapted younpters have simply tailed 

to learn the stimulus-value. tor the purpose of personal interactions. or 
certain basic cues of glance, vocal inflection and body-movement (Arale 

and ·) ). 'lhis raises the more general question of 

how we discover. or on what grounds we maintain 1n the face of doubt, that 

some particular actions, episodes or products!!:! expressive after all. 

'!he problem 1s epitomised in psyoholoa by the controversy over attributing 

8. 
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s1anJ,f1cance to (some) dream&J and the sources of continuine dubiety 

here may be contrasted with the relatively knock-down dissolution ot 

/ ' disbelief in that comparable etholoai,cal cause celebre, 'the bees• 

dance'. Etboloa, and von Frisch 1n part1oular, were taoed w1 th tbe 

situation that 'information' about the distance, or1entat1on and rich

ness of a food-aouroe is transmitted by a auoceaaful forager to its 

hive-mates, apparently by means of some schematic demonstration put 

on 1na1de the hive. 'lbus von Frisch oan say, of one auoh toraaer, 

"evidently thia bee mu.at have announced 1ta diacovery at homo" {1950, 

p.6}). Revision of detalla aside, \!lhat he established was, of course, 

preo1aely which aapeota ot tho boes' movements "at home" carry which 

aspect& of the neoeasary 1ntormat1on: e.g. that, in the 1ta1l-waaing dance', 

the ~eat which the bee's dia&onal path leave.o the upper vertical radian 

corresponds to that subterided at tho hive by the food-location and the 

sun respectively(~., p.84). 

Here we are persuaded of the general point, that there ism~ 

in the bees' dancet by the detailed explication ot the specific code 

used. And th1a 1Mf augest that there is no way or upholding the 

broad thea1e that dreams, parepraxes and so on do have s1~1:f'1oant struc

ture apart from expoa1n& speoitio structures and translating the1r speoi

tio r:iessqes. But if' we can, literally spea.ld.ns, reco.ni,ae !!. a lanauage 

some siiJlG or noises which we cannot translate, ,my should we not be 

able to identify the obarac'ter'istica of other symbolic behaviour without 



necessarily knoWins the meanina of the symbols? Attempts to do th1a 

depend. upon showina up various ~ar1tiea, patterns and correlations 

in the data; and objections often depend upon argui~ that such features 

are coincidental or are artefacts of the way the data have been selected 

and represented. Perhaps we can get some help from another area 1n which 

there are a whole ~e of disputes about whether the presented material 

1s a1snif1cantly atruotured. and 1f so how. 

In the ana~eis ot music, as 1n that of behaviour, the ideas of 

structure and ot repreaentat1on may become en ed at sane points. We 

may think that we come to understand a dream by seeing both wht:Lt the 

various 1mases represent and also how the relations between them. in 

terms of Juxtaposition, sequence and cbanae, ret'leot wishes, fears, 

i1,1ilts. det'ences and oo forth. So 1n music, the fact that composers 

sometimes tell us quite explicitly ~t particular phrases, oequences, -
notes or instruments represent particular things ~est that the sis;

niticance of the music consists in the deployment of these symbolic 

features; and it encourages the listener "o wonder whetber th.ere is 

similar., but ur..mmounoed., symbolism 1n other plaoes. If some music 

is avowedly 'pro~ nn.us10•., as some behaviour is consciously 'motivated'., 

ma:, i\i!)t ill mQslo b,ave a 'prop-am'., and all behaviour a 1motive1
., of 

soru!? Well. but the danier of 'program' losir~ meaning by dilution 

and lack ct contrast 1e obvious; though leas so, unless involuntary 

reflexes are included in "beho.viourn, in the case of 'motive•. 

lO. 



it seems less unreasonable to suggest that all novels are •autobiographi

cal' in a sense, than that all symphonies are a kind of Peter and the 

Wolf. 

We lmow, howevef, that some composers expressed themselves in sonic 

cartoons, such as Strauss 1n !!11, Eulonspiegl; amd tj\at Tohaikovsky 

published the story of one symphony, and said of another that there was 

a story but he would not tell it. In the last kind of case, critics 

sometimes accept the challenge and try to reconstruct the latent story 

by 'interpreting' the manifest musical material. It 1s often said 

that Gilman, 1n a program-note of 1922, did this so successfully for 

Strauss' s tone-poem ~ Heldenleben ( then over twenty years old) that 

the composer commended the aoouraoy wtth which the critic identified 

what each of the six sections of the work represented. Oilman's inter

pretation went into this kind of detail, in section two: 

"Herein are pictured the Hero's opponents and de

tractors,... • There is a malignly ponderous 

J¥U'SSe, intended to picture the malevolence of 

the dull-witted among the foe. 'lhe theme of 

the Hero, in sad and meditative guise, s~ests 

his sorrowful surprise that his adversaries 

should so reveal the smallness of their souls. " 

We must, unfortunately, credit Del Mar1s view (1962, p.166) that such 

constructions were not always derived, as many projective-test inter-

11. 



pretations also are not, excluni vely fi'om internal evidence . For 

Strauss seems to have let slip to f'riends and commentators quite a 

number of hints about the 1tessage contained in the piece , without ever 

issuing an official screen-play. 

One further• but contrasted, example of representational 

structure in music raises some familiar issues, about the validity of 

al.leged patterns. in a fresh guise. The question has often been asked 

Yhether Schumann composed in code: or rather, since ve kn011 he 

sometimes did {becau.e he tells us ) , to what extent he did so (Sams 

1965). The tact that 111usical notes can be identified, with or without 

qualification• by letters ot the alphabet opens up t he possibility of 

writing times or chords which spelt out words. Several composers 

took advantage ot this to pay homage to J . s . Bach, by writing music 

which incorporates the motif-spelled out by his surname in German 

notation. where 'H' stands tor D-national and 'B' for B-tlat. In a 

more intimate Tein• the young Schumann, though not defaulting trom 

conventional tribute to the master (in hie op. 60). enciphered also 

the surname of one girl-friend in the theme ot the eponymous Abegg 

Variations, op. 1 1 and the birth-place of another in the hannonic 

structure of parts ot Carnaval, op. 9. There is no mystery about this 1 

he tells us in the text what he is doing . The mystery begins. bowewr, 

if we ask• vith Sams (1965), where and how ve are to find, 111usi cally 

translated, the beloved wife and soul-mate Clara. compared with vhom 

these other ladies were ot little emotional importance. If anyone 

:merited musical encipherment, it vas she. 

It is too pointlessly easy, of course• to find f'i ve-note phrases 

vith c, A e.ti.d A at the appropriate points, especially it you allow .. 
indisarimin&.te sharps and flats• and even a modicum of transpoai tion 

such that what appears as B-f'lat can be called A-sharp. We need to 

be able to identify a whole system of transliteration, such that it 

not only pins down Land R {vhioh have no direct musical equivalents} 

but also can be used to generate other relevant messages when applied 

to other phrases. Since any system which accommodates twenty-six 



alphabetical letters with about eight note-names (depending upon 

notation) rill have to be repetitive. in the sense that the note 

A comes to signify not only its own name but also, say, letters IC 

and s, the door is opened to the objection, whose psychodynamic 

analogue is all too fami liar. that there is so much flexibility 

in this system that almost any message can be 'discovered' anywhere. 

But, once again, this objection is overcome or at least weakened by 

show'ing that tbe system produces messages that are so precise, so 

contextually apposi to and so improbable by cban«&e t-.e.t it becomes 

more reasonable to believe in the system than in coincidence. 

To this end, Same multiplies a great variety ot examples . 

He can demonstrate that the same scheme that tixes L and R tor 

'Clara• alao spell.a out her surname, the highly unlikely 'WIECK'• 

in a theme occurring in Carne.val and other piano-pieces. In the 

case or his aongs, there is an added dime111ion ot relevance; for the 

111usic can be sbovn to spell out phrases that are appropriate to the 

words being set. Sometimes, again• the encoded messages tit in very 

precisely with Schumami's own verbal comments on a piece. Thus 

Sams indicates (1965, p.58T) how the last of the Davidsbundlortanze, 

vhich represents, according to the composer, the end ot an evening's 

celebrations and tbe chimes of midnight, can be seen to yield tho 

German for "there vas utter still.Dess" (ea gab lautes Schveigen), 

the name of Clara and the word tor ''bed" (Bett) • As a final ill.ustration, 

vnich at once depends upon and explains Schwnann 's puzzling and sometimes 

bizane use ot acoentuation-m&rks. we may notice the case of tee overture 

Hermann und Daro-the&. It we decipher just the accented notes in the 

ti.rat-eight bars, using the first edition ot the composer's ovn two-

piano reduction, ve spell out "Hermann"; and it ve do exactly the 

same tor the second subject ve get "Dorothea". This single example 

helps to establish three thinssz first, that videapread encoding occurs 

more or less for its ovn sake, and that Sams ' particular solution must 

be pretty near the aark; second, that the odd accentuation is odd 
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because it denotes not musical but cryptographic structure; third• 

that the reason why such markings are less frequent in later works. 

and editions is that demonstrative exuberance is giving place to caution 

and even secrecy. 

This all serves to expose some of the assumptions, methods 

and evidential considerations which are in'YOlved in tackling the 

question whether there are •messages • in a body ot data or not. 

Sometimes the 'fit' is so good, so appropriate and so revealing that ve 

are under pressure to concede that there are more messages around than 

we had thought. But since the considerations of coherence e.nd likelihood 

on which the argument depends are essentially unquantifiable, there will 

be no objectively calculable point t vhich we should succumb to that 

pressure i a.nd our readiness 

partly a matter or temperament. 

citrance in doing so will be 

It will also reflect, however, the weight we attach to negative 

evi denoe, or rather perhaps • false positive' evidence . For one vay 

in which such message-detecting systems are discredited1 as we have 

seen tor psychodynamics in general and the Leonardo story i .n particular, 

is to shov that in some circumstances they generate what are palpably 

pseudo-messages• This line ot argument is sometimes e.lloved to be more 

demoralising than its cogency warrants, and ir we can cut it down to 

size in the musical analogue, this may help in handling its psycho

dynamic counterpart. 

Sams shies away f'rom claiming to have found Schumann •s ovn 

christian n&Ille encoded in a particular anpeggio-t:igure I because he 

realises that it is a commonplace motif'• used. by many composers without 

any cryptographic intent. The consequence that there are places vbere 

Mozaft and Beethoven could be D&de• spuriously, to spell out "Robert" 

in their music has an unsettling incongui ty about it. Simi larl.y- it is 

hard to assess the destructive weight of one critic's observation that 



the Sam-ScbW!lann code enables 7ou (alJDOst) to diecoTer "scram 

Yankees" in the tint ban ot 'Ood 6ave the Queeu • {ibid. , p . 590) . 

Tbe iapliod argument seema to be t.hat, ■ince this pair of' mease.ges 

just is not tbeN in tbe.ae data, any a79te• vhicb generates them 

mUt'Jt be, or i9 indiatinsuisbable ~ons, an illusiec-generating system. 

But tvo obaenratiODB vill reduce the impact. ot this . 

First, and corresponding to one of' our comment• above about 

'overdete:rminati<m' 1 it 7ou ban a cr;n,tograpbic outlook, ;you may 

well use u vebiclea tor your codea all sorta ot material. which other 

people do oot ao \180 • For a crosavord addict, tho vox-d 'timoa • just 

ia a double anagram ot •mtea• and ' emita' {and auch more besides 

depending on what lansuagea ft.l:re kn011s ). Thus to auegeat that a common 

arp,ggio Jll.8Y be "Robert" tor Schumann is to imply nothins about vbat 

it is tor Mo~art . lllor is there any roaoon vhy a 110esage-carryiog 

epi sode should be an intrinsically odd-looking episode . It aandomneao 1 

or the abaenco ot a79tem, produoee pattenua • more oi"ten that ve think 1 

then one s:,ete11 may be expected to generate another ayste ' • pattern• 

still more :f'requentlys we do not tin4 it strange, tor inat.ance, tbat 

a French vord ia also a word in Ene;liah . Consequently• ve do not a l lO'W' 

our1utlVH to be del'Pralisttd by the tact that, it ve toUDd a page corner 

torn fro II a book anv. bearing the words "son", "chat" and "fin" 1 we 

ebouldrmot be able to tell whether the book. had been in Fr11nch or English• 

We do not , that in to say, teel bound as a result to abandon the practice 

ot distinguishing between French end English. Su:a recognia,a also 

(19101 p.258) that, from the code- uaer' s point of' viev, the beat hidins

place tor a pebb le may be on a beach• in vhich case the code-breaker 

'IIIUSt oomeitiroes explain the congruous vith the syeteu developed. primarily 

tor the ioconpuuua, and \he paychodynamic corollary ot thia ia not tar 
to aoek. 

Second, an admittedly tlexible 07BtoD i bound. to p;i ve rise to 

some 11l181S&113.9s • by chance . What mcl:lts ott Scb\lllUIDD '• message• trom 

"scram Yankees" is their much more precise tit and contaxtual r4levance . 



Tl1ere vi 11 be cases, ot course• of vhi ch ve cannot say whether they 

occur by chance or by design, because we do not know jU8t how much 

looseness or 'play• to tolerate in the system. The balance ot tight 

and appropriate fits o-ver loose and pointless ones, or vice versa., -
will eventually nncli.cate or discredit the system; but the material 

is auoh., inbboth music at1d JlSYChoeynamics that this balance is to be 

assessed b7 educated judgement not statistical calculation. 

( c) 'lbemes and Variations. Ve have already come up against the 

general question or how this unspecitici ty or 'play' in the matching 

or mod.el-generated expectations against particular observations, can 

be dealt vith in practice in some explanatory enterprises. And then 

are some further aspects ot musical l.ltructure vhich run closely 

parallel to this problem in the characterisation of the psychodynemi.c 

structure ot bebaviour. Many compositions I and not only musical ones 1 

depend tor their coherence andiidentf'ty u.pon the concept of variationi 

that is to sq, upon the fact that some note-sequences (or coincidences 

even) can be reco8,llised as being 'derived trom•, or a 'torm ot', or 

'related to• another note-pattern. Sometimes the relatinn betveen 

Tariant and parent tbeuie is simple, direct and complete: obviously 

the same time, vitb a change in ornamentation, l~-out., harmony or 

tempo. Sometimes the association iB altogether more free, so that the 

relation is complex, indirect and incomplete: o~ a part ot the time 

being treated, and its character r~ther than ito contour being the 

f'ocua or creative reflection. Again some sets ot variations remain 

politefy subordinate to their thel'!les; as in the t'iret movement of Mozart 

K.311, perhaps, or Handel •s Harmonious Blacksmith. Others outgrow 

and dominate theirs, Beethoven's Diabelli aet, of course. 

But with all this variation on the theme of 'variation', to 

vhich may be added the associated but different business ot thermatic 

•transformation• or •metamorphosis' (as exemplified in the Wanderer 
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f'antasy of Schubert and the B-minor sonata of Liszt), do we not 

lose touch with the possibility of distin8u1ahing a real from a 

bogus variation? ,,hen, we are inclined to ask, is a variation not 

a variation but a new tune; and cannot aey motif be seen as a 

variation of' some other motif, if we allow this degree of licence 

and flexibility of relationship? The wee-lalown difficulty of drawing 

lines and setting out criteria, to provide 0lear answere to such 

questions, leads some commentators to take up extreme positions. 

The problem ia to know how much variation , in terms of wrong notes 

and omissions, I can introduce into a performance of the third 

Liebestraum before it ceases to be a 'performance• of the third 

L1ebestraum at all. If I go tar enough, what I play becomes indist

inguishable from, ond thus identical with, a per.f'ormanoo of Three 

Blind Mice: the difference between the two works is ' only' a matter 

of variation and omission carried to absurdity. But since we cannot 

eo.y where precisely absurdity be5ins, in order to avoid it we must 

jib at the thin end of the wedge and make it a neoeasary condition 

of a 'performance' that it be note-perf eot. ( As Ovid had it, 

"prinoiplts obsta ... 11
.) Or so argues Goodman ( 1969, pp.185-187) • 

Well, but there must be something wrong with a view that 

leecls to aesthetic nonsense. There can b e not doubt that a pianist 

who plays very elo,,ly all the notes, and only the notes1 of the first 

of Chopin's ~too.ies op. 10 destroys its musical identity more surely 

than one whoiplits a couple of top-notes at a suitable tempo. And 

yet Goodman apeoif icall,y says that "no departure :from the indicated 

tempo disqualified a performance as an instance••• of the work defined 

by the score" (p.185). On the other hand, metronome-markinga of 

speed do count as parts of the hallowed score, and must therefore be 

observed. But this is to swallow a camel after straining at a gnat; 

because we happen to know that some of Beethoven's metronome marks, 

for instance, do not ~epresent the speed that he intended, since he 

apparentl,y could not be bothered to grasp fully the arithmetic of 

the notation-system and certainly regarded verbal tempo-indications 

as carrying mo1·e weight ( ~ohindler 1860, pp. 425-427). .And core 

recently, even Bartok admits in retrospect that some ot has own 

metronome- marks ere mistakes 
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(Dememyi, ed. 197. , p. 00) . Again there are some vell-known places 

where the received scores of the manuscripts and early published 

editions almost certainly do not r4'tlect perfectly Beethoven •s 

intentions as to the notes the notes themselves. Thus in the 15th 

Diabelli variation he seems to have forgotten to chanse the clef

sign on the lover stave at bar 6; and there are a number of apparent 

slips-ot-the-pen in the texts of some piano sonatas, (cp. Von Bulow 

and Lebert 1894, pp.566,593). Goodmanian fidelity to "the scor e" 

would in these cases result in Infidelity to "the work". 

The artificiality of Goodman's prescription tor avoiding 

uncertainty, in tbe matter ot legitimate 'variation', consequentl y 

emerges as more awkward than the uncertainty which it is designed to 

dispel. But the problem ot uncertainty-tolerance is exactly parallel 

in psycb~os, where manifestly discrimination actions may be 

interpreted as variations on a common latent theme or psychpathology, 

vith the co:rrespoucl.ing riah of spuriously unitying behavioural elements 

which in tact retlect separate themes. We have to be careful, however, 

that vbatever provisions ve make to ornate this sort ot mi.stake do not 

lead to the other extreme of discounting valid interpretations tor 

vrong reasons (cp. ch. 7(a) above) . 

Sometimes the inform thesis that a person is miserly or aggres

sively contemptuous of others ia defended, against the apparently 

conflicting obsenation that he tJas just beba.'rid in a conspicuously 

generous or subserviently polite may, by the contention that these 

manifestations are but "the other side ot the coin". This triggers 

the reaction that, if such a discrepancy as apposition, between 

implied actions and obsened actions• is allowed to count as behavioural. 

variation en a psJrchodynamic theme, then any discrepant action m~ 

spuriously be p:reeaed into confirmatory service. But opposition is 

not mere 1c1iecrepancy'i it ia a systematic relationship. The -mechanisms of 'denial' an4 'reaction-fol'Jll&tion• are not, as ve have 

aeen above (ob. 5(a)), licences to admit to the class ot confirmatory 
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actions any departure t'rom the manifest •acting-out' of a postulated 

dynamics. CorresponcUng].y., the faot that turning a theme systematically 

upside-down or inside-out is an explicitly acknowledged mode of musical 

variation or transformation (aa 1n Bach's Art of F\lgµe., for instance) 

does not mean that any less drastic., but less systematic., modification 

must also be countenanced as a 'variation'. Indeed., sceptics might 

begin to doubt whether Ret1 1s principle of 11ntervers1on'., which reverses 

the order of only some of the notes of a series and allows interpolation 

as well., is sufficiently systematic to be a 'principle' at allJ but they 

are likely to be persuaded by the remarkable example which Walker 1dent1• 

fies (1966., p.245) in his study of the structure of Chopin's B•flnt minor 

sonata. 

To pursue this comparison one step further., it might be thought that 

what sets psyohodynamic 'variations' apart fran musical ones is that., in 

the former case the germinal motive usually has to be inferred i'rOrn the 

given behavioural variations; that they are typioally., as it were., varia

tions on an unstated or unplayed theme. But pre.cisely this occurs in 

music also. Part of the puzzle of Elgar's Enigma variations is, 1n his 

own words., that "through and over the whole set., another and larger theme 

'goes' but is not playedtt (Sams lWO, p.258). And a so!lmtion must state 

r,ot only what goes but how 1 t goes; Wh.iob is Mhy he al.Bo said that the - -
mere statement that the tune conoemed 1s Auld Lang Syne (which it 1s) 

"will not do". True opinion., as in Plato's 'l'heaetetus., again., must be 



supplemented by an explanatory account(~ logou) to qualify as know

ledge. Sams' study provides Just such a logos, which meets all require

ments and shows that you cannot really understand how it goes without 

cracking an Elgarian cryptogram somewhat in the manner of Scbumarm. 

Perhaps even more pertinent, however, to the relation between a~ 

of behavioural structure and the TI which it engenders, is the fundamental 

concept of 'implied harmony'. If a melody is picked out in single notes, 

as one might sing or whistle it, then someone who is providing an accom

paniment, say on the piano or guitar, has a certain amount of choice as 

to what harmony he plays for some of the melody-notes even within a con• 

ventional diatonic frame of reference. 'lbus, at the end of Three Blind 

~ in O•maJor, the most conservative accompanist may choose to hannonise 

the C (last note but three) in either A-minor or C-maJor, each of which 

'goes' equally well, determining thereby the emotional colour taken on by 

the tune. At other points, most obviously in the final cadence, the 

shape, character and direction of the melody will strongly 11mply1 one 

particular harmonic structure and sequence rather than any other; though 

even here, a mtnor-mode tune which ends on the tonic-note may always be 

rescued from melancholy at the last moment by a consolatory major third 1n 

the accompaniment. 

Given, then, that the harmonic structure or urd1rcurrents of a melodic 

line may be more or less ambi,Uous, and that the way in which hannony is 

conceived, or realised in practice, affects the character and significance 



of the line. it follows that a proper perception (or aesthetic intuition) 

of what the implied harmony!! is necessary to the musical understanding 

of that phrase. as regards. for example its relation to what comes before 

and after it. It follows also that. as in psychodynamics, there is the 

possibility both of diagnostic dispute ,and of exeouti ve implications. 

And musicians do, of course, disagree about the implied hamonic struc

ture of passages in the unaccompanied violin and cello worlis of Bach; 

about whether. for instance, you 'see' a full close and a fresh start at 

this point. or an inconclusive transitional hamony which looks forward 

and welds two phrases into a larger gestalt. For the way you 'see' or 

hear it will influence the way you play it and your conception of the 

work as a whole. This is not confined to compositions for largely single

line instruments, but applies equally to sparsely hamonised passages in 

any medium. Thus one editor can write, of bar 25 in the second variation 

of the last movement of Beethoven's piano sonata op.109 (which consists 

of four unison D's plus a trill on D): "The 'latent' fundamental harmony 

is the B-minor chord of the sixth, and a correct performance of the bar 

depends upon the player feeling this harmony" (von Bulow and Lebert 1894. 

p.627). 

Now, it can scarcely be necessary to spell out the psychodynamic 

parallel of this. Consider the melodic line or the bare text as a person's 

overt behaviour; statements about implied harmony correspond to !2!_1s 

depicting the structural processes or intentional states of which it is 

the expression, and these may be quite different from the agents' own 

8 .2, 



oonoeption of th8ll'IJ thus, in oormnmioating this new way of looking at 

things, however metaphorically and indirectly it may be done, an_ re

commends a revised view of the internal structure of the agent's behaviour 

and thereby provides the opportunity of reorganising the structural ele

ments (the anxieties, wishes, defences., oonf'liots) or at least of checking 

their maladaptive influence. Thus does one ' come to see', as opposed to 

merely agreeing, that an action or attitude, which one had perceived and 

intended in one way, really serves some other emotional purpose (as well). 

Even works of philosophical exposition, which rely on explicit argu

mentation, can sometimes illustrate the tact that the way 1n which we 

perceive the 'form' of a behavioural episode or product can affect quite 

literally our understanding of its purpose and nature. If., for instance, 

some features of the opening fantasy of Pannenides' treatise on what 11is11 

have left oolIIDentators puzzling about how to relate them to the stari<J logic 

epistemology and metapb;ysics which follow (Taran 1965, pp·.17.31), the 

gsneral issue has been thrown into much sharper relief recently by renewed 

discussion of the problematical structure of Wittgenstein's 'l'raotatus 

(Janik and Toulmin 1973, pp.23-32, 167-201). The specific difficulty here 

is how to conceive the relationship between the last five or so pages, 

which deal with broad ethical and theological topics, and the whole first 

part of the book, which treats of the logico-mathematical representation 

of the knowable world ( "that which is the case"). 'l'he point is that what we 

make of this structure profoundly affects what we think the work 'means' or 



is 'saying'; or, even more radically, what we think it is about. For 

if we see it as main exposition plus curious epilogue, then it will seem 

to be "about" the application of a neo-Russellian logical calculus to the 

metaphysics of 'representation', with some implications for traditional 

problems of ethics sketched in as an afterthought. If, however, we take 

it to be a meditation on certain themes introduced by a long teohn1cal 

prelude, then it will appear to be about central questions of ethics and 

value, upon which a particular logical technique, once developed, is 

brought to bear (howbeit somewhat inarticulately) to indicate what might 

be aohieyed. We are, therefore, "confronted with two contrasting views 

about the very subject-matter of the book" (ibid., p.25). 

But how can such~dispute, about which assessment of the structure is 

the more valid, be resolved? What considerations are relevant, and to 

what do they owe their evidential weight? Once again, their range and 

general type are unspeoifiable antecedently; and what concerns us about 

Janik and Toulm1n's discussion is the enormous variety of observations 

which are invoked as having some bearing on the question, and as tending 1D 

support the latter of the two interpi?etations sketched above. There is, 

for example, the fact that Wittgenstein was dissatisfied with Russell ' s 

logically orientated preface; there is the way the book is viewed in 

Austrian philosophical circles; there is the strong impression made upon 

, El}gelmann, who had corresponded with Wittgenstein about it; these are 

the ideas which are known to have been in the cultural air in end-of-century 
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Vienna, with its non-specialist attitude to philosophy; there is 

Wittgenstein's admiration for Kierkegaard; there is his asceticism, 

and his all-pervasively moral outlook (exemplified in his indignation 

at Russell being polite to "tools" in the Aristotelian Society). And 

so the list could go on. But such a list oan be drawn up only ~ 

!:.2,£ and in a particular case. There is no general principle of con

textual relevance which will tell you in advance that light is shed 

on the form of a philosophical work by the fact that its author gave 

away the family inheritance or taught in a village school. Neverthe

less it 1s possible to reconstruct and elaborate a view of this parti

cular context such that these observations do arguably support one inter

pretation of the work rather than another. 

This, then, was a case of a decision between one way of looking at 

the structure or the 'medium' has implications for what we take the 

'meaage' to be; and it remtnds us that the quest for relevant considera

tions may take us far afield, and may comprise observations whose evidential 

support-relations to that which they support are heterogenious (in that 

they concern cultural history, individual biography and specialised philo

sophical comment, for example) and more-or-less indirect (in that some 

of them become relevant only in the light of, and in combination with, 

others). But at least there were two fairly clear-cut candidates be

tween which to choose for our view of the structure. Our final example, 

however, should, for the sake of its psychodynamic parallel, concern 

deciding between the nihilistic claim that a work has~ particular struc

ture and the positive contention that specific structural properties are 



indeed deomonstrable. Furthermore, the example should per ha.pa 

rely a.a much as possible on internal evidence. 

Orthodox formal critioism was for a long time embarrassed 

by Chopin's B-flllt minor piano sonata, op.35. There i s the dis

concerting originality of the stark and p•~rf'unctory fine.le; there is 

the faot that the slow movement was written as a separate piece two 

years earlier; there is the abaenoe ot traditional 'recapitulation' 

in the f irst movement; there is the harmonioa.lly odd introduotion, 

and no doubt much else besides. All this led -.>Chumann, for example, 

to say that in thio sonata Chopin had thrown together "four of his 

wildest children" into a makeshif't family, and thereby to imply 

the absence of coherent structure. More recently, Huneker clearly 

found his own ha.li'•hearted apology an uphill struggle ( 1900, pp. 166-169) . 

Walker, on tho other hand, has maintained that the "inspired utterance" 

of the first four bars "determines the thematic desti?zy of the entire 

work" (1966, p. 239); and the validity of his elaborate analytical 

argument for this contention seems to be taken f or granted by 

Matthews (1 972, p. 226) . This argument consists large1-f, of course, 

in showing that many important themat1o and harmonic features of the 

later movements can be seen, when looked at in certain weys, simply 

to be the same paLterns as constitute the material of the first -
movement and its portentous introduction. These "cez•tain ways", 

which define the enlightening perspective, depend implicitly on two 

assumptions: one, that certain charaoteristios of the muaic are 

relevant, in the sense of bein8 the likely vehicles of its structural 

"destiey", suoh as a b11as•figure here, a chord there, an interval

sequence there or a melodic contour here; the 



other, t.hat certain pnncipl ot •trwustonnat1on• (such as oompr-eaa1on, 

t.ranapoa1t1on, 1nven1on, reveraal., interpolation or euper1mpos1t1on)., 

Wb1ch are e.xpl1o1tly acknowledged 1n other music, may be opemt1ng im• 

pl1c1tly here. 11lat 14 to sa:,, you have to concede that oolla 1ng 

a count.our 1nto a chord, turning• tune 1na1de out, and ccmb1n1ng two 

anottt: one on top ot m,.other, all are relevant etruotural relationships; -
but once th1& 1a concecled, there ie often little room for do\lbt thereafter 

that the poatulated relation does hold between the features lllbich have 

been picked out. SpeoiticaJ.4,, the development section o the first 
2. 38-2'1-i) 

movement Juet ~ contain( 1n baN /.ttte tira't aubJeot euperlmpoaed on 
~-~ 

tho tallins~ ot the 1ntroc!uct1ont and tho opening tune ot the slow 

movement Just !!2!.,. consist ot the same not as the tirat movement • a 

first aubJeot "in striot retrograde motion" (1.e. NCkt.'1'de) 18J1v ... ·,u.,., 

rhyt.hm, tempo an4 repeated notes (1b14., p.246). 'lllo doubt 18 not 

whether such rel.aUonahipa as the latter w.at, tor they undoubtedly do~ 

it ie ether the transformations on 1mich they depend are relevant Ind 

a1gn1tlcant., and whether the element.a subJeoted to trarusfcmmttan are arte

facts ot the part1oulal' -.v 1n Which the material bas been d1v1ded up. 

'lbe answer to the first doubt 1a that ware appealing only to the implicit 

operation ot t:ransfol'!Dat1on-pr1no1plea· wh1ch operante more-or-lea.a ex

pl1o1 tly 1n other muo10. 8UCb as t.h mutation ot tugue•:subJeots in BAcll' e 

Art ot ~e or the th tic "metm:iorphosia" 1n Schubert'o Wanderer tanta.sy 

and the Uszt B-minor Sonata. The second doubt 1a met by challenging the 

sceptic to show that, and why. the designated elements ere fact1t1ous: -



that is, that they do not represent genuine functional units or "cells" 

as Reti has called them (1951). The perception of such relationships 

is certainly perspective-dependent (cp. oh.4), in the sense that they 

will not emerge unless you can 'construe' the data for phrases, inter

vals, harmonies, contours, balance, compression and so on. But this 

is not a licence for arbitrary decimation, for we are only "cutting up 

reality" (in Bergson's phrase) along the lines on which we know it 1s 

usually put together. 

'lhus the musician who seeks functional structure in the Chopin 

sonata is assuming that internal relationships of familiar kinds can 

be brought to light, if you allow that certain ways of looking at, or 

categorising, the data are appropriate, and that certain principles of 

transformation are likely to be operative. To demonstrate these struc

tural properties is not, of course, to have exposed the composer's plans, 

intentions or deliberations during its composition; but it is to suggest 

something about how it should be viewed here and now, and it does carry 

some implications as to what should be done about it in executive per-

formanoe. Precisely the same goes for!?!_. The interpreter adopts the 

perspective of construing the behavioural data for intentions, fears, 

wishes, guilts etc., where they are not manifest 1n the 'usual' wa:y (i.e. 

to the agent); and, by appeal to a range of transformation principles, 

he claims to show how one aspect of the presented behaviour relates to 

another or to some postulated "intentional state". Although a good deal 

of retrospection may be necessary before these interpretive claims can 



be formulated, their implications are largely prospective in that they 

recommend one view of the patient's behaviour rather than another. 

'!he Job of the therapist's hl· is to communicate this view to the patient, 

so that he comes to see and feel it 1n that way also. Similarly the 

pianist's Job is to get the nearer to "see and feel" the relation between 

the developnent section and the introduction. But the way 1n which 

the respeti·ti ve executants do this will depend to some extent on their 

respective audiences (op. ch.2(c)). 



Chapter 9 

The Commuaication. of Structure 

(a) The ontology of structural diagnosis 

(b) Executive implications of,!?! 

(c) The Story so Far 

"A musical structure contains the answer to the problem of its 

own interpretatioa. A !Nat interpretation is aever 'applie• • from 

without; it ~ways emerges from withia" (Walker 1966, p. 256). 

Ia this concludin& chapter we bring the comparisoR betweea musical 

a.ad behavioural structure back to the question of what sort of clai.11s 

these structural assertions are makiag. A.ad we take up acain, ia the 

licht of this, a question which was broached early on (ch. 2 above), 

aamely that of the relation between such assertions ud the !,!'s which 

oommuaicate to the subject a view of his behaviour in such a way that he 

is supposedly enabled to change beaeficially. Finally the main features 

of the arguments we have advanced are reviewed in swnmary. 

(a) The ontology of structural dia,snosis. Having remiaded 

ourselves of the sort of coRaiderations that are regularly adduced to 

support the claim that there !a so e structure ill this work or this 

behavioural episode (or the claim that the structure is aot .f but ,9.), we 

have to face again the question whether such claims sa::, anything more 

thu that the subject of interest £5 be seen in this or that way!! you 

~• On the one haad, we have to avoid too much causal-categorical im

plication. In the lllUsical case, when Walker exposes aad spells out certain 

structural relationships withia the. Chopin sonata, he is aot of course 

claiming that the composer devised or conceived them in those terms. There 

seems, however, to be a seaee in which they exist nevertheless; aAcl it is 

tempt~ to think of the terms themselves as reflecting the formal uader-
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pinaiag o! Chopia's essentially precoascious aesthetic judgement that the 

various ideas did iadeed 'go tocether• (cp. Gombrich 1966, pp. 35-36). 

Alld in parallel behavioural cases, we aeed to disclaim the idea that the 

postulated relationships are eavisaced as obtaiaing aecessarily or 

immediately between hypostasised determinaats and observed effects. This 

is to reiterate that E! is often, if not usually, 'about• the character 

rather than the causes of the action etc. to which it refers. 

On the other haad, I am resisting the sceptical suggestion that 

the structural relations which can be •seen' are merely a function of the 

point of view which is take• up; and that there is somethiJag peraiciously 

arbitrary about adopting one poiat of view rather than another. Well , they 

are indeed a fURction of that view, but not merely a fUDction thereof. It 

is aot like standing on one's head in order to see some phenomena which 

canAot be experienced otherwise. If I "come to see" (as the therapists say), 

anj hence to sease aesthetically, the relation Walker demonstrates between 

the first subjects of the first and third movements, there is no point there

after in !,2l seeing it. So the tables or arbitrariness are turn••• Given 

what you£!!_ see if you adopt this ccmceptual viewpoiat, it would be uareaeoaable 

and destructive to abaadon it. 

Withia these limits there seems to be scope for a certain oato-

logical gradation, in that the sense of "is" in which 'the structure of this 

! is§.' co vary. Por when Bach tells us that this eectio11 of the Art of 

Fugue is a cnon at the sixth, does not this suggest that its structure!,! 

iadeed that of "a canon ••• " iJI a somehow stronger sezase than that in which, 

for instaace, Keller contends (1966, PP• 349-350) that the last movemettt of 

Tchaikovsky's F-miaor symphony is "ill reality" not "a set of free variations 

upon. a Russian folk-song", as muy critics say, but "a11other of Tchaikovsky's 
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intriguing sonata structures" (which Keller sometimes calls a "soaata

rondo"). The test is that we feel more incline• to substitute 'should be 

seea as• for "is" in the latter case than in the former. Equally, the 

sense ill which Satie 'a Three Pieces of 1903 really !E.!. "in the shape of a 

pear" (because he says so 1JI their title) seems more than that 111 which 

Bach's so-called "wedge" fugue, from BWV 548, actually!! wedge-shaped. It 

is true eaough that, if you draw a line along the top of the higher notee 

of the first subject and another under its lower notes, you will UJ1equi

vocally produce something which could just as well be a drawillc of a weclge. 

But then, why oa •tll'th should you start drawing lines rouad the aotes of 

the score in the first place? The 'point of view• surely is questiOAable, 

and to a sipificot aegree "arbitrary", here; as also is the fact that it 

is aot called the "expaJuiing14 tucue. 

We can becin to makr this distinction, and at the same time 

capitalise on the observation just made that it is aesthetically destructive 

to reject certain points of view, if we take the metaphor of 'structure• 

rather more literally. The walls of a house may all 'be very similar in 

respect of material, thickness, colour ancl so on; but some are •structural' 

and others are not. What defines the structural oaies is that they are doinc 

a certain job, namely holding up the house. Consequently, oae way of telling 

whether a particular wall is structural is to !mock it ciowa aad see what 

happeAs. We mi~ht then say that these walls which look alike are descript

ively related, insofar as they are all green or six-inches-thick or brick

built, but that only some are 'structurally' alike ill the sense that they 

4o the same structural job. Some relationships among musical ad behavioural 

data will be merely 'descriptive• while others will be 'structural'; azui 

the test will be what happens, to our aesthetic experieace or our psycho-
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logical waderstandill~, if you take them away. Thue behaviour-episoaes 

which are descriptively sillilar may be structurally different: we saw 

that the mother's tease coat-buttoning might resemble an obsessional 

practice but really express something else. Thia is not to say that the 

similarity is illusory, for it is not. It exists: but it is descriptive 

aot tuactional. Thus coincidental similarities or relationships are aot 

bogus, but merely descriptive. This allows us to concede, for instance, 

that the slow movement of RaclunaDiAov's G-minor piano concerto just .!!2!!! 

start with a variation oil Three Blilld. Mice, but to deny this fact any 

sicnificance; the same goes for the "wedginess11 of Bach's fuiue-subject. 

Take away the idea, and what io you lose? Nothing. In fact you gaia by 

the loss of irritating associations which some of us wish we coul4 get rid 

ot. But take nay Walker's ideas from the Chopin sonata, and you may well 

feel that it falls apart into SchumaJU1's "arbitrary family", aud that in 

Huneker's words "these four movements have no common life" (1900, p.167). 

The fact that lllistakes can be made in attributing structural 

propertiee to relations which are really no more than descriptive, ill 

this sense, cloes not itself show that the distinction in invalid. Am yet 

critics still persist iJl trying to diecrec:lit DI 1n this confused way. Thus 

Bandura (1969, PP• 49-50) discusses, for this purpose, the case of a psy

chotic patient who was induced by selective reinforcement to display 

temporarily what mit;ht be called a 'broom-fixation•. A "psychotherapist" 

who was invited to illterpret the pheaomeaon duly obliged with talk about 

child-substitutes and feelillgs of omnipotence. The poiat of all this is 

to illply (rather thaa to argue explicitS;y of course) that such psycho

dynamic hypotheses are.!!~ class scieatifically reduadaat twaddle. But 

what precll.aelty is, or would be, the arguapi>? Idelltical reasoning, or 

lack of it, would lead, pvea that stammering cu regularly be induced in 

j 
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flueat speakers by electroaically delayed auditory feedback, to the con

clusioa that all stammers are produced thus and that none are due to neurotic 

confiict or neuro-muscular deficiency. The psychotherapist's error was to 

mistake the descriptive relatioa between broom-cuddlinc ud chila-cud4ling 

for a structural relation. We all kaow, however, that ia many fields 

expertise can be defeated by forsery; ud this was simply a piece of 

behavioural forgery. But we do aot coaclude, fl-om the fact that art-experts 

mistook the descriptive aasociatioa between Vaa Meeprea's forgeries anci 

Vermeer's paiatings for a structural oae (namely that of having bee• produced 

by the same hand)• that art-expertise .E!£ e, is bogus. 

This geaeral distinction then betweea 'descriptive' ud 'structural' 

eaablee us to escape the ontological embarrassment of having to suppose, J2!E!. 

Parmeniaes, that some of these relationships are more real tho others. What 

makes 'wild etymology' wild, and distinguishes it from its controlled couater

part, 1s not that the superficial relationships between the words to be 

derived and their postulated sources are less Nal in the former case thaa 
is 

1n the latter. They are just as real; but the poiatAthat they are not de-

rived froc an appropriate transformation -system. There is indeed a relatioa 

between the Italian maestoso ud the Latin maestus: but it is oaly 

descriptive. The relation which is both descriptive and structural, because 

consistent with the traasformations which happen to operate, holcls, of course, 

between maest~s and the Italian mesto. These descriptive correapoudences 

between words of different origin ad Meaning, whether the correspondences 

are visual or acoustic, can be turued to •trmasformative' aocouat in certaiJl 

rhetorical tropes and figures of speech, by using one word to evoke two sets 

of associations. Devices associated with the pW'l ud the double eateadre 

obviously function in this way. AJld it ie part of our general contentiOll 

that the way in which therapists represent the behavioural relationships to 

which they draw attention have traneformative iltplications for the patient. 

\ 

\ 

\ 



This has some affini ty with Walker ' s teeliag, expressed in the quotation 

above, that the diQDlosis of aueical structure implies or generates of itself 

certain consequences for executive interpretation. For both the pianist and 

the tiarapist are trying to get an audience to take a cert aill 'view' of their 

respective material. 

(b) Executive illplicatioas. Not only interpretive psychotherapy 

of psyohoaaalytic orientation, but also the supposeclly "Doa-clirective" pro

ceduree typified by Ro!ers, aill to get the patient to •see' his feeliaga 

ud actions in a different way, to feel differently about them, aad coase

queatly to feel and act in some respects differently in. the future. But 

whereas, so-called "client-centred therapy" see11a to be characterised. by the 

belief that the client can achieve such modifications as a result of what 

amouate to supportively facilitated iJl.trospection and cath~eie, without 

aeeding to be moved in one direction rather th&ll another, it is the job of 

•traasformative interpretations' (!,!) to recommend to the client particular 

readjustments in his apperception of himself and to provide the psychological 

coaaitione for making them. 

These conditions depend classically on the concept ot the "traasference", 

which is that process of stimulus - generalisation whereby the client comes 

to respond to the therapist as he had done, in significant respects, to the 

parent- figures of chilclhooa. The efficacy of I! consequently derives not 

just from appropriate tilE.IIG (cp. ch. 2) but, even more fuaaamentally, fr0111 

its placing in such stimulus-conaitions. It is, of course, precisely such 

features of the context in which they are used which give rise to the familiar 

objection that !,!' a trade for their effect upon the emotional authority of 

the therapist and upon the dependent sugsestibility of the client . Alter

aatively, it may be, as we have also noticed above (ch. 3(a)), that client 

aai therapist share a common background theory about the desiderata of 



mental health such that what look like aiapostic-descriptive etatemeats 

about what the client!!! doing 1n certaill situations canaot help but acquire 

both e.Yaluative couotations about what he ought to 'be doiag, and some per

locutionary force to audge him in that direction. It is the same with 

Austin's example of the back-seat driver who says "Driving like this is a 

good way to break the springs" or words to that effect. 

Perhaps it is misguided, therefore, to seek to derive the 

•transformative' from the 'diagnostic', that is to recommead and precipitate 

psychological shifts in the patient, in the absence of some such over-riding 

theory. There 111ay well be no iaplications strictly !!!!a specie aeteraitatis; 

but only for people living in the here-ud-now with some conception of how 

they want (or ou5ht) to tunotion. This is what makes the claims of some 

theorists, who think that they have and need no such theory, pernicious; 

for it engenders needless guilt 1n those who have a theory, but also are 

aware of the fact. 

Even 1A the musical case Walker's claim that a structural diagnosis 

of the Chopin soRata implies of itself certain aspects of executive perform

ance is rather too ebullieat. Firstly, there is obviously RO oae way of 

playing, say, the first three bars in order to get the hearer to hear them 

!! the "cerm" of the whole work. Secondly, if he means rather that the 

pianist's •executive interpretation' will be coloured ill a paeral way by 

his wish to communicate certain internal relationships, then this inter

pretatioaal motive depeads on the aesthetic and evaluative assumption that 

graspi.Ag the structure of a work is a higher ancl fuller musical experience 

for the listener than merely enjoying the tunes or being dazzled by the 

player's technique. Now the 1111011-directive" therapy of Ro1ers is theory

depeadent in the same ki.Ad of way. For it assumes~ that much emotional 

disturbance etc. is a consequence of inaccurate self-perception or inadequate 



'self-actualisation'~ that autonomously acquired insi~ht is a sufficient 

condition for overcoming these deficienciee. There are indeed further 

assumptions, about how you can tell when the deficiencies have been overcome. 

Even if they are true for some cl1e11ts, these assumptions nevertheless con

stitute just as definite a theoretical back4round to the process of therapy 

as the Freudian or J\Ulf;ian has. 

It is hard to avoid remarking, while on the subject, that, by 

comparison with thie mild theoretical myopia of Rogers, the holier-than-thou 

protestations of freedom-from-theory which are made doctrinally on behalf ot 

Skiuerian methodology are srotesquely impertinent. Fortuaately for the 

cause of truth, however, they are often so clumsy as to contain their own 

two-line refutation, as witness the following vignette. "Suppose we are 

interested in the problem of human depression following the loss ot a loved 

one, and we feel that the investigation could profitably be carried out in 

the animal laboratory" (Sidman 196'0, p. ?!'?). One does not move so smartly 

from the melancholic wards to the simian laboratory without soma doctrinal 

propulsion (and cp. ch. 6(c) above). 

By comparison with the purportealy non-directive 'play-back' of 

clieat-material by the Rogerian therapist to his client, the interpretiag 

therapist is certainly trying, part of the time, to communicate to the patieat 

a 'view' of the material, aad to aet hill to eutertain it empathetically 

rather than just intellectually. Thie will rarely be enou~ to effect the 

required change; but it can be a aeceseary condition for self-help, aad for 

beiD.s able to use non-specialist support (cp. Wimlicott 1971, ' pp. 2-6). It 

is one thing to reco&nise one's conflicts, anxieties, wishes and defeace

patterns, and another to 'work through' them so as to brine them under ego

control or 'integrate' them into ego-function. The emotional atmosphere of 

the transference, however, beini regressive, supportive and directive, i~ 
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intenied to facilitate the necessary ua-learning, maturation and readjustmeat. 

Seen from this standpoint, which may well be that of a relatively 

iJlefficient form of therapy, it will merely be a first step to identify the 

areas of poor or neurotic adjustment. In practice this may meu 1ettiAi the 

patient to see the relation between his pathological, puzzling or unwuted 

behaviour and hie other feelings, actions and attitudes. The idea is that, 

by coming to see one's •accidental ' missing of the train as related to his 

wishes, he may both get a clearer picture of his real feelings (which may be 

dieconcerti~) ud thus be enabled to prevent them from confusizlg his future 

actions. Similarly, to aee some misjud4ement of a person, or some unrealistic 

fear, as a projective transformation of a feeling about oneself, opens up 

quite short-term possibilities of improving one's social perception aad of 

reciuoug uxiety. Thus people cu to some extent use insights of this kiad, 

into the structure of their feelillgs and actions, in u immediately 0011-

structive, reliet-giving and prophylactic way; ud this will depeaci upon 

their haviag sufficient eso-strencth to tolerate the diapostic insight, and 

sufficient flexibility to put it into practice. These resources are sometimes 

tested in clinical interview, as we saw above (ch. 2(b)), by seeills how a 

patient reacts to being confro11ted with a~- Two general consequences about 

the traneformative mobilisation of l2! follow from this: one concerns the 

prevention of patholo~ical developments, and the other the specificity of 

tranaformative techniques. 

We have seen that the trusformative efficacy of therapeutic inter

ventions which are concerned maillly to colllllUJlicate a El depeads on the context 

1• which it is given. This context includes both the aature of the aims and 

assumptions common to client and therapist, and the psychological make-up of 

the individual client. The aew perspective, or iJlsight, which is offered can 

be turned to constructive use most immediately when the client can appreciate 

what other situations and actions are a.nalotous to the one interpreted, so 

3 OlJ . 



that he can be on his guard against, or •catch hillself', doing the same kind 

of thing at;ain; and when putting the insight to use in this way does not 

confiict with deeply established habits of emotional reaction. For when they 

do ao conflict, a good deal of un-learning and re-traiaing of such reactions 

will need to be done; and it is !or this regressive and reconstructive work 

that the special climate of the transference-relationship is held to be 

necessary, because those reactions and attitudes have been laid down in child

hood and •stamped-ia' ever since. 

Suppose for instance, that we eTentually give a studeat the 

interpretation that his avoidable examination-failures, or his •crowding out• 

of aecessary work by trivialities which assume momentary 1.mportaace, are a 

way of preventing himself from suooeeaing. The exteat to which he can!!.!!. 

this for self-monitored readjustment woul£ be expected to depead upon whether 

this emotional attitude to success is asaoc1ate4 with the sub-cultural norllB 

of some current presti,ae-group which holds that "ecg-heade are freaks", or 

with more generalised, deeper-seated aad longer-standing teeliags about adult 

achievement, father-rivalry, poteacy and the rest of it. A spleadid example 

of aa under-achievinc schoolboy patieut being able to~ tranaformatively a 

nake4ly 'diagnostic' psychological report, which was intended for a clinical 

colleague but literally came into the boy's own hands, is given by Murray 

and Jacobson (1971, P• 737). 

Thia kind of distinction has been expressed in various ways, which 

reflect ditfereat attitudes to the possibility and nature of therapeutic 

practices that should operate without plumbing the remote and long-term depths 

of classical psychoaaalysis. For the example just given raises the general 

question whether there are aspects of the persouality, or "areaa of eeo

funotioning" (in the provocative but cuhable spatial metaphor), which are 

relatively uniuvolved in the particular confiict and can consequently mobilise 

their own therapeutic forces with temporary guidance ana support from outside. 
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This objection, that traditional psychoanalyeis underestimated the potential

ity of collaborating with "conflict-free ego spheres", was notably expowaded 

by Hartmann (1939, 1964). The consequent ahift of emphasis has paved the way 

directly or 1ncilrectly toward a variety of more cognitively orientated 

approaches such as the "rational" psychotherapy ot Ellis (1962) aaci the 

"assertive" techniques of Phillips (19.56c Phillips and Weiner 1966); aot 

to mention methods i erived f rom Kelly, which see■ to suggest that patients 

can revise their construct-systems by aotinc-out alternative onee, aad cu 

experience a traneformative outcome from being taught to construe positively 

rather than aeiatively (Hanaieter and f ransella 1971, PP• 130-159). The 

apologist is always tempted to see iuovations a.s but a selective ana 

elaborated emphasis upon procedures which played some part, howbeit relatively 

millor, in primordial psychoanalytic activities. Did ziot Freud's treatment 

of ''Eliv..abeth von R", whose throat paraesthesia was traced to the suppression 

of uger towards u. uacle, include 'assertion therapy'? "I did my best", he 

writes (Breuer and Freud 1985, P• 171), "to get rid of this 'retention 

hysteria' by ietting her to reproduce all hor agitatins experiences. I made 

her abuse her uacle, lecture him, tell him the unvarnished truth, and so on, 

and. this treatment diet her good". 

Be that as it may, the development and reported utility of 

pqchotherapiee which appear to proceed by pressin~ hellthy ego-fUllctione 

into service in a variety of ways leads to the question, which has been takea 

up, for example, by Molan (1963), whether more orthodox 'interpretive'methods 1 

can be more efficient, or at least less time-conswniD.c , by aeseasinc and 

mobilising the insight, flexibility of d.efeaces ui stress-tolerance which 

the patient can call upozi 1n his constructive response to !f• It also under

lines a reservation, which Dalbiez made many years ago in a classic review 

(1941), to which MY disoussiOll of the relation between Q!. and 11 must bow: 
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namely that the lillks between the explaaatory elements of psychoaalytic 

theory and the orthodox therapeutic tech.aiques are relatively teauous. That 

is to say, the diapoatic accouat that someone behaves in a certain way 

because of some unresolved psycho-developmental conflict may be entirely 

true without entailing, even on the theory's own terms, that the conflict 

Aeeds to be dissolved and overcome by the same kind of interactional pro

cesses as those through which it arose. The converse assuaption of some 

behaviour-therapists that, if you can abolish a neurotic habit by some de

conditioning program;rfa{, it must have been learned from a correspondin1 para

digm is equally misguided. The fact that appendicitis may be cured by 

surgical excision does not entitle the conclusion that it was caused by 

surgical implantation. This complementing of psychodynamic l2!, with trans

formative procedures which are essentially non-psychodynamio bas been dis

cussed more recently by Kliae (1972, PP• 35.3-359). 

It seems to emerge from all this, then, that the trusformative 

use of interpretation may be most effective in dealing with rather specific 

and 'acute• emotional reactions in basically healthy people; and perhaps 

especially in forestalling maladaptive emotional development by identifying 

latent reaction-tendencies and dynamic patterns at a stage when they may still 

be diverted from pathogenic trends by beneficient manipulation of events, 

experiences or contin«encies of reinforcement (or just by plain discussion). 

In practice this would mean that one of the most fruitful applications of 

El, may be in identifying the incipiently pathogenic structuring of feelings, 

attitudes and defences, in their early behavioural expressions, while they 

are still relatively malleable by non-specialist means. Of course we all try 

to do this informally; and to that extent all parents anci teachers play the 

part of prewentive therapists, basing their situational therapy ra more or 

lees acute and sophisticated diagnosis of the dynamics which are operating. 



The procedure of actually presentin.g a person with a aew view of 

the structure of his behaviour canaot be expected to be constructively 

trustormative until he has sufficient security, not to be unduly threatened 

by it; ancl until he has sufficient ego-skills, nexibility anti insight to 

try out and monitor an unfamiliar way of 'looking at' himself, his feelings 

and his actioas. Consequeatly the fresh •perspective' ud 'cor:ununication' 

of structure, contained in the well-won inrases "It's a bit as if you were 

trying to •••• ", "Perhaps part of yow really wants to •••• " and "So you felt 

that he/she waa •••• 11 , will be most readily helpful whell r;enerally well

fuactioning people are throw into -.&Xiety, confusion or one of Levy's 

"binds" by some new or temporary situational stress. Thus the couaselling 

of everyday-life reactioas ancl the prevention of needless confiict, rather 

than the modification of profound pathology may be the most appropriate, aad 

the ubiquitous, application of !!• But this will come as no surprise to those 

students of psychodynamics who find the most persuasive demonstration of its 

diagnostic couaterpart aot in the aetiology of the neuroses but 1a !a! 

Psychopathology of Everyday Life. 

(c) The story so tar. It remains only to delineate ia retrospect 

what my main conteDtiona have beeR; or rather, perhaps, what they should 

have b&en, 1a case my treatment of some particular episodes has distorted 

the story I have been tryin~ to tell. On the surface it comprises some 

a.egative ana. eoroe positive themes; though I have already remarked that the 

grammatically a.esative ones draw some constructiveness from beinc lo8ically 

double-negative. 

(1) Nesative. The possibility of valid psychod.yaamic explanations, 

iavolvhg Q!, is defeaded against certain criticisms based on lilSaumptiou 

about "efiea.tif'ic" procedure. The objection that it does not proceed by 

hypothetico-cleductive steps is met by showing that muy empirical investi-
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gations, both within and outside the paracligmatic hard sciences also do not. 

The objection that its data are necessarily or very largely contaminated by 

methods and perspectives of observatioR is met by ahowin~ how such lim1tat1011s 

are overcome in other factual studies, with special reference to the uses 

of contextual evidence. A number of liAguiatic analogies are used to couater 

the objection that arguing back from admittedly loose geDeralisatiollS about 

behaviour to the sie;nificance of particular instances is logically mis

conceived. 

As tar as the therapeutic use of inter pr•tation ie concerned, we 

try to rescue some catesorical and propositional core, from the scepticism 

of Levy and Farrell, by arcuing that it essentially communicates (ia terms 

adaptable to people ud situations) a 'view• of patient-behaviour which at 

best depicts relevant structural features no leas objectively than do some 

theoretical •models' in established sciences. 

(11) Positive. Since what we are concerned with is ex h;rpothesi 

"expressive" behaviour, it follows first t hat our description of data and 

of relations betweea data will have to take the implications of 'inteation

ality• seriously, and will avoid a phoney atom.em and experimeataliam; and 

second that we can expect to araw some help, in conceptualisin~ and uader

standin~ our material, from other disciplines which deal with the idea of'.! 

expressing]!, such as aesthetics and laaguage-study. In particular the logic 

and practice of translation and the 11Aguistic concepts of 'deep structure• 

ud of 'generative-trusformational' principles, are assumed to be potentially 

fruitful. If we apply these latter linguistic analogies to my patient'a 

remark "Ah, your conventional opening" (ch. l(a)), which occasioned the!! 

"Perhaps you feel that what you have to say.. • is S2i so conventional", we 

can see this as my postulatin~, by way of the .,deep structure,i' of the 

patient's behaviour, an{ •intentional state• of concern for conventionality 

or of wishing to be conventional, which is expressed!!,! the transformational 
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principle of (the defence-mechanism) 'projection•. 

Thirdly, the fact that .!2! is characterised in practice by 

forging structural links between surprising elements or aspects of 

behaviour, in such a way that the resulting gestalt both confers coherence 

upon, and also su1gests heuristic affinities with, other actions or feelings, 

invites comparison with some of the logically diverse mo~el-schemes in the 

physical s~iences. Thus in the case of the stammerer (ch. ?(d)), the 12! 

which interprets the self-destructive Rorschach moth, the bringing of the 

Rousseau book and the daydreams of maternal rescue from gratuitous dan~er, 
a, 

all as •modl l transforms• (rather than causal products) of a masochistic 

trait encourages us to align them with other material reflecting guilt and 

punishment (such as his 'oedipal' attitudes to his father). And this is 

precisely the kind of purpose which the crystallographer's structural model 

of common salt as "a cubical lattice ••• " serves in a vastly different area 

of empirical understanding (ch. 5(c)). The closer investigation of such 

parallels as these in the philosophy of science may be expected to enable us 

to differentiate coherent features of psychodynamic interpretation from 

misguided ones, provided that such investigation is carried out with a con

ception of rationality which is adapted to the essential humanity of human 

behaviour. 

"Oft in the passions' wild rotation tossed 

Our spring of action to ourselves is lost: ••• 

As the last image of that troubled heap, 

When sense subsides and fancy sports in sleep 

(Though past the recollection of the thought§ 7 

Becomes the stuff of which our dream is wrouiht; 

Something as dim to our internal view 

Is thus, perhaps , the cause of most we do". 

(Pope: Moral Easays(i), 41-50) 

3ol,. 
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